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PREFACE 

rSlHE work here translated forms a part of the Imperial 

Edition of Cku Hsi's Complete Vi orhs ^ ^ ~^)y 

compiled under the direction of the Manchn Emperor K’ang 

Hsi, and published in the year a.d. 1713. It is composed of 

selections from two earlier compilations, entitled Chu Hsi’s 

Conversations ^ U) and Chu Hsi’s Collected Writings 

p ^ my The former, as the title indicates, consists of 

verbatim reports of the Philosopher’s lectures, which, like 

the discussions of the Greek Academy, assumed the form of 

conversations between the lecturer and his pupils. They were 

recorded by the more intimate of those pupils, and collated 

by them in various collections, some during the Philosopher’s 

lifetime, and others soon after his death (a.d. 1230). From 

these the work entitled Chu Hsi’s Conversations was later 

compiled, and published in a.d. 1270. The compilation 

entitled Chu Hsi’s Collected Writings does not include Chu 

Hsi’s larger works, such as his Commentaries, Modem Thought, 

The Object of Learning, etc., but only his miscellaneous 

WTitings. It consists mainly of letters to correspondents, 

most of them pupils, but some of them opponents, of the 

Philosopher. The edition now extant under this title—based 

upon a much earlier edition not now obtainable—was 

published about the year a.d. 1700, in the reign of K’ang Hsi. 

The title of the present work, which is complete in ilself. 
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is Using Li 31). As has been pointed out elsewhere,^ 

the expression has a double application. It is used for 

philosophy in its broadest sense, including the investigation 

of all things physical and metaphysical; and it is also used 

in the narrower and more specialized sense of Mental and 

Moral Philosophy, or the study of the constitution of man’s 

nature. Here, as is indicated in our translation of the title, 

it is in the latter sense that it must be understood. 

The work is arranged according to subject in seven books— 

Books xlii to xlviii of the Complete Works—and in groups of 

sections, these groups being chosen alternately from the two 

compilations above named. Each section, both from the 

Conversations and from the Collected Writings, stands by itself 

and has no connexion with those that follow or precede, 

except in the similarity of subject. 

The companion volume referred to above includes an account 

of the life and works of Chu Hsi, and it is not necessary to 

repeat here what is there said, nor to discuss the Philosopher’s 

system of philosophy, which is there treated at considerable 

length. A few words, however, are needed concerning the 

nature of the task here attempted, and the object in view. 

With regard to the latter, it is a matter for some surprise 

that, while translations of the Chinese Classics into English 

have long been before the public, and translations of the works 

of other Chinese philosophers have appeared from time to 

time, no serious effort has hitherto been made to present to 

the English reader the works of Chu Hsi, the philosopher 

whose teachings have done more than almost any other to 

^ -471 Introduction to the Philosophy of Chu Hsi and the Sung School, by 
J. P. Bruce. 
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mould tlie thought of the Chinese race. The omission is the 

more noteworthy inasmuch as the Western student, in his 

efforts to understand the mentality of the Chinese people, 

finds that the Classics, valuable as they are from the point 

of view of their high ethical standard, are, nevertheless, some¬ 

what heterogeneous in their contents ; and, while it is obvious 

that the study of those writings is one indispensable means 

to the attainment of his end, it must be confessed that not 

infrequently he sighs for some presentation of Chinese thought 

more systematized and compendious in its nature. Such a 

presentation is contained in the work of which this is a trans¬ 

lation. On almost every page the reader will find modes of 

thought and expression which may be observed among all 

classes of the people, from peasants to literati; and vdll 

have abundant evidence that, however unconsciously to 

themselves, their mental outlook has been formed in the matrix 

of this philosophy. 

AVhat has just been said has reference more particularly to 

the student of Oriental thought and the Western resident in 

China. My aim, however, goes further. In my Introduction 

to the Philosophy of Chu Hsi and the Sung School, I have 

endeavoured to show that Chu Hsi ranks, not only as one of 

China’s master minds, but also as one of the world’s great 

thinkers. If that be the case, his lectures and writings on 

such a theme as the Philosophy of Human Nature have a claim 

to be rendered accessible to students of philosophy and religion 

in general, if only with a view to comparative study ; and 

even apart from the subject matter, it may not be without 

interest to some to examine the workings of the Philosopher’s 

mind and the method of his dialectic as they are revealed in 
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the numerous arguments and philosophic statements contained 

in this work. 

With regard to the nature of the translator’s task, the first 

impression made upon the reader of the original text is the 

simplicity of its style, when compared wdth that of the Classics, 

or even with that of the earlier philosophers of the Sung School. 

This is particularly the case in the sections selected from the 

Conversations, in which we have the ipsissima verba of the 

Master as he taught and conversed with his pupils. But, 

while the phraseology is thus simple, it by no means follows 

that the thought is easy to grasp. On the contrary, the work 

is so full of allusions to, and quotations from, the works of other 

philosophers, and consists so largely of answers to arguments 

of which not more than isolated sentences are quoted, and to 

letters the tenor of which must be inferred from the answers 

themselves, that to follow the drift of the argument is often 

extremely difficult. Moreover, the Philosopher in his lectures 

not unnaturally assumed a knowlege in his hearers which they 

indeed possessed, but which to readers of a later generation 

is often inaccessible. 

When the effort is made to transfer the thought of the writer 

or speaker into the English language there emerges a new set 

of difficulties. In works of history or poetry the translator 

may with perfect propriety claim a measure of freedom from 

strict literalness and mechanical consistency; but in an 

argumentative work such as this is, if he would be faithful 

to his author’s purpose, he must adhere closely to the text, 

no matter how much his literary sense may be offended ; 

otherwise the very point of the argument will be lost. The 

difficulty thus created is enhanced by the fact that the 
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quotations from the works of other philosophers, to which 

reference has just been made, are in many cases repeated in 

different connexions, and arguments built upon them Vv^hich 

v/ould be confusing and bewildering unless there were exact¬ 

ness of expression and consistency in the rendering. And the 

difficulty is still further accentuated when, as is frequently 

the case, one part of a given passage is cited in one instance, 

and another in another, while in a third instance the two parts 

overlap, or possibly the quotation ends in the very middle 

of a sentence. To obtain consistency of rendering in such 

circumstances is almost the despair of the translator. 

What is true of arguments and quotations as a whole is 

in large part also true of individual words. Needless to say, 

the content of the Chinese word in many cases does not 

wholly coincide with that of any one English word, and yet 

arguments frequently turn upon a single word ; arguments 

which would become unintelligible if the rendering of that 

word were changed with every change of aspect from which 

it is regarded. An obvious and easy escape from the difficulty 

would be to reproduce the original vford, and in some 

exceptional instances this must of necessity be done. For 

example, in Chu Hsi’s controversy wuth the Taoists the word 

Tao as used by the latter manifestly has a different con¬ 

notation from that which it has as used by Chu Hsi. In 

other words the dispute is as to the meaning of the word itself. 

In such arguments to adopt, say, the rendering “ Moral Law ” 

to accord with Chu Hsi's interpretation would be to beg the 

question for Chu Hsi, while to adopt the rendering “ Reason ” 

to accord with the Taoist interpretation w’ould make Chu Hsi’s 

argument meaningless. But, apart from such exceptional 
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instances, unless an English equivalent is found which will 

fit all connexions, the English reader will often be very much 

at a loss to know what the argument is about, and might 

even plead that algebraic signs would be preferable. 

Subject to the limitations and restrictions indicated in 

the preceding paragraphs, I have allowed myself a large 

measure of liberty in the mode of expression ; and the aim, 

kept steadily in view, has been, not only to represent the 

thought of the original truly, but to do so in clear and readable 

English. In particular I may mention that I have fully availed 

myself of this liberty in the matter of connecting particles. 

In the Conversations especially, these particles abound with 

what in English would seem monotonous redundancy. So 

long, therefore, as the sentence as a whole reproduces the 

complete thought of the writer or speaker, the particles have 

been translated freely, or, in some cases, not translated at all. 

The reader is further reminded that the construction of 

the Chinese and English languages is so different that many 

words not actually occurring in the original need to be supplied 

in the translation if the thought is to be completely expressed. 

It has not been considered desirable to disfigure the page and 

confuse the reader by indicating in all cases words so supplied. 

Where words or phrases are needed, not merely to complete 

the sense, but to indicate some fact implied but not expressed 

in the original, the necessary supplied words are printed in 

italics, or, in a few instances inserted in square brackets. 

Words inserted in curved brackets are in all cases inter¬ 

polations by the Chinese compiler. 

It will be noted that for the adjective derived from the 

noun ‘‘ ether ” the spelling adopted—etherial ”—is that 
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used by Sir Oliver Lodge in his writings in order to distinguish 

this word, with its somewhat technical meaning, from the more 

common word “ ethereal 

For my justification for the rendering of certain key-words, 

such as the names of the five cardinal virtues and the words 

tao (JS), li (^), CKi (^), etc., the reader is again referred to 

my Introductio7i to the Philoso'phy of Chii Hsi and the Sung 

School. The reader is also begged to suspend judgment on 

any rendering which may appear to be unusual until he has 

followed the development of the Philosopher’s arguments in 

the body of the work itself. 

In the foot-notes the source of the quotation or allusion 

on which any particular argument is based has been indicated 

wherever possible, so that the reader with a loiowledge of 

Chinese will be in a position to acquaint himself with the 

statement quoted in its original setting. I have also, within 

the limits afforded by foot-notes, given such biographical 

information as is available concerning those correspondents 

and participators in the dialogue who are mentioned by name. 

Some there are whose names recur so frequently that 

they become familiar friends. 

In the citations from the Classics I have freely availed 

myself of the translations of Legge, Soothill, Ku Hung Ming, 

and others. I have not, how^ever, refrained from adopting 

my own variations of their renderings in cases where it has 

seemed desirable, particularly when a more literal rendering 

than that adopted by them is required in order to make clear 

f'he Philosopher’s argument. 

I cannot allow this opportunity to pass without expressing 

my sense of obligation to the Rev. Sun P’eng Hsiang and other 
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Chinese scholars for their help, given always with the utmost 

readiness, in the elucidation of the text and of literary 

historical problems related thereto. 

I desire also gratefully to acknowledge my deep indebtedness 

to my former tutor. Professor S. W. Green, M.A., of Regent’s 

Park College, University of London, and to my colleague, the 

Rev. J. C. Keyte, M.A., of the Shantung Christian University, 

China, for valuable criticisms and suggestions; and to 

express my gratitude to the latter for unstinted help in the 

arduous task of correcting the proofs. 

Owing to difficulties entailed by war and post-war conditions 

there has been considerable delay in the publication of this 

work. That the delay has not been longer extended is largely 

due to generous assistance in seeing the work through the 

press rendered by the Rev. C. E. Wilson, B.A., of the Baptist 

Missionary Society, and by Mr. W. E. Cule, of the Carey Press, 

to whom my sincere thanks are here accorded. I take this 

opportunity also to express my appreciation of the courtesy 

and patience of the publishers through all the difficulties 

mentioned above—difficulties greatly enhanced by the fact 

of the translator’s residence in China. 
J. Percy Bruce. 

Tsingchowfu, 

Shantung, China, 

March, 1921. 
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BOOK I 

THE NATURE AND THE DECREE 

(Elleven Sections prom the “Conversations”.) 

1. Question. In distinguisliing between the four terms 

Heaven and the Decree, the Nature and La^v, would it be 

correct to say that in the term HeaiVen the reference is toi 

its attribute of self-existence, tha^t in the term Decree the 

reference is to its aU-pervading activity and immanence in 

the universe, that in the term NatuTe the roferenoe is to 

that complete substance by which all things have their life, 

and that in the term Law the reference is to the fact that 

every event and thing has each its own rule of existence A 

but that taking them together. Heaven is La^v, the Decree 

is the Nature, and the Nature is Law ? 

Answer. Yes, but in the present day it is maintained 

tliat the term Heaven has no reference to the EMpyREAN,^ 

whereas, in my view, this cannot be left out of account. , 

^ There is an allusion here to a passage in the Odes ; see Legge’s Chinese 

Classics, vol. iii, pt. ii, p. 541. See also p. 54 of this volume, where the 

passage is quoted in full. 
2 The reference is to the use of this expression in the Classics, where it 

frequently occurs in the title of the Supreme Ruler. Tt literally means 

“ azure azure See Introduction toChu Hsi and the Sung School, chap. xii. 
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2. Law is Heaven’s substance, tbe Decree is Law in 

operation, the Nature is what is received by man, and the 

'Feelings are the Nature in operation. 

3. The Decree is like letters patent appointing a man 

to office, the Nature is the duty pertaining to such office,! the 

Feelinigs^ are the performance of that duty, and the Mind 

is the man himself.^ , ' 

4. The Philosopher remarked to Hou Chih : Yesterday 

evening it was said that the Nature consists of the 

processes of creation and transformation. This is not 

correct; creation and transformation ore material processes, 

while Law, by which creation and transformation proceed, 

is immaterial. 

Fei Ch‘ing^ asked : When it is said, “ Perfection also 

is undying,”^ is it Law or the Ether that is referred to ? 

^ There are two groups of feelings to which this term is applied ; the one 

set are known as the ^ (Seven Feelings), named joy, anger, sorrow, fear, 

love, hatred, and desire (see Giles’ Dictionary). The other set are the 

29 (Four Terminals), occurring in Mencius, viz. solicitude, conscientious¬ 

ness, courtesy (sometimes given as respectfulness), and moral insight. The 

reference in this paragraph, and generally throughout the work, is to the 

latter group of Four Terminals, answering to the four cardinal virtues which 

constitute the Nature. See Legge’s Chinese Classics, vol. ii, pp. 78-9. 

2 That is, the Mind corresponds to the man who in the illustration is 

appointed to office. 

^ Surnamed Chu (;^). 

^ See Doctrine of the Mean, p. 285. Legge translates this sentence, 

“ Singleness likewise is unceasing ” ; Ku Hung Ming translates it, “ Moral 

perfection also never dies.” Legge, in his note, gives the meaning of as 

“ fine and pure ”, “ unmixed”. The latter word “ unmixed,” represents 

the particular land of purity represented by and, as applied to 

character, may be expressed by such words as “ perfection ” and 
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Answefr. It is Law that is referred to, as also in the 
dictum, “ The Decree of Heaven is what is termed the 

Nature.”^ The Decree of Heaven is like the command of 
a sovereign ; the Nature is the redeiving of office from the 
sovereign ; and in the Ether lies, as it were, the 
difference between those who can, and those who cannot, 

discharge the duties of their office.^ 
K‘o Hsiieh ^ asked : Even if you interpret the dictum, 

“ The Decree of Heaven is what is termed the Nature,’’ as 
referring only to Law, is it not the case th!at the moment 
you speak of the Decree the Ether also is implied ? For 
if there were no Ether how could there be men and, things ? 

Moreover, what would there be to receive Law ? 

“ integrity Cf. The Conduct of Life, by Ku Hung Ming, p. 49. Note ; 
The word yi (~*), rightly translated “singleness” or “sincerity”, also 

occurs in the Doctrine of the Mean ; see D.M., pp. 271, 275. 
^ The first sentence in the Doctrine of the Mean. In Legge’s translation 

the significance of is in part lost. It is not simply that the Nature is 

conferred by Heaven ; it is the all-pervading immanent Will of God 
individuated in Man. See Legge’s Chinese Classics, vol. i, p. 247 ; cf. 

Ku Hung Ming’s Conduct of Life, p. 14. 
^ That is : the difference in the good and evil of men is due, not to 

differences in the Decree, or the Nature, or I^aw, but to differences in the 
material element in their constitution. 

2 Cheng K‘o Hsiieh style Tzu Shang (T -fc) , was 

left an orphan while still young. After taking his degree of Chii Jen (M.A.), 
he made two ineffectual attempts to obtain that of Chin Shih (D.Lit.). He 
first met Chu Hsi at a place called ¥/u I, and thenceforth became one of his 
most devoted disciples. With a deep sense of his own limited abilities 
K‘o Hsiieh applied himself to hard study, and in the end surpassed the 
majority of his fellow-pupils in his power to assimilate the Master’s teaching. 
While Chu Hsi was at Chang Chou, K‘o Hsiieh was tutor in his family, but 
treated as an honoured guest rather than as a dependant. In later j^^ears 
the Philosopher entrusted to him some of his most important literary work. 
After his Master’s death K‘o Hsiieh became a teacher in a college at Chung 

Chou ( *, 'j’lj). He was the author of a work entitled g It tS »• 
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Answ&r. Just so, just so ; the fact is, Tzu Ssu^ spoke 

in a comprehensive sense. The passage is specially worthy 

of study. 

5. Heaven may he likened to the Emperor ; ^ the Decree 

is like his handing to me letters patent; the Nature is the 

duty attached to the office which I thus receive, just as the 

duty attached to the office of district police is to arrest 

robbers, and the duty of the Comptroller of the Archives 

is the custody of documents ; the Feelings are like the 

personal attention given to these duties ; and Capacity ^ 

is like the various forms of effort and achievement. Shao 

!K‘ang Chi eh, in his preface to the Chi Jang ChiJ says : 

The Nature is the concrete expression of Moral Order ; 

the Mind is the enceinte of the Nature ; the body is the 

habitation of the Mindj and the external world is the 

vehicle of the body.’' 

6. Liu asked: Mencius says, “Those things are the 

Nature, but there is Heaven’s Decree concerning them,” 

and “ These things are the Decree, but there is also the 

Nature thus making the Nature and the Decree two 

^ Tzu Ssu, the grandson of Confucius, was the reputed author of the 

Doctrine of the Mean; cf. Legge’s Chinese Classics, vol. i. Prolegomena, 

pp. 36 fF. 

^ Lit. the Son of Heaven. 

^ For a detailed exposition of the word see the concluding section of 

Book II, pp. 152 ff. 

^ See Introduction to Chu Hsi and the Sung School, chap. ii. For an 

interpretation of the sentence quoted see p. 48 of this volume. 

^ See Mencius, p. 365, for the whole passage from which these quotations 

are taken. Legge’s note, with a quotation from Chu Hsi, is specially 

interesting. Mencius shows that, though the appetites are the offspring 

of the Nature, they must be regulated in accordance with the Decree ; and 

though the cardinal virtues are the Decree, the noble man will develop his 
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different entities ; while Tzu Ssu says, “ The Decree of 

Heaven is what is termed the Nature,” thus making the 

Nature and the Decree one. How do you explain this ? 

Answer. You must take the words in the sense in which 

they are used by the respective writers. What Mencius here 

calls the Decree includes the etherial endowment, while 

Tzu Ssu is speaking only of that which is imparted by 

Heaven. 

7. I Ch‘uan says : “ That wliich Heaven imparts is the 

Decree ; that which the creature receives is the Nature.”^ 

Law is one : as imparted by Heaven to the universe it is 

called the Decree, as received by the creature from Heaven 

it is called the Nature. It is the point of view from which 

the terms are used that differs. 

8. Yung Chih asked : The other day, sir, referring to 

the passage, If Virtue fails to overcome the Etner 

the Nature and the Decree follow tne Ether; but 

if Virtue succeeds in overcoming the Ether, the 

Nature, and not rest idly content with the thought that they are decreed. 

The passage is quoted here simply to show that for Mencius “ the Nature ” 

and “ the Decree ” were not synonymous terms, but represented distinct 

entities, set in antithesis to each other, and so were inconsistent with the 

teaching of the Doctrine of the Mean, which says that they are identical 

(D.M., p. 247; Ku Hung Ming’s Conduct of Life, p. 14). Chu Hsi reconciles 

the two passages by pointing out that both terms, hsing and ming, are 

used in two different senses; in one case, they both refer to the essential 

nature as imparted by Heaven apart from the material element; in the 

other case, the term “ Nature ” refers to the whole nature of man, including 

both the ethical and physical elements, and the term “ Decree to the 

Divine appointment respecting his whole life. 
1 Cf. -* ^ (Literary Remains of the Brothers Ch‘eng), lit. 9, 
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^Nature and the Decree follow Virtue,” ^ you said that the 

word ‘"Decree” is to be interpreted as to obey 

a command ” ; but, at that very time, I happened to read 

your former reply to P‘an Kung Shu, in which you argue 

that the words “ Decree ” and “ Nature ” are two terms 

for the same thing, reading the phrase as “ the Nature and 

the Decree” and that it is because of this that the 

^ Quoted from Chang Tsai’s work, the Ching Meng (JL ^), part vi, 

entitled , “ True Intelligence ”; see ^ ^, book v ; also ^ ^, 

pt. xvii, p. 39. The Ethe (^) is the physical and psychical element 

in man’s nature, as distinguished from Law (^), or the ethical 

principle. The question raised by Yung Chih is as to the meaning of 

the word (Decree) in the passage quoted. Is it a noun meaning “ the 

Decree ” as generally used ? Or is it a verb meaning “to be decreed or 

determined by ”, i.e. “ to obey ” ? In either case the construction is 

forced. In the former case the particle ^ acquires the force of a verb, “ to 

follow ” ; in the latter case the use of ming as a passive verb is not common. 

In the former case, however, the meaning and the use of the two words 

“ Nature ” and “ Decree ” are more in accord with general usage so far as 

this School, and especially Chang Tsai, are concerned. This is the interpre¬ 

tation adopted by Chu Hsi, and therefore in this translation. On the 

other interpretation the passage v/ould read, “ If Virtue fails to over¬ 

come the Ether, the Nature is subject to the Ether; but if Virtue 

succeeds in overcoming the Ether, the Nature is ruled by Virtue.” 

Chu Hsi, however, seems to have been inconsistent in his inter¬ 

pretation at different times (cf. p. 11). But, as Hsien shows (p. 9), 

the meaning is not essentially different in either case. There are two 

roads open to us. Either the lower nature may be made subject to the 

higher, perfectly serving its uses, in which case it is, as it were, absorbed 

into it, and the Nature and the Decree, or endowment of Heaven, are 

wholly Virtue. Or, per contra, the higher is brought into subjection to 

the lower and absorbed by it; there is no more than a capacity to 

receive a material endowment imparted by Heaven. Cf. pp. 121-2 of this 
volume. 

2 And so interpreting “ Decree ” as a noun, whereas on the other inter¬ 

pretation it would have the force of a passive verb, “ to be decreed,” 
i.e. compelled to obey. 
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philosopher Chang later on distinguishes the two—^the 

Nature 'as Heaven’s Virtue, and the Decree as Heaven’s! 

Law A 

Answer. And it is so, hut the word ‘‘ Decree ” is some¬ 

what slighter. 

Hsien asked: If you regard the words “Nature” and 

“ Decree ” as two substamtive words, how do you explain the 

particle which is 'combined with the terms “ Ether ” 

and “Virtue”? You will surely have to interpret it as 

meaning that the Nature and the Decree both “follow” 

the Ether, or both “follow” Virtue, as the case may be. 

Answer. That is just what ITeng Ch'ii’s- text says. 

9. On being asked a question with regard to the 

chapter on Virtue failing to overcome the Ether, the 

Philosopher replied : What Chang Tzti says is that the 

Nature and the Ether both flow down from above. 

If, however, the Virtue in me is not adequate to overcome 

the etherial element, then there is no more than a capacity 

to receive the Ether which Heaven^ imparts to me. 

But if this Virtue is adequate to overcome the etherial 

element, then wdiat I receive of Heaven’s endowment is 

wholly Virtue. If, therefore, there is “ the exhaustive 

investigation of principles” with “the complete develop- 

^ The whole passage in Chang Tsai’s text reads : “ If Virtue fails to 

overcome the Ether, the Nature and the Decree follow the Ether; 

but if Virtue succeeds in overcoming the Ether, the Nature and the 

Decree follow Virtue. If there is the exhaustive investigation of principles 

and the complete development of the Nature, then the Nature is Heaven's 

Virtue and the Decree is Heaven’s Law.” 

^ That is, Chang Tsai. The text referred to is the passage under 

discussion. 

3 Lit. “ He ”. 

\ 
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ment of the Nature’’/what I receive ^ is wholly Heaven’s 

Virtue, and what He h'estows^ upon me is wholly Heaven’s 

Law. Of the etherial element the only things which cannot 

be changed are life and death, longevity land brevity of life ; 

for life and death, longevity and brevity of life, with 

poverty and wealth, these return to Him as the etherial 

element.^ On the other liand, the things spoken of by 

Mencius when he says, “ Righteousness as between sovereign 

and minister, and Love as between father and son, these 

things are the Decree, but there is also the Nature ; the 

noble man does not say with reference to them ‘ They are 

decreed’,”^ these must all proceed from myself and not 

from Him.® 

10. Question. In the statement, “If there is the 

exhaustive investigation of principles with the complete 

development of the Nature, then the Nature is Lleaven S 

Virtue and the Decree is Heaven’s Law,”^ how are the 

words “ Nature ” and “ Decree ” to be distinguished ? 

A7iswe;r. The word “Nature” refers to what is in¬ 

dividualized, the word “Decree” to that which is all- 

pervading. 'The Decree is like water flowing, as in this 

^ These expressions are quoted by Chang Tsai from the Yi Ching ; see 

Sacred Books of the East, vol. xvi, p. 422. See also Legge’s Chinese Classics, 

vol. i, pp. 229, 280. 

- That is, the Nature. 

^ That is, the Decree. 
^ That is, they return to Him as the Ether with which I was endowed, 

and for which I have no responsibility. 

^ Mencius, pp. 365-6. 
® These virtues in contrast to life and death, etc., which cannot be 

changed by anything that we can do, are all possible of attainment and 

depend upon our own personal effort. 

Quoted from the Cheng Meng, by Chang Tsai; see above. 
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stream ; ^ the Nature is as if you took a bowl and filled it 

from the stream. A big bowl contains more ; a small bowl 

contains less. The water in a clean bowl will be clear,- while 

that in a dirty bowl will be muddy.^ 

11. Heng Gh^ii said: Form implies the Physical 

Nature. He who succeeds in reversing his Physical Nature 

will preserve the Nature of Heaven and Earth.He also 

said, “ If Virtue fails to overcome the Ether, the 

Nature and the Decree follow the Ether ; but if Virtue 

succeeds in overcoming the Ether, the Nature and 

the Decree follow Virtue.”^ Again, “The Nature is 

Heaven’s Virtue, the Decree is Heaven’s Law” F for 

the etherial endowment of men necessarily differs in 

difierent individuals, and this not because Heaven 

differs, but because men themselves are differently endowed. 

By education the Nature and Decree may be made to follow 

Virtue ; without such education, the Nature and Decree 

remain an etherial endowment only. 

Question. Formerly you interpreted the sentence, “ the 

Nature and the Decree follow Virtue,” as if it read, 

“ The Nature follows that which is decreed by Virtue ”; 

now, however, you would interpret it as meaning that the 

Nature and the Decree both are Virtue. Is it not so ? 

Answer. Yes. 

^ Lit. “water flowing thus”. The Philosopher probably was standing 

by a stream and pointing to it as he spoke. 

^ The “ bowl ” represents the physical element in man’s constitution, the 

differences in which account for the moral differences between men. 

^ Quoted from the Cheng Meng, chap, vi, “ True Intelligence ” ; see 

^ ^ , book V, f. 27; or ^ , pt. ii, f. 21 ; or ^ ^ , pt. xvii, f. 39. 

Cf. p. 88 of this volume. 

* See p. 8, n. 1. 

\ 

® See p. 9, n. 1. 
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(Four Sections from the ‘‘Collected Writings”.) 

1. The statement, “Truth in the creature is what is 

termed Heaven,” I have already discussed in detail in my 

former communication. As to the contention in your letter 

that what I said is still not the real meaning : I may say 

that when I "w^ote I was following the idea of the passage, 

“ To everything is given its Nature free from anything 

false ” ; ^ and showed from this that the Decree of Heaven 

is diffused throughout the whole universe, and is thus the 

Heaven of each individual creature. But although this is 

what I meant, I am bound to confess that, O'wing to the 

poverty and restriction of language, the idea was not very 

happily expressed. (Reply to Lin Tse Chili.)“ 

2. Question. Would it bo correct to say : The Decree 

is that which Heaven imparts to the creature, and the 

iNature is that which is received by, the creature from 

Heaven ; ^ but the Nature and the Decree have each two 

applications : from the point of view of Law, Heaven 

decrees it to inhere in the creature, and itherefore it is 

called the Decree, while the creature receives it from 

Heaven, and so it is cal],ed the Nature ; from the point of 

view of the Ether, Heaven decrees it to inhere in the 

creature, and therefore this too is called the Decree, and, 

as the creature receives the Ether from Heaven, it is also 

called the Nature ? 

^ Ft p. 299. 

2 Lin Yung Chung (fi: JS 4’), style Tse Cliili, was a native of Ku T'ien 

(* BD- He became one of Chu Hsi’s pupils at Chien An, and was 

singled out for special commendation by his Master as clever, careful, 

tireless in study, and worthy of highest esteem as a friend. 

2 Compare I Ch‘uan’s statement, p. 7. 
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Answer- The Ether cannot be called the Nature or the 

DecTee ; all you can say is that ^ the Nature and Decree exist 

by reason of it. Therefore, when tLe Nature of Hea,ven and 

iEarth is spoken of, it is Law only that is referred to ; 

when the Physical Nature is spoken of, Law and Ether are 

referred to in combination. But the Ether alone can never 

be regarded either as the Nature or the Decree. (Reply 

to Cheng Tzu Shang.)^ 

.3. “Heaven in giving birth to the multitudes of the 

people so ordained it that inherent in every^ single thing 

there is its rule of existence.”^ This means that at th'ei 

very time when a particular man^ is born, Heaven has 

already decreed for him this Nature. The Nature is simpty 

Law ; it is as received by man that it is callod the Nature. 

It is not a separate entity, without beginning and without 

end, which can be made into tho Nature by ,the Decree ; 

for, to use the illustration I have already given, the Decree 

is like the appointment to office by the Throne, and the 

Nature is like the office received by the offioet", so that 

I Ch‘uan makes it very clear when he says, “ That which 

Heaven imparts is the Decree, and that which the creature 

receives is the Nature.”-^ Therefore the saints and sages 

of old time, when they spoke of the Nature and the Decree, 

spoke of them in their relation to the realities of life. For 

example, when they tell us “to give full development to 

^ = “ it is only that ”. 

^ See p. 5, n. 3. 

^ See p. 52 and note. 

^ ^ = “ this man ”. 

^ ® ^ , Pt XV, f. 42. 

\ 
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our Nature ’V they mean that we should without any 

omission perfect the principles embodied in the Three Bonds 

and Five Constants,^ such as the relationship’ between 

sovereign and minister, father and son ; and when they bid 

us nourish our Nature they would have us so nourish' 

these same ethical principles as to preserve them from 

injury, and thus unite together in one unity the most subtle 

principles and the most overt deeds without the slightest 

omission or defect. These are not empty words. (Reply 

to Ch‘en Wei Tao.) 

4. The Su school say, “ The sages held that to be 

conscious of the Nature as still! remaining in my Mind, 

means that I still possess this Mind ; and they regarded the 

possession of this Mind as the initial cause of error.^ From 

this they traced the Nature to its ultimate source, and, 

borrowing a name, calljed it the Decree. Now ‘ Decree ’ 

means command : the decree of a sovereign is termed a 

command, the command of Heaven is termed a decree. But 

the ultimate source of the Nature is not the Decree ; it was 

simply that there was no other naim^e tO' give to it, and 

therefore they borrowed this.” ^ I maintain that when Su 

^ Mencius, p. 348. 
2 The “ Three Bonds ” are those between sovereign and minister, 

father and son, and husband and wife. The “ Five Constants ” are the 

five cardinal virtues, Love, Righteousness, Reverence, Wisdom, and 

Sincerity. 

^ Mencius, p. 325. 
^ Buddhism maintains that there is the one universal mind; that what we 

call mind is an illusion, the cause of sorrow and sin ; and that it is only 

when we lose this mind that we attain to the true mind. 

® The Su School was founded by “ The Three Su’s ”, viz. Su Hsiin, 

Su Shih, and Su Che. See Introduction to Chu Hsi and the Sung School^ 

chap. iv. This passage is quoted from Su Hsiin’s Exposition of the Yi Ching, 
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says that the consciousness, of the Nature as remaining in 

my mind is the beginning of error, he has not grasped the 

truth of the Nature ; and when he says that the ultimate 

soKTce of the Nature is not the DeOree, hut that the name 

is simply borrowed, he does not see that the Decree is 

a reality. It is as much as to say that vhthout any apparent 

cause men inherit this root of gross error, arid the sages 

deliberately ooncealed it, using a, fictitious name to cover 

it up. What sort of reasoninig is this ? The fact is : 

(there has not been, on the part of the Su sohoot, the' 

thorough examination of the teaching of the “Great 

Appendix’V the “Book of History”, the “Odes”, the 

Doctrine of the Mean”, and “Mencius”, necessary to 

a clear understanding of this chapter ; and so they have 

fallen into the erroneous teachings of the Buddhists that, 

before ever heaven and earth came to be, this Nature was in 

existence. Trying to prove that the Nature was antecedent 

to heaven and earth and all life, and realizing that then 

the term Decree would be inapplicable, they invented this 

explanation to avoid self-contradiction. If they really knew 

the true meaning of the Nature and the Decree, and still 

wished to maintain that the Nature was before heaven and 

earth and all life, they surely would have some regard to 

reason, add not indulge in such irrelevant talk. (From 

the “Criticism of the Su School Exposition of the Yi”.)" 

^ That is, of the Yi CUng. 

^ See ^ ^ > P^' xcix, f. 14 flf. 
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THE NATURE 

(Eighteen Sections from the “ Conversations .) 

1. Moral Law is the Nature, and the Nature is 

Moral Law. It is true, these tw'o are one and the same 

thing ; but we need to understand why the term Nature 

is used, and why the term Moral Law is used. 

2. “ The Nature is Law.” ^ Subjectively it is the 

Nature, objectively it is Law. 

3. The principle of life is termed the Nature.^ 

4. The Nature consists of innumerable principles pro¬ 

duced by Heaven. 

5. The Nature consists of substantive principles ; Love, 

Righteousness, Reverence, and Wisdom are all included 

in it. 

6. The differences which appear in the Confucian school 

in their discussion of the Nature are not because the writers 

were not clear as to whether it is good or evil, but because 

the meaning of the term Nature itself was not definitely 

settled. 

7. The sages understood the meaning of the term 

^ A dictum by Ch'eng I; see ^ , pt. xviii, f. 24 ; cf. also ^ ^ , 

pt. XV, f. 27. In the latter work the complete statement is: “The Nature 

is Law, what we term the moral nature ” (t!fe ilJ ^ If 

m & 4o)- ^ ^ ^ 
2 This statement must not be confused with the statement of Kao Tzu, 

“ Life is what is termed the Nature.” The apparent agreement of 

Ch'eng Tzu with Kao Tzu is fully discussed in the Introduction to 

Chu Hsi and the Sung School, chap. viii. On the Nature as the law of 

life, compare Sir Oliver Lodge’s remarks on the soul in his Man and the 

Universe, pp. 164r-7. 
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Nature ; the divisions in the later schools^ were simplj^ 

because the word itself was not understood. The 

philosopher Yang“ flounders, while the philosopher Hsiin^ 

is like the proverbial,' man who tries to soratch his leg 

through his boot. 

8. After reading some essays by Yiin and others on the 

Nature, the Philosopher said : In discussing the Nature it 

is important first of all to know what kind of entity the 

Nature is. (Pi Ta’is record^ adds the words : The Nature 

as a matter of fact is formless ; it consists of principles 

implanted in man’s mind.) Ch‘eng Tzu put it well when 

he said, “The Nature is Law.”’® Now if we regard it as 

Law, then surely it is without form or similitude. It is 

nothing but this single principle. In man Love, Righteous¬ 

ness, Reverence, and Wisdom are the Nature, but what 

form or shape have they ? They are principles only. It 

is because of such principles that men s manifold deeds are 

done. It is because of them that we are capable of 

solicitude, that we can be ashamed of wrong-doing, that 

^ Lit. “ the hundred schools ”. 

2 A philosopher whose opinions were in vogue in the time of Mencius. 

He was an egoist. See Legge’s Chinese Classics, vol. ii, Prolegomena, 

pp. 95-102. 

® A philosopher who maintained that the nature of man is essentially 

evil, in opposition to the teachings of Mencius. See Legge’s Chinese 

Classics, vol. ii, Prolegomena, pp. 82-91. 

Pi Ta in the first instance studied under Chang Ch'ih andLiiTsuCh'ien, 

but subsequently attached himself to Chu Hsi. His surname was Wu ( , 

and style Po Feng ('^j^ Through the influence of his father he was 

appointed to office as Magistrate at a place called Chi Shui iK), 

bub retired when Chu Hsi was disgraced. See pt. Ixix, f. 53. 

® See 5^ , pt. xviii, f. 24 ; cf. also ^ ^, pt. xv, f. 27. 
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we can be courteous, and oan distin^uisli between right 

and wrongd Take a-s an illustration the nature of drugs, 

some have cooling and some heating properties. But in 

the drug itself you cannot see the shape of these properties : 

it is only by the result which follows upon taking the drug 

that you know what its property is ; and this constitutes 

its nature. It is so with Love, Righteousness, Reverence, 

and iWisdom. According to Alenci'us these four principles 

have their root in the Alind. When, for example, he speaks 

of a solicitous mind, he attributes feeling to the Mind. 

The Philosopher said further : Shao Yao Fu said, “ The 

Nature is the concrete expression of Moral Order, and the 

Mind is the enceinte of the Nature.” ^ This is well| said, 

for Moral Order in itself is without concrete expression ; 

it finds it in the Nature. But if there were no Mind where 

Mould the Nature be ? There must be Mind to receive the 

^Nature and carry it into operation; for the princ|iple3 

contained in the Nature are Love, Righteousness, Reverence, 

and Wisdom, and they are real principles. We of the 

Confucian cult regard the Nature as real. Buddhists 

regard it as unreal. To define the Nature as the Mind, 

as is done so frequently in these days, is incorrect. It is 

essential first to understand our terms and then proceed 

to definition. (Pi Ta’s^ record adds : If we point to that 

1 The allusion is to Mencius’ doctrine of the Four Terminals ; see Legge’s 

Chinese Classics^ vol. ii, p. 78. These are solicitude, conscientiousness, 

courtesy, and moral insight—four feelings which are the outflow of the four 

principles. Love, Righteousness, Reverence, and Wisdom, and by means 

of which these four principles can be discerned. The whole subject is 

discussed in the Introduction to Chu Hsi and the Sung School^ chap. xi. 

2 Quoted from Shao’s preface to the “ Chi Jang Chi ” ; see p. 6. 

’ See p. 17, n. 4. 
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which possesses consciousness as the Nature, we are speaking 

of what is really the Mind.) For example, there is the 

Nature as implanted hj the Decree of Heaven, and there is 

the physioal element. If we regatd the Nature, as it is 

implanted hy the Decree of Heaven, as having its origin 

in the Mind, where will you place the Physical Nature ? 

When, for example, it is said, “The natural, mind is un¬ 

stable, the spiritual mind is hut a spark,” ^ the word ‘ mind ’ 

is used in both cases, but we do not say that the ‘ spiritual 

mind ’ is Alind, while ‘ the naturali mind ’ is not Mind. 

9. Just as in the case of the body : within are the five 

^ Quoted from the speech of Shun, the sage-emperor, to Yu, his successor, 

as recorded in the “ Shu Ching See Legge’s Chinese Classics, vol. iii, 

pt. i, p. 61. Legge translates the passage : “ The mind of man is restless, 

prone to err; its affinity for the right way is small.” But this fails to bring 

out the play on the word “mind” (^^). The expression A (natural 

mind) is contrasted with (spiritual mind). Although 5^ as 

Legge says, is not a different entity from A iC*, it represents a different 

condition. Legge objects to Medhurst’s translation of A as “ carnal 

mind ”, and he is right in so far as the word “ carnal ” is too one-sided 

in its generally accepted meaning. The mind of man as ordained by the 

Divine will is the i.e. the mind which is in accord with and wholly 

subject to ^ (Tao), Moral Law; it is the ethically pure mind. The 

A iU' Is the mind of man as affected by the physical element. Chu Hsi 

says elsewhere when consciousness is in accord with right ethical principle 

we have the , and that the A easily falls into error, while the 

manifested with difficulty. To the word ^ {wei), which I have 

translated by the phrase “ is but a spark ”, he gives more than one meaning: 

it is “ minute ”, it is also “ obscure ”(^ 

7B ^ jC'o a ii> m a. m mom. »& I'J u w 
. • • « (C- m m # ^ 
see Chu Hsi’s Conversations 

TB ii 8^ • • • j/T' 

), pt. 78, ff. 31-6. 

5*0 

o); 
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organs and six viscera,and without are the four senses 

of hearing, sight, taste, and smell„ with the four limbs,, 

and all men possess them alike ; so with the moral nature: 

within are Love, Righteousness, Reverence, and Wisdom, 

and these are manifested in solicitude, conscientiousness, 

respectfulness, and moral, insight, and all men possess them; 

so that in all relationships, such as those of father and' son, 

elder and younger brother, husband and wife, friend and 

friend, sovereign and minister, the same moral sentiments 

exist. Even in inferior creatures it is the same, except that 

in their case these principles are restricted by the rigidity 

of form and matter. Nevertheless, if you study their habits 

yiou find that in some particular direction they tool manifest 

the same principles : they, as well as we, have the affection 

of parent and child ; in their malje and female there is the 

relationship of husband and wife, in their differing ages 

that of elder and younger brothers, in the fiocking together 

of those of a class that of friends, and in their l,eadership 

that of sovereign and minister. It is because all, things 

are produced by Heaven and Earth, and together proceed 

from the One Source, that there is this prevailing 

‘Uniformity. When the holy and wise men of the past 

•subjugated the inferior creatures, their treatment of each 

was in accordance \vith its nature. In the animal and 

vegetable world, for example, they invariably acted on this 

principle. In their appropriation and use of nature’s wealth 

they recognized seasons and exercised moderation. In the 

birth season of spring they refrained from killing young 

^ Giles gives the Five Organs (55. I^) as heart, liver, stomach, lungs, 

and kidneys; and the Six Viscera (^^^ as stomach, intestines, bladder, 
gall bladder, and the tv'O functional passages. 
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animals, they did not overturn nests, nor kill those that 

were with young. It was not till the plants and trees had' 

begun to- drop their leaves that the woodman entered the 

hill forests with the axe. It was not till the otter had 

sacrificed its fish that the forester entered the meres and 

dams. It was not till, the wolf had offered its prey in 

sacrifice that the hunter commenced his hunting.^ The 

reason why they were able to give all things their appro¬ 

priate spheres was because they first understood the original 

purpose of Heaven and Earth in the proiduction of things. 

10. I Ch'uan’s four words, “ The Nature is Law,” 2 are 

not to be gainsaid ; they are really the outcome of sub¬ 

jective investigation. Later teacliers only repeat what they 

have heard from others, without examining into the con¬ 

stitution of their own being, and therefore err in many 

directions. 

11. Question. Ming Tao says^ that most modern 

philosophers in their discussion of the Nature maintain 

that the sentence, “ The law of their succession is good¬ 

ness,” ^ refers to tlie same thing as the dictum of Mencius, 

‘‘The Nature is good.”^ Does not Ming Tao here imply 

^ The whole passage is quoted, though in different order of the sentences 

from the Li Chi ; see Sacred Books of the East, vol. xxvii, p. 221. The wild 

beast having caught his prey has more than he can devour at once, and 

therefore spreads it out on the ground all round him, watching it until he is 

able to eat it. The appearance is as if it were laid out for sacrifice; hence 
the expressions used. 

2 See p. 10, n. 1. 

2 See pt. xiii, f. 29 ; pt. i, f. 10. 

* A sentence in the Yi Cking, pp. 355-6. The two paragraphs, 24 and 

25, are frequently quoted by the writers of this school, and are very 

important. See p. 56 of this volume, n. 1. 
^ Mencius, p. 110. 
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tliat the original substance of the Nature cannot be defined, 

and that all those who expound the Nature do no more than 

describe its outflow; as, for example, when IMenoius says, 

If we look at the Feelings which flow from the Na;ture, 

we may know that they are constituted for the practice of 

what is good ? ” 

The philosopher nodded assent. 

Subsequently, a scholar of Kiangsi- asked about the above 

statement by Ming Tao, and the Master replied in a letter 

that the saying in the “Great Appendix of the Yi ”, “ The 

law of their succession is goodness,” refers to the time before 

birth, while Mencius, in saying that the Nature is good, 

refers to the time after birth. 

That very evening he again referred to this subject in 

conversation wfith Wen Wei,^ and said : It seems to me 

that v/hat I wrote to-day was not right. 

Wen Wei said: Is it not that, when the “ Yi ” speaks 

of their succession being goodness, it speaks of the flowing 

movement of Heaven’s Moral Order, and that Mencius, in 

^ Mencius, p. 278. The “ Feelings ” are the Four Terminals, referred to 

on p. 18 (see note), which flow from the four principles constituting the 

Nature, and therefore furnish the ground on which is based the doctrine 

that the Nature is good. The nature of the source is inferred from the 

nature of the stream. The questioner here quotes the passage simply as 

describing the outflow of the Nature, and so explaining the point of 

similarity between the two sayings quoted by Ming Tao. Note, Legge 

takes the subject of the last clause to be “ the Nature ”, Chu Hsi takes it 

to be “ the Feelings ”, see p. 234 ; the meaning is the same in both cases. 

2 A man named Ch‘en Yuan from Kiangsi studied under Chu Hsi (see 

^ pt. xciii, f. 1). 

^ A pupil of Chu Hsi at Shao Hsing. His full name was Hsii Wen Wei. 

He held office at Tffing Chou, but owing to false accusations made against 

him he went into retirement. After about six years, however, the Throne 

recognizing his integrity appointed him to a secretariat. 
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saying that the Nature is good, speaks of the outflow of 

man’s Nature. The “Yi” and Mencius each speak of a 

“flow”, the one referring to Heaven, the other referring 

to man, and Ming Tao uses the one to illustrate the other. 

Thus it is not, as you, sir, said, the distinction between the 

time before and the time after birth. 

The Philosopher replied : You are quite right. 

12. The Nature of man is universally good. Even 

Chieh and Chou,^ who exhausted the possibilities of violence 

and went to the utmost extreme of wickedness, still knew 

that their actions were evil. But, though my Nature is 

good, when I would act in accordance with it I fail, and 

find that it has been made captive by human desire. 

13. The Master asked the question : How does the 

'Nature come to bo “ the concrete expression of Moral 

Order ?. ” 

Chton^ replied : Moral Order is a principle inherent in 

the Nature. 

The Master said : The term Moral Order is used in a 

universal sense, the term Nature is used in the individual 

sense. How do we know that Moral Order exists in the 

external world ? Simplf^, by our experience of it here.^ 

(Ti-Lu reads : By seeking it in our own persons.) Where- 

ever the Nature is, there is Moral Order. The IMoral Order 

^ Chieh was Chieh Kuei ^), the last Emperor of the Hsia dynasty, 

and Chou was Chou Hsin ^)) Emperor of the Yin dynasty. 

Both were notorious for their almost inconceivable tyranny and lust. The 

one was overthrown by T'ang and the other by Wu. 

^ Probably Ch‘en An Ch‘ing ; see p. 195, n. 2. 

^ Here the Philosopher pointed to his breast. 
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is Law as we find it in the external world ; the Nature IfO 

Law as we fin'd it in ourselves. But the laws wdiicli Ave 

find ill the external Avorld are all comprehended in this 

LaAV Avhich is in myself. The Nature is the frameAvork of 

the Moral Order. 

14. Chi Sui, folloAAdng the teaching of his schoolfi said: 

You cannot speak of the Nature as being good in the moral 

sense, for ultimate goodness has no opposite, Avhereas the 

moment you say that a thing is good you are contrasting: 

it Avith evil, and Avhen you speak of it as being good oi' 

evil you are speaking of Avhat is not the original Nature. 

The original Nature is front aboA-e, so honourable as to be 

aboA^e comparison. Good as the correlative of cauI is from 

beneath. The moment you say it is good you contrast it 

wdth evil, and then you are speaking of Avhat is not thej 

original Nature. When Mencius said, “ The Nature is 

good,” he Avas not speaking of moral goodness, but simply 

using the language of admiration, as if to say, “ What an 

excellent thing the Nature is ! ” just as Buddha exclaimed 

“Excellent! ” AAuth reference to “the Path”. (This is 

the theory of Wen Ting.) ^ 
V 

^ Chi Sui was the third son of Hu Wu Feng (see p. 25), and grandson of 

Ku An Kuo, the founder of the Hu School of Philosophy (see Intro¬ 

duction to Chu Hsi and the Sung School). Hu Chi Sui was Chu Hsi’s 

contemporary and the chief representative of the Hu school in his day. 

He studied under Chang Ch‘ih {style Nan Hsien), whose daughter he married, 

and who had himself studied under Hu Wu Feng, the father of Chi Sui. 

See ^ pt. xlii, f. 21 ; pt. Ixxi, f. 1. 

2 Hu An Kuo (®j ^ fl), canonized as W’en Ting, was the founder of 

the Hu School, and grandfather of Hu Chi Sui. His teachings are recorded 

in two important works ^ ^ ^ and ^ JL ^ • See 

pt. xxxiv, f. 12 ; ^ pt. xvi, f. 15. 
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In criticizing this statement I said: The original Nature, 

it is true, is the ail-comprehensive perfect goodness apart 

from any comparison with evil. This is what is imparted 

to me by Heaven. But the practice of it rests with man, 

and then it is that you have evil in addition to goold. 

Conduct in accord with this original Nature is good. Con¬ 

duct out of accord with it is evil. How* can it be said: 

that the good is not the original Nature ? It is in man’s 

conduct that the distinction arises, but the good conduct is 

the outcome of the original Nature. If, as ¥/en Ting says, 

there is both an absolute and a rel(ative goodness, then there 

are two natures. Now the Nature which is received from 

Heaven, and the Nature from which good conduct proceeds, 

are essentially one ; but the moment the good appears, 

there immediately appea^rs v/ith it the not-gooidl, so that 

necessarily you speak of good and evil in contrast. It 

is not that there is an antecedent evil waiting for theigood- 

ness to appear with which it is to bo contrasted, but' that by 

wrong actions we fall into evil. The doctrine taught by 

iWen Ting was adopted by his descendants ; and from the 

time of Chill T’ang ^ and Wu Feng ^ it diverged still further 

from the truth, and'ended in the development of the doctrine 

1 Hu Yin (iS w. style Chill T‘ang, was a nephew of Hu An Kuo. 

Chih T’ang studied under Yang Kuei Shan, and held high office in the 

state. He died when Chu Hsi was 21 years old. 

Hu Hung styleWn Feng, was cousin to the above, being the 

son of Hu An Kuo. He also studied under Yang Kuei Shan, and in turn 

was the teacher of Chang Nan Hsien, a friend of Chu Hsi’s. He was the 

author of the TFor(?5 o/IFfsdom , see p. 28, n. £), so often quoted 

and criticized in this work. Like his cousin Chih T‘ang, Wu Feng stood 

high in the confidence of the Emperor and filled prominent positions at the 
Court. 
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of two natures, the original Nature and that in which good 

and evil are contrasted. They only speak, however, of 

one, the original Nature, contending that that in which 

good is contrasted with evil is not the Nature. How can 

such a theory hold ? ,Wen Ting obtained his idea in the 

first instance from Kuei Shan,^ and Kuei Shan obtained it 

from Ch‘ang Tsung of Tung Lin.^ Tsung had formerly 

been a neighbour of Kuei Shan’s, and thus they had had 

friendly intercourse t-ogether. Subsequently Tsung went 

to live at Tung Lin in the Lu ^^lountains, where Kuei; Shan 

visited him on his way to the capital. Tsung was an able 

man and deeply read in Buddhist literature, besides being 

a man of high moral principle. Kuei Shan asked him 

whether Mencius’ doctrine, “The Nature is good,” was 

correct. Tsung answered that it was. Again, Kuei Shan 

asked, “ Ho^v can the Nature be defined in terms of good 

and evil ? ” Tsung replied, “ The original Nature is not 

contrasted with evil.” The saying which was thus 

originated by him was handed down from one to another. 

But Tsung’s statement in itself was not incorrect, because 

it is true that originally the Nature was without evil. The 

error began with Wen Ting, who asserted that the dictum, 

^ Yang Shih Kuei Shan, was a philosopher of Fuhkien, 

and born five years after the birth of Chu Hsi. He studied under both 

Ch'eng Hao and Ch‘eng I. Most of his life was spent in Honan, their 

native province. See Introduction to Chu Hsi and the Sung School, 
chap. iv. 

2 Tung Lin (Eastern Forest), in the Lu Mountains, is in Kiang Si. Yang 

Kuei Shan established a school at Ch‘ang Chou in Fuhkien, which 

was called the Tung Lin College ^ ^ |^). The School in 

Ch‘ang Chou was rebuilt by Ku Hsien Ch’eng in the reign of 

Wan Li (Ming dynasty). 
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“ The Nature is good'/’ was the language of admiration. 

Later, Chili T’ang and Wu Feng followed by making a 

distinction between the two “goods”, maintaining that 

that of which gooT is predicated is not the Nature. But if 

that of which good is predicated is not the original Nature, 

where will you get your “good” from? Since, os is 

admitted, the words in the dictum are used in admiration 

of the Nature, it follfowls that it is the Nature. (Hsien’s 

record reads : it foll|ows that the Nature is good.) ^ If the 

Nature were not good, how could it inspire admiration— 

just as Buddha, when in admiration he exclaims 

“Excellent ! Excellent ! ” implies that the Path is good 

and so calls forth his admiration. The two Sus^ in their 

discussion of the Nature fall into the same error as the Hus. 

Their contention is that Mencius’ assertion that the Nature 

is good is as if he said fire can cook, while Hsun,Ch‘ing’s/ 

assertion that the Nature is evil is as if he said fire burns. 

Kuei Shan turns this statement, and criticizes it by saying : 

The reason why fire can oook is because it burns. If 

otherwise, how could there be any cooking ? ” The Sus 

in their discussions concerning the Nature say : “ Prom 

the times of the ancient sagos until Confucius, the only way 

in which the Nature was interpreted was as ‘ Singleness 

^ Hsien’s record is probably the correct one ; the sense of the text is 
otherwise not complete. 

^ Su Shih (or Su Tung P‘o) and Su Che. Introduction to Chu Hsi and 

the Sung School, chap, iv ; also p. 14 of this volume. 

^ Hsiin Ch‘ing (the Minister Hsiin) was the famous philosopher who 

asserted that the Nature is evil in direct opposition to Mencius. He lived 
in the third century b.c. 

See D.M., pp. 271, 275. The word — literally means “ one ”, and is 

translated by Legge as “ singleness ”. In his note on p. 271 Legge quotes 
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and then the idea of the ‘ Mean ’ ^ was introduced ; but 

the question whether it was g^ood or evil had not as yet 

been raised. When Alenoius, however, said, ‘ The Nature 

is good the ideas of ‘ Singleness ’ and the ‘ Mean ’ sank 

into the background.” All this is beside the mark. The 

authors of such arguments simply content themselves with 

plausible statements, without regard to underlying 

-principles. The Hus, too, represented at the present time 

by Chi Sui,- show the same tendency. 

15. On the occasion of a remark in praise of the “ Chih 

Yen”,3 made by one who was discussing the Hu Hsiang 

School,^ the Philosopliler said: The “ Ghih Yen” 

admittedly has its good points, but it also contains serious 

errors. For example, it says that the distinction between 

good and evil, or between right and wrong, has no real 

Ying Ta’s translation of the passage in which the word occurs, in which he 

translates —• as “ one ”, meaning one method of practising the five duties 

referred to. Legge, however, is not satisfied with this, and adopts 

Chu Hsi’s interpretation of the word — as meaning “sincerity”, which is 

doubtless the meaning here. I have retained Legge’s rendering of “single¬ 

ness ” to distinguish from , the regular word for “ sincerity ”, which 

occurs so often in this work. 

^ Lit. “ middle ”, interpreted by Legge as meaning “ equilibrium ” 

(see L.M., p. 248); and by Ku Hung Ming as “ right, true, fair and square ” 
{Conduct of Life, p. 7). 

See p. 24 and note. 

s The Chih Yen ” (Words of Wisdo7n) is a treatise by Hu Wu Feng (see 

p. 25, n. 2). It is still extant, and can be referred to in the 

pt. xlii, fi. 2-12. 

^ Hu Hsiang '3(1) was a name by which the Hu (]|5) School was 

known (see ^ ^, pt. Ixxi, f. 2), probably taken from a district named 

Hsiang T‘an (30 ’J^), in Hunan or from a river in the same 

region called the Hsiang River (3[} yj'C). 
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existence in the Nature. But thus to obliterate all moral 

distinctions is simply to fall into the “ Whirling Water 

heresy of Kao Tzti.^ Again, it says, “ The Nature consists 

of the faculty of liking and disliking : the noble man in' his 

liking and disliking is actuated by Moral Law and the 

ignoble man by selfishness.” 2 The Nature being thus 

defined as liking and disliking, Moral Law comes to be 

a thing outside the Nature. Where such principles come 

from I cannot understand. 

Question. Does not the statement, that by investigating 

the continuity of the functions of sighjt, hearing, speech, and 

activity we may understand the Peelings,^ express the same 

idea as that of Kao Tzii’s assertion that ‘‘Life is what is 

termed the Nature ^ 

Answer. Yes, this statement also is at fault. Again, 

later on it is said, “ Moral Law and Righteousness are 

clearly manifested, but who can say that they constitute 

the Alind ? The seductions of the 'world betray us, but who 

can say that they are men’s desires ? ” Thus Moral Law 

and Righteousness are contrasted with the seductions of the 

^ See Mencius, p. 271. Kao Tzu maintained that man’s nature in 

relation to good and evil is like whirling water; it will take the line of 

least resistance, flowing east or west in whichever direction a passage may¬ 
be opened for it. 

2 See ^ ^, pt. xlii, f. 6. 

2 I cannot find this statement in my copy of the Chih Yen, but it is 

undoubtedly quoted from that work. The same thing is true of some 

others of the statements criticized. The word “ Feelings ” here is equivalent 

to the v/ord “ Nature ”, and the text maintains that, the functions 

enumerated being the functions of life, the statement is in effect the same 
as Kao Tzu’s famous dictum. 

^ Mencius, p. 272. 
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world ; and yet, according to this school, there is 

no Moral Lav/ or Eighteousness in the Nature originally, 
but the two opposites, good and evil, are subsequently 

implanted in it, and thus it is possible to define the 
Nature also as “not good”. Finally it is said: 
“ The Nature is the mystery of the universe and of 
the spirit-world : the word ‘ goodness ’ is inadequate to 

describe it, how much more the word ‘ evil ’ ! When 

Mencius says, ‘The Nature is good,’ he is using thei 
language of admiration, and not contrasting good with 
evilTo say that the Nature is the mystery of the universe 

and of the spirit-world is to use highflowii and exaggerated 
langtiage, whereas, as I have said before, it is characteristic 

of the saints and sages that they expressed themselves in 
simple language. Although Mencius sometimes breaks out 

in vehement terms, Confucius is always even arid exact. 
The theory tliat “good” in the dictum, “The Nature i^ 
good,” is not moral good, originated in an interview which' 
Kuei Shan had with the venerable Tsung, when the teaching 
of Mencius on the Nature of man was discussed, and this 
statement made.^ Wen Ting^ frequently heard Kuei Shan 
quote Tsung’s remark, and hased his theory upon it. 
But what the venerable Tsung said at that time seems to 
have been that the all-comprehensive transcendent good¬ 
ness is not contrasted with evil, which does not look as if he 

had altogether abandoned the position that the Nature is 
good. To-day, disregarding what he said as to the all- 
comprehensive transcendent goodness, they insist that his 

statement that it is not contrasted with evil implies that he 

^ See pp. 25-7. “ See p. 24 and n. 2. 
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meant that Alencius’ dictum is the language of admiration, 

and, as a result, have fallen into very serious error. 

16. Mencius shows the goodness of the Nature from 

its manifested operations, and thus supports his statement 

that the Nature is good. ClPeng Tzu calls it the Original 

and Essential Nature,^ but also shows the original ethical 

principle by its manifested operations. 

17. Question. What is meant by Heng Ch‘u when he 

6a,js “ The Nature is that by reason of which we cannot 

hut he acted upon by the external world ? ” ^ 

Answer. The possession of the Nature in itself means 

that we are acted upon by the external world. For example, 

when we recognize the daily obligations of the relationship 

between sovereign and minister, and father and son, our 

minds are being acted upon externally. The same thought 

is expressed in the Ching in the words, /‘ When acted 

upon, it penetrates forthwith to all phenomena.” ^ This 

sentence of Heng Ch‘u‘s is parallel to his other statement : 

“ The Decree is tlrat by reason of which Heaven cannot 

but bo unceasing.”^ For Law in the nature of things is 

^ The saying is by I Ch'uan ; see ^ ^pt. iii, f. 4. 

^ Quoted from the CMng Meng (iE ^)- This passage is not in the 

^ ^. It may be found, however, in the ^ ^ ^ ^, or 

in the ^ ^ j pt. xviii, f. 33. Heng Ch'u (Chang Tsai) is alluding 

to a passage m the Li Chi; see Sacred Books of the East, vol. xxviii, p. 96, 

also p. 38 of this volume. 

^ Yi Ching, p. 370. 

^ See Chtng Meng ^ xvii, f. 33), in which this sentence appears 

immediately preceding that quoted by the questioner. Heng Ch‘u alludes 

to a sentence in the Doctrine of the Mean, which reads : “ The Decree of 

Heaven, how profound it is and unceasing ! ” In the statement quoted 

by the questioner there are two ideas ; the first is that the Nature is the 
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without cessation ; day and night, winter and summer, it 

goes on without pause. Hence the saying of Confucius, 

referring to the Nature : “It passes on just Kke this ” ; ^ 

and that of Ch‘eng Tzu: “ It is one with the Moral Order.” 

This principle, both now and from all eternity, never ceases 

for a single moment day or night; therefore it is said, 

“ It cannot cease.” 

18. Again, referring^ to the saying of Sliao Tzii:, “ The 

Nature is the concrete expression of Moral Order,” - the 

Philosopher said : Though Moral Order is present every¬ 

where, hov/ are we to find it ? Tlie answer is : simply by 

turning and looking within. It is wholly found within 

our Nature. From the flaot that we ourselves possess the 

principles of Love, Righteousness, Reverence, and Wisdom, 

w 3 infer that others possess them also ; that, indeed, of the 

thousands and tens of thousands of human beings, and of 

all things in the universe, there are none without these 

principles. Extend our investigations as f^ as we will, 

we still find that there is nothing which does not possess 

them. Shao Tzii states it well when he defines the Nature 

as the concrete expression of Moral Order. 

(Twenty-two Sections from the “ Collected 

Writings ”.) 

1. Question. The Master I Ch‘uan said: “ The Nature 
is Law.” 3 My definition of the term Law is that it consists 

seat of consciousness, and the second is the continuity of consciousness 

expressed in the words “ cannot but be affected It is in virtue of the 

second idea that the sentence is said to be parallel to the one here quoted. 

^ Analects, IX, xvi {p. 88). 

2 See p. 6. 

- See p. 16, n. 1. 
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of Love, Righteousness, Reverence, and Wisdom. 11 am 

not sure whether I am correct or not. 

A?i,9WtY. These four most certainly are the fundamental 

principles of the Nature, Rut what they incl(hde is boundless. 

You need to think into this more closely. (Reply to Liu 
T‘ao Chung.) 2 

2. It is said, “ The word ‘ good ’ in the expression ‘ The 

Nature is good’ is not moral go,od.” I hold, on the 

contrary, that the original and essential good, and the good 

twhich in its issue is contrastdd with evil are identical. 

But diough from the point of view of the time before and 

the time after its emanation there is a idifference—for good¬ 

ness before its emanation stands alone as absolute goodness 

yet the good which emanates as the relative good is still 

the same good. After its emanation there is intermingled 

with it the not-gooid, but that which is termed good is none 

the less the emanation of the original essential good. The 

thought is made clear in the expressions, “ Before there 

was any action, and “After the Nature became active”, 

which occur in the “ Ts ung Shu ”.3 To say, in spite of 

these considerations, that good in the expression, “The 

Nature is good is not moral good, is in niy j udgment self- 

oontradictory, and can only raise doubt in the mind of the 

student. (Reply to Kuo Ch‘ung Hui.) 

^ refers to the questioner Liu Ping. 

^ Liu Ping (sf^le T‘ao Chung) and his elder brother Liu Yo (g|j were 

natives of Chien Yang |1#), and pupils of Chu Hsi; ’see S ^ 
pt. Ixix, ff. 5, 6. 

Ts'ung Shu are collections of works on a particular subject or of a 

particular period. There are many such collections in existence (see 

Appendix to Wylie’s Notes on Chinese Literature), and it is difficult to tell 
which of them it is to which reference is^ here made. 

D 
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3. “ The Decree of Heaven is what is termed the 

Nature The possession of this Nature implies numerous 

principles included in it. Thus, when it is said, “ The 

Nature is the seat of the assemblage of principles,” ^ 
it is not meant that there is a pre-existent Nature 

without such principles, waiting for them to assemble 

within it. If we consider it in the light of I Ch'ujan’e 

dictum, “ The Nature is Law,” ^ we shall readily appre-. 

bend the idea. In the sentence, “ The Mind moulds 

the virtues of the Nature and Feelings,” the word 

“moulds”^ means to direct their activities. Further, as 

to the saying cjuoted that filial piety is the root of virtue, 

,I grant that, though in my opinion filial piety cannot be 

characterized in terms of either root or fruit, it is never¬ 

theless one among the virtues. But suppose it to be as you 

say, and the virtue of filial piety to be the root, do the 

other virtues then become the fruit ? You say that the 

Nature is the root of Law, can you then say that the Nature 

is simply one instance of Law ?. Again, you say, “ The 

laws of the universe all have their origin and! root in the 

Nature,” in which case the laws of the universe spring from 

the Nature, and at the same time are outside the Nature. 

Hence there are two entities, the Nature and Law, not to 

speak of Law being the greater of the two. (Reply to 

Ho Shu Ching.) 

1 D. M., p. 247. 2 A statement by I Ch'uan. ^ gee p. 16 and note. 

^ Miao originally means “wonderful’ or “mysterious”. Here 

it is used as a verb—a very rare use of the word. It must be interpreted 

as stated in the text, but as including the meaning of excellence and 

wonderfulness as to method. The passage quoted occurs in The Sayings 

of Wu Feng ^ ^ pa)' See pt. xlii, f. 12. Cf. 

p. 176 of this volume. 
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4. In your letter you say, “We do not know whence 

comes this human desire.” The question thus raised is of 

great importance. In my opinion what is celled ‘■'human 

desire ” is exactly the opposite of “ Divine Law ”. You can 

say that human desire exists because of Divine Law, but to 

say that it is Divine Law is wrong. For originally there is 

no human desire in Divine Law. It is from the deviation 

in the latter s flow that human deisire originates. -When 

Ch eng Tzii says, Good and evil are both Divine Law 

(this statement seems very. startHng),i what he calls evil 

is not evil originally (as thus explained the statement is 

considerably altered), but it comes to be gpch by excess 

or shortcoming - (this statement is an answer to the 

question “ Whence comes human desire ? ”). The sentence 

which you quote, “ Evil aljso must b'e called the Nature,” 

is to be interpreted in this sense. (Reply to Ho Shu Ching.) 

5. Sung Ch‘ing3 says, “Law is the Nature. The 

Nature is not to be defined as the root.”^ This is well 

salid. (Ch‘eng Tzh also says, “ The Nature is Law,” see 

The Remains , Pf. 22, a.) W^hen, however, he proceeds 

to draw a distinction between subjective and objective 
influences, then he is at fault. Tso Hsii ^ denies this, and 

rightly. Tso Hsii also says, “The Nature is spontaneons, 

1 The sentences in parentheses are interpolations of the Chinese compiler 

2 See jg , pt. iia, f. 2. 

3 Lien Sung Ch'ing (Jg g- IQ]), a pupil of Chu Hsi. 

* The statement refers back to section 3 on p. 34. 

Feng Tso Hsu ^ native of Shao Wu Hsien, and pupil 

of Chu Hsi, who praised his lectures to students as specially worthy of 

commendation. The master named his pupil’s home “ The Seat of 

Intelligence” (£ ^). See ^ pt. Ixix, p. 41. 
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while Law is necessary and cannot be disobeyed or con¬ 

fused.” This is fairly correct (there is error here also), but 

he goes on to say, “ It is not that the existence of Law is 

subsequent to the Nature, but its manifestation as resulting 

from the Nature is necessarily subsequent to it.” Now this 

is very erroneous, for it makes the Nature and Law two 

distinct entities. Again, he is right v/hen he says, “ The 

Nature is the assemblage of principles,” but he is wrong 

when he defines Law as the unification of the Nature. For 

Law consists of the principles inherent in the Nature, and 

the Nature is the seat of the assemblage of those prin- 

ciplea\ Sung Ch‘ing errs in making no distinction at 

all, while Tso Hsii errs in distinguishing overmuch, so that 

both are one-sided in their statements. (Reply to Feng 

Tso Hsii.) 

6. The doctrine that goodness as predicated of the 

Nature is not contrasted with evil was originally learned 

by Kuei Shan from the Buddhist priest Ch ang Tsung,^ and 

it must bo confessed that, on the face of it, it appears to be 

not incorrect. While, however, you may say in reference to 

the goodness tof t|he Nature that ia]s yet there is no evil which 

oan be a^rmed as its opposite, to say that it never can have 

an opposite is a mistake. For the Nature is one. Since we 

say that it is universally good, then of course there can 

be no ovil to bo opposed to tbe good'. That is a truism. 

The reason why it is termed good, however, is its opposition, 

to evil. By the statement that the Nature is good. Divine 

Law is distinguished from human desire. Although these 

are not synchronous entities, nevertheless, whenever you 

* See pp. 25-7 and notes. 
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describe tliem in terms of before and after hirih, or of 

altruism and selfislmess, or of ethical perfection and moral 

obliquity, you cannot avoid their correlation as opposites. 

This is the reason why I cannot accept the theory that 

there is another good which is not contrasted with evil.^ 

(Repy to Hu Kuang Chung.2) 

7. The Master I Ch'uan said:® “When Heaven and 

Earth stored up the subtle essenoes, it was man who received 

the choicest excellence of the Five Agents. In its origin 

the Nature is true^ and in repose.® Before its manifesta¬ 

tion it is possessed of the five nature-principles, Love, 

Righteousness, Reverenoe, Wisdom, and Sincerity. When 

bodily form is brought into existence it is acted upon 

by the external world and the mind® becomes active ; the 

^ That is : There was a time when there was no human desire, and when 

Divine Law alone existed, and yet that fact does not prevent our con¬ 

trasting them as in the text. So with good and evil : the fact that at first 

good alone existed does not make it a different good from the good which 

later is contrasted with evil. 

^ A second cousin of Hu Wu Feng. At the age of fifteen Kuang Chung 

sought the advice of Wu Feng and became his pupil. He declined office 

in order to devote himself to teaching his doctrines. He had considerable 

controversy with Chu Hsi and also with Chang Nan Hsien. He died at the 

early age of 38. Selections from his writings are given in the ^ ^, 
pt. xlii, p. 20. 

^ See pt. xvi, f. 5. 

^ True, i.e. without intermixture of human falsity. See Jg, 

{Modern Thought), by Chu Hsi, pt. ii, f. 2. 

® Repose, i.e. not yet affected by the external world, and therefore still. 

^ Note : the word , not is here used. The fact that this word 

is used for the viscera (cf. Giles’ Dictionary, No. 2876) suggests 

the mind in its lower and more passionate aspect, giving rise to the seven 

passionate emotions i-t If, see p. 4, n. 1), by which the Nature is 

wounded. Contrast these with the Four Feelings (also 'j'^) solicitude. 
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mind being active there issue the seven emotions, pleasure, 

anger, sorrow, joy, love, hate, and desire. The emotions 

blazing up and' increasing in intensitj^ the Nature is 
wounded.” ^ 

1 have thought over these words carefully, and their 

meaning seems to me not different from the teaching of the 

“Yo Chi ”.2 The word “repose”, too, refers to the time 

previous to the Nature’s being acted upon from without, 

when the Mind is wholly filled by Heaven’s Law, with 

as yet none of the deceitfulness of human desire ; from 

which we get the phrase, “ The Nature as imparted by 

Heaven.”^ ,When it is acted upon by the external world 

and so becomes active, there arises the distinction between 

right and wrong, truth and error. But if there were no 

conscientiousness, respectfulness, and moral insight, which proceed from 
the Nature. 

^ Or “ pierced ”. Chu Hsi on one occasion was asked how the Nature 

could be “ pierced ”. His answer was : “ The Nature, of course, cannot 

literally be ‘ pierced but when men do not obey its principles and give 

reign to their own desires, then it receives injury.” See 

pt. 11, f. 2 ; cf. quotation from the Li Chi below. 

2 The “ Yo Chi ” or “ Kecord of Music ” is Book XVII of the “ Li Chi ” 

{Sacred Books of the East, vol. xxvii), of which sec. 1, par. 11, reads : 

A ^ 05 l?o 5c i 4o -ii IS 00 So 

■&0 ^ ^ m ^ m Mo u m 
^ S ll5o 5c SI ^o* man’s birth 

there is repose, and we have the Nature as imparted by Heaven. Acted 

upon by the external world activity ensues, and we have the desires 

incident to the Nature. As external things are presented to us knowledge 

is developed, and liking and disliking assume definite form. When liking 

and disliking are not regulated within, knowledge is led astray bv 

external things, and thus there cannot be a proper examination of self, 
and Divine Law perishes ! ” 

^ The phrase “ The Nature as imparted by Heaven ”, and those which 

follow, refer to the passage from the “ Yo Chi ” given above. 
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Nature, there would be nothing from which desire eoulid 

spring forth, and thus we have the plirase, ‘‘ Desires incident 

to the Nature.” The expression “activity ensues” does 

not differ in meaning from “to spring forth” in “ Thej 

Doctrine ef the Alean ” ; ^ for right and wrong, truth and 

falsity of actions, depend upon whether there is “regulation” 

or not, whether such actions strike the due Mean or not.^ 

This is the same idea as you express when you say, “It is 

at this very point we must distinguish betv^een the true and 

the false.” But in our daily affairs there needs to be ethical 

nurture, so that when the time comes for action we may 

act iutelligently. If we act hastily and without self-control, 

delaying preparation until! it is too late, then by sheer 

neglect we fail to keep pace with events. As to your remark, 

with reference to the word “repose”, that “This is the 

word which represents the mvstery of the Nature as 

imparted by Heaven, and not the coaitrasted expressions, 

activity and repose, truth and falsity ”, I am doubtful; for 

the Nature is all-inclusive: the laws both of activity and of 

repose are contained in it. If w'e use only the word “repose” 
to represent the Nature, then the definition of the term 

becomes one-sided and defective. When in the “ Yo Chi ” ^ 

repose is predicated of the Nature as imparted by Heaven, 

it simply means that before it is acted upon by the external 

world, and before selfish desires have sprung forth, it is 

wholly Heaven’s Law : it is not necessary to use the word 

“repose” to represent the mystery of the Nature. The 

words “true” and “false” on the other hand are different 

^ D.M., p. 248. 
^ See the passage referred to above in the Doctrine of the Mean, 

^ See above. 
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from the Avords activity and ^A'eposo”. The Nature as 

such is possessed by everything in the universe, but there 

is nothing false in it. The attempt is 'noTv made to include 

truth also in this negative assertion, just as Mr. Han 

says, Moral Law is neither true nor false,’’ for which he 

is ridiculed by Ming Tao. In the statement of I Ch‘uan, 

In its origin it is true and in repose,” there is a 

fundamental difference between the words “true” and' 

“depose”, for the word “true” refers to the original 

substance, while the Word “repose” refers only, to the fact 

that in the beginning it has not yet been acted upon by 

the external worljd. The Master Ming Tao says : “The 

time preceding man’s birth and the repose which then exists 

needs no discussion. The moment you apply the term 

Nature , what you are speaking of has already ceased to 

be the Nature.” 2 Uor the moment of repose at man’s 

birth is the time when the emotions have not yet sprung 

forth ; but this merely shows the perfection of the Nature 

as imparted by Heaven, and cannot fairly be regarded as 

using the word “repose’’ to represent the Nature. (Reply 
to Hu Kuang Chung.) ^ 

8. This section^ was produced at the very beginning 

of the discussion, in the vain expectation that at the first 

1 Han Shih Lang (|| Vice-President (f^ |[5) of one of the 

Boards of Government. Ming Tao says, in answer to the statement 

quoted : “If not true, then it is false ; if not false, then it is true. How 

can it be neither true nor false ? Is it not manifest, and within the com- 

prehension of the simplest intelligence, that whatever is, is true, and what 

is not, is false ? ” See ^ *5 > 1 3. 

See , pt. i, f. 10. See also p. 97 of this volume. 

^ See above, p. 37, n. 2. 

^ Refers to the preceding section. 
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glance, and in a single moment, the accumulated error of 

years could be rectified. Its arguments still meet with 

opposition on the part of some. Moreover, that I should 

pit 'my one solitary discussion against the combined wisdom 

of all the wise men of former generations also makes me 

uneasy in my mind. Hence, to-day, when I read it, I find 

myself, even, objecting to it on many points. Foa: example, 

Kuang Chung maintains that the word “repose” is the 

word to express the mystery of Heaven’s Law, and again 

that the Nature is not to be described as having both truth 

and error, activity and repose—which is the same doctrine 

as the “ Chill Yen asserts when it says that the goodness 

predicated of the Nature is good in the sense of admirable 

and not good in contrast to evil. The ivay in which I 

ought to have answered him is this : Good and evil, truth 

and error, activity and repose, the antecedent and the 

sequent, the former and the latter, all receive their names 

from their mutual opposition. Apart from its contrast with 

evil, good cannot be predicated of anything. Apart from 

its opposition to activity, repose cannot be predicated of 

anjdhing. If a thing cannot be false, then neither can 

it be true, and there is nothing of wlxich these things can 

be predicated at all. Now, if the goodness of the Nature 

has no real existence for us, it follows that there is no such 

thing as evil. And so with truth, if it does not jexist there 

is no such thing as error. To predicate repose implics( 

activity. Therefore, to say that neither good and evil, nor 

truth and error, nor activity and repose, nor indeed any 

relative terms can be used to define the Nature, but that 

^ See above, p. 28 and note. 
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transcending the relative there is another absolute good, 

and absolute repose, which alone can be regarded as repre¬ 

senting the mystery of the Nature as imparted by 

Pleaven, is surely very strange ! 

Not only was the reply which I made at the time 

inadequate, as I have shown, but there are several other 

statements in which there are also omissions ; as, for 

example, when I said that the Nature is all-inclusive, and 

not to be defined as repose only., This is true, but the idea 

should rather have been expressed thus : “ Though the 

sphere of the Nature is repose, activity and repose are 

alike implied in its connotation. Therefore, the ‘ Yo Chi ’ 

in predicating repose of the Nature ^ is right, but when 

Kuang Chung uses the word repose to set forth ‘ the 

[mystery of the Nature as imparted by Heaven ’ he is 

wrong.” Such would be an all-round statement of the 

position. Again, in discussing Ch‘eng Tzu’s “true and in 

repose” statement, I took the word “true” as referring 

to the original substance, and “repose” as referring to 

the time before it is acted upon by the external W'orld. 

This also is correct, but it would have been better to have 

expressed it thus : “ The words ‘ before its manifestation ’ 

in the latter part of the sentence are the explanation of 

the word ‘ repose ’, and ‘ the five nature-principles ’ explain 

the word ‘ true ’ ; but Love, Righteousness, Reverence, 

V/isdom, and Sincerity are to be defined as implied in the 

expression ‘ before its manifestation an,d are what is meant 

by the ‘ truth ’ of the Nature.” In this way both the idea 

and its expression are complete. (Reply to Hu Kuang 

Chung’s criticism of Chu Hsi’s “ Essay on the Nature”.) 
^ See above, p. 3S, n. 1. 
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9. Before the etiierial element exists, the Nature is 

already in existence. The former is transitory, the latter 

is eternal',. Althoug-h the Nature is implanted in the midst 

of the Ether, the Ether is still the Ether and the Nature 

is still the Nature, without confusion the one with the 

other. As to its immanence and omnipresence in the 

universe, there is nothing which is without this principle, no 

matter how fine or coarse the etherial element may be. 

It is not correct to regard the more subtile part of the 

Ether as the Nature and the coarser part of the Nature 

as the Ether. (Reply to Liu Shu Wen.) 

10. It is true that the Nature cannot he without activity, 

but its all-comprehensiveness is not because of its necessary 

possession of activity. Even if there were no activity, how 

could there be anything lacking in its all-comprehensive¬ 

ness? The fallacy of the Buddhists lies in their falsely 

regarding the spirit and soul ^ as the Nature, and not in tlieir 

failing to recognize that the Nature is incapable of activity. 

If you regard them as understanding what the Nature is, 

you have no right to charge them with error. Seeing that 

you do so charge them, you have no right to appeal to their 

statements that the Nature is unreal. In these passages your 

language is not clear, as if your own apprehension of the 

matter were not clear either. (Reply to P an Kung Shu.) 

^ In the expression }|lJp, the word represents the principle of 

sensation, and ^l|! the intellectual principle ; in ^ ^ ^ represents the 

higher or intellectual soul, and ^ the lower or sentient soul. Thus the 

two expressions, when analysed, seem mutually to correspond, but 

again, in relation to ^ is the higher element in the psychic part 

of man. ' 
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11. “Our Nature is originally good. It is only after it 

lias been acted upon by external, influences that it may 

Ijose its poise and fall into evil.’’ Such passages we may 

verify by reference to ourselivos, and need not question 

them. Their proof lies in the fact that we have constantly 

to watch and keep guard' over ourselves with reference to 

those things in which we are acted upon in the direction 

of good or evil. (Reply to Wang Chhng Chhng.) 

12. Ch eng Tzu said, “ The Nature is Law,” ' and Shao 

dzii said, The Nature is the concrete expression of Moral 

Order. ^ Tnese two sayings explain one another exactly, 

but Shu Ch‘uan in his criticism would have it that one is 

good and the other not. In this, not only has he failed 

to grasp Shao Tzu’s ’meaniing, but I fear that he has also 

failed to understand thoroughly the inwardness of Ch eng 

Tzu’s language. Further, when Mr. Fang ^ says : 

“Moral law is Heaven as the self-existent,” and “The 

Nature is Heaven as imparted to and received by the 

universe,” he is passing on the teaching inherited from the 

earlier Confucianists. For, as a matter of fact, although 

they are not two entities, yet there is a difference in the 

meaning of the two terms which we must not fail to 

observe. Moreover, laiter on in the same context he 

says, ALthougu it is received from Heaven, it is neither 

more nor less than that which makes Heaven to be Heaven, 

so that it has never been regarded as two entities.” But 

with reference to his statement: “ The substance of Moral 

^ See p. 16, n. 1. 

^ See p. 6, n. 4. 

Probably Fang Pin Wang ; see p. 48. 
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Law is without activity, it is man’s Mind which is the seat 

of activity,” I say that the words ‘‘ Nature ” and “ Mind ” 

have each a different connotation, and this assertion cannot 

stand. Shao Tzu, too, in his statement, “ The Mind is the 

enceinte of the Nature,” ^ is,near the mark, but his language 

and thought are somewhat abrupt. Remember that the 

Alind is the ruler of the personality,2 and that the Nature 

is Law inherent in the Mind, and you will not go wrong. 

(Reply to Chiang Shu Ch‘uan.) 

13. ^uesticm. Ming Tao says : Life is what is termed 

the Nature. The time preceding mian’s birth' and the repose 

which then exists needs no discussion.^ The moment you 

apply the term ‘‘Nature”, what you are speaking of has 

already ceased to be the Nature. All those who expound the 

Nature define it simply as what is spoken of in the dictum. 

The law of their succession is geodness,” the same as 

Mencius refers to when he says, “ The Nature of man is 

good.” ^ I ClTuan, on the other hand, says, “ .What Mencius 

speaks iof as good is the original and essential Nature.”^ 

How do you reconcile these two statements ? 

Answer. The words, “ The time preceding . . . needs 

no discussion,” refer tq the Decree of Heaven in its original 

substance, in contrast to it as imparted to and received 

by man. Tne words, “original and essential,” refer to 

the perfect Law received by man, in contrast to his Physical 

hature. In the phrase, “The law of their succession is 

^ See p. 6. 

2 Or “ body ”. 

2 See p. 40, n. 2. 

* k f* 10. See also p. 97 of this volume. 

MS fl-J P^- k 4. 
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goodness,” ^ the idea of the word “ goodness ” is not the 

saime as that referred to in the “ T ung Shu is wh'at 

Mencius refers to in the passage, “ If we look at the feelings 

which flow from the Nature, we may know that they are 

constituted for the practice of what is good ” 3—the reference 

being to the Four Terminalfs in their ideal perfectiotn. 

(Reply to Wu Po Feng.) 

14. “Aloral Lav/ is without form or substance; the 

Nature possesses spirit and the spiritual faculty.” This 

statement has some truth in it, but the terms spirit ” and 

“spiritual faculty ” do not mean what we speak of as the 

Nature. The error of Kao Tzu in saying that life is what 

iS termed the Nature^ and of the modern Buddhists in saying 

that functional activity is the Nature, lies just here, and is 

one that should be carefully studied. Air. Fang^ in his 

statement, “ It is by the Nature that the universe exists,” 

accurately expresses the meaning of Hu Tzu, but to quote 

it as explaining the words of Shao Tzu is not fair, and 

to turn round and iddicule him as not having grasped Hu 

Tzu’s idea is beside the mark. In Mr. Fang’s statement 

that ail things in the universe exist by means of the Nature, 

the word ‘ Nature ” refers to the Law of the wFole universe. 

This is what is termed “ The Supreme Ultimate ”. WRat is 

there that cannot exist by it ? Vast as the universe is, it 

must not be forgotten that it is corporeal ; and, although 

^ Yi Ching, p. 356. 

^ Mencius, p. 278. 

3 The passage referred to is in chapter vii of the T*ung Shu, entitled 

“ The Teacher ” (gfji), in which the Nature is said to consist of “Strength, 

Weakness, Goodness, Evil, and the Mean ”. See ^, bk. ii. 
Probably Fang Pin Wang, see below, p. 48. ^ 
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as compared with men and the animal creation it has 

priority in time^ yet from the point of view of the distinction 

between the corporeal and incorporeal, Mr. Fang’s state¬ 

ment is not se very erroneous, and Chang Ju is mistaken 

in disputing it. (Reply to Wang Chang Ju.) 

15. Such is the dignity of ancient teachings that we 

who come after should not of course intrude upon them 

with our discussions. But in relation, to the question 

whether the Nature is good or evil, we should, apart from 

the ancient teachings/ discuss the problem from other points 

of view, and thus, while escaping the odium of either 

suppressing or avoiding dithcuLties, we shall stiR arrive at 

the real truth of the matter.^ The twO' words good and 

evil are the concrete expression of Divine Law and human 

desire respectively. Now, to say that the Nature is not 

human desire is quite right, but may we go on to affirm 

that neither is it Divine Law ? Rather than be forced to 

an extreme statement of the goodness of the Nature, and 

the contention that it is so good that it cannot be defined, 

how much easier and truer would be the simple assertion 

that the Nature is good and can be defined ! (Reply to Hu 

Chi Sui.)^ 
' 16. “The Nature is Law.”^ Sometimes it is to be 

1 ^ ^ )![;, i.e. set aside the ^ Jlj mentioned at the beginning 

of the section. 
2 There are three courses open to the modern student: First, to criticize 

our predecessors, which reverence precludes. Second, to cover their faults, 

avoiding the questions on which we differ from them, which would be 

an offence against sincerity. Third, to discuss the subject without 

reference to their teaching at all, which escapes both undesirables. 

2 See above, p. 24 and note. 

^ A dictum by Ch'eng I; see p. IG, n. 1 
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regarded as the natural outcome of all laws, at other times 

as if it were a seperate entity in itself. The jMaster 

Kang Ohieh said, “The Nature is the concrete expression 

of Moral Order,’’ ^ and. the statement seems to be to the 

point. It is also said, “When there is calm, but at the 

same time ignorance of what is preserved, the Nature fails 

to attain to the Jvlean.” Now, for the Nature to attain 

to the Mean is as natural as for water to be cold and fire 

hot ; but the Mean is disturbed because men lose their 

Nature and becloud it by habits engendered by the material 

element. It is not that the Nature fails to attain to the 

Mean. (Reply to Fang Pin Wang.) 

17. The sentence, “ The Nature is the concrete expression 

of Moral Order,” occurs in the Preface to the “Chi Jang 

Chi ”.2 Its meaning is : The Nature is what men receive 

substantively ; Moral Order is the natural Law of Right 

which we find in the phenomena of the universe. The Law 

which we find in phenomena is really inherent in the Nature, 

but when we speak of it as the Moral Order, our 

idea is of something which is boundless as a vast desert^ 

and diffused in infinite variety, so that its substance is 

invisible, and it is only, when we seeli it in our own Nature 

that we see what constitutes its reality—here and nowhere 

else ! The passage in “The Doctrine of the Mean”— 

“ Conformity to the Nature is what is termed Moral 

Order ” ^—^expresses the same truth. (Reply to Fang Pin 

W ang.) 

^ See p. 6. 

2 See p. 6, rii 4. 

^ For this simile cf. p. 297 and note. 

^ D.M., p. 247. 
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18. “The Natui'c is the concrete expression of Moral 

Order.” ^ When we specifically call it the Mor’al Order we 

think of it as diftiised in phenomena and untraceable. When 

we look for it in the Mind we find that here its principles 

assume the concrete, fixed and unchangeable. These 

principles as inherent in the Mind are what we call the 

Nature. Hence, Shao Tzu goes on to say, “The Alin'd 

is the enceinte of the Nature.” ^ If we examine into the 

subject in this way we shall see where the truth and error 

lie. (Reply to Fang Pin Wang.) 

19. Your instructive essay on the Nature and the Ether 

is excellent. But the word “accord” in the sentencio, 

The rule of existence ^ is that by means of 

which man is in accord with Heaven,” is, I fear, not satis¬ 

factory, because the “ rule of existence” is what is received 

from Heaven by Man. With reference to the sentence, 

“Such nourish their life and are happy thereby,”^ which 

you quote from the “ Tso Chnan”, this is what is meant 

by the expression “ in accord with Heaven”. In quoting 

the phrase, “ The Plenum of the Universe,” in the “ Western 

Inscriptions”,^ it seems to me that your addition of the 

^ See p. 6 and note. ^ Ibid. 

^ The allusion is to the passage in the Odes, see Legge’s Chinese Classics, 

vol. iv, pt. ii, p. 541 ; cf. note on p. 54 of this volume. 

* The passage in the “ Tso Chuan ” teaches that those who are able to 

observe Heaven’s law, or “ rule of existence ” ( ^Ij), thereby nourish their 

life and so obtain happiness, and this is to “ accord with Heaven ” 

Huang Tao Fu’s error is in putting this “ law ” or “ rule of existence ” 

which is Heaven’s gift, in the place of its observance, which is man’s work, 

as the cause of this accord with Heaven. 

® The Hsi Ming a work by Chang Tsai; see Introduction 
to Chu Hsi and the Sung School, chap. iii. The work is included in the 

III is, pt. ii, as well as in the 

E 
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word “expand”^ is not happy. You should rather say, 

“ ‘The Plenum of the Universe’ is none other than the 

Ether, and that which ‘wo receive to constitute our corporeity 

is wliolly this Ether.” “’The Pilot of the Universe 

is the Alind of the Universe, in which LaV is inherent. 

The Five Agents are Water, Fire, Woo(f, 'Metal, and Earth; 

and their nature-principles are Love, Righteousness,, 

Reverence, Wisdom, and Sincerity, each of which specially 

belongs to one of the Five Agents.^ In man, these nature- 

principles are all complete and invariably good ; and when 

men come to be affected from without, tliose who preserve 

a harmonious relation between their nature-principles are 

good, and those who fail to preserve such harmonious 

relation are not good. (Reply to Huang Tao Fu.)^ 

20. I like Han Tzu’s ^ words, “ There are five principles 

wFich constitute the Nature.” Alodern teachers, however, 

all mix up yieir teachinlg with Taoist and Buddhist ideas, 

^ That is, how can “ fullness ” be “ expanded ” ? 

^ Also quoted from the Hsi Ming, see above. The whole passage reads : 

“ The ‘ Plenum’ of the Universe is the substance of my being; the Pilot of 

tJie Universe is the law of my nature ” (X li ^ s § ^ file 

^ fe)- Chu Hsi’s comment on this passage is : 

“ The ‘ Plenum ’ is the Ether, so that the substance of my being is the Ether 

of the Universe ; the ‘ Pilot ’ is the Euler, the Eternal Law of the Universe, 

so that my Nature is the Law of the Universe.” See ^ ^ » pt* ii> f* 2. 

^ Love corresponds to Wood, Righteousness to Metal, Reverence to 

Fire, Wisdom to Water, and Sincerity to Earth. See Introduction to 

Chu Hsi and the Sung School, chap. vi. 

^ Huang Ch'iao Chung m, style Tao Eu, was a native of Chang 

Chou (i^ il'l’i) where Chu Hsi held office. He was a very religious man 
and a deep student. For days at a time, after leading his family in worship, 

he would sit in silent meditation. He was the author of a commentary 

on the Book of Rites. ^ Han Yii. 
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and so divergence is inevitable. Of all the philosophers, 

the nearest to the truth are those of our Confucian 

school, who teach that the Nature in its original 

essence is^ nothing else than the suhistanc^ of Love, 

Righteousness, Reverenoe, and Wisdom. According to 

Taoism and Buddhism, the Nature was pre-existent as an 

empty shell from which suhsequently, these four principles 

were evolved ; or, if not pre-existent, they still maintain 

that the Nature in itself is but the shelf which 

contains wdthin it these four principles.^ Their modern 

representatives, however!, do not understand their own 

teaching, but are content with a semblance of know¬ 

ledge, and therefore oanniot escape from these pei’plexities. 

Further, it having been established that the four principles 

constitute the substance of the Nature, the doubt is next 

raised as to whether they are not four separate entities 

heaped up within. These views of the matter are all 

mistaken. The essential thing to note is that that which 

constitutes the substance of the Nature is not something 

apart from the four principles, nor have the four principles 

form or shape so that they can be picked up and handled. 

It is simply that within this one all-embracing Law, wliile 

not regarding them as separated one from another as if by 

a wnll or fence, we nevertheless recognize them as having 

distinctive qualities. These principles, however, are difficult 

to explain ; so much so that even Mencius could do no more 

^ The four principles, according to the “ modern teachers ”, do not 

constitute the substance of the Nature, but are contained within it as 

distinct from the Nature, somewhat as the contents of a vessel, though 
contained within it, are not part of it. 
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than toach men to recognize them in their manifestations^ 

But Mencius did not mean that their manifestations are in 

the original substanoe of the Nature, to be called forth as 

they are needed ; but that, tlieir substance being invisible 

and intangible, they can be recognized only in their opera¬ 

tion, which is a simple process.^ (Reply to Lin Te Chiu.) 

21. Mr. Chang says : “ The dictu'm, ‘The Decree of 

Heaven is what is termed the Nature,’ ^ is simply in praise 

of the exalted character of the Nature. At this stage, man 

has not yet received it as liis own. It is later, at the stage 

represented by the sentence ‘ Conformity to the Nature is 

what is termed Moral Order ’, that man embodies it as his 

own, and then it clothes itself ^ with the principles of Love, 

Righteousness, Reverence, and-Wisdom.In my judgment 

the dictum, “ The Decree of Heaven is what is termed the 

Nature,” means that the Nature receives its name from the 

fact that it is the endowment of Heaven, the original source 

of the moral element in his constitution, and not simply in 

praise of its exalted character. What need is there for man 

to praise its exalted character ? Tung Tzii ^ said : The 

Decree is the commandment of Heaven, the Nature is the 

substance of life.” This may be said to approach somewhat 

to the meaning of Tzii Ssu, and differs from Mr. Chang s 

^ That is, in the Four Terminals, see p. 4, n. 1. 
2 Compared with the direct explanation of the four principles, which the 

Philosopher has just said is difficult. 

3 D.M., p. 247. 

* A> to enter. 

® Tung Chung Shu m w m , a native of Kuang Chou and scholar 

of the second century b.c. See ® « « E5 W fr 

the sentence here quoted occurs on f. 7. 
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statement. Moreover, since it is called the Nature, it is 

manifest that it is so called because man has received it. 

Here, however, it is said that at a certain stage it has not 

yet become man’s own ! So then. Heaven in producing 

a man does not at once confer the Nature upon him, but 

deposits it in a place apart, and the man must rise and! 

take it for himself : only then does he possess it as his own ! 

The exponents of this view do not realize that before man 

has received this Nature, according to their theory, he is 

already a man ! What is it that enables him to breathe 

and eat in the world, and so to receive this Nature ? And 

further, how comes this Nature as a separate entity to be 

placed in some particular spot, so that it may be laid hold 

of and deposited in the body ? Love, Righteousness, 

Reverence, and Wisdom, inherent in the Nature, are the 

substance of the Nature; but here it is said that 

man embodies the Nature as his own, and afterwards it 

clothes itself with these principles ! JThis means that 

these four principles are placed on one side, and' subsequently 

the Nature comes in on the other side and clothes itself with 

them, but where the four principles are to come from before 

the Nature clothes itself with them we are not informed ! 

(Criticism of Chang Wu Kou’s exposition of “ The Doctrine 

of the Mean ”.) ' 

22. In the “Chih Yen”^ it is saidl: ‘'The Natuye 

consists of the faculty of liking and disliking: the noble 

man in his liking and disliking is aotuate'd by MoraJ 

Law, and the ignoble man by selfishness. Study this and 

^ See p. 25, n. 2. 

pt. xlii, f. 6. 

The passage here quoted occurs in the f 
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we sLall understand wkat is Ineant by tlie expressions Divine 

Law and human desire.” As I read this passage, it means 

that in the Nature there is no distinction between good and 

evil. If it be so, then within the Nature there is simply 

liking and dislildng, and no standard of good and evil. 

Seeing that the noble man in his liking and disliking “ is 

actuated by Moral Law”, Moral Law is a thing outside 

the Nature. And since by studying this “we shall under¬ 

stand wliat is meant by the expressions Divine Law and 

human desire ”, it follows that Divine Law and human 

desire synchronize with each other, and^ there is no 

distinction between them either in respect of priority or of 

authority. But what, on this assumption, are the “ things ” 

spoken of in the passage, “ Heaven in g'iving birth to the 

multitudes of the people so ordained it that inherent in 

every single thing there is its rule of existence. The people 

therefore hold within themselves a normal principle of good, 

and consequently approve this excellent virtue ? ” ^ The 

philosopher Yang Kuei Shan says, “ The Decree of Heaven 

is what is termed the Nature, and human desire is not the 

^ The passage is quoted from the Odes, p. 541, and occurs also m Mencius, 

who quotes it to support his doctrine of the goodness of the Nature. (See 

Mencius, p. 279.) Legge translates it thus :— 

Heaven, in giving birth to the multitudes of the people, 

To every faculty and relationship annexed its law. 

The people possess this normal nature, 

And they (consequently) love its normal virtue. 

The second line in the original is as I have translated it, as Legge shows 

in his note. “ But,” he adds, “ the ‘ things ’ must be understood of what 

belongs to the human constitution.” That, no doubt, is the case in that 

particular connexion ; but the poet is stating the larger truth which 

covers the special application, and it is better to translate it in the more 

general sense. See next page, n. 5. Cf. Faber’s Mind of Mencius, p. 47. 
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Nature.” ^ This statern'ent is correct, and Hu Tzii is in error 
in contradicting it. Nan Hsien^ says: “Liking and 
disliking are the Nature.” This statement in itself is harm^ 
less, it is in adding the sentences which follow that the 
error comes in. The writer would maintain that liking 
and disliking are the Nature, and that they constitute the 
equity of Divine Law. The noble man is the man who 
follows his Nature, the ignoble man brings confusion into 
it tlirough human desire, and loses his standard of right 
and wrong. I maintain that liking and disliking are 
inherent in the Nature, but do not constitute the Nature ; 

for liking and disliking are “ things’V to like good 
and dislike evil is the “rule of existence”^ inherent in 
the “things”. The sentence, “Inherent in every single 
thing there must be its rule of existence,” has the same 
moaning as the statement, “ Form and colour are the Nature 
as imparted by Heaven.” ^ Here it is sought to define the 
Nature by fastening attention upon the word “thing”, 
while the “rule of existence” is lost sight of. Such 
reasoning, I fear, will inevitably prove mischievous. (From 

the Criticism of Hu Tzii’s “Words of Wisdom”.^) 

^ See p. 26. I cannot find the passage here quoted in any copy of 
Yang Kuei Shan’s writings accessible to me, but the same thought is 
found in the ^ pt. Ixxv, f. 6. 

^ Chang Ch‘ih ^ native of Ssii Ch'uan, and a great friend 
of Chu Hsi, though holding widely different opinions. His literary name 
was Nan Hsien. See Introduction to Chu Hsi and the Sung School, chap. iv. 

^ Cf. the passage quoted from the Odes, p. 54. 
Ibid. 

® Cf. p. 54, n. 1. Here is an instance of the wider application 
of the “ larger truth ”. Form and colour are the Nature of material 
things as ordained by Heaven. 

® pt. xlii, ff. 4 ff. 
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THE NATURE IN MAN AND OTHER CREATURES. 

(Seventeen Sections from the “Conversations”.) 

1. Question. Do the Five Agents receive the Supreme 

Ultimate equally ? 

Answer. Yes, equally. 

Question. Does man embody all the Five Agents, while 

other creatures receive only one ? 

Answer. Other creatures also possess all the Five Agents, 

but receive them partially. 

2. Question. What is your opinion of the statement 

that the Nature consists of Love, Rigliteousness, Reverence, 

and Wisdom ? \ 

Answer. It corresponds to the saying “ Their realization is 

the Nature ”. But preceding this are the stages represented 

by the statements “ The alternation of the negative and 

positive modes ” and “ The law of their succession is good¬ 

ness ” 1 When the Moral Law of the negative and^ positive 

^ These sentences are quoted from the Ft Chingf pp. 355-6. The whole 

passage is frequently quoted and discussed by the writers of this school 

and those with whom they disputed. The text reads : — •— 

Hi i ^ S ffio ^ ^ fflo which I have translated : 

“ The alternation of the negative and positive modes is what is termed 

Moral Law. The law of their succession is goodness ; their realization 

is the Nature.” The first sentence is literally “ One Ym one Yang ”, 

which means the Yin and Yang in alternation, not “ the universal Yin and 

the universal Yang ” as rendered by De Groot {Religion in China, 

p. 10); see Introduction to Chu Hsi and the Sung School, chap. vi. 

From this alternation of the Two Modes all things come to be. Whv 

it is called Moral Law is seen from the sentence which follows : that 

which causes the one to follow the other in unfailing 

succession and with unfailing regularity is not a physical law merely, 

but ethical; it is “ goodness ”. And the resultant of this ethical 
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modes alone existed, and before ever the stage of the 

creation of man and other beings was reached, these four 

principles were already present. Even the lower orders of 

life, such as reptiles, all possess them, but partially and 

not in their perfection, on account of the limitations caused 

by the grossness of the Ether. 

3. It is true that in the life of men and other creatures the 

Nature with which they are endowed differs from the very 

beginning in the degree of its perfection. But even within 

the differing degrees of perfection there is the further 

variation in respect of clearness and tranislucence. 

4. Question. In reply to a communication from Hwang 

Shang Pojiyou, sh, said, “ With reference to the one source 

of all things, Law is uniform while the Ether is diverse j 

but if we look at the variety of substance in the universe, 

we see that the Ether approaches more nearly to uniformity 

while Law everywhere varies.” Would the following 

alternation is the Nature—“ their realization is the Nature ”—which 

therefore is itself said to be “ good ”. A distinction in point of time is 

sometimes drawn between the two last clauses; the clause, “ Their 

succession is goodness,” referring to the time preceding man’s birth. 

But at whatever stage of creation—even when, as the text here 

states, nothing existed but the Yin and the Yang—their very alternation 

was Tao (Moral Law) comprising the four principles which constitute 
man’s Nature. 

^ “ Shang Po ” is an official title ; the writer referred to is Huang Hao 

^ youth he showed considerable intelligence, and took his 

degree early. He held office in connexion with the Revenue, the duties 

of which took him frequently to Kiangsi at the time when Chu Hsi was 

Prefect at Nan K'ang. Huang was in the habit of visiting the Philosopher 

and consulting with him about his own personal difficulties. There seems 

to have been a strong affection between the tw'O. At the death of Chu Hsi, 

Huang attended the funeral at great personal risk to himself. 
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be a correct interpretation of this passage ? The sentence, 

‘^Law is uniform while the Ether is diverse,” refers to the 

beginning, when the Nature w'as first communicated to the 

universe. In view of the uniformity of the all-pervading 

operations of the Divine Decree, Law is said to be uniform. 

In view of the differences in the clearness and 

purityd of the Two Ethers and of the Five, the Ether is 

said to be diverse. The next sentence ^ refers to the period 

after the Nature has been received by the universe, and 

means that, although there is this difference in clearness, yet 

in the unity of its Two Ethers and of the Five the etherial 

element comes nearer to uniformity, while Law, because 

of the varying degrees of translucence and permeability in 

the Ether, is very, decidedly diverse. “ The Doctrine of 

the Alean ” ^ refers to the beginning, when the Nature is 

first communicated, while the passage in the “ Collected 

Comments ” ^ refers to the period after it has been received. 

'Ansiuer. The approximation to uniformity of the etherial 

element is exemplified in our sense of heat and cold and of 

hunger and repletion, in the love of life and shrinking from 

death, and in the instinctive seeking for what will benefit 

andishunning what will be prejudicial: all this is common to 

' I® is “ pure ” in the sense of being unmixed, the opposite of 

It may be opaque, but it will be of one colour without admixture ; it 

is “ pure ” without necessarily being “ clear ”. -Jg is the opposite of 

“ turbid ”, and means pure in the sense of being “ clear ” or “ clean ”; 

it may be opaque, too, but without any sediment. Ofi , again, is “ clear ” 

as the opposite of opaque, i.e. translucent. 

That is, “If we look at the variety of substance, etc.” 

^ The reference is to the oft-quoted dictum, “The Decree of Heaven is 

what is termed the Nature.” D.M., p. 247. 

By Chu Hsi, probably containing the statement to Huang Shang Po 

quoted by the questioner ; cf. p. C3. 
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man with other creatures. The diversity of Law is seen in 

the existence among ants and bees of the relation between 

sovereign and minister, in which tLere is manifested no more 

than a gleam of Righteousnessi; or in the existence among 

wolves and tigers of the relation between parent and child, 

in which there is manifested no more than a gleam of Love; 

while of the other principles you can discern nothing. It 

is just like a mirror, in the centre of \Vhich there are one 

or tw'o spots of light and the rest is all black. Of phenomena 

in general, it may be said that if the endowment is great 

in one direction, it is at the expense of some corresponding 

defect in another direction, as when tender-hearted men 

are lacking in the judicial faculty, while men in whom the 

judicial faculty is prominent tend to be tyrannical ; for 

the more Love is developed the more is Righteousness 

obscured, and the more Righteousness is developed the more 

Love is obscured. 

Question. Y/hence comes the greater timidity of wo'men? 

Is it also because of inequality in the Ether ? 

Ansiver. Love in women is confined to the feeling of 

affection. 

5. Question. Men and other creatures are all endowed 

with the Law of the Universe as their Nature, and all 

receive the Ether of the Universe for their Form. Granting 

that the differences in men are due to differin^: desfrees in 

the translucence and fulness of the Ether, I am not sure 

whether in the case of other creatures the differences 

between them are because they are imperfectly endowed 

with Law, or whether those also are due to the opacity and 

cloudiness of the Ether. 
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Answer. It is simply that the Ether received being 

limited, the immaterial principlje received is also corre¬ 

spondingly limited. For examplje, the physical constitution 

of dogs and horses being as it is, their functions are 

correspondingly limited in their range. 

Question. Seeing that every individual creature possesses 

the Supreme Ultimate in its entire substance, does it not 

follow that Law is universally complete ? 

Answer. You may call it complete or you may call it 

partial. As Law it cannot be other than complete, but from 

the point of view of the material element it is necessarily 

partial. Hence Lii Yii Shu ^ says, “ The Nature in other 

creatures approximateis to that of man (as when one cat 

nursas another’s kittens : in the writings of Wen Kung“ 

there is a still more remarkablie story of a cat in his home), 

and that, of man to other creatures (as in the case of 

lunatics).” 

6. Question. Seeing that the physical element differs 

in the degree of its opacity and grossness, does the Nature 

as conferred by the Ddcree of Heaven differ in the degree 

of its completeness ? 

Answer. No, there is no difference in the degree of its 

completeness. It is like the light of the sun or moon. In 

^ Lii Ta Lin style Yu Sliu, was one of four famous students 

under Ch'eng I, known as the “ Four Masters ”. The other three were 

Yang Shih (p. 26 and note), Hsieh Liang Tso (p. 322 and note), and 

Yu Tso (^ @^)* The first two are frequently referred to in this work 

as Kuei Shan and Shang Ts'ai respectively. Lii Yu Shu also studied 

under Chang Tsai. He became a profound scholar, and received the 

title of Doctor of the Imperial Academy. See ^, pt. xv, ff. 42-3 ; 

cf. also Giles’ Biog. Diet., p. 561. 

2 See p. 73, n. 2. The interpolations are by the Chinese compiler of the text. 
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open spaces it is seen in its entirety, but under a mat-shed 

it is hidden and obstructed so that some of it is visible and 

some not. The opacity and grossness belong to the Ether, 

and result in the Nature being hidden and obstructed as if 

by la mat-shed. In man, however, this obstruction is 

capable of being completely p,enetrated' by the ethical 

principle ; wdiereas in birds and animals, though they 

still possess this nature, it is nevertheless restricted 

by the corporeal element, which creates an impenetrable 

barrier.^ In the case of Love, for example, in tigers and 

w^olves, or Sacrifice ^ in the jackal and otter, or Righteous¬ 

ness in bees and ants, the penetration of this ethical 

principle is, as it were, not more than a chink of light. 

In the monlcey, whose form is similar to maii’S, the 

intellectual faculty is superior to that of other creatures, so 

that it seems only to lack the power of speech. 

7. It is not the case that man, as the being possessed 

of the highest intellect, stands alone in the universe. His 

mind is also the mind of birds and beasts, of grass! and trees. 

“ Man,” however, “ is born endowed with the MEAN, the 

attribute of Heaven and Earth.” ® 

1 Cf. Bergson’s 6lan vital penetrating matter, and producing vegetism, 

or instinct, or human consciousness, as the case may be. See Introduction 

to Chu Hsi and the Sung School, chap ix. 

2 Cf. p. 21 and n. 1. 
2 Man shares the faculty of intelligence with other creatures ; what 

differentiates him from them is his possession of the MEAN. There is one 

Ether permeating the whole universe, but man receives it in a perfect 

equilibrium, with its five qualities mutually balanced. In this respect 

he ranks with the dual powers. Heaven and Earth ; cf. D.M., p. 280. 

The closing sentence is quoted from the writings of Yang Kuei Shan 

(ffi. lli % see ^ pt. XXV, f. 11. 
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8. Chi submitted to the Master the following statement 

with reference to a problem which had perplexed him : The 

Nature in man and other creatures, it has been pointed out, 

is in some respects uniform and in other respects diverse. 

It is only when we know what constitutes this uniformity, 

and also what constitutes this diversity, that we are in a 

position to discuss the Nature itself.. Now, by the activity of 

the Supreme Ultimate the Two Ethers assume form; the Two 

Ethers having assumed form, the myriad transformations 

are produced ; and these are the source from which men 

and other creatures all proceed. Herein lies what has been 

pointed out as their uniformity. But the Two Ethers and 

the Five Agents, by their productive and interacting 

influences, cause innumerable changes and inequalities. 

Herein lies what has been pointed out as their diversity. 

The source of the uniformity is in Law. The source of the 

diversity is in the Ether. There must be Law, for then 

only can there be that which constitutes the Nature in man 

and other creatures—whence the uniformity, and the 

impossibility of diversity. There must be Ether, for then 

only can. theie be that which constitutes Form in man and 

otlier creatures, whence the diversity and the impossibility 

of uniformity. Therefore in your “ Dialogues on the Great 

Learning ” you, sir, say : “ From the point of view of 

Law, aP things have one source and there is no difference in 

dignity between man and other creatures. From the point of 

view of the Ether man receives this Law in its perfection and 

unimpeded, while other creatures receive it partially and 

with impediment. Herein is the cause of the necessary 

inequality in respect of dignity. Nevertheless, though in 
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the Ether there is inequality, it is the sourbe of that life 

which is common to man and other creatures ; and though 

in Law there is uniformity, it constitutes the Nature which 

makes 'man alone to differ from other creatures. Therefore, 

consciousness; and activity proceed from the Ether; Love and 

Righteousness, Reverence and Wisdom, proceed from Law. 

Men are capable of consciousness and activity, as also are 

Other creatures ; but though other creatures possess Love, 

Righteousness, Reverence, and Wisdom in some degree, they 

are incapable of them in their perfection. Kao T2U took 

account of tne Ether, but lost sight of Law. He was 

trammelled by the idea of uniformity and failed to 

recognize diversity. This is where he laid himself open to 

attack by Alencius. In the Oollected Comments ” 

you also say : “ In respect of the Ether, and in the sp|heres 

of consciousness and activity, man and other creatures do 

not appear to differ ; while in respect of Law, the endow¬ 

ment of Love, Righteousness, Reverence, and V/isdom is 

necessarily imperfect in the inferior creatures.” In this 

laitter passage, from the statement that the Ether is uniform 

but that Law is diverse,^ we see tlrat the dignity of man 

IS unapproachably higher than that of other creatures. In 

the former passage, from the statement that Law is uniform 

but that tne Ether is daverse,^ we see the all-sufficiency of 

the Supreme Ultimate, and that this dignity is not any 

attainment of our own. Looked at in this way all difficulty 

disappears. When questions are raised in regard to supposed 

discrepancies in the “ Collected Comments ” and 

Dialogues , would this be a correct answer or not ? 

^ In the passage quoted from the Collected Comments ; cf. p. 58. 

2 In the passage quoted from the Dialogues on the Great Learning. 
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The Master’s comment on this statement was : You liave 

discussed the subject with great clearness. It happened 

that yesterday evening a friend W'as explaining this very 

point to me and gave a brief statement of it, but it was not 

equal to yours in its consecutiveness. 

9. Question. In the relation of parent and child in 

tigers and wolves, of sovereign and minister in bees and 

ants, in the gratitude to progenitor of jackals and otters, 

and the faculty of discrimination in the water-fowl and 

dove : ^ though the ethical principle is received in one 

direction only, yet If we thoroughly investigate the 

phenomena, we find that these creatures possess this ethical 

piinciplo with unerring truth'. On the other hand, all men 

possess the Decree of Heaven in its entirety, but it is so 

obscured by creaturely desire and by the ©therial endowment 

that in some particular direction they are inferior to the 

brute in intelligence and power of complete development. 

How do you explain this ? 

Answer. It is only in the one direction that the brute 

is intelligent, and there it is concentrated, while man’s 

intelligence is comprehensive, embracing everything in some 

degree, but diffused and therefore more easily obscured. 

10. Question. How can dried and withered things also 

possess the Nature ? 

Ansioer. They all possess this Law from the first moment 

of their existence ; therefore it is said, “ In the universe 

there is not a single thing without the Nature.” Walking 

up the steps the Philosopher said : The bricks of these steps 

have the law of bricks. Sitting down he said : A bamboo 

^ See p. 91, n. 2 
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chair has the law of the bamboo chair. You may say that 

dried and withered things are without the Vital Impulse, but 

not that they are without the law of life.^ For example, 

rotten wood is useless for anything except for putting in the 

cooking stove. It is without the Vital Impulse. And yet 

each kind of wood as it burns has its own fragrance, each 

dihering from the other. It is Law which originally con¬ 

stituted it so. 

11. Question. Is there Law in dried and withered 

things ? 

Answer. As soon as the object exists there is Law 

inherent in it. Even in the case of a pen—though not 

produced by Heaven, but by man, who takes the long soft 

hairs of the hare and makes them into pens—as soon as the 

pen exists Law is inherent in it. 

It was further asked : How can a pen possess Love and 

Righteousness ? 

Ansiuer. In small things like this there is no need for 

such distinctions as that between Love and Righteousness.^ 

12. Question. Law is received from Heaven both by men 

and things. But do things without feelingalso possess Law? 

A.nswer. Most certainly they possess Law ; for example, 

a ship can only go on the water, while a cart can oMy go 

on land. 

13. Chi T‘ung2 said: Animals cannot live in water, 

' That is, the same law as we see in living things. 

^ Chu Hsi’s meaning is that Love and Righteousness do not belong 

to the functions of a pen ; none the less, the ]3en fulfils its own proper 

functions according to ethical law inherent in it. 

2 Ts'ai Yuan Ting ^), style Chi T'ung, was a pupil of Chu Hsi, 

to whom he was junior by five years. His home was Chien Yang in Chien 
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and fish cannot live on land. In animals the positive ether 

prevails, in fish the negative ether prevails. Those which 

live both on land and in the water belong to the class of 

the tortoise and otter. 

14. Things in the vegetable kingdom receive the negative 

ether, while those of the animal kingdom’ receive the positive 

ether. If within these two classes we classify further : 

then grasses receive the negative ether and trees the positive, 

animals the negative and birds the positive, so that animals 

recline in the field, while birds ncfst in ti^ees. There are 

a,nimals, however, which receive the positive ether, such 

as the ape and monlcey ; and there are birds which receive 

the negative ether, such as the pheasant and the falcon. In 

the vegetable kingdom, all receive the negative ether ; and 

3mt here also there is the positive in the negative, and the 

negative in the positive. 

15. In winter, flowers are slow to fall, like the Narcissus, 

which though brittle and weak, nevertheless retains its 

flower a long while ; so also with the Plum Flower and the 

Winter Plum. In the spring, flowers fall easily, and in 

summer still more easily, as in the case of the Sun-flower, 

the Pomegranate, and the Lotus, which hardly last beyond a 

single day. The fact is that in winter the Ether is correct ^ 

and strong, and therefore the fall of the flower is more 

Chou, Fuhkien. A very able scholar, he excited the admiration of 

Chu Hsi, who said of him," Chi T'ung reads difficult books with ease, 

while others read easy books with difficulty.” When visited by Chu Hsi 

they would share the same bedroom and discuss philosophical questions 

far into the night. He died in 1198, two years before the death of his 

teacher. See ^ f^, pt. xvii. 

^ The word ^ in the text = jR. 
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difficult. In spring and summer, the moment the strength 

of the plant is put forth it is put forth to the utmost, with 

the result that it is not enduring. 

The Philosopher also said : For the most part, large 

flowers fall easily. So also with fruits. For example, the 

pear-tree decays very easily, ; when nearing its end there 

is a sudden outburst of fruitfulness for one year, and then 

it dies. This is the Ether about to disrobe. 

16. The Two Ethers and Five Agents mutually interact, 

and pass through a myriad transformations, so that in the 

production of men and things there are differences in the 

degree of their etherial fineness. From the point of view 

of the Ether as one, men and other creatures all come into 

being by receiving this one Ether. From the point of 

view of the varying degrees of fineness, the Ether as 

received by man is perfect ^ and free from impediment; 

as received by other creatures it is imperfect and impedes. 

Man receiving it in its perfection, the ethical principfe 

permeates it completely and without impediment; while in 

the case of other creatures, in which it is imperfect, the 

ethical principle is impeded and unintelligent. Notice, 

too, how in man the head is round resembling 

the heavens, and his , feet square like the earth. 

Ho is well poised and erect. He receives the Ether of the 

Universe in its perfection, and therefore possesses moral and 

intellectual faculties. As received by other creatures the 

Ether of the Universe is imperfect, and therefore birds and 

beasts are horizontal in form, and grasses and lre;es have 

head downwards and tail upwards. Such creatures as have 

^ See p. 115, n. 2. 
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intelligence have it in one direction onlj^ ; for example, 

birds are filial, the otter sacrifices, the dog can do no more 

than keep guard, and the ox no more than plougR. In man, 

on the other hand, there is nothing he cannot know, nothing 

he cannot do. That which constitutes the difference between 

man and beast, that in which man excels, is just this. 

17. Question. Birds and beasts, as well as men, all 

have consciousness, though with differing degrees of 

penetration. Is there consciousness also in the vegetable 

kingdom ? 

Answer. There is. As in the case of a plant : when 

watered it sheds forth its glory ; when pinched, it withers 

and droops. Can it be said to be without consciousness ? 

Chou Mao Shu ^ refrained from clearing away the grass 

from the front of his window, “because,” said he, “its 

impulse is just like my own.” ^ In this he attributed 

conisdousness to the plant. But the consciousness of the 

animal creation is not on the same plane as that of man, 

nor is that of the vegetable kingdom on the same plane as 

that of the animal kingdom'. Again, there is the drug 

rhubarb ; when taken, it acts as a purgative, while aconite 

has heating properties ; ^ but their consciousness is in each 

case in the one direction only. 

On being further asked whether decayed things also have 

consciousness, the Philosopher replied : Yes, they too have 

^ Chou Tzu, the founder of the school. 

“ That is, grass seeks to live and avoids what causes death, just as 

I do myself. See jg; pt. iii, p. 2 ; cf. p. 338 of this volume. 

^ In Chinese medicine, drugs are classed roughly into those which are 

heating and those which are cooling in their properties, the latter having 
tonic action. 
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consciousness, as, when burnt to ashes by fire, and then 

made into broth, they will be caustic and bitter. 

Following on this the Philosopher smiled.’^ and said: 

Only just now' I met the gentry, of Hsin Chou, who said 

that vegetable things do not possess the Nature, and to-night 

you say that vegetable things have no Mind ! 

(Five Sections from the ‘‘Collected Writings”.) 

1. The Master I Ch‘uan said', “ The Nature isi Law.” ^ 

From ancient times no one had ventured to give utterance to 

such a statement as this.® The Mind is consciousness in 

man, and that in wFich Law is inherent. The Master Heng 

Ch u also said, “ From the Great Void we have the term 

Heaven ; from the transformations of the Ether we have 

the term Moral Order; by the union of the Void with the 

'Ether we have the term Nature ; by the union of the Nature 

with Consciousness we have the term Mind. ”^ The terms and 

their distinctive meanings are profound, but the whole state¬ 

ment is conclusive, and not to be gainsaid. For in the pro¬ 

duction of things by Heaven, while there is no diversity in 

Law, material form as received by men and things varies : 

hence Mind differs in the degree of its inteUigence, and the 

Nature differs in the degree of its completeness. As to Love, 

of which you speak, it is the head of the Four Virtues ; it is 

^ The smile is at the fact that, in spite of all such considerations as those 

to which he had just given expression, men can be found who deny that 
all things possess the Nature. 

“ See p. 16. 

^ It is probable that there is a mistake in the punctuation of the text 

here, and that the point should come after , making the subject of 

the next sentence. The translation represents the text as thus corrected. 

^ Quoted from the Cheng Meng. See' /|ify pt. iii, f. 11. 
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not another entity outside the Nature, and parallel to it. 

In Man alone, however, is the Mind perfectly spiritual^ 

60 that ho can perfect the Four Virtues and manifest them 

as the (Four Terminals. In the beast, the etherial element 

is deflected and impure, the mind is darkened and ohscured. 

Hence there are directions in which it cannot attain to 

completeness. Oeoasionalily, indeed, affection between parent 

and offspring and the bond between sovereign and minister 

exist in some degree, and are not eclipsed ; but in the Love 

that “ masters self and returns to right principle’V in 

Righteousness that loves good and hates evil, there are 

heights which cc them are impossible of attainment; and 

yet we may not say that they are without this Nature. As 

tJ things which hare life but not consciousness: here, again, 

within the restriction of the corporeal element there is still 

further restriction, so that Law in tliis class of things, 

accommodating itself to the corporeal, becomes simply 

the law of one single thing. Although we cannot 

predicaite Love, Righteousness, Reverence, and Wisdom 

of such things in the same sense as of man, yet, neither 

can we say that they are wholly without these nature- 

principles. The meaning of this is dear enough, and there 

is no difticulty in understanding it, but Fang Shu ^ is 

dull and dogged, and it is not worth while to correct him 

severely. Nor is it necessary to say that Tzu Jung^ does 

not understand either. As to the argument from the 

Buddhist doctrine of knowing the spirits : it, too, is not 

relevant, because the Buddhists regard Nothingness and 

^ Seo Analects, XII, i, 1 (p. 114^ 

2 Yii Fang Shu, see p. 72. 

^ Hsu Tzu Jung, in criticism of whose essay this section is wri ten. 
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Nirvana as paramount, and therefore look upon the know¬ 

ledge of spirits as a source of life and death. According 

to our Confucian cult, knowledge of spirits is the mysterious 

operation of the Mind : how can we do without it ? But 

to use 'this to define the Nature is altogether irrelevant. 

Again, it is said that withered things havo only the Physical 

Nature, and do not possess the original Nature, which is 

still more absurd, for if it were really so, other 

creatures w'Ould have only one Nature while men would 

have two Natures. The statement is more than ordinarily 

erroneous and reprehensible, proceeding as it does from 

ignorance of the fact that the Physical, Nature is simply the 

original Nature inherent in the physical element, becoming 

one Nature in union with it, which is precisely what Chou 

Tzu refers to when he says, “ Each has its own Nature.” 

If there were no original Nature, whence could we get this 

Physical Nature? Moreover, it is not only the philosopherfs 

Chou, Ch‘eng, and Chang, who teach this, but Confucius 

also says, ” Their realization is the Nature,” ^ and again, 

“ Everything obtains its correct Nature as ordained by 

Heaven.” 2 Where is there any distinction here between 

one thing which has the Nature and another which has 

not ? Mencius also speaks of ” the nature of mountains ”, 

and “the nature of water”. Does a mountain have 

consciousness, or does water ? If we thorouglily understanid 

such passages as these, we shall realize that there is not a 

single thing in the universe Avhich does not possess the 

Natui'e, and that it is only when the thing itself is non- 

’ In the Yi Chhig, p. 356. 

2 Ibid., p. 213. 
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existent tlmt the Nature is non-existent. If anything could' 

exist without the Nature it would be, as you say in yonr 

esisay, the ashes of burnt wood', or the dust which man 

becomes when he dies. But the ashes and the dust possess 

the ether of ashes and dust; and if so, they possess the 

nature of ashes and dust. How then can dry and withered 

things be said not to possess the Nature ? (Reply to Hsii 

Tzu Jung.) 

2. In the production of things by Heaven, some possess 

flesh and blood together with consciousness, such as men 

and beasts ; some are without flesh and blood, and without 

consciousness, having life only, such as grass and trees; 

in others again life has perished', and there remain only 

form and solidity, odour and taste, as in withered and dead 

matter. Although in all these we have diversity of 

function, the ethical principle does not differ ; and yet, 

following the differences of function as inherent in 

each individual, it cannot but differ. Hence it is 

tiiat man is most spiritual, and in him the Nature 

of the Five Coinstants^ is complete, while in birds and 

beasts it is obscured and incomplete. And again, in grass 

and trees, in withered and dead matter, it disappears 

together with consciousness ; but Law, by which each thing 

is what it is, is still present. As toi the statement that dead 

materials are without life, and thus without this Law, is 

it possible that there can be anything in the universe which 

does not possess the Nature, or that Law, immanent as it is 

in the universe, can leave any part of it empty and not 

completely filled by it ? (Reply to Yu Fang Shu.) 

^ That is, the Five Cardinal Virtues. 
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3. With regard to Ts ai Ch. ing’s statement that minute 

creatures, although they possess the Nature, cannot he 

descrihed as having Love, Righteousness, Reverence, and 

.Wisdom, it is true that there is rioithing in which we can 

discern these principles in the nature of minute creatures, 

yet what is there to show that they do not possess them ? 

This species has not yet been thoroughly investigated ; you 

need to consider the subject more carefully. Again Ts‘ai 

Chhng says : In the statement, “ The phrase. ‘ Conformity 

to the Nature ’ is used simply in reference to the fact that 

men and other creatures should embody the Nature in con¬ 

duct, tne words ‘‘The phrase . . . is used” should be 

omitted. This also is a mistake. The Moral Order is simply 

the Nature in the distinctive sense of all-pervading. It is 

not that Moral Order comes to be such through man’s con¬ 

formity to the Nature.1 (Reply to Ch‘en Ts‘ai Ch‘ing.) 

4. If the principle has not been received, then of course 

it cannot be practised. That goes without saying. But the 

Master Heng Ch‘u also said, “ Man’s Nature approximates 

to that of other creatures, and the Nature of other creatures 

approximates to that of manf’ Here we have another 

principle introduced ; for example, cats nourishing one 

another’s kittens— in “ The Writings of Wen Kung” ^ the 

author gives an actual instance of such a cat which was 

^ Tao, or the Mora lOrder, is not conformity to the Nature, but the Nature 

itself as all-pervading. Conformity to the Nature is the manifestation of 
Moral Order. 

Ssu-Ma Kuang, a statesman and historian contemporary with the 

philosophers Ch‘eng and Chang ; see Introduction to Chu Hsi and the Sung 

School, chap, ii; cf also ^ E W fx P^- xv a S. 10-13. 
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specially remarkable—is a case in which the Nature with 

which they are endowed approximates to, and one might 

almost say surpasses, that of man, but, and this is the pity 

of it, it is cramped by its physical form. (Reply to Li 

Hsiao Shu.) 

5. The Nature of men and other creatures is essentially 

the same ; the etherial, endowment, however, necessarily 

differs. When Ch‘eng Tzii says, “ The dictum, ‘ Conformity 

to the Nature is what is termed Moral Order,is said of 

both men and other creatures,” and when he says, “Not men 

only, but all things are so constitnted,” he is speaking of 

the uniformity of the Nature. In the statement, “ Man 

receives the Ether of the Universe in its perfection, differing 

therein from all else,” and in the statement, “But other 

creatures cannot reason, while man can,” he is speaking of 

the variation in the etherial endowment. Therefore, he 

says again, “ If you take account of the Nature 

apart from the Ether, your statement will be incomplete ; 

if you take account of the Ether and disregard 

the Nature, it will fail in clearness. To make them two 

separate entities is incorrect.” ^ Ponder this statement well, 

and it will be seen that the Master’s meaning^ is far enough 

removed from the teachings of Buddhism ! Y ith reference 

tQ what you say in the treatise you sent me, Hu Tzu 

says exactly the same thing. (It is the chapter beginning, 

^ Quoted from the Doctrine of the Mean; see Legge’s Chinese Classics, 

vol. i, p. 247. 

^ See pt. vi, f. 2. The passage is attributed both to Ming 

Tao (see p. 88) and to I Ch‘uan (see p. 94). The word , in JH 

^ ^ a verb of which ^ is the object referring to 
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“The philosopher Tzii Ssu said.”) But the Nature is 

nothing else than Law, and it seems to me that it cannot be 

divided in this way. It is simply that, owing to the 

diversities in the physical endowmient. Law is to some extent 

obscured and cannot clearly manifest itse],f. Law itself 

is one and indivisible. As to the argument quoted from 

Mencius: ^ Mencius is speaking of principles as applied to 

man only, whereas the meaning of Tzti Ssti’s statement 

includes man and other creatures. “The Nature is uniform, 

it is tne Ether that differs ” : this sentence alone contains 

most profound teaching, and will well repay careful thought. 

If you can gi'asp its meaning, you will find that all your 

difficulties in the sayings of the saints and sages will 

disappear. (Reply to Hsu Yiian Pffng.) 

^ Mencius says that the Nature in men and animals differs, See Mencius 
pp. 201, 273. 
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BOOK II 

THE PHYSICAL NATUEE 

(Tv»’enty-six Sections from the “ Conversations ”.) 

1. In the dictum, “The Deoree of Heaven is what is 

termed the Nature,” ^ the Decree is like a document con¬ 

taining instructions from a superior ; the Nature is official 

duty, sucn as the keeping of recordis, the settling of accounts, 

or the work of a district mditary officer or constable ; the 

Mind is the officer himself ; the Physical Element is the 

disposition shown by the officer, whether lenient or violent ; 

the Feelings correspond to his sitting in court and judging 

cases. The Feelings are thus the manifested operations ; 

and the Nature is Love, Eighteousness, Eeverence, and 

Wisdom. As to the statement that the Decree of Heaven 

and the Physical Element are bound up together : as soon as 

the Decree of Heaven exists, sO' soon does the Physical 

Element exist. They cannot be apart. If one is lacking, 

then nothing can be produced. Since the Decree of Heaven 

exists, Ether must also exist, for only thus can there be a 

receptacle for Law—if there were no' Ether where could 

LaAv find its lodgment ? There is no inequality in the 

Nature imparted by the Decree of Heaven, but there is 

in the physical endowment. The Ether differs in the degree 

of its clearness and fulness 5 but of the four principles, 

Love, Eighteousness, Eeverence, and YHsdom, not one is 

lacking. And yet if there be an excess of solicitude it will 

^ See D.M., p. 247. 
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take the form of favouritism’ and weak gentleness ; if there 
be an excess of oonscientiousness we shall bo ashamed of 

what we ought not to be ashamed of. Take light as an 
illustration : there must be some reflecting body, whether 
a mirror or a sheet of water, in order to have light. The 

light is the Nature ; the mirror or water is the physical 
element ; without the mirror or water the light is dispersed 
and lost. Or lake the five colours : if they fall where black 
predominates they are all black, or if where red predominates 

they are all red. In the same way everything depends on 
what your etherial endowment is. Law, on the other hand, 
is only good. Seeing that it is Law how could it be evil ? 
,What is termed evil is in the etherial element. Alencius’ 
doctrine asserts absolutely that the Nature is good ; and 
when men are not good, it is because they allow themselves 
to be “ ensnared and iso submerged ” in evil : i by which’ he 

shows that, in his view, the Nature in the beginning is 
wholly good, and that afterwards evil comes into existence. 
In this, apparently, he takes account of the Nature but not 
of the Ether, and thus in some respects his statement is 
incomplete. The Ch‘eng school, however, have supplemented 

this doctrine with the doctrine of the physical element, and 
60 we get a complete and all-round view of the problem. 

The Philosopher further said : Capacity - belongs to the 
physical element. In T‘ui Chib’s ^ exposition of his doctrine 

^ Mencius, p. 280. 
2 See p. 152. 
3 Han Yu, whose style was T'ui Chih, the great litterateur of the eighth 

century. Han Yii described the nature of man as having three grades 
of capacity—the Superior, the Middle, and the Inferior. “ The Superior 
grade is good, and good only ; the Middle grade is capable of being led, 
it may rise to the Superior or sink to the Inferior ; the Inferior is evil and 
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of “ The Three Griadea ” he is speakings all through of the 

Physical Nature, and as such iall that lie says is good, except 

that he ought to have made it clear that this was so. If, 

however, what he says is applied to the Essential Nature, it 

is an inadequate statement ; for if it be possible thus to 

divide the Nature into three grades, why stop at three ? 

A hundred or a thousand would do equally well. The 

statements advanoed by Hsiin and Yang,^ on the other hand, 

take account only of the Ether, and not of the Nature, 

with the result that they fail in clearness. Through leaving 

the Nature out of account the ethical principle is obscured.^ 

Again he said : In “The Counsels of Kao Yao” the 

passage which treats of “ affability combined with 

meekness’’ and the rest of the “Nine Virtues”^ implies 

in every case the conversion of the physical element,^ only 

it does not state it in so many words. 

PoEeng^ said: InKhngHeng’s treatise, when he speaks 

of the method by which to rule the Nature, he also refers 

to the physical element. 

evil only.” In the Superior grade Love is Bupreme. and the other four 

virtues are practised. In the Middle grade Love is not wanting, but has 

a tendency to its opposite and is confused with the other four. In the 

Inferior grade there is the opposite of Love, and the violation of the other 

four virtues. See Legge’s translation of the (Original Nature) 

in his Chinese Classics, vol, ii, Prolegomena, pp. 92-4. 
^ See p. 17, nn. 2 and 3. 

^ The Philosopher is here using the arguments of Ch'eng Tzii ; see p. 74. 
* Sku Ching, p. 71. 

*• It is in correcting one virtue by its opposite, e.g. “affability” by 

“dignity”, that virtue in its true sense is attained to. This is to 

to reverse the phj^sical element, 

Po Feng was the style of Wu Pi Ta ^ student of Chu Hsi; 

cf. pt. Ixix, f. 53. 

G 
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lYing^ said : Tlie second term' in the phrase ‘‘affability, 

combined with meekness ”, and in the other similar phrases, 

implies effort. ; 

To both these statements the Master assented. 

Solme one asked whether when the physical element is not 

good it can be changed or not ; to which the Master replied: 

It must be changed and converted, as v/hen it is said, ” If 

another man succeed by one effort the noble man will use 

a hundred efforts ; if another man succeed by ten efforts he 

will use a thousand. Thus, though dull he will surely 

become intelligent, though Aveak he will surely become 
strong.” 2 

2. The Nature is Law only, but apart from the Ether 

of heaven and the solid matter of earth Law would have 

nothing in which to inhere. When tliis Ether is received, 

however, if in respect of its clearness and translucence there 

is neither obscurity nor obstructtion. Law flows forth freely ; 

if there be obscurity and obstruction, but in lesser degree, 

then in its outflow Divine Law is victor ; if there be 

obscurity and obstruction in greater degree, selfish desire 

obtains the victory. Thus v/e see that the original Nature is 

invariably good—^^vhich is the Nature described by Mencius 

as ‘‘ good”, by Chou Tzii as “perfectly pure” and “most 

good ”, and by Ch‘eng TzT as the “ Nature’s source ” and 

the “ Original and Essential Nature ”—but it is obstructed 

by the opacity and grossncss of the physical element. Hence, 

^ Ying was a native of Fen Ning and a friend of Chu Hsi, His surname 

was Huang (^) and his sfyZe Tzu Keng «)• Fen Ning is noted 

as one of the places where Chou Tzu held office. 

2 D.M., p. 278. 
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^ Tiie diaracfcoristic of th.e nobis man. is to deny tbo Physical 

I Nature to be his Nature.” ^ If by culture we reverse it, then 

the Nature of Heaven and Earth abides. In defining the 

j Nature, therefore, we must include the physical element 

in order to make a complete statement. 

3. When we speak of the Nature of Heaven and Earth 

we refer specifically to Law ; when we speak of the Physical 

Nature we refer to Law and Ether combined. Before the 

etherial element existed the Nature was aliready in existence. 

The former is transitoiry, the latter is eternal. Although 

the Nature is implanted in the midst of the Ether, the 

Ether is still the Ether, and the Nature is still the Nature, 

without confusion the one with the other. As to its 
• 

immanence and omnipresence in the universe : again, no 

matter how fine or coarse tiiie Ether may be, there is nothing 
; wLich does not possess this Law. 

^ 4. Fei ClTing 2 asked for an explanation of th 0 Physical 
! Nature. 

The Philosopher replied : The Nature of the Divine 

Decree, apart from the physical element, would have nothing 

in which to inhere. But the etherial endowment in men 

differs in clearness and perfection, so that the perfection 

of the Divine Decree also varies in the depth' and fullness 

of its mcmifestaUow. The important thing is that still it 

cannot be styled otherwise than as the Nature. Some 

time ago I saw that Ping Weng said : I Ch'uan’s theory 

of the Physical Nature is exactly similar to the illustratioiiQ 

Quoted from the Cheng Meng (g® Pfi g), by Chang Tsai; 

^ * or pt xvii, f. 34. Cf. p. 88 of this volume. 

* Sumamed Chu (^). 

see 
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used in Buddhist books of the salt flavour in water, and glue 

in colour wash.” 

Question. How does Mencius’ doctrine of the Nature 

compare with that of I Ch^uan ? 

Answer. They are not the same. Mencius fastens upon 

the Nature and deflnes it in respect of its source. I Ch‘uan 

defines it in oombination 'svith the physical element, 

attaching importance to their not being separated. Thus 

Ch‘eng Tz'l says : “If you take account of the Nature 

apart from the Ether your statement will be incom¬ 

plete ; if you take account of the Ether and disregard 

the Nature it will fail in clearness.”^ I, also, in my 

‘^Etxposiltion of the Supreme Ultimate”, say : “What 

we call the Supreme Ultimate is not to be thought of 

as apai-i from the Two Modes, nor is it to be confounded 

with them.” 2 ' 

5. The Physical Nature is the Nature of Heaven and 

Earth. But how does this Nature of Heaven and Earth 

come to be ? The good Nature is like water. The Physical 

Nature is as if you sprinkled soy and salt in it so that it all 

becomes one flavour. 

6. QuGstio7i. The passages, “ The unending stream of 

transformations in the Universe,” “ Proceeding from the 

one positive and one negative ether,” “Endless production, 

“ The law of their succession is goodness,” all refer to 

Divine Law.^ How can it be other than good ? Mencius 

^ See p. 74, n. 2. ’ :k ^ , Bk. i, f. 2. 

^ Compare the T‘ai Chi T‘u Shiio by Chou Tzu, of which a translation 

is given in the Introduclion to Chu Hsi and the Sung School, chap, vi, for 

the ideas, though not the exact phrasing of these sentences. 
^ / Ching, pp. 355-6. 
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refers to the same things when he speaks of the original 

substance of the Nature being good'. The two ethers with 

their reciprocal repulsion and attraction, union and con¬ 

trariety, equilibrium, and defloction, naturally possess 

both good and evil. What is there strange then in that 

which is endowed with material form also possessing both 

good and evil ? Its source, however, can only be 

characterized as invariably good. Is this a correct 

statement ? 

Answer. It is quite correct. 

Ting Fu Chih said : You, sir, in yonr eixpoiditaioin of thie 

passage in the Doctrine of the Mean which speaks of 

“ The Great Eoot ’V say that as it is called “ The Great 

Eoot ” it must refer to Law, and is therefore absolutely 

good. The moment human desire exists there is the etherial 

element, wMch also must have its source ; but it was not 

originally in “ The Great Eoot”. 

7. The Nature of all men is good, and yet there are 

those who are good from their birth and thoise who are 

evil from their birth. This is because of the inequality 

of the etherial endowment. Moreover, amid the infinite 

variety of phenomena in the revolutions of the Universe 

it may be seen that if the sun and moon are clear and 

bright, and the climate temperate and &easonable,2 the man 

born at such a time and endowed with such an ether is 

possessed of a pure and bright, sincere and honest 

^ D.M., p. 248 

" climate or “ season ” ; is neither too cold nor too hot, 

neither too dry nor too humid ; JL is hot when it ought to b6 hot, cold 

when it ought to be cold, etc. 
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disposition, and will be a goodman. But if the sum and moon 

are darkened ^md the temperature unseasonable, it is due 

to the untoward ether of the universe, and it is not surprising 

if the man endowed with such an ether is a bad man. The 

object of self-culture is to transform this etherial endow¬ 

ment, but the task is exceedingly difficult to accomplish. 

■When Mencius says : “ The Nature is good,” although he 

makes no reference to the etherial endowment and says only 

that “ every man may beoonie a Yao or a Shun he means 

that if a man will courageously and fiercely press forward, 

the inequality of the etherial endowment will of itself 

disappear, and his task be aceomplished. For this reason, 

Mencius does not mention the etherial endowment. If my 

Nature is good, what is there to prevent my being one of 

the holy and wise men? Nothing but the etherial endowment. 

For example, when a man’s etherial endowment has excess 

of strength he is tyrannical, when it is gentle to excess 

he is weak. Men who excuse themselves by saying that 

their etherial endowment is bad, and so do not persevere, 

will fail ; while those who pay no regard to the injury 

possible from it, but go blindly on in their heedless course, 

will also fail. The one thing we must realize is that we 

must use our earnest effort and master it, cut off its excesses 

and restore the Mean ; then all will be well. Lien Hsi 

said : ” The Nature consists of the five qualities. Strength, 

Weakness, Goodness, EvE, and the Mean.” ^ Hence the 

object of the sages was to teach men to reverse the evE, 

^ Mencius, p. 300. 

2 T‘ung Shu chap, vii; see or Note, these 

five are the qualities of the physical nature ; cf. p. 111. 
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attain to the Mean, and rest therein. Tse Ch en said : 

“ The operations of the physical element are limited, while 

the achievements of ethical culture are vast.”i 

8. Question. Mencius said, “The Nature is good,’’^ 

which I ChAan Says is the original and essential nature.^ 

Confucius said: “ Men in their Nature are nearly alike,” ^ 

and I CihAan says that this refers to the physical nature. 

These two cases ,ar6 quite clear, ^but in the Doctrine of 

the 'Mmm it is said : “The Decree of Heaven is what wa 

term the Nature.” ® I cannot tell whether this is the 

original and essential nature or the physical nature. 

Anstver. The Nature is one only. How can that which 

is conferred by the Divine Deoreie differ ? It is entirely 

owing to the variation in the physical element that 

differences develop, and these led Confucius to use the 

expression “ nearly alike ”. Mencius was fearful lest people 

should speak of the Nature of man as originally unlike; 

therefore, differentiating the Nature as decreed by Heaven 

from the physical element, ho expounded it to his con¬ 

temporaries in tliis sense, and asserted that the Nature is 

invariably good, which is what Tzu Ssii refers to when he 

says : “ The Decree of Heaven is what we term the Nature.” 

9. Ya Fu asked the question: .With whom did the 

doctrine of the physical element originate ? 

Anstver. It originated with Chang and the two Ch'engs. 

^ That is, ethical culture is fully adequate to overcome the demerits 

of the physical element. 

* Mencius, p. 110. ^ ^ ^ f- <1. 

* Analects, xvii, ii (p. 182). , ^ D.M., p. 247. 
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I regard them not only as deserving much of the sages, but 

also as having done great service to scholars who have come 

after. The study of their writings makes one extremely 

grateful to them, for no one previously had ever given 

utterance to this doctrine. Han T Ai Chih,i for example, in. 

his essay on “ The Original Nature ”, propounded his theory 

of ” The Three Grades ” ; and wliat he says is true, but 

he does not state clearly that he is speaking of the physical 

nature. Where can you get “ three grades ” in the original 

nature ? Mencius, in his assertion that the Nature is good, 

spieaks of it only in respect of its origin, making no reference 

to the physical nature ; so that in his case, too, there must 

be careful discrimination ; while of the rest of the 

philosophers, some assert that the Nature is evil, others that 

it is both evil and good, Avhereas, if the doctrine of Chang 

and the two Ch'engs had been propounded earlier there 

would have been no need' for all this discussion and' 

controversy. If, then, the doctrine of Chang and the two 

Ch'engs stands, that of the rest is shown tO' be confusion. 

A question was raised with refei’ence to Heng Ch’ii’s state¬ 

ment : “ After form is the physical nature. He who succeeds 

in reversing his physical nature will preserve the Nature of 

Heaven and Earth. Therefore the characteristic of the noble 

man is to deny the physical nature to be his nature.” 2 

Ming Tao’s statement was also quoted : “If you take 

account of the Nature apart from the Ether, your 

statement will be incomplete ; if you take account of 

the Ether and , disregard the Nature, it will fail 

^ Seo p. 80. 

^ Cheng Meng” HJl ^), see p. 11 of this volume. 
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in clearness. To make them two separate entities is 

wrong.” ^ 

Referring to these statements the Philoisopher said : If we 

say that Love, Righteousness, Reverence, and Wisdom alone 

constitute the Nature how are we to account for the fact 

that in the world some are born with no such principles ? 

It is owing to the etherial endowment that it is so. If yon 

do not take the etherial element into account, your theory 

will not represent an all-round view of the facts, and mil 

therefore be incomplete. If, on the other hand, you only 

take into account the etherial endowment, recognizing this 

as good and that as evil, and disregard the unity of the 

source, your theory will fail in clearness. From the time 

of Conlucius, Tseng Tzu, Tzu Ssu, and Mencius, all of 

whom understood the principles involved, no. one had 

propounded this truth [until the time of Chang and the two 

Chengs]. 

Chden Chih asked: Is Law itself opaque and impure, 

according to the varying degrees of opacity and impurity 

in the Ether of the Universe ? 

Answer. Law in itself never varies. It is the Ether 

alone that varies in this way. 

Question. If the etherial element varies in this way 

and Law does not, will it not follow that Law and Ether are 

separate ? 

Ansiver. Although Ether is produced by Law, never¬ 

theless, after it has been produced. Law cannot control it. 

Law has its dwelling-place, as it Avere, in the etherial 

element, from Avhich the continuous stream of dailj^ activity 

^ See p. 74>, n. O 
•^4 
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proceeds; but the Ether is strong while Law is weak. It may 

be illustrated thus: On the occasion of some great festival a 

proclamation of grace is issued remitting one season’s taxes,, 

but a local malgistrate who is hard and grasping extorts 

the tax from the people under his jurisdiction, simply 

because of their proximity tq him' and his ability to influence 

the higher authority to turn a deaf ear to their petitions 

for relief. Here we see iliustrated the coarseness of the 

Ether ^ and the fineness of Law. Or take as an illustration 

the relationship between father and son ; if the son will not 

follow in the footsteps of his father, the father cannot compel 

him. Indeed the very object of the teaching of the sages 

is to save suchA 

10. The Nature is like water. If it flows in a clean 

channel it is clear, if it flows into a dirty channel it becomes 

turbid. When the physical element is clear and perfect, 

the Nature is received in its completeness, as in the case of 

man. Wlien the physical elem'ent is turbid and defective, 

the Nature is obscured, as in the case of birds and beasts. 

The Ether is clear or turbid. As received by man it is 

clear, as received by, birds and beasts it is turbid'. In man 

the physical element is in the main clear, hence the difference 

between man and the brute, but there is also some turbidity, 

and, consequently, birds and beasts are not so very far 

removed from man. 

11. Given the existence of Law, there follows the exist¬ 

ence of the Ether. Given the Ether, there must 

be Law. [But in the Ether there are differences.] 

^ The ^ is coarse like the magistrate, who is more powerful than the 

Emperor. 

^ Note, ^ = ‘‘these” ; is an enclitic simply 
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Those whose etherial endowment is clear are the saints and 

sages in whom the Nature is like a pearl lying in clear cold 

water. Those whose etherial endowment is tuz'hid are the 

foolish and degenerate, in whom the Nature is like a pearl 

lying in muddy water. ** To make manifest illustrious 

virtue ” is to cleanse the pearl from the muddy water. The 

brute creation also possess this Law, and in them the Nature 

is like the pearl dropped into the filithiest of muddy places. 

But their endowment is still clear ^ in some directions, so 

that the Nature is not wholly obscured!, as may be seen in the 

bond between parent and offspring in tigers and wolves, in 

the relation between sovereign and minister among bees 

and ants, in the gratitude to progenitor's toi be seen in the 

jackal and otter, Or in the faculty of discrimination in the 

water-fowl and dove. It is from such characteristics that 

we get the expressions “ virtuous creatures and righteous 

creatures 

12. Questioned as to inequalities in the clearness and 

turbidity of the etherial endowment, the Philosopher said . 

The differences in the etherial endowment are of more than 

one kind and are not covered by the two words, clear 

and “ turbid ”. There are men whose intellect is such that 

there is nothing they do' not understand. In such the Ether 

1 is “ clear ” as opposed to “ blurred ” or “ opaque ” , is “clear” 

as opposed to muddy ” or “ turbid ”. 
2 The first of these expressions refers to the jackal and otter. These 

animals are accustomed to spread out before them their prey as if offering 

sacrifice to the gods, and are therefore caded ‘‘ virtuous creatures ( 

The second expression refers to doves, in whose mating the male cleaves 

to one female, and because they thus observe the principles of morality 

as between the sexes they are called “ righteous creatures 
UP 

IB 
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is clear, but their actions possibly do not always hit the 

mark in respect of ethical principle, the reason being that 

the Ether is not ricli.^ There are others who are respectful 

and generous, loyal and true, in whom the Ether is rich, 

but whose knowledge possibly is lacking in discernment 

because the Ether is not clear. Follow this out and you will 

understand the matter. ' 

13. Although the Nature is the same in all men, their 

otherial endowment is necessarily unequal. There are those 

in whose endowment the Ligneous ether ^ predominates, and 

in them the feeling of solicitude is generally uppermost, 

while the manifestation of conscientiousness, the courteous 

spirit and moral insight is impeded ; and, similarly, there 

are those in whom the Metallic ether prevails, with the 

result that conscientiousness is prominent to the co'mparative 

exclusion of the other three terminals. So with the Aqueous 

and the Igneous ethers. It is only Avhen the T'wo Modes 

unite all the virtues, and the five nature-principles are all 

complete, that you have the due Mean and the perfect 

uprightness 3 of the sage. 

14. Where the Nature is cramped by the etherial 

endovvinent, the ethical principle is able to penetratie 

^ here probably means “rich'’ or “generous” as of wine, but 

it may also be “ pure ” as the opposite of “ dregs ”. 

2 The Five Ethers (5. are the Five Agents (S frl see Introd. 
to Chu Hsi, etc. 

’ rf* = “ mean”. Legge quotes a gloss by Chu Hsi in which he says 

4* ^ tS ^ IS ilS ^ ^‘ Chung ’ is the 

name for what is without deflection or inclination, which neither exceeds 

nor comes short” ; that is, a quality not rj* ^ quality which in itself 

might be right, but is simply unbalanced, as an excess of generosity. 

The opposite of IE, on the other hand, is a quality which in itself is 

definitely wrong, as dishonesty. 
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ia oae direction only. T'has in a very largo 

number of instances, there is exoellence in one 

direction and defect in another, freedom here and 

ohstruction there.^ Some men have a perfect understanding 

of everything that is advantageous and injurious while they 

know nothing of moral principles, and another excels in all 

the arts but cannot understand books. Just as the tiger and 

panther know only the relationship between parent and 

offspring, bees and ants that of sovereign and minister, so 

a man may be filial to his parents and mean towards others. 

The Emperor Ming,^ for example, was so affectionate to 

his brothers that he had a long bolster and large coverlet 

for them to sleep together, and continued the practice to the 

end of his life ; but as sovereign he killed his minister, as 

father he killed his son, and as husband he killed his wife. 

Hero was a case in which there was freedom in some respects 

and obstruction in others, a man in whose nature there was 

free course for the ethical principle in one direction only,, 

and therefore in all other directions obstruction. This was 

owing to the etherial endowment and also to ignorance of 

what is advantageous and injurious. 

Question. How is it that Yao was father to Tan Chu,^ 

and Kun was father to Yii ? ^ 

' Cf. Bergson’s 6lan vital; see J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi and 

the Sung School, chap. ix. 

^ Ming Huang or Li Lung Chi ^), sixth Emperor of the 

T'ang dynasty. See Giles’ Biog. Diet., p. 450. 

’ Ibid., p. 710. The allusion here is to the passage in Mencius referring 

to Tan Chu ; see Mencius, p. 235. 

* Kun was Minister of Works under Yao and Shun, and was banished 

by the latter Emperor for failure in the task assigned to him. He was 

father to Shim’s successor, the Emperor Yii. See Shu Ching, pp. 23-5, 

39-40. 
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Atiswbt. Tliis is because tbe Two Etbers and Five 

Agents, at the moment of their union and revolution, differ 

in different cases in the degree of their clearnessi or turbity, 

and the man at his birth oomes into contact with theni alt 

the very moment of this union. 

15. Ya Fu said : The Nature is like the sun and moon, 

tho turbidity of the Ether is like the clouds and mist. 

The Master assented. 

IG. The Nature of man is like a fire buried in the ashes : 

when the ashes are stirred the fire brightens.^ 

17. Question. People constantly speak of the nature 

of a man or thing being so and so ; as, for example, when 

it is said that the nature of one thing is hot and of another 

cold. Do not such statements include both the physical 

element and the immaterial principle with which they are 

endowed ? 

Answer. Yes. 

18. T ui Chill’s 2 theory that Capacity is of three grades 

and that the Nature has five grades, is superior to those 

of Hsun and Yang. He defines the grades of the Nature as 

Love, Righteousness, Reverence, and Yv isdom, which is still 

better. But as to three grades of Capacity, we might in 

the same way discover hundreds and thousands of varieties, 

and to summarize them! in this way is just the doctrine of 

the physical nature without the name. I Chhan’s state¬ 

ment: “If you take account of the Ether and 

1 The allusion is to the charcoal brazier in which the live charcoal is buried 

in the ashes, but glows immediately the ashes are stirred. 

2 T‘ui Chih is Han Yii; see p. 80. 
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disregard the Nature your statement will fail in clearness ; 

if you take account of the Nature apart from the Ether 

it will be incomplete,” 1 expresses the idea exactly. 

For example, in teaching that in their Nature men ore 

nearly alike but by practice grow wide apart,^ the physical 

element cannot be left out of account ; and this is precisely 

tlie theory propounded by the two Ch‘engs. Lien Hsi 

teaches the same truth in his expoisition of the Supreme 

Ultimate. From the time of the Han and Wei dynasties 

till the sudden appearance of Wen Chung Tzu^ philosophers 

were few. In the T‘ang dynasty Tui Chih'^ appeared,, 

whose teaching reached a higher level. Speaking 

generally, however, moral truth has never entirely 

disappeared from the world. Even though in the present 

generation there are none who understand these principles, 

there will not fail to be some in another age. 

19. Questioned as to the phrase, “ To make them two 

separate entities is wrong,” the Philoisopher said : You must 

not divide them into two separate sections, and say that the 

Nature is nothing but the Nature, and the Ether 

is nothing but the Ether. How then shall we 

not separate them ? By taking Ming Tao’s expressions, 

” incomplete” and “fail in clearness,” and applying them 

on both sides, the reason will be understood. Hence, in 

the statement, “ To make them two separate entities is 

wrong,” the expression, “ make them two separate entities>” 

^ See p. 74, n. 2. 

' The allusion is to the Analects, xvii, ii (p. 182)- 

^ See pt. xix, f, 16. 

* See p. 80. 

\ 
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refers to the two preceding sentences. (Ying s ^ record says: 

To take account of the Nature apart from the Ether, 

and to take account of the Ether and disregard the Nature, 

is to make two separate entities.)^ 

Someone asked : When Ming Tao, in his assertion that 

“ Life is \Vhat is called the Nature/’, says, “ The Nature is 

the Ether and the Ether is the Nature,” ^ is this what he 

means by not making them' two separate entities ? 

Ansiver. That, again, means that the Nature resides in 

the etherial endoAvment. When the Ether is received Law 

is imparted to .it. This is why it is said : The Nature is 

the Ether and the Ether is the Nature. ’ But if you stop 

at the statement that “ The Nature is the Ether, and the 

Ether is the Nature ”, then still more will you have failed 

to discriminate between the two. 

20. It is necessary to recognize the differences in the 

uniformity and the uniformity in the differences. In the 

beginning there is no difference iso far as Law is conceincid) 

but when Law is deposited in the Ether there is likeness 

only in tlie coarser features, such as the capacity for hunger 

and thirst, and seeking what is advantageous and avoiding 

the injurious, which birds and beasts have in common 

with man, so that, apart from moral principles, man would 

not differ from them. 

^ See p. 82, n. 1. 

" See preceding page. See also ^ ^ (Conversations), 

pt. lix, ff. 13-14, for a clear and detailed exposition of this passage. 

3 See U ^, pt. i, f. 10. 
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The Philosopher said further : The passages, “ The 

great God has conferred on the inferior people a moral 

sense,”^ and “The people hold within themselves 

a normal principle of good,”^ represent the “diher- 

ence”. The saying, “The mass of people cast it 

away, while the noble man preserves it,” ^ means that we 

must preserve this difference. OMy thus are w'e to be 

distinguished from the brute. We must not say, “ The 

wriggling movement of the worm' holds the spiritual 

within it; all things have the Buddha nature like 

ourselves.” ^ 

21. Question, The chapter commencing with the 

sentence, “ Life is what is called the Nature,” ^ is very, 

^ Shu Ching, p. 185. 

2 Odes, p. 541, vide p. 54 of this volume n. 1. 
2 Mencius, p. 201. 

* A quotation from Buddhist pantheistic statements. 

5 ^ pt. i, f. 10. See also ^ pt. xiii, f. 29, where the 

text of the whole passage referred to is given. The following is a transla¬ 

tion ; Life is what is termed the Nature. The Nature is the Ether and 

the Ether is the Nature, and this is what is called Life. All men at their 

birth are endowed with the Ether, and in law there is both good and evil. 

But it is not that originally, when man is bom, there are in the Nature 

these two things in opposition to each other. There are those who are 

good from their youth, and there are those who are evil from their youth ; 

but this results from the differences in the etherial endowment. Goodness 

is certainly the Nature, but evil cannot be said not to be the Nature. 

For Life is what is termed the Nature. The time preceding man’s birth 

and the repose which then exists needs no discussion. The moment you 

apply the term Nature, what you are speaking of has already ceased to 

be the Nature. All who expound the Nature define it simply as what is 

spoken of in the dictum, ‘‘ The law of their succession is goodness,” the 

same as Mencius refers to when he says “ The Nature of man is good 

Now that which is spoken of in the dictum, “ The law of their succession is 
II 
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difficult to follow. From the beginning of the passage to 

the sentence, “ Evil cannot be said not to be the Nature,” 

makes two or three sections. 

Answer. This chapter is extremely difficult, but if you 

look carefully at the connexion you will understand its 

meaning. The statement at the beginning : ” It is not 

that when man is born there are these two things in 

opposition to each other,” means that the Nature is good. 

Question. It is true that it is stated that the Nature is 

good; but following tliis it is said, “Goodness is certainly 

the Nature, but evil cannot be said not to be the Nature.” 

My difficulty is that to introduce the Nature of the 

etherial endowment seems inconsistent with the preceding 

context. 

goodness ”, is like the flow of water downwards. It is all water ; some 

flows to the sea itself without defilement—how can such be achieved by 

human strength ? Some becomes gradually turbid before it has proceeded 

far on its way; some becomes turbid after it has proceeded some 

distance in its course ; some is more turbid, some is less turbid ; but 

though differing in the degree of turbidity you cannot say that the turbid 

is not water. Therefore men should not fail to apply themselves to the 

work of purification. By this means those who are earnest and courageous 

in their efforts will be speedily cleansed ; while in those who are slow and 

lazy the cleansing will be slow. When it is cleansed it is nothing else 

than the original water, and you do not bring clear water to take the 

place of the turbid, nor do you take the turbid water and place it in a spot 

by itself. The clearness of the water represents the goodness of the Nature. 

Therefore it is not that in the Nature there are the two things, good and 

evil, in opposition to each other, each with a different origin. This 

law is the Decree of Heaven. To follow it and accord with it is the 

Moral Law. To accord with it and cultivate it so that each receives it 

according to his capacity is Religion. From the Decree of Heaven to 

the inculcation of it in me there is no injurious admixture in the process. 

It was by this that Shun and Yii held possession of the Empire as if it were 

nothing to them. 
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Answer. It is not the Nature of the etherial endow¬ 

ment which is spoken of. What is said is that the Nature 

was originally good and is now evil, and that it is the 

same Nature, but that it has been thrown into disorder by 

evil ; just as water is made thick by mud and sand, and 

yet you do not refuse to call it water. 

Question. The question just asked refers to Nan Hsien’s 

theory, does it not ? 

Answer. Ching Fu’s ^ treatise was issued too soon, 

and contained may errors and contradictions. It includes 

his discnssion on the Cornmeniary on Mencius. Many 

of the nobles urged himl and it was difficult to with¬ 

stand them. 

Question. Should the words, “ Man’s birth and the 

repose which then exists,” be regarded as a separate 

sentence ? 2 

Answer. They should be taken with the words which 

immediately follow, in order to complete the sense. The 

Nature is so-called from the time of its endowment. In 

” the time preceding 'man’s birth and the repose which 

then exists ” there was as yet no material form ; there 

was nothing to receive Law. How then could it be called 

the Nature ? 

Question. How do you explain the section, ” The monient 

you apply the term Nature, what you are speaking of has 

already ceased to be the Nature.” (At this point the 

^ Ching Fu is the Nan Hsien named in the question; see p. 102, n. 1. 

2 If taken as a separate sentence they would read : “ At man s birth 

there is repose,” and the sentence following this would be : “ The time 

preceding needs no discussion.” 
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writer could not recall clearly what the master’s reply was, 

and would not venture to record it. The next evening the 

question was repeated, and is given below.) 

Questimi. iWith reference to the statement, “ All who 

expound the Nature define it simply as what is spoken of 

in the dictum * The law of their succession is goodness 

how can the phrase “ The law of their succession is good¬ 

ness *’ refer to the Nature ? 
Answer, The question raised by my friend is most 

germane. Here, however, it really is in reference to 

man that the sentence, “ The law of their succession is 

goodness,” is quoted ; for if it were quoted with a 

transcendental reference,; it would refer to Divine Law_, 

and Divine Law at the moment of its outflow could not be 

'called the Nature.^ 
Question, In the passage, ” Life is what is termed the 

Nature ; the Nature is the Ether and the Ether is the 

Nature ”—^is not the meaning that at man’s birth the 

Nature and the Ether combine ? 

Answer. When man is formed from the Ether, Law is 

inherent in the person so created. Then only can it be 

called the Nature. ■ 
Question. Some time back T‘eng Te Ts'ui questioned 

you with reference to the statement, ” Life is what is 

termed the Nature.” You, Sir, said : If you follow the 

Master Ch‘eng’s statement, it is all right. At that time, 

^ A twofold application of the dictum, “ The law of their success is 

goodness,” is possible. It may refer to Divine Law pervading the universe 

in the mutual succession of the two Modes, or it may refer to the same 

law, but as imparted to the individual. Chu Hsi says that in the passage 

in question it is obviously the latter. Cf. p. 56 of this volume. 
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altLougli further elucidation was repeated^ sought for, you 

gave no answer. Afterwards, when thinking it over care¬ 

fully, we recalled tiiat this was Kao Tzu’s statement, and 

if it had ireally accorded with that of the Master Ch'eng 

there would have been nothing to object to in it; but in 

his mind the reference was directly to the etherial element 

as the Nature, and thus the meaninig of his statement 

differed from that of the Master Ch‘eng. 

Anmoer. The Master iCh'eng’s words do indeed confirm 

the language of Kao Tzii as not incorrect. But if the truth 

really is as Kao Tzu contended, why should Mencius oppose 

him ? From this we may assume that the principles 

enunciated by, Kao Tzii were really wrong.^ The Confucian 

school, in their discussion of the Nature, for the most part 

refer to the etherial element, just as the Buddhists also 

regard the operation of Intelligence only as the Nature. 

Question. In your Commentary on 'Mencius it is said: 

“ The teaching of the Su and Hu schools^ in the present 

day is similar to this.” But on examining the tenets of 

these two schools it looks as if they do not hold the “Ether” 

theory. 

Answer. Their tendency is so of necessity. 

Question. When the Hu School maintain that the Nature 

is not to be defined in terms of good and evil, does it not 

seem as though their desire is to represent the greatness 

of the Nature ? 

^ That is, there is a verbal correspondence—the language was not in¬ 

correct—but the fact of Mencius’ vehement opposition shows that Kao Tzu 

meant something very different from the teaching of Ch'eng Tzi“n 

2 See .T. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi and the Sung School, chap. iv. 
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Answer. No, it is not with tho idea of representing the 

greatness of the Nature. It is eimply that they do not 

perceive the matter clearly. Otherwise they would not 

speak in this way. 'Ching Fu^ also formerly held this 

view. But I isaid to him, “ When everything that exists is 

relative, why do you want to make the Nature like a one- 

branched horn,^ a thing with| no correlation ? ” The Master 

Ch‘ein|g in his treatment of the Nature says simply : The 

Nature is Law.” Is this not a clear discernment of the 

matter ? Ho truly deserves well of the school of the sages. 

Question. Was it the Master Oh‘enig who first discerned 

clearly the bearing of the passage, “ The law of theiri 

succession is goodness, their realization is the Nature ? ® 

Ansioer. Previously no one had expressed it thus. The 

fact that he did is the evidence of his clear insight. 

The next evening the Philosopher was again questioned 

with reference to the passage beginning. Life is what 

is termed the Nature.’” We have not, it was said, wholly 

apprehended your meaning. We do not know whether the 

sentence: “ The moment you apply the term Nature, what 

you are speaking of has already ceased to be the Nature, 

refers to the time preceding man’s endowment with the 

Nature, or to the time following it. 

Answer. It refers to the time following the endowment. 

The Nature is nothing else than the all-comprehensive 

1 Chang Ch‘ih (55 :j^), also called Chang Nan Hsien, a great friend 

of Chu Hsi, but holding very different views. See J. P. Bruce, IntrO’ 

duction to Chu Hsi and the Sung School, chap. iv. 

is a perverted point leaning to one side with nothing on tho 

other side to match it, as in the case of a cow having only one horn. 

3 Yi Ching, pp. 355-6, 
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Divine Law, but the moment you can speak of it as existing 

it already carries with it the etherial element. In the 

statement, “Apart from the Two Modes there would be 

no Moral Law,” ^ great discrimination needs to be used. 

Question. The passage following the sentence, “ The flow 

of v/ater downwards,”^ refers to the etherial endowment. 

If so, seeing tliat all is fixed from birth, how can we speak 

of the difference between “ nearly alike ” and ‘ wide 

apart ” ? ^ 

Ansicer. It means that there is practice also. 

22. Question. In the chapter beginning “ Life is what 

is called the Nature”, in the passage extending from the 

opening sentence to the words, “ But evil cannot be said not 

to be the Nature,” it appears to my poor judgment that 

it is the original nature combined with the physical nature 

that is referred to. At the very beginning of the passage 

the writer uses the single word “Life” which combines 

both natures. 
Chu Hsi. But what about the word “ Nature” ? 

Yung said : It seems to me that the word Nature is 

also applied to both. 

Yung asked further. Some time ago arising out of this 

very subject you used the simile of water to illustrate the 

Nature, and then said that the one and perfectly pure Divine 

Law is like water in its original clearness. The cloudiness 

and turbidity resulting from the complex interaction of the 

Two Modes and Five Agents is like water as it is defiled by 

' Gi. ^ vol. i, f. 26 ; or ^ , pt. xv, f. 22. 

2 See n. 5 on p. 97. 

^ Analects, XVI, ii, p. 182. * See n. 5 on p. 97. 
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mud. Tho possibility of restoring the cloudy and turbid 

to clearness again is due to the fact that its source was 

clear. Is it not so ? 

Answer. Yes, and the lower foolish people, who are 

incapable of amendment, are like water which is foul 

smelling and filthy. 

Question. Can they not also be cleansed ? 

Amswer. The impurity can be reduced to some extent. 

From this the Philosopher went on to say : In earlier 

times it was the custom for people to fill their vessels with 

water at the Hui Hill Well and carry them into the city. 

If after a while the water became foul, the city people had 

a way of cleansing it. They filled a bamboo pipe with sand 

and stones, and, pouring the water on them, let it run 

through. By doing this several times the water would 

gradually be restored to its original purity. 

Some one asked : Can the loAver foolish people be cleansed? 

Yung said : Possibly they would not be willing to be 

cleansed. 

Answefr. Even foul-smelling water would scarcely be 

regarded as the extreme of filth. 

Question. Would you say that when a thing has reached 

the stage of being past such conversion it is more like 

putrid mud ? 

Answer. Yes, that is what I mean. 

Question. The section, from “ For Life is what is called 

the Nature” to “like water flowing downwards”, refers 

to the original nature, does it not ? 

Answer. How do you explain the phrase, “ For life is 

what is called the Nature” ? 
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Yung said : It is simply a quotation. 
Yung then proceeded to ask further: In the sentence^ 

“ The time preceding man’s birth and the repose which 
then exists needs no discussion,” the writer, in the phrase, 
” man’s birth and the repose which then exists,” refers to 
the beginning of life ; but does he not also, in the phrase 
in which he speaks of “the time preceding”, refer to the 

Divine Decree ? ^ 
Ansiver. Yes, and therefore the sentence in the 

“Great is the Principle of Origin, indicated by 
Chhen ; all things owe to it their beginning,” ^ refers solely 
to the source of Truth.2 It is when you come to what is 
expressed irt the sentence, “ The method of Chhen is to 

change and transform so that everything obtains its correct 
nature as ordained by Heaven,” ^ that the Nature is in' 

existence. The passage, “ All who expound the Nature 
simply define it as what is spoken of in the dictum * The 
law of their succession is goodness’,”^ implies the physical 

element. 
QuestioJi. Is it not that Feeling only is included ? 
Answer. Feeling includes the physical. Therefore 

Mencius, in his reply to Kao Tzii’s question with respect 
to the Nature, said, “ If we look at the Feelings which 
flow from the Nature we may know that they are constituted 
for the practice of what is good.”^ Referring to Love, 

1 Yi Ching, p. 213. Ch‘ien is the came of the first diagram. It is 
also used for Heaven as one of the dual powers, Heaven and Earth. See 

Introd. to Chu Hsi, etc., chap. vi. 

2 here is Truth in the absolute and transcendental sense, the synonym 

for (The Decree of Heaven). 

3 Ti Ching, p. 213. “ See'p. 97. ® Mencius, p. 278. 
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Righteousness, Reverence, and Wisdom, he spoke of 

soHcitiide, conscientiousness, respectfulness, and moral 

insight; for the Nature is invisible, but the Feelings have 

their objective manifestation in deeds, and it is only by way 

of the Feelings that you are able to define the Nature. 

'Question^ To know the Nature by way of the Feelings 

is just like knowing the river’s source by the flowing stream. 

Formerly I heard Tsai Chi Things ask K‘ang Shu Lin: 

“ Everything has two termini. Soilicitude is the terminal 

of Love. Is it the initial or the final terminal ?” Shu Lin 

regarded it as the final terminal. Recently I heard Chou 

Chuang Chung report you as saying that there ought to be 

no such division at all. 

Chu Hsi. What do you say ? 
Questioner. Solicitude is the movement of the Nature. 

To know the substance by means of its movements is to 

know the source by means of the flowing stream. It seems 

to me, therefore, that it is the final terminal. 

Answer. That is right. 
Question. Whatabout the section, from “ It is all water” 

to “ but ymu must not regard the turbid as not water ? 

Answer. Water here is simply the physical element. 

Yung said : It seems to me that you can estimate the 

degree of cloudiness in the physical element from the 

strength of creaturely desire, just as you know Love and 

Righteousness from the presence of solicitude and con¬ 

scientiousness. 

Ansiuer. That is true also. 
Another asked : Are those in whom the Ether is clear 

therefore free from creaturely desire ? 
^ See p. 65. 
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Answer. That cannot be asserted. The desire of taste 

and the desire for musical sounds are common to all. Even 

though the Ether with which he is endowed is dear, the 

man will drift into desire at the least relaxation of watch¬ 

fulness and self-conti'ol. 
Question. With regard to the section, from “ Therefore 

men should not fad to apply themselves to the work of 

purification ” to “ place it in a spot by itsidf , is the 

meaning that when men have sought the conversion of the 

physical element in their constitution, their success in that 

conversion and their return to; their original nature are not 

imparted from without ? 

Ansioer. It is so. 
Question. Is the meaning of the section, from The 

clearness of the water represents the goodness of the Nature 

to “ Shun and Yii held possession of the empire as if it 

were nothing to them that the learner in his search for 

moral truth does not obtain it from without, and the sage 

in teaching men does not force them! to act outside their 

natural sphere of duty ? ^ 
Answer. You may gather that also from the sentence, 

“ This Law is the Divine Decree.” 

23. Does not the passage, “Goodness certainly is the 

Nature, but evil cannot be said not to be the Nature, ® 

contradict Mencius ? 
Answer. This kind of statement is difficult to explain. 

^ Analects, VIII, xviii, pp. 77-8. 
2 That is, the sage does not incwlcate monasticism as Buddhism does. 

3 jg pt. i, f. 10 ; see p. 97, n. 5. 
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One cannot get the meaning all at onoe. I myself, as I 

looked at it formerly, was also perplexed. But as I read 

it again and again the distinction between the two passages 

became clear, so that now I am! oonhdent that there is no 

mistake and no contradiction. It is only necessary to devote 

time and care to the study of it, and not, with an over¬ 

weening confidence in one’s own ideas, declare those who 

preceded us to be wrong. 

Question. Is the Nature in the vegetable kingdom the 

same as in man and the animal kingdom ? 

Answer. You must recoignize the differences without 

losing sight of the uniformity, and recognize uniformity 

without losing sight of the differences, and then you will 

be right. » 

24. Question. How do you explain the section 

beginning: “ The time preceding man’s birth and the repose 

which then exists needs no disoussion.” ^ 

Answer. ‘‘ The time preceding man’s birth and the repose 

which then exists ” is the time before the creature, whether 

man or animal, is born; and before birth the term Law only 

can be applied, the term Nature is as yet not applicable. 

This is what is meant by the statement, “ On its Divine 

side it is called ‘ The Decree ’.” The sentence, “ The moment 

you apply the term Nature, what you are speaking of has 

already ceased to be the Nature,” tells us that when you 

apply the term “Nature” man is already born, 

and the ethical principle has lodged in the midst 

of the material ether, so that v/hat we have is 

^ See p. 97, n. 5. 
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not wholly the original substance of the Nature ; 

hence the phrase, “ has already ceased to be the Nature ” ; 

and it is this that is referred to in the words, “ From the 

point of view of man it is called the Nature.” The main 

idea is that it is when man poissesses material forim 

that Law beconies inherent in it, and is termed the Nature. 

But at the stage at which yon thus apply the term Nature, 

it is involved in life and combined with the physical, so 

that it is no longer the original substance of the Nature ; 

and yet the original substance of the Nature has not become 

confused. The important thing in this matter is to recognize 

that the original substance is neither separate from nor 

confounded with the material element,* In the passage, 

” All who expound the Nature simply define it as what is 

spoken of in the dictum, ‘ The law of their succession is 

goodness * ” ^ the meaning is that the Nature cannot be 

portrayed ; those who excel in their exposition of it simply 

expound it according to its manifestation in the Terminals.^ 

And yet the Law of the Nature can most, certainly be 

recognized intellectually, as when Mencius speaks of the 

goodness of the Nature and the Four Terminals. 

25. Questioned concerning the section beginning with 

the words, ‘‘ The time preceding man’s birth and the repose 

which then exists,” the Philosopher replied: The Master 

Ch‘eng used the word “ Nature” in the sense of the original 

nature, and lalso in the sense of the physical nature. In 

the case of man as dwelling in the material body it is the 

^ See p. 97, n. 5. 

2 The Four Feelings or Terminals enumerated by Mencius; see 

Mencius, p. 79. 
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physical nature. In the phrase, “ The moment you apply 

the term ‘Nature’” the world “Nature” refers to the 

physical element in combination with the original nature. 

In the phrase, “Has already ceased to be the Nature,” the 

word Nature refers to the original nature, meaning that the 

moment you predicate the physical it is no longer the 

original. After man’s birth, the moment of repose, man 

has bodily form, so that he can be said to possessj the Nature. 

Before this moment of birth and repose he has as yet no 

bodily form ; how can the Nature, then, be predicated 

of him ? 

26. “The moment you apply the term' Nature, what 

you are speaking of has already ceased to be the Nature ” ; ^ 

for directly you apply to it the term Nature you are speaking 

of it as it is in combination with the physical element. In 

the passage beginning with thei, words, “ The time 

preceding man’s birth and the repose which then exists needs 

no discussion,” the opening phrase singles out man’s birth 

with the repose which then exists, and, for the purposes of 

discussion disconnects it from the time preceding, for the 

term Nature cannot be applied until the appearance of the 

physical element, and of the time preceding the birth of 

man and the moment of repose we can oidy use the term 

“ Heaven’s Moral Law” : the word “ Nature” is inapplic¬ 

able. This is the explanation of Tzu Kung’s language 

when he said, “His discourses about the Nature and 

Heaven’s Moral Law cannot be heard.” ^ The statement 

that “ The Decree of Heaven is what we term the Nature ” 

points to this element in man’s personality as the Nature of 

^ See p. 97, n. 5.- ^ Analects, V, xii (pp. 41-2). 
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the Divine Decree without confusion with the etherial 

endowment. In the phrase, “ The moment you apply the 

term Nature,” the Nature is referred toi as in combination 

with the etherial endowment. Therefore, at the very time 

implied in the term' used, it is already not the Nature. Lien 

Hsi said, ” The Nature consists of the five qualities— 

Strength, Weakness, Goodness, Eyil, and the Mean.” ^ Lien 

Hsi defined the Nature as consisting only of these five, but 

there were times when he also spoke of the Nature of the 

four ethical principles—Love, Righteousness, Reverence, and 

Widsom. Now, the nature of the etherial endowment does 

not go beyond the five qualities mentioned by Lien Hsi, 

but it is still the nature of the four ethicaf principles ; it 

is not a different nature. Indeed, the nature of the whole 

universe is not outside these five—Strength, Weakness, 

Goodness, Evil, and the Mean ; for if we follow up the 

subject carefully we find that, vast as is the variety of 

phenomena, with their thousand species and hundred 

genera, beyond our powers of investigation, we still do not 

get away from these five categories. 

^ See T^ung Shu, chap, vii (SS). N.B.—These five are given as the 

principles of the physical nature, not of the essential nature, of which 

Chou Tzii himself gives the constituent principles as Love, Righteousness, 

Reverence, and Wisdom. Strength is the manifestation of the positive 

ether, and weakness of the negative. Each of these again is either positive, 

and then it is ‘‘ good ”, or negative, and then it is “ evil ”. “Strength,” 

when “good”, is righteous, straightforward, resolute, majestic, and firm; 

when evil it is harsh, proud, and cruel. “ Weakness,” when “ Good ”, is 

kind, yielding, meek ; when “evil” it is soft, irresolute, and false. The 

Mean is the maintenance of these principles in equilibrium so that there 

is no excess of the “Good” qualities, and the “Evil” are moderated so that 

they come to be not Evil. 
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(Fourteen Sections from the Collected Writings.) 

1. Question. Men constantly have differences in clear¬ 

ness and translucence, which undoubtedly are due to the 

etherial endowment. But the mind, necessarily following 

the variations in the etherial endowment,, also differs to 

some extent. The mouth, the ear, the eye, and tlie mind, 

however, are all organs of intelligence ; how is it then that, 

in imparting the physical, element, Heaven makes no 

difference in clearness and translucence in the case of the 

month, the ear, and the eye, and does so only in the case) of 

the mind ? If we say that the ethical principle of ,the mind 

does not differ, but that it is fettered by the physical element 

so that it cannot maintain its translncence, we have on the 

other side the fact that Yi, Hui, and Yi Yin were not 

fettered by the physical element, and yet their righteousness 

in the handling of affairs was not equal to the timeliness 

of the Master.^ For we find that Mencius in discussing 

the three sages said that their wisdom was not equal to that 

of the Master. But moral insight constitutes wisdom ; can 

it be that these three could be filled with solicitude, 

conscientiousness, and courtesy, and lack only moral insight? 

Answer. The mouth, ear, and eye also differ in clear¬ 

ness and translucence ; for example, Yi Ya, the music- 

master K‘uang, and Li Lou^ possessed a very high degree 

^ See Mencius, pp. 245-8 and 69-70, where the virtues of the three 

sages are characterized, but declared to be still not equal to the “ time¬ 

liness ”—i.e. the power to meet the demands of every occasion as it arises 

—of Confucius, “the Master”. 

ii yj Ya ^as cook to Duke Huan of Ch‘i of the seventh century b.o. 

A worthless man, but great in his art,” his palate was said to be so delicate 

that he could distinguish between the waters of two rivers. See Mencius, 
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of clearness. It is precisely the same with Mind. Yi and 

Hui were not free from the limitations of the physical 

element, therefore Mencius regarded them' as of a “different 

way” from his own^, and did not “desire to learn” of 
them.i (Reply to Chu Fei Ch‘ing.) 

2. Question. iWith reference to the Nature and Decree, 

• those who are born sages are wholly and perfectly good, 

and in them there is a clearly marked distinction between 

the etherial and ethical elements, so that the two 

have no entanglement with each other. In their case there 

is no need to speak of the physical element. In the case 

of such as are inferior to those who are born sages,,although 

there Is no defect in Divine Law, yet, beingi tied to 

the etherial element, the brightness of the ethical 

principle is in proportion to the clearness of the 

Ether, and the obscurity of the ethical principle to 

the turbidity of the Ether, the two being constantly, 

together.2 Hence, when referred to as the physical nature, 

the idea is that the advancement and retardation of the 

p. 281; cf. Giles’ Biog. Diet., p. 351. Li Lou, it is said, was of the time of 

Huang Ti, a legendary ruler of China, circ. 2600 b.c. Li Lou was so “ acute 

of vision that at a distance of 100 paces he could discern the smallest 

hair . K‘uang Tzu Yeh ‘‘ was music-master and a wise counsellor of 

Tain, a little prior to the time of Confucius ”. See Mencius, p. 164 and note. 

1 See Mencius, pp. 69-70, where Mencius says Po Yi and Yi Yin were of 

different ways from his own, and gives reasons why he had no desire to 

learn of them. Hui is not mentioned here, but is included in the three 
mentioned on pp. 245-8, as stated above. 

2 That is, the difference between the sages and others is, that in the 

one case the two elements are perfectly separate, and in the other con¬ 

stantly united. So says the questioner, who, however, is wrong. Chu Hai 

says the difference is not because in the one case the two elements are 

separate and in the other not, but simply because of the varying degrees 
in the purity, etc., of the Ether. 
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ethical principle depends upon the Ether, and not that the 

physical element in itself is the Nature and Decree. 

Amwer. In those who are born sages the Ether is 

extremely, clear, and the ethical principle is unclouded. 

In the case of those who acquire Iknowledge by learning, 

and all below them, the clearness of the Ether varies, ^and 

the ethical principle is correspondingly affected in the 

degree of its completeness. (Eeply to Cheng Tzu Shang.)^ 

3. Heng Ch‘u said : “ From the Great Void 

we have the term Heaven ; from the transformations of the 

Ether we have the term Moral Order ; by the union of the 

Void with the Ether we have the term Nature ; by the 

union of the Nature with Consciousness we have the term 

Mind.”2 Does not Heng Ch‘u in his reference to the 

Nature combine the Nature of Heaven and Earth ^ with 

the pliysical nature ? And in his reference to Mind does 

he not combine both the “ natural mind ” and the “ spiritual 

mind ” ? 

Answer. Apart from the Ether there would be no form, 

and without form there would be nothing to which the 

goodness pf the Nature could be impai'ted. Therefore, those 

who expound the Nature all start from the physical element. 

Inherent in it, however, is the imparted ethical 

^ See p. 5, n. 3. 

^ Quoted from the Cheng Meng^ chap. i. Chang Tsa (or Heng 

Ch‘u) uses two expressions rarely used by the other philosophers, namely, 

“ The Great Harmony ” (’k fO) and “The Great Void ” J^). 

The former refers to the Moral Law of the Universe, i.e. the Moral Order ; 

and the latter to the Nature of the Universe, the substance of being. 

^ The essential nature. 
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principle. The “ natural mind ” and the “ spiritual mind ” 

in the same way are not two separate entities. (Reply Ito 

Lin Te Chiu.) 

4. Question. It is stated in the Dialogues'^'. “But 

their physical element differs in clearness and perfection,^ 

and creaturely desire differs in its intensity and fulllness ; 

therefore the saint and the foolish, men and animals, are 

at the extremes apart, and cannot be alike.” The state¬ 

ments of this paesage respecting the physical element and 

creaturely desire, the saint and the foolish, seem to me ^ 

perplexing. If we distinguish between the saint and the 

foolish according to, the clearness and turbidity of the 

physical element, and between men and animals according 

to its perfection and imperfection ; then toi what can the 

phrase, “ intensity and fullness of creaturely desire,” refer ? 

If we say it refers to the saint and the foolish, the difficulty 

is that the saint is free from the selfishness of creaturely 

desire ; and if we say that it refers to men and animals, 
the difficulty then is that in the case of animals the differ¬ 

ences in intensity and fullness do not apply. I fail to 

understand it. . 
' Dialogues^ by Chu Hsi. 
2 The expresaion , here translated “ perfection and imperfec¬ 

tion ”, is literally “ true and deflected ”. It refers to the regularity and 

evenness or otherwise in the consistency of the ether. When the Ether is 

of even consistency, that is, when the proportions of the yin and the yang 

are correct and harmonious, the ether is said to be iE and it is equally 
permeable by all the nature-principles, as in the case of man. When it is 

uneven, that is, v/hen the yin and the yang are in unequal proportions, 

the ether is said to be and the manifestation of the nature-principles 

is unequal, as in the instinct of animals. 

® (Hui) is the writer Li Hui Shu’s ming, by which he speaks of himself. 

HuiShu(Pg jIX) is his style. 
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Answer. The expressions “ clearness ” and “ perfection ” 

are taken from the phraseology of the Cheng Meng, and 

Doctor Lii^ in his exposition of the Doctrine of the 

Mean has further [developed the subject. But he also 

contrasts men with animals, and wise men and learned men 

vdth the foolish and degenerate, and necessarily so. 

Speaking in general, in man the Ether is clear and in 

animals turbid, in man it is perfect and in animals 

imperfect. Again, to distinguish more in detail, in the 

learned we have the cl(ear within the clear, in the 

wise man we have the perfect within the perfect, in 

the foolish we have the turbid within the clear, and 

in the degenerate we have the imperfect within the 

perfect. And in what Heng Chhi refers to when he 

says, “ There are animals whose nature approximates to 

that of man,” ^ ^e have the clear within the turbid, and the 

perfect within the imperfect. The expression, “ intensity 

and fullness of creaturely desire,” is spoken of the human 

race as a whole. If you were to classify men as possessing 

or not possessing it, those who do not possess it are so few 

that they could not make a class. We are therefore shut 

up to this method of speech. If it presents any difficulty, 

the best way is to substitute “wise men” for “saints”, 

^ Probably Lii Tsu Ch‘ien (g ^), style Po Kung (fg S), a 

scholar of the twelfth century greatly admired by Chu Hsi, who said that 

if a man would study as Po Kung he would be able to transform his physical 

nature. He was a native of Kuei Lin Fu in Kuangsi, and the author 

of famous works on history as well as on the “ Odes ” and the “ Yi Ching ”. 

He received the title of « t@ ±, “ Doctor of the Imperial 

Academy.” See Shang Yu Lu, pt. xv, p. 4 ; also Oiles^ Biog. Diet., p. 561, 

Of. J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi and the Sung School, chap, iv, 

2 Cf. p. 73. 
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and so avoid the ambiguity. The saints may well he 

regarded as above the rest, and therefore outside the 

classification. (Eeply to Li Hui Shu.) 

5. The production of a man by Heaven is like the 

command of the Throne to a magistrate ; man s possession 

of the Nature is like the magistrate’s possession of his 

office. The duty imposed by the Throne consists of 

administering the law and govermng the people: how can 

there be in it anything but what is good ? Heaven in 

producing a man does not fail to impart the principles of 

Love, Eighteousness, Eeverence, and Wisdom : again, where 

is there room for anything that is not good ? But in 

producing a particular being there must be the Ether, which 

by Subsequent consolidation furnishes the physical substance 

of that being. But the Ether in the constitution of the 

creature differs in the degree of its clearness land 

translucence. When the Ether with which the individual 

is endowed is clear and translucent, there is freedom from 

the entanglement of creaturely desire, and we have the 

saint. When the Ether with which the individual is 

endowed is clear and translucent but neither pure nor 

complete, some entanglement of creaturely desire is unavoid¬ 

able ; but it can be overcome and got rid of, and then we 

have the wise man. When the Ether with which the 

individual is endowed is blurred and turbid, there is the 

beclouding by creaturely desire to such an extent that it 

cannot be shaken off, and we have the foolish and degenerate. 

All this is the action of the etherial endowment and 

creaturely desire, but the goodness of the Nature itself does 
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not vary. The Nature received by Yao and Shun at their 

birth was the samel ^as that of others, but because of the 

clearness and translucence of their etherial endowment there 

was no beclouding by creaturely diesire. Therefore to be 

Yao and Shun did Inot mean that something was added over 

and above the Nature itself ; and the 1 earner, knowing that 

the Nature is good, knows that the holiness of Yao and 

Shun was no forcing of the Nature. To know how Yao and 

Shun became what they w'ere is to know what is the type 

and model of the goodness of the Nature ; and that the 

means by which we lall) may day by day banish human desire 

and return to Divine Law lies within what is our proper 

and natural duty, a strong favouring force and free from 

difficulty. (Yii Shan’s Commentary.) 

6. Hsiao Shu said : The expressions “ Excellent ” and 

“Evil” probably originated in the phrase, “Strength, 

Weakness, Goodness, and Evil”, in the T'ung Shu G Q'^d 

it appears to me that the degree of clearness applies to 

the Ether in its etherial form, while the terms “ Strength ”, 

“Weakness”, “Excellence”, and “Evil” apply to the Ether 

in the form of solid matter. “ Clearness ” and “ turbidity ” 

are terms pertaining to Heaven. “ Strength,” “ Gentle¬ 

ness,” “ Excellence,” and “ Evil ” are terms pertaining to 

earth. “ Clearness ” and “ turbidity ” are terms applicable 

to knowledge ; “ excellent ” and “ evil ” are terms applicable 

to capacity. “Clear” and “turbid” correspond to the 

terms “wise” and “foolish”. “Excellent” and “evil” 

correspond to “worthy” and “ degenerate”. In those of 

^ See note on p. Hi. 
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highest wisdom the Ether is pure as well as clear, ^ and 

invariably excellent. In those of greatest worth the Ether 

is perfect as well as excellent,^ and invariably clear. The 

highest wisdom corresponds to dearness, and greatest worth 

to excellence. Bujt it is not that there is any ine(][uality, 

just as in the Doctrine of the Mean, Shun is called 

wise and Hui ‘worthy.^ Below these are those who ,are 

called wise, in whom' the clear ether abounds, but possibly 

there is not sufficient of the excellent. In those who are 

called worthy there is goodness leaning ,to excess in the 

direction of either strength or weakness, but perhaps at the 

same time an insufficiency pf clearness. This results in an 

incompleteness in the character of the worthy and the wise, 

so that their wisdom cannot be termed highest wisdom nor 

their worth greatest worth. Even in the case of the 

degenerate there are also degrees. For the difference in 

clearness and excellence appears to be due to differences 

between the positive and negative modes in the physical 

element. (The positive is clear and the negative turbid ; 

the positive is good and the negative evil.) Therefore in the 

intricate complexity and myriad' transformations of the 

ethers, though the main divisions are not more tnan these 

four, yet the proportions in which they interact are so 

unequal that the myriad varieties naturally follow. I do 

not know if this is correct. 
1 That is, in the genus “ clear ” there is the species “ pure ” to which 

highest wisdom belongs, in which case the ether is “ pure as well as clear 

Similarly in the genus “ excellent ” there is the species “ perfect ”, etc. 

2 D.M., pp. 252-3. Both Shun and Hui were what they were because 

they chose the Mean. There is no inequality in the virtues of either the 

wise, as in the case of Shun, or the worthy, as in the case of Hui, because 

both are governed by the Mean. 
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A.nsw€T. Oil on LidO Weng^ spoaks of ether of 

heaven and solid matter lof earth Our predecessors already 

had this idea. (Reply to Li Hsiao Shu.) 

7. In the phrase, “Man’s birth and the repose which 

then exists,” the word “ repose ”, it is true, refers to the 

Nature ; but the word “ birth ” in itself implies the physical 

element. The time preceding the “birth” “needs no 

discussion”, for the ethical principle has not as yet any, 

means of material manifestation. Therefore at the very 

moment when we apply the term “Nature” the physical 

element is necessarily inclluded : you cannot suspend the 

Nature you are describing in mid-air. The dictum, “ The 

law of their succession is goodness,” primarily describes the 

processes of creation and development. Ming Tao, how¬ 

ever, is here speaking of the operation of the Nature, just 

as Mencius does when he says, “ If we look at the feelings 

which flow from the Nature, wo may know that they are 
constituted for the practice of what is good.” 2 What' 

I Chuan calls “the original and essential nature”3 is in 

contrast to the physioall nature; although the physical 

element differs in respect of good and evil, yet, if you 

trace it to its origin and essence, the Nature is never other 

than godd. (Reply to Wang TziiHo.) 

^ Ch‘en Liao Weng is Ch‘en Ch'iian 1^), who was called Liao Chai 

(T by pupils. Weng (^) is an honorific substitute for the 

second word in the sobriquet, in accordance with frequent usage. Liao 

Chai was a native of Chien Chou in Fuhkien. He was fond of books when 

young. See ^ pt. 35, fols. 1 ff. The sentence quoted will be found 
on f. 3. 

^ Mencius, p. 278. *5® bi, f. 4. 
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8. P'aix Kung SKii said; I sPould say i that the terms 

“Nature” and “Decree” apply to Law; “Virtue” and 

“the etherial element” ^^pply to the person. When the 

Law of the Nature and Decree islembodied in the personality 

it is Virtue, and that which crushes ^ and submerges it is 

the etherial element. For Virtue cannot be other than 

good, it is the Ether which is unequal. Goodness is that 

whereby the Nature is completed and the Decree established, 

but the Ether by reason of its inequality constitutes an 

obstruction. Those two elements ^ in the personality grow 

and diminish in relation to each other ; and, following this 

variation in degree, the one overcomes or is overcome by the 

other. The phrasie, “ When Virtue fails to overcome the 

Ether,” means that Virtue has no means of over¬ 

coming the inequality in the Ether. When ,the Ether is 

thus unequal it becomes relatively more powerful each day, 

while goodness becomes less ; and so the Law of the Nature 

and Decree is thrown into confusion by the etherial 

element. Therefore it is said : “ When virtue fails to over¬ 

come the Ether the Nature and the Decree follow the 

Ether.”^ The phrase, “If Virtue succeeds in overcoming 

the Ether,” means that Virtue has the power to 

overcome the inequality in the etherial element, and good¬ 

ness daily becomes more abundant, while the inequality 

melts away ; and i§io the Law of the Nature and Decree 

lies within the sphere of Virtue. Therefore is is said, 

^ Lit. “ Your friend Kung would submit 

^ is used for , fettered. 

^ That is, Virtue and the Ether. 

■* Quoted from Chang Tsai’s Cheng Meng ; see p. 9 of this volume. 
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“When Virtue overcomes the Ether the Nature and 

Decree follow Virtue.” ,1 do not know if this is right. 

Answer. The Ether differs also in purity ; you cannot 

speak )of it only jas crushing and submerging. But when 

Virtue fails to overcome the etherial element, what there 

is of good also proceeds from the fleshly endowment. (Reply 

to P‘an Kung Shu.) 

9. The difference between the teaching of Confucius and 

that of Mencius respecting the Nature is not easy to explain 

in a few words.^ But, t{0 'express it as briefly as possible, 

the Master spoke of it in combination with the physical, 

while Mencius spoke especially of the Law of the Nature. 

It is because the Master spoke of it in combination with 

the physical that he used the term “ nearly alike ”, and did 

not say “ alike ” ; ^ for the 'reason that he realized that 

men cannot but differ morally, and yet have not reached 

the stage of being “by practice wide apart”.2 From the 

point of view of Law we are told : “ The great God has 

conferred on tlie inferior people a moral sense.”^ “The 

people hold within themselves a normal principle of good.”^ 

How could there at the beginning be two Laws of our 

being ? But there is that about the indwelling of this 
Law in man which it is not easy to find. Mencius, therefore, 

in his explanation to Kung Tu Tzu,^ expounded the Nature 

^ ^ here = ^ IE. to compare. ^ Analects, XVII, ii, p. 182. 

® Shu Ching, pp. 185-6. 

* Odes, p. 541 ; cf. Mencius, p. 279 ; see also p. 54 of this volume. 

^ A disciple of Mencius ; see Mencius, p. 277. 
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in terms of man’s Capacity and Feelings.^ For example, 

if you want to ascertain that water is essentially clear, and 

cannot get at the source, then observe its flow at a point 

not lar from the source, and you will know that at the 

source itself it must be clear. (Reply to Sung Shen Chih.) 

10. Questioned as tO' Ming Tao’s words. The time 

preceding man’s birth and the repose which then exists 

needs no discussion,” ^ the Philosopher said : The repose 

which exists at man’s birth is before there is any outgoing 

of the Nature. The time preceding is before the birth of 

the creature, when the term Nature is not applicable. The 

phrase, “ The moment you apply the term Nature,” refers 

to the post-natal period when Law has become inherent in 

the physical element, and iso man’s constitution is not wholly 

the Nature in its original substance. And yet the original 

substance has not come to be outside of it. It is important 

that we should recognize at this point that the original 

substance of the Nature is not confused with the physicjal 

element. In the Great Appendix of the Yi the 

expressions “succession” and “goodness refer to the ante¬ 

natal period. Mencius in his dictum. The Nature is 

good,” refers to the post-natal period ; but even so, the 

original substance is still| not confused with the physical 

element. (Reply to Yen Shih Heng.) 

^ Mencius, p. 278. Legge renders /f* as “ natural pov/ers ” ; in his 

note he quotes the Chinese gloss: TI^ = Ko A ^ tb •ifco 

which he translates “ man’s ability, his natural powers ”. I have adopted 

the rendering “ capacity ” as best fitting the various contexts in this work. 

2 See p. 97, n. 5 
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11. Questiow. Ch‘eiig iTzu said: ‘‘All who expound 

the Nature define it simply as what is spoken of in the 

dictum ‘ The law of their suocession is goodness the same 

as Mencius refers to when he says, ‘ The Nature of man is 

good.’ ” 1 Just now, sir, in your reply to Yen Shih Heng 

you said : 2 “ The dictum ‘ The law of their suocession is 

goodness ’, in the Great Appendiod of the Yi, refers to 

the time before birth, while Mencius in his dictum refers 

to the time after bir'th.” This seems to differ from Ch‘eng 
Tzu’s statement. 

Answer. The Master Ming Tao’s language is lofty, far- 

seeing, comprehensive, and broad. The interpretation of 

it must not be rostrictod to its literal meaning. Such 

passages are many. If you hold to a rigid ^ interpretation 

you will find that this is not the only passage you will not 

be able to understand. Grasp the fact that the Nature in its 

origin is good, that in its issue it is still no' other than good, 

then the meaning' of the Great Appendix and Mencius 

will appear as perfectly consistent. (Eeply to Ou-Yang 
Hsi Hsiin.) 

12. Question. The time preceding the birth of the 

creature is that referred to in the dictum, “The alternation of 

the negative and positive modes is what we term Moral 

Law,” ^ and in the phrase, “ The permeating activity of 

the Divine Decree.” So that the phrase, “The law of 

their succassion is goodness,” refers; to the “ time 

See p. 97, n. 5. 2 §00 preceding section. 

2 Lit. “ equate ”, i.e. the opposite of a round thing which will roll 

along the ground, while a square thing is immovable and rigid. 
* See p. 66. 
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pr,0C6diiig‘ Why, then, should it he said that The time 

preceding' . . . needs no discussion. ” ? For to the time 

before the creature is horn the word “ Nature ” is certainly 

not lapplicahl^ ; it is after the creature has been horn that 

the term must he used. Although you say, “After man’s 

birth Law becomes inherent in the material form, so that 

man’s constitution is not wholly the Nature in its original 

substance,” 1 still, the inevitable presence of both good and 

evil in the etherial endowment is the Nature’s flow, while 

the presence of good and the absence of evil in the moral 

faculty is the Nature’s original substance. But to both you 

must apply the term Nature. The important thing for 

the student is to embody in life and apply to himself what 

he finds in the books he reads. Now to say, “ The moment 

you apply the term Nature, what you speak has 

already ceased to be the Nature,” I very much fear, simply 

leads men to exhaust their brains upon an insoluble 

problem.2 Then again, you say^ that the expressions 

“succession” and “goodness’’ in the Great Appendix 

refer to the ante-natal period, that is : it is what the 

principle ^ of the Decree, which cannot as yet be called the 

Nature ; while Mencius’ dictum concerning the Nature 

refers to the post-natal period, that is: it is what the 

Great Appendix of the Yi refers to in the words 

“ Their realization is the Nature ”, and not what is referred 

to in the phrase “ The law of their succession is goodness 

’ See Chu Hvsi’s previous answer to the same questioner, p. 123. 

' ^ pp = “ to examine.” 

3 See p. 123. 

^ 3;^ is used for ^, a principle or law. 
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On the other hand Ming Tao says, “ All who expound the 

Nature define it simply as what is spoken of in the dictum 

‘ The law of their succession is goodness ’ ; the same as 

Mencius refers to when he says ‘ The Nature of man is 

good’.” This again mystifies me. 

Answefr. This passage I have already explained in the 

section replying to Hsi Hsiin.^ There are many such 

passages in Ming Tao’s writings. If you take them too 

literally you cannot understand any of them. The 

important thing is letting go the letter, to grasp the 

meaning and not allow yourself to be tied to one way of 

looking at a passage. (Eeply to Yen Shih Heng.) 

13. The phrase, “ The moment you apply the term 

* Nature ’ ” refers to what is received by man. This is Law 

combined with the Ether, but to be correct, since 

it refers directly to the Nature, you must recognize in the 

Ether another entity which is not to be confounded with it. 

As to Chiang Ch‘nan’s statement that the Nature of lower 

creatures is originally evil, how can such an idea possibly 

be true ? Your communication is to hand. You will do 

well still more earnestly to ponder these truths. (Eeply to 
Li Hui Shu.) 

14. In the passage by Ch eng Tzu,^ from the sentence 

“ Life is what is termed the Nature ” to “ what is called 

life ”, the meaning is : What is imparted by Heaven to 

the universe is called the Decree, what is received by the 

creature from Heaven is called the Nature. But in the 

permeating activity of the Divine Decree there must be 

' See p. 124. 2 gee p. 97, n. 5. 
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the Two Ethers and the Five Agents interacting and 

consolidating ; then only can there be production. The 

Nature and Decree are immaterial, the Ether is material. 

The immaterial is one all-comprehensive Law, and 

invariably good. The material is endljess confusion and 

complexity, and is both good and evil. Therefore in the 

production of man and other creatures, this Ether, with 

which they are (endowed in order toi their production, becomes 

the repository of the Nature of the Divine Decree. This 

is how Ch^eng Tzu expounds the words used by Kao Tzu, 

“ Life is what is termed the Nature,” ^ and expresses the 

thought in the v/ords, ” The Nature is the Ether and the 

Ether is the Nature.” 
In the section, from the sentence ” All men at their birth 

are endowed with the Ether” to the words “cannot be 

said not to be the nature ”,2 the cause of the necessary; 

differences pf good and evil in the etherial endowment is 

the Law of the Nature. For in the permeating activity of 

the Ether it is the Nature which is the controlling factor, 

dividing into good and evil according to the purity or 

impurity of the Ether. So then it is not that within the 

Nature there are two mutually opposing principles ; for 

even in the case of the evil in the Ether its Nature is 

no other than good, therefore evil cannot but likewise be 

called the Nature.» The Master also said, “ Good and evil 

are both Divine Law. What is termed evil is not originally 

1 Mencius, p. 272. ^ See p. 97, n. 5. 

® Note the paradoxical statements, characteristic of Ming Tao, as if 

intended to startle the reader. The context shows clearly that they do 

not mean what at first sight they appear to mean. Evil is in the Nature 

only in the sense that it is the perversion cf the good which is in the Nature. 
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BO, but becomes so by exoess or by shortcoming.” ^ For 

there is nothing in the universe which lies outside the 

Nature. All evil is good origin^ally, but it has lapsed 

In the section, from the sentence “ For life is what is 

termed the Nature ” to “ the flow of water downwards ”,2 

the Nature is simply the Nature. .What words are there 

to express it ? Therefore even those who excel in 

expounding the Nature do no more than expound it in 

terms of its manifested phenomena, from which the mystery 

of the Nature may be apprehended by the intellect, as when 

Mencius speaks of the Four Terminals.^ When you see 

that water inevitably flows downwards, you deduce the 

downward tendency of water ; and similarly when you see 

that the outflow of the Nature is inevitably good you deduce 

its immanent goodness. 

In the section, from the words “ It is all water ” to! “ each 

with a different origin”,^ the subject is again illustrated 

by the clearness and turbidity of water. The clearness of 

the water corresponds to the goodness of the Nature. Its 

floAV to the sea without defilement illustrates those in whom 

the etherial endowment is clfear and translucent, and who 

from their youth are good ; such is the Nature of the Saint; 

so that in him the Heavenly type is perfected. The stream 

which, before it has proceeded far on its way, has already 

become turbid is like one in whom the etherial endowment 

is deflected and impervious to an extreme, and is evil from 

his youth. The stream which becomes turbid after it has 

proceeded some distance in its course, is like one who when 

^ See *5 , pfc* iia> f. 2. 

^ Mencius, p. 79. 

^ See p. 97, n. 5. 

^ See p. 97, n. 5 
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grown up follows after everything he sees, and “ has lost 

his child-heart The varying degrees of turbidity in the 

stream are analogous to the varying degrees of cloudiness 

and impurity in the etherial element. You cannot say 

that the turbid is not water, and you cannot say that the 

evil is not the Nature. But though man is beclouded by 

the etherial element, and so lapses into evil, the Nature 

does not therefore cease to be inherent within him. Only,^if 

you call it the Nature it is not the original nature, and if 

you say it is not the Nature, still it is not separate from it. 

Because this is so, “ men should not fail to apply themselves 

to the work of purification.” It is only when by self- 

culture a man overcomes the etherial element that he knows 

that this Nature is all-comprehensive and has not perished, 

that it is what in the figure is called “ the original water 

Although the stream is turbid the clear water is there never¬ 

theless, so that you “ do not bring clear water to take the 

place of the turbid ” ; and when it is cleansed there is no 

turbid water, so that you “ do not take the turbid water 

and place it in a spot by itself”. From all which the 

conclusion is that the Nature in its origin is good. How 

can there be within it two principles mutually opposed, 

and side by side with each other ? 

In the section, from the words ” This Law is the Decree 

of Heaven” to “It was by this that Shun held possession' of 

the Empire a.s if it were nothing to 'him ”,2 the sentence 

“ This Law is the Decree of Heaven ” includes the beginning 

and ending, the root and the fruit. Although the cultivation 

of moral principle is spoken of in relation to human affairs, 

^ Mencius, p. 193 ^ Analects, VIII, xviii, pp. 77-8. 

K 
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still the means whereby it is cultivated are nothing else than 

the essence of the Divine Decree ; it is not what man, by his 
own wisdom can accomplish. Were it not for the saints, 
man would find attainments impossible, therefore the 

exanaple of Shun^ is used to set it forth. (A disouission 

of Ming Tao’s “Exposition of the Nature”.) 

THE DECREE. 

(Nineteen Sections erom the “ Conversations ”.) 

1. The Nature is the source of all things,^ but in the 
etherial endowment there are varying degrees of clearness 
and turbidity which account for the differences between 
the sages and the foolish. The Decree is what all beings 
alike receive ; but in the ro,tation of the negative and 
positive ethers there is irregularity in Varying degrees, 
which accounts for the inequalities which exist in the 

happiness or misery ^ of man’s lot. 

^ That is, Shun’s “ possession of the Empire as if it were nothing to him^. 

’ The Nature is identical with 3^ (Law), the source of all things. 
^ Lit. “ the five happinesses and six extremes of misery Of the 

former: “The first is long life (^), the second riches (‘^'), the third 

soundness of body and serenity of mind (J^ ^)> the fourth the love of 

virtue (flic fg), and the fifth an end crowning the life (:^ 
Of the six extremes of misery: “ The first is misfortune shortening the 

life (KI fe the second sickness ('1^), the third sorrow (^), the 

fourth poverty (‘^), the fifth wickedness (^), and the sixth weakness 

(II). See Shu Ching, pp. 324.. 343. 
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2. An Ch'ingi asked for an explanation of the different 

ways in which the word “ Decree ” is used, sometimes 

referring specially to Law and sometimes to the Ether. 

Answer. They cannot be separated, for, apart from the 

Ether, Heaven would have no means of imparting the 

Decree to man, and man would have no means of receiving 

the Decree conferred by Heaven. 

3. Question. You, sir, say that the Decree is of two 

kinds : the one relating to wealth and honour, to life, and 

to longevity ; and the other relating to the diff erence between 

clearness and turbidity, perfection and imperfection, the 

wise and foolish, the worthy and degenerate. The one 

pertains to the etherial element and the other to Law. As 

12 look at it, the two kinds both belong to the etlierial 

element because the differences between the wise and 

foolish, the worthy and degenerate, and in the degree of 

clearness and turbidity, perfection and imperfection, are 
all the result of the Ether. 

Answer. That is true. The Nature, however, consists 
of the ethical principles of ,the Decree.^ 

4. The word “Decree” in such a sentence as “The 

Decree of Heaven is what we term' the Nature”^ refers to 

^ Ch‘en Ch'un, see p. 195, n. 2. 

2 “Hsien” (f,^) refers to the speaker. 

^ The second class are all related to the ethical principles which 
constitute the essential nature, which is not true of the first class. 
Therefore, though what Hsien says is true, and the difference between 
the wise and foolish, etc., is due to the Ether; nevertheless, that they 

are what they are is also due to the ethical principles (^) in them, 

which constitute their essential nature. 
" D.M., p. 247. 
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Law with, which man is endowed ; in the passage, “ These 

things are the Nature, but there is the Decree concerning 

them,’’ 1 it refers to the measure of tnan’s etherial endow¬ 

ment which varies iin the degree of its fullness and depth. 

5. Question. How does the word “Decree” in the 

sentences, “ The Decree of Heaven is what we term the 

Nature,” 2 and “ Death and life have their Decree,” differ 

in meaning ? ^ ' 
Answer. “ Decree ” in the sentence, “ Death and life 

hiave (their Decree,” includes the etherial element, which 

varies in fullness and depth. “Decree” in the sentence, 

“ The Decree of Heaven is what we term the Nature,” 

refers only to Law. It should be remembered, however, 

that that which is decreed by Heaven is never really 

separated from the etherial element ; none the less, the 

statement in the Doctrlno of the Mean refers to Law. 

Mencius in the sentence “ These things are the Nature, but 

there is the Decree concerning them includes the etherial 

endowment and the sensations of taste and colour in the 

term “ Nature ” ; and the word “ Decree ” in the sentence, 

“ These things are the Decree but there is also the Nature,”^ 

includes the etherial element. The statement, “The 

Nature is good,”^ again, refers to what transcends the 

etherial. ' 

6. Question. iWith regard to the statement that “ the 

Master seldom spoke of the Decree ”®, the cardinal virtues. 

Love, Pighteousness, Reverence, and Wisdom, are all alike 

decreed by Heaven, but in the Decree relating to honour, 

^ Mencius, p. 365. 2 D.M., p. 247. ^ Analects, XII, v, 3, p. 117. 
^ Mencius, p. 366. ® Mencius, p. 110 ® Analects, IX, i, p. 80. 
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life, and longevity there are different degreee. How do 

yon explain this ? 

Answer. All are decreed by Heaven. Those whose 

etherial endowment is pnre and bright are saints 

and sages, and they receive the ethical principle 

in its completeness and perfection. Those in whom 

the endowment is clear and translncent are eminent 

and refined ; those In whorh it is simple and generous 

are gentle and genial ; those in whom it is clear 

and elevated are honourable ; those in whom it is abundant 

and generous are rich ; those in whom it is enduring and 

extended are long-lived ; those in whom it is feeble and 

deteriorating, attenuated and turbid (one copy reads : Those 

in whom the endowment is decaying and solitary are the 

poor, the mean, and the short-lived), are the foolish and 

degenerate, the poor, the mean, and the short-lived. When¬ 

ever Heaven, by means of the etherial element produces 

a man, a large number of other creatures are produced at 

the same time. 
The Philosopher said further: That which Heaven decrees, 

it is true, is one and homogeneous, but in the etherial endow¬ 

ment we find inequalities, and all depends on what that 

endowment is like; if it is generous, the ethical principle is 

perfect. I have said before that the Decree is like letters 

patent conferred by the Throne. The Mind is like the 

officer sent to his office. The Nature is like the duty of 

that office : the prefect has the duties belonging to. the office 

of prefect, and a magistrate those of magistrate. But duty 

is one, and only one. Heaven in producing a man instructs 

him in numerous ethical principles, and thereby entrustei 
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to him numerous duties (another copy reads: The ethical 

principle is one only). -The etherial endowment is like 

the emolument; honourable status is like high office, lower 

status is like a small post; wealth is like high pay, and 

poverty like small pay ; longevity is like filling the office 

for two or three years and then having a second term ; short¬ 

ness of life is like one who does not even complete his term ; 

and when the Throne sends a man to his office there) follows 

in his wake a numerous retinue. 

7. Question. Eor Yen Yuan “ the time decreed un¬ 

fortunately was short When Po Niu died Confucius 

said, “It is decreed, alas ! “ ^ In regard to his obtaining 

office or not, Confucius said, “That is as decreed.” ^ Js 

there no distinction between “ decree ” in these cases and 

in the dictum, “ The Decree of Heaven is what we term 

the Nature ” ? ^ 

Answer. The Decree in its true meaning proceeds from 

Law, its variations proceed from the physical element. The 

important thing is that in both cases it is imparted by 

Heaven. Mencius said, “ That which happens without man’s 

causing it to happen is the Decree ” ; but man ought himself 

to fulfil his part, then whatever he meets with is the Decree 

in its true sense. 

Out of this arose the question : At the present time the 

school which expounds the mystical meaning of numbers 

according to Kang Chieh’s theory ^ teaches that all is fixed 

and unchangeable. What do you say ? 

^ Analects, VT, ii, p. 49. ^ Ibid., VI, viii, p. 52. 
2 Mencius, p. 241. ** D.M., p. 247. 
® See J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi and the Sung School^ chap. ii> 
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Answer. AU you can do is to, gather the main trend 

of growth and decay, diminution and increase, in the 

negative and positive ethers. The saints and sages, how-* 

ever, did not emphasize this teaching. Those who in the 

present day expound K ang Chieh’s theory of numbers as 

teaching that every single event, and every single thing has 

its moment of success or failure—^all such are superficial 

in their exposition. 

8. Wen Yi asked : In the plaint of Confucius, “ It is 

killing him. It is decreed, alas! does the word “decSreed.’^ 

refer to the etherial endowment ? ! 

The Philosopher replied: Life, death, longevity, and 

brevity of life, it is true, are the endowment of the Ether. 

You have only to look at Mencius’ words, “ These things 

are the Nature, but there is the Decree concerning them.”^ 

Tse Ohih^ askedi: What about the word “Decree” in 

the phrases, “ Without recognizing the Decree,” ^ and “ To 

know the Decree of Heaven ” ? ^ 

Answer. It has not the same meaning. In the sentence, 

“ To know the Decree of Heaven,” the meaning is to know 

whence this Law is derived. Take water as an illustration. 

All know it to be water, but the sage knows its source. 

In the sentence “ Without recognizing the Decree”, how¬ 

ever, the reference is to the Decree of death, life, longevity, 

wealth, and honour. But Mencius said again, “A man 

^ Analects, VI, viii, p. 52. ^ Mencius, p. 365. 
^ Possibly Liu Tse Chih, cf. ^ , pt. iv, p. 54 ; but more 

likely Lin Tse Chih ; see p. 300. 
* Analects, XX, iii, 1 (p. 218). 5 Ibid., II, iv, 4 (p. 11). 
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should receive submissivefy the Decree in its true meaning.”^ 

If, in defiance of natural laws, he “stands beneath 

a precipitous wall then he has not received it in its true 

meaning. 

9. Li Chih quoted the saying, “ The Master was mild 

and yet dignified, majestic and yet not fierce, respectful and 

yet easy ”; 2 and with reference ,to it asked : Those who 

receive the clear and translucent ether are saints and sages ; 

those who receive the clouded and turbid ether are foolish 

and degenerate ; those in whom the ether is generous are 

wealthy and honourablie ; those in whom it is attenuated 

are poor and lowly. All this is true, but when the sage 

I'eceives the dear, translucent, equable,, and harmonious Ether 

of the Universe he ought to be without any defect, and yet 

the Master was poor and lowly. How was that ? Can it 

be that his horoscope was unpropitious ; Or is it that his 

endowment v,'a,s inadequate ? 

Answer. It is because there was a deficiency in the 

endowment. His clear and translucent ether could only 

secure his being a saint and sage ; it could not guarantee 

his being wealthy and honourable. Those in whom the 

endowment is elevated are hono!urable ; those in whom it is 

generous are rich ; those in whom it is extended are long- 

lived. In the poor, lowly, and short-lived the reverse is the 

case. Alithough the Master was endowed with the clear 

and translucent ether and was therefore a sage, while on 

the other hand his endowment v/as low and attenuated, and 

therefore his lot was one of poverty and lowliness. Yen Tzu 

^ Mencius, p. 326. ^ Analects, VII, xxxvii, p. 71. 
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was not even equal to Confucius, being endowed with the 

contracted ether, and so was short-lived as well as poor. 

Question. The negative and positive ethers should be 

equal and homogeneous, and therefore the worthy and 

degenerate ought to be in equal proportions. How is it that 

the noble-minded are always few and the ignoble always 

many ? 

Answer. It is because the phenomena of the tw'O ethers 

are so complex and intricate as to make equality impossible. 

Take coins thrown in gambling as an illustration A it is 

very rarely that they turn up' all alike, more often they are 

mixed. It is simply that the Ether, either at an earlier 

or at a later stage is alloyed and complex ; the Ether 

received, therefore, cannot be perfectly fitting, and so can¬ 

not be evenly proportioned. For example, in any one day, 

it may be cloudy or bright, windy or rainy, cold or hot, 

clear and sparkKng, or keen and biting ; so that you may 

see many changes in the oourse of one day. 

Question. Although the Ether is alloyed and complex, 

yet after all there are but two ethers, the one negative and 

the one positive ; how can there be all this inequality ? 

'Ansicev. It is not as you put it. If there were but 

a single negative and a single positive ether, then there 

would be equality. But it is because of the infinite variety 

and complexity of their phenomena that we cannot meet 

with that which would be exactly suitable. 

1 The allusion is to the process of gambling by which several coins are 

thrown by the gambler on to a stone slab ; if all are obverse or all reverse 

the gambler wins, if they are mixed he loses. Obviously it is a rare and 

lucky chance that gives them to the gambler. 
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'Quesiicn. In tLat case Heaven and Earth. ^ produce the 

saints and sages by accident and not intentionally. 

Answer. Whenever it is the intention of Heaven and 

Earth to produce a saint or sage the Ether is there in due 

proportion, and thus the saint or sage is produced. The 

very fact that he is produced seems to show that it is by the 

will of Heaven. 

10. Ching Tzu2 asked a question about natural pro¬ 

portions in the etherial endowment. 

Answer. There are those in whom the etherial endow¬ 

ment is generous and their happiness is full, or the Ether is 

attenuated and the happiness is meagre. Those in whom 

the etherial endowment is bright and glittering have 

abundance of riches ; those in whom it is weak and feeble 

are in humble station. When the Ether is extended there 

is long life ; when it is contracted there is premature death. 

This is a necessary law. 

Question. Is there any foundation for the doctrine of 

spirits and fairies ? 

Answer. Who says not ? They certainly exist. But 

their work is generally speaking difficult. It is only when 

they lay aside everything else, and concentrate on the task 

in hand, that they can accomplish it. 

^ Note : the expression “ Heaven and Earth ” is here used interchange¬ 

ably with the term “ Heaven ” alone; cf. the last sentence in the answer 

to this question. See J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi and the Sung 
School, chap. xii. 

“ Li Fan Ching Tzu, a native of Nan K‘ang, where 

Chu Hsi held office, and a disciple of the Philosopher. After Chu Hsi’s 

death he was invited by the Gover.ior of Nan K‘ang to the post of 

President of the “ White Deer College ”, associated with Chu Hsi’s name. 
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He said further: I saw in a famous temple pictures of 

the' patron saints representing them ^ as majestic and heroic. 

It must be that they stood out thus as heroes among men. 

Thus Miao Hsi, in praise of a Buddhist priest, says, 

“ Originally if it had not been for this religion he would 

certainly have been a great chief.” And tjhe sight was 

enough to convince one that the remark was true. How 

could riches, honour, gain, advancement, music, women, or 

avarice hold ensnared,a man with such a countenance ? He 

regarded them all as powerless to move him. 

Some one asked: If the Buddhists had not picked him 

up, would he have followed our Confucian cult ? 

Aifiswer, He was still not of the sort who “without 

a King Wen rouse themselves but simply a man of 

independence and individuality, a man who in all that he 

did must be conspicuous. If a sage had taken him up, 

probably he would have been all right. But at that time 

our teaching was obscure and eclipsed. Scholarship 

consisted of stilted phrasing. Such a man as this could no 

more be controUed by such pedantic teaching than a dragon 

or tiger. He was bound to break loose very soon. There 

can be no doubt of that. The serious thing is that it went 

so far that good men were led avv^ay by these Buddhist 

saints. 

11. Question. With reference to the statement, “Eiches 

and honour are decreed,”^ how did the low and mean, such 

^ A means a man’s appearance. It is frequently so used in 

modern speech. 

^ Mencius, p. 330. * Analects, XII, v, 3, p. 117. 
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as appeared in after ages, obtain riches and honour in the 

time of the three dynasties of Yao and Shun ? ^ 

Answer. In the period of the three dynasties of Yao 

and Shun they did not attain to riches and honour. That 

they did so in later generations was because it was so 

decreed. 

Question. In that case the etherial endowment is 

uncertain, is it not ? 

Amwer. For those endowed with this kind of ether 

to be bom in a favourable time 2 is because the Decree 

is favourable. For the same phenomenon to appear in 

another tlian this particular age is because there is what is 

spoken of as “ the natural endowment just fitting the age ”. 

For example, that 400,000 men. died at Ch‘ang P'ing was 

because they fell into the hands of Po Ch‘i That he should 

be the one they should come into collision with, was owing 

to the Decree. 

12. When the saints and sages are in high position it is 

because their Ether is equable and harmonious. When 

otherwise it is because their Ether is unequal in its flow. 

Therefore in some the Ether is clear, and these are intelligent 

but without wealth. In others the Ether is turbid, and they 

are wealthy but 'without knowledge. In both cases the 

^ That is, of Yao, Shun and Yil. 

2 The first “ ^ ” (this ether) refers to the ether of the “ low and 

mean ” ; the second (this time) to the “ later generations ” in which"they 
obtain “ riches and honour”. 

2 The allusion is to the incident which took place in a war between the 

feudal states of Ch‘in and Chao in the third century b.c. Four hundred 

thousand men of Chao were treacherously pui: to death at a place called 

Ch‘ang P'ing, after surrendering to the enemy under Po Ch‘i, the com¬ 

mander-in-chief of the Chdn forces. See Giles’ Biog. Diet., p. 629. 
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determining factor is in the proportions of the Ether. Yao, 

Shun, Yii, Kao, Wen, Wu, Chou, and Shao ^ all received 

the Ether in its perfection, whereas the Ether as received 

by Confucius, Mencius, Yi, and Chi^ was imperfect. In 

the period of the Five Dynasties, after exceedingly turbulent 

times, there again appeared numerous saints and sages as 

though in the revolving cycle the statesmen of the 

patriarchal times came round once more. (The Yang record 

says : It is the same principle as is expressed in the saying, 

“ A great fruit which has not been, eaten.”) ^ It is like 

a man’s renewal of energy vrhen he awakes from a deep 

sleep. (The Yang record adds : Now, however, is a time of 

deceit and folly from which we have not yet awakened. 

When the extreme of disorder fails to reach its limit in the 

^ All these are celebrities mentioned in the Shu Ching. The first three 

are the three famous emperors, Yao, Shun, and Yu. The third was Shun’s 

minister Kao Yao. Then follow the two kings Wen and Wu, and 

lastly the two dukes, Chou and Shao, mentioned in the Books of Chow. See 

8hu Ching, p. 420. 

2 For Yi and Ch‘i, see Analects, V, xxii. They were Po Yi and Shu Ch‘i, 

sons of King Ku Chu. “ Their father left his kingdom to Shu Ch‘i, who 

refused to take the place of his elder brother Po Yi. Po Yi in turn declined 

the throne, so they both abandoned it and retired into obscurity. When 

King Wu was taking his measures against the tyrant Chou, they made 

their appearance, and remonstrated against this course. Finally, they 

died of hunger, rather than live under the new dynasty.” See Analects, 

p. 45 and note. They were thus a noble instance of the ether being 

favourable to virtue, but not to material wealth or power. 

^ The quotation is from the Yi Ching (p. 106). The picture is of one 

large specimen of fruit which remains on the tree, the one survivor of the 

autumn gathering. The passage occurs in a chapter which treats of the 

decay of the power of the good, but with hope of its return. ‘‘ Small men 

have gradually displaced good men and great, till but one remains ; and 

the lesson for him is to wait. ... A change for the better will shortly 

appear ” (See Legge’s note, pp. 106-7.) 
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course of fifty or sixty years, the Ether hecomes fixed iu its 

dormant condition and does not revive. Alas, the pity 

of it I ) 

13. The Philosopher was questioned about I Ch‘uanand 

Heng Ch'ii’s theory of the Decree and Chance.^ 

Answer. What is termed the Decree is like the command 

of the Emperor to occupy some official post. The degree 

of simplicity and ease, of complexity and difficulty, and the 

question where one can succeed and where not, belong to the 

Decree of the particular period. All one has to do is to go 

and occupy the post. Therefore Mencius says simply: 
“ Everything is decreed.”2 But there is what is truly called 

the Decree and what is only indirectly so.^ What I mean by 

the true Decree is what Heaven appoints for me at the 

beginning, ^uch as loyalty in serving my prince and filial 

piety in serving my fatheir, in which many principles are 

included. The difiering degrees of f ullness and depth, on the 

other hand, pertain to the etherial endowment, which though 

it would not be right not to call it the Decree, is still not the 

true Decree. “ Death under handcuffs and fetters ’’ ^ can¬ 

not be described as not the Decree, for the simple reason 

that it results from a perverse ether with which the subject 

^ I Ch‘uan was asked the difference between the decree and chance 

(jg “ to meet with ”) ; and replied that “to meet with ” calamity or not 

is decreed—thus denying the existence of chance. Heng Ch‘u is not so 

clear; he said that to explain the difference in recompense for the same 

deeds was as difficult as to explain the difference between decree and 

chance. See xviii, f. 23. 

2 See Mencius, p. 325. 

^ For the force of the word JE see Mencius, p. 325. 

^ See Mencius, p. 326. 
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was originally endowed, but to call it the true Decree would 

be wrong. Therefore the noble man “ trembles as if on the 

brink of a deep gulf, or treading on thin ioe ’V because his 

desire is to receive submissively the Decree in its true 

meaning, and not that which is only indirectly termed such. 

Again, if a man says he is destined to die in watbr or fire, 

he does not, on that account, himself leap into the water, or 

fire, and die. 'But what is needed to-day is to regard it 

simply as the Decree, and not concoct a number of fine 

distinctions, saying, this is the Decree and that is Chance, 
these are uniform and those are diverse.^ 

14. Question. Does the exclamation of Confucius, “ It 
is decreed, alas ! ”3 m^an that [in the case of Po Niu] the 

proportion of the Ether determining his life was exhausted 
at this point ? 

Answer. It was that he received his endowment in just 

this way. The Decree is like what we have said before 

concerning man’s mind. There are two kinds of Decree, 

not two Decrees. There is the Decree which includes the 

physical, and there is the Deoree which is wholly Law. 

15. Question. In that part of the “ Literary Pemains”^ 

in which the Decree is discussed, what is the meaning of the 

passage in the commentary, “ The sages were not ignorant 

of the Decree, but in human affairs they did not fail to 
use their utmost endeavour ” ? 

^ See Analects, VIII, ii (pp. 72-3). 

2 Probably referring to Heng Ch'ii’s remark about the’ difference in 

recompense for the same deeds (fj [^J see J. P. Bruce, 

Introduction to Chu Hsi and the Sung School, chap. vi. 

^ See Analects, VI, viii (p. 52). 

‘ The - g *■. 
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Answer. For man there is certainly the Decree, but he 

must not fail to “receive it submissively in its true 

meaning”,1 as taught in the words, “ He who understands 

what the Decree is will not stand beneath a precipitous 

wall.If a man, saying “It is decreed”, goes and stands 

beneath a precipitous wall and the wall falls and crushes 

him, it cannot be attributed solely to the Decree. In human 

affairs when a man has done his utmost you may falk of 

the Decree. 

16. Heng Ch‘u ^aid, “The nnchangeable thing is the 

length of a man’s life.” It is important to bear in mind 

that this too is changeable, but the statement is true in the 

main. 

17. Question. With reference to the statement, “ That 

which happens without man’s causing it to happen is the 

Decree” : 2 in the case of Pi Kan’s death,^ from ,the point 

of view of Law it may be called the Decree in its true sense, 

but not surely from the point of view of the etherial element. 

Answer. How can you say so ? “ Death sustained in the 

discharge of duty is 'the Decree in its true sense.” ^ When 

one who ought to die does not die, tliat is to lose the Decree 

in its true sense. This kind of passage must be looked 

at broadly, as when Mencius said, “ Death under handcuffs 

^ See Mencius, pp. 325-6. “ Mencius, p. 235. 

Pi Kan was uncle to the tyrant Chou, the last Emperor of the Yin 

dynasty, 1153-1122 b.c. Owing to his remonstrances against his 

nephew’s tyranny he was thrown into prison, where to escape death he 

feigned madness. “ Pi Kan, persisting in his remonstrances, was bar¬ 

barously put to death, the tyrant having his heart torn out that he might 

see, he said, a sage’s heart.” See Analects, XVIII, i, i (p. 195). 

^ Mencius, p. 328. 
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and fetters is no,t the Decree in its true sense,”^ you must 

have regard to what Mencius himseK meant. And again, in 

the case of ,Kung Yeh Chang, who, ‘‘although he was put 

in bonds, had not been guilty of any crime,if he had died 

in bonds you could not have said liis was not the true Decree. 

He could say with truth, “ My innocence or guilt rests with 

myself.” How the ancients by their death could establish 

virtue,^ and what they could accomplish after their death 

may be seen in this. It is what Mencius refers to when 

he says, “ I will let life go and choose righteousness,”^ and 

again, ** The determined officer never forgets that his end 

may be in a ditch or a stream'; the brave officer never forgets 

that he may lose his head.”^ Let the student get a clear 

grasp of this principle, and when face to face with the,' choice 

between gain and loss, he will willingly give himself up to be 

cut in pieces. He must be set, too, like a wall 10,000 rods 

high.® But now-a-days, if there be a question of choice 

between even small gain or injury, there is calculating 

comparison. How can it be correct to speak of death in the 

case you mention as not the Decree in its true sense ? 

18. “ Heaven' and Earth have a mindless Mind ” ; “ The 

Fu diagram represents one positive mode as produced under 

^ Mencius, p. 136. 

2 Rung Yeh Cii‘ang was the son of Confucius. Nothing is known as 

to the cause of his ‘ ‘ bonds ”. See Analects, V, i, p. 36. 

^ Analects, xv, viii, p. 161. * Mencius, p. 287. ® Ibid., p. 265. 

® That is, so that no temptation can get over his resolute will. The 

word rod ({jj/) is a measure equal to 7 or 8 feet. 
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the negative : this is the Mind which delights in creating ” U 

“ The great God has conferred on the inferior people a moral 

sense ^ “ The way of Heaven is to bless the good and 

punish the evil ” ^—these passages indicate that there is 

a Person, as it were,^ ruling in it all. The Mind is His 

agent, and the Feelings are His purpose. 

The further question was asked: ^ How may we know 

what are the Feelings of Heaven and 'Earth ? 

Answer. Man is true and great, whence we may know 

that the Feelings of Heaven and Earth are true and great. 

But the truth and greatness of Heaven and Earth are 

absolute ; there is never anything false, there is never any¬ 

thing small in them. 

19. Question. When we consider the inequalities of the 

Decree, does it not seem as if there is not really One who 

imparts it to man, but rather that the two ethers in their 

intricate complexity and inequality follow wherever they, 

happen to strike, and, knowing that these inequalities do 

^ This passage is quoted from Chu Hsi’s commentary on the Ft Cking. 

It must be taken in conjunction with the passage in the First Appendix 

which says: ‘‘ Do we not see in Fu the mind of Heaven and Earth ? ” See 

Fi Ching, p. 233. Legge in his note on the same page says : “ ‘ The Mind 

of Heaven and Earth ’ is the love of life and of all goodness that rules 

in the course of nature and providence.” 

^ Shu Ching, p. 185. 

® Ibid., p. 186. 

^ The translation here given is litera], as also on p, 147. The discussion 

of its import goes to the heart of Chu Hsi’s teaching, see Introd. to Chu 

Hsi, etc., chap. xii. Here it is sufficient to say that the Translator regards 

the phrase as meaning a Person, i.e. the Supreme Personality ruling in the 

universe. 

® The ^ suggests that there was a previous question not recorded, 

to which the preceding paragraph is the answer. 
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not proceed from man’s lown powers, people speak of them 

as decreed by Heaven ? 

Answer. They simply flow from the Great Source. The 

phenomena may be such as would lead one to think that 

there is not really One imparting the Decree ; but that there 

is a personal Being above us by whose command these things 

come to pass,, seema to be taught by the “ Odes ” and 

“ Eeoords ”—in such passages, for example, as speak of the 

wrath of the Supreme Puler. But still, this Ruler is none 

other than Law. In the whole universe there is nothing 

higher than Law and hence the term Ruler. In the passage 

which says, “ The great God has conferred on the inferior 

people a moral sense,/^ ^ the very word confer ” conveys 

the idea of One who exercises authority. 

Question. “Great is Yiian, the principle of Origin, 

indicated by Ch len ! From it all things derive their 

beginning’’ “The method ^of Chhen is to change and 

transform so that everything obtains its correct Nature as 

ordained by Heaven” “All things fill the universe in 

an endless succession of production and reproduction ” ; 

“ The pun goes and the moon comes ” ; “ The cold goes and 

the heat comes ” ^—^in the phenomena referred to in these 

passages, (and in the causes at work in the rushing wind, 

thetorrent of rain, the rivers’fiow, and the mountain peaks, 

is it that the Empyrean truly possesses the power which 

controls the creative and .transforming processes ; or is it 

simply that the Supreme Ultimate is the PIVOT on which 

all transformations turn, and therefore that the universe is 

what it is by a process of self-evolution ? 

1 Shu Ching, p. 185. * ji Ching, p. 213. * Ibid., p. 389. 
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Answer. This is the same question as the one alreadj 

answered. ' ' 

(Three Sections from the “Collected Writings”.) 

1. People TGckon the happiness, longevity, and 

prosperity of men by the time of their birth in its con¬ 

junction with the Celestial Stemis and Terrestrial Branches,^ 

together with the quality of the Ether indicated by them.2 

Although the art is apparently simple, it nevertheless 

frequently happens that the calculations of its disciples are 

not very successful in detail. For the means whereby 

Heaven and Earth produce all things are no other than the 

^ The Celestial Stems (?c m and Terrestrial Branches ]^) 

are the ideographs used to denote the days of the month and the sixty 

years of the Chinese cycle. There are ten of the former and twelve of the 

latter, of which two numbers sixty is the least common multiple; so 

that the two series, combined together in fixed order, give sixty different 

combinations, one for each year of the cycle. The Celestial Stems repre¬ 

sent the Five Agents, two stems for each Agent, corresponding to which 

are the five planets, Jupiter, Mars, Saturn, Venus, and Mercury. Each 

planet bears the name of its corresponding Agent, and is represented by 

the same combination of Stems. Thus Jupiter is the Wood Planet, Mars 

the Fire Planet, Saturn the Earth Planet, Venus the Metal Planet, and 

Mercury the Water Planet. The Terrestrial Branches represent the 

twelve signs of the Zodiac, and the twelve periods into which the day is 

divided. Each of these signs, in both series, represents either the Yin or 

the Yang according to the order of their notation, the odd numbers 

referring to the latter and the even numbers to the former; and in com¬ 

bination they represent different proportions of these two modes of the Ether. 

From this it will readily be seen how men’s horoscopes may be made to 

indicate the proportions of the Two Modes in their etherial endowment, 
with variations ad infinitum. 

^ ^ is the kind of ether, whether Ligneous or Caloric, etc., indicated 

by the horoscope. 
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Two Modes and Five Agents. Their contraction and 

expansion, their diminution and increase, their intricacy and 

transformations, are truly beyond the power of human 

investigation ; while the difference between the wise and 

foolish, between the highly placed and the lowly, does not 

represent more than a Lair’s breadth of difference in the 

degree of translucence and fulness in the Ether imparted 

to the creature. Is it to be supposed that such a science 

can be easily understood ? Mr. Hsii is a Cbnfucian scholar 

and understands this science. He thinks deeply, and most 

of his pronouncements are accurate, and confirmed as correct. 

If those who are high-minded come into contact with him 

and seek to know their horoscope, not only will his art 

be adequate to win their faith in the art itself and increase 

its fame, but it wiU also enable them to realize that the 

proportion in wliioh the etherial endowment was received by 

them at birth is even as thus reckoned, and so learn that 

wealth, honour, and fame are not to be obtained by coveting 

them, nor poverty, lowliness, and calamity to be avoided by 

man s skill. They will therefore take the straight path and 

follow Destiny and their |Own virtuous resolves. Thus, at 

one go, evil habits will be changed, and there will be a return 

to those customs of honesty, incorruptibility, and modesty, 

which have been handed down to us from our ancestors— 

all this may be achieved by the help of Mr. Hsii. But none 

the less will he teach those who are sons to rely on filial 

piety, and those who are statesmen to rely on loyalty, for 

their true destiny. “ When neitlier premature death nor 

long life causes a man to hesitate, but, cultivating his 

personal character, he awaits them, whatever the issue may 
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b&—this is the way in which he establishes his destiny.” ^ 

(A Preface on the subject of Destiny written for Hsii 

Tuan Shu.) 

2. Question. My {strong desire ^ is exhaustively to 

investigate the laws of the universe, but the phenomena 

are so multifarious that I cannot find any point at which 

to begin. At present lall^ I can gee is that riches and 

honour are not to be obtained by coveting them', and poverty 

and lowliness are not to be avoided by our own efforts. 

Answer. What you say is from the point of view of 

Destiny ; you must further consider, from the point 

of view of Righteousness, whether you ought to seek them 

and whether you ought to avoid them ; and still further,^ 

from the point of view of duty, you must examine your 

own desires as to why you seek or avoid them'. Moreover, 

you must know whether it is gain or loss, glory, or shame, 

which will have the greatest effect upon your owm moral gain 

and loss, advantage and injury, and so have that whereby 

you will be able to take a. stand. (Reply to Chu Fei 

Chfinig.) 

3. Question. The fact that some men are long-lived 

and others suffer premature death is due to the Ether ; the 

fact that some are wise and some are foolish is also because 

of the Ether. Longevity and premature death proceed from 

^ Mencius, p. 325. 
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tke Ether, and therefore, ^while all alike receive life, there 

is a difference between Yen Tzu and the Robber Chih. The 

wisdom of the wise and the foolishness of the foolish both 

proceed from the Ether, and therefore, while both aUke are 

in their essential Nature good, there are different types of 

men such as Yao 'and Chieh.^ Now I thought that the 

Ether of the Universe was one, that the cause of long life 

and premature death was this Ether, and that the source 

of the difference between the wise and the foolish was this 

same Ether. But when we think of the Robber Chih, an 

extreme instance of folly and yet long-lived, and Yen Tzu, 

the acme of wisdom and yet subject to premature death, it 

looks as if the Ether of longevity and the Ether of wisdom 

were not the same. Ming Tao in his epitaph on Ch‘eng 

Shao Kung says : “ Having regard to the trouble he met 

with in his time, that his days could not be many was well. 

My |son ! So pure and yet so contracted was the Ether he 

received ! ” Considering this carefully, it would seem that 

the iEther differs in clearness and in extension. Because 

it is clear, we have the wise man ; but though clear it is 

contracted, and therefore the measure of his life is 

contracted. Because it is turbid, we have the foolish man ; 

but though turbid it is extended, and therefore the measure 

of his life is extended. I am not sure whether I am correct 

or not. 

^ Yen Tzil was the favourite disciple of Confucius, and the Robber 

Chih was a famous robber of the same period; see Mencius, p. 161 and 

note. Yao was the famous sage emperor. Chieh was the notorious 

tyrant emperor, the last of the line of Hsia, and overthrown by T‘ang, 

the founder of the Shang dynasty. See Sku Ching, p. 170. 
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Amwer. Your explanation is correct. It is the same 

with honour and wealth. But before the Three Dynasties^ 

the proportion of the Ether w^as generous and abundant, 

and therefore the clear Ether was unfailingly full and 

extended,' so that the saints and sages were at the same time 

honourable, long-lived, and wealthy. Afterwards it came to 

be the opposite. (Eeply to Cheng Tzii Shang.) ^ 

CAPACITY.3 

(Three Sections from the “Conversations”.) 

^Question. iWhat is the difference between the Feelings 
and Capacity ? 

Answer. The Feelings are the roads and paths issuing 

from the Mind. Capacity is the power of the Feelings to 

emanate from the Mind in a particular way. For example, 

solicitude may be earnest or otherwise : the difference is due 

to a difference in Capacity. 

Question. In that case the operations of the Mind and 

Capacity are of the same class. 

Answer. Capacity is the power of the Mind, it is made 

up of etherial force. The Mind is the controller and rnler ; 

it is in this that its greatness consists. The Mind may be 

likened to water. The Nature is the law of water—the 

principle, as it Were, which resides in water as still; Feeling is 

the principle which works in water as moving; Desire is the 

' That is, the three Emperors, Yao, Shun, and Yii. 
2 See p. 5, n. 3. 3 g^g p i23, n. 1 
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flow of water extendinig to an overflow ; Capacity is the 

physical force by reason of which it is possible for water 

to flow, the difference in the rapidity of its flow 

corresponding to the difference in Capacity. This is what 

I Chilian means when he says, “The Nature is the endow¬ 

ment of Heaven, and Capacity is the endowment of the 
etherial element.” ^ 

2. The Nature is the law of the Mind. The Feelings 

arc the activities of the Mind, Capacity is the power 

of the Feelings to act in a certain way. Feeling 

and Capacity are in fact nearly alike. But the Feelings 

are caEed forth by contact with object, their roads and 

paths are crooked and curved ; Capacity is their power to be 

sO. Bear in mind that the web' of consciousness with its 

innumerable threads proceeds wholly from the Mind. 

3. Some one asked : In the “ CoUected Comments” it 

is said, “ Capacity is akin to ability.” What is the differ¬ 
ence between these two ? 

Answer. The word “ Capacity ” refers to the principles. 

The word “Ability” refers to their operation. In the 

passage, “ When people see the bare and stripped appearance 

of tlie mountain they think it was nev^er finely wooded,”2 

Mencius uses the word ^5‘az with the “wood” radical ^ with 

the meaning of “ suitable in operation ”. In the sentence. 

It is not owing to their natural capacity conferred by 

^ Mencius, p. 283. 

^ “ finely wooded ”, is the same word as that rendered “ ability ” 
above. 
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Heaven that they are thus different,” ^ the reference is to 

moral principles. 

Question. The word ” Capacity ” is used with reference 

to its explaining mental operations. The word “ ability ” 

includes the corporeal, does it not ? 

Ansioer. Yes, it includes the corporeal, hence you speak 

of useful abilities. 

Question. Is it not similar to the word materials ? 

Answer. Yes. 

(One Section from the “ Collected Y/ritings”.) 

1. The Uise lof the word “Capacity” by Mencius and 

Ch‘eng Tzii is different. As the teachings of saints and 

saiges, we learners of a later generation would not venture 

to criticize. Put on such a subject as this we need 

only to realize the truth' and recognize, it in our own persons 

in order to understand it; nor shall we fail to apprehend 

the reasons for the correctness and accuracy or otherwise 

of our predecessors. Thus in the “ Collected Comments. ’’ ^ 

it is pointed out that Ch eng Tzii is very detailed, wlhle in 

what Mencius says lacunse have not been altogether avoided. 

To-day we are guided solely by Ch‘eng Tzii and gather from 

his teachings what we need to make up what is lacking in 

Mencius. Thus nothing is lost to truth, and, at the same 

time, the "writings of (both are found to be not seriously 

conflicting. (Reply to Lin Shu Ho.) 

^ Mencius, p. 280. 2 The Collected Comments of Chu Hsi. 
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BOOK III 

MIND 

(Forty-nine Sections from “ The Conversations ”.) 

1. CLih Tao^ said: Mind is the Supreme Ultimate. 

Lin Cheng Chhng said : Mind is indwelt by the Supreme 

Ultimate. Chih Tao raised the question with the Master. 

The Master replied : Such points are very minute and 

difficult to explain. It would seem that Mind is both' active 

and passive. “ Its substance is termed Flux,^ its law is 

termed Moral Law, and its operation is termed Spirit.” ® 

Chih ChTng^ in expanding and explaining this statement 

said : The Master’s teaching is very ripe, he expresses him- 

seK easily, and always explains a subject thoroughly. 

^ Sumamed Chao (; cf. p. 387. 

- The word is Yi (^), the same as that which occurs in the title of 

the Yi Ching (The Canon of Changes), the book on which the philosophy 
of our school is professedly based ; cf. J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi 
and the Sung School, chap. x. “ Yi,” here translated “ Flux ”, is 
used to represent the substance of Mind, the material of which it is com¬ 
posed. The word itself in such a connexion inevitably reminds us of the 
doctrine of all things as a perpetual flux and reflux, enunciated by 
Heraclitus. But in the Sung School there was a further development 

of its meaning, as indicated here in the text. Cf. T‘ung Shu, f. 19 1352 ^ , 

pt. i, f. 19) ; also Complete Works, book xlix, f. 16. 

^ Cf. note 1 on p. 159. The whole sentence is by I Ch‘uan; see 

jS pt- b 4. 
^ Chih Chdng was the style of Huang Kan a native of Foochow, 

who held office in Hupeh and Anhui. He was a disciple and son-in-law 
of Chu Hsi, and assisted his teacher and relative in the commentary on 
the Li Chi (Book of Rites); see Giles’ Biog. Diet., p. 335. 
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Huo Sun asked ’ In the statement, Its substance is 

termed Flux,” what is meant by the word “substance” ? 

Anmer. Substance is,not substance as used in contrast to 

operation, but rather in the sense of material,^ as if we said, 

the material of which Mind is composed is to be defined as 

Flux, and Law is the Nature. Passages of this kind need to be 

taken not too literally. The word “mind”, for example, 

has its different connexions ; as in the statement by 

Mencius, “Love is man’s mind,” ^ in which Love is said^ 

to be man’s Mind and Mind is regarded as in combination 

■\vith Law ; while in the passage, “There was Yen Tzu, 

for three months his Mind did not ofiend Love,” ^ Mind 

is the ruler and is said to do nothing contrary to Love.^ We 

must look at the connexion and then we shall be right. 

2. The law of the Mind is the Supreme Ultimate, its 

activity and repose are the Two Modes. 

3. Mind alone is absolute. 

4. Question. Is the spiritual faculty in man the Mind 

or the Nature ? 
Atiswct. The spiritual faculty is Mind and not the 

Nature. The Nature is Law. 

^ Cii the same double meaning of the English word. 

2 Mencius, p. 290. 
3 Analects, VI, v (p. SO). N.B.—Yen Tzu in the original passage is 

referred to by his name Hui (f^). 

* That is, instead of Love being identical with Mind it is spoken of as if 

it were a principle distinct from Mind. 
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5. Question. With regard to consciousness : is it the 

spiritual faculty ^ of the Mind that is thus conscious, or isi it 

the action of the Ether ? 

Answer. It is not wholly etherial. There is first the 

law of consciousness. But Law in itself cannot he conscious: 

there must be union with the etherial element before there 

can be consciousness. Take for example the flame of this 

candle, it is because it receives this rich fat that we have 

so much light. 

Question. Is the efflux from the Mind Ether ? 

Answer. No, it is simply consciousness. 

6. Question. Mind is consciousness and the Nature is 

Law. How do the Mind and Law come to be united as one ? 

Answer. You must not think of their being made to 

unite. They start united. 

Question. How do they start united ? 

Answer. Law apart from Mind would have nothing in 

which to inhere. 

7. Mind is the pure and refined portion of the Ether.^ 

8. Expounding the word “ mind ” the Philosopher said: 

One word will cover it, namely. Life. “The higheist 
attribute of Heaven and Earth is the production of life.” ^ 

^ Ling (^) and SMn both mean “spirit”, with this difierence, 

that shin is substance and ling operation, a favourite distinction with 

the Chinese philosopher. Because of this meaning of ling, it has often 

the meaning of intellect, or intellectual; and may be good or evil, v/hereas 

shin is only good, like the Nature in its source as distinguished from its 

flow. 
^ The Ether is regarded as of two kinds, the grosser and denser portion 

becoming physical, and the finer or purer portion becoming mind or spirit. 

3 Ti Ching, p. 381. 
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It is by rooeiving' th.0 Ether of Xleaven and Earth that 

man livGs \ therefore the Mind must love, for Love is life. 

9. In your consideration of the Mind you must combine 

the ideas of imtoensity^ and permeating activity, and then 

add that of the Vital Impulse.^ Ch eng Tzii, too, defined 

Love as the life-producing Mind of Heaven and Earth ; 

which means that immensity is an attribute of Heaven and 

Earth, and that in the production of things their activity 

permeates the universe in endless production and 

reproduction. 

10. Minjd an-d Law are one. Law is not a separate 

entity side by side with Mind, but inherent in Mind. Mind 

cannot be confined : it issues forth as phenomena present 

thetoselves. ‘ 
At this the Philosopher smiled and said: Saying this 

makes one smile. It is just like a library with all the books 

removed and a lamp lighted : on all sides and in every 

corner it will be flooded with brilliant light just as it is 

here at this spot.^ To-day, however, few people are able 

to look at the matter in this way. 

11. Question. Mind as a distinct entity possesses all 

laws in their completeness, so that the good manifested' 

I The expression “immensity” refers to the power of the Mind to 

penetrate in thought to an infinity of distance, whether in space or time ; 

cf. pp. 170-L 
See J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi and the Sung School^ chap. xiii. 

3 That is, instead of the shadows created by the books obscuring the 

light. It must be confessed that the application of the simile is difficult 

to follow. It suggests the Philosopher’s favourite doctrine of the Ether 

.and Law. Cf. p. 164. 
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undoubtedly proceeds from the Mind. But what about the 

evil manifested, which consists entirely of the selfishness of 

the material endowment and creaturely desire ? Does this 
also proceed from the Mind ? 

Answer. It is not indeed the original substance of the 

Mind, but it also proceeds from the Mind. 

Question. Is this what is called the “ natural mind ” ^ ? 
Answer. Yes. 

Tzu Sheng, following on the above, asked : Does the 

“ natural mind ” include both good and evil ? 

Answer. Yes, both are included. 

12. Question. Is there any connexion between bodily 
movements and the Mind ? 

Answer. How can it be otherwise ? It is the Mind 

which oauses bodily movements. 

Question. Before there are any stirrings of pleasure, 

anger, sorrow, or joy, the body exercises its functions ; 

for example, the eye sees and the ear hears. Is this before 
or after the activity of the Mind ? ' 

Answer. That, as yet, there tare no stirrings of pleasure, 

anger, sorrow, or joy, is one thing ; but sight, hearing, and 

locomotion also imply the presence of Mind. If the Mind 

is ignorant of the bodily movements, then it is not present 

and has not noticed them, in which case to say “ before 

activity” is not applicable. “Before activity” does not 

mean that the Mind is steeped in unconsciousness. It is 

^ The “ natural mind ” (A .£') is contrasted with the “ spiritual 

mind ” in the Shu Ching, p. 61. See also p. 19 of this volume, 

n. 1. 

M 
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spoken of the Mind as continually awake, and not as though 

it were asleep, as your way of expressing it would suggest. 

13. Question. Solicitude and conscientiousness, 

pleasure, anger, sorrow, and joy, are, it is true, the outcome 

of the Mind, as imay be clearly and easily seen from the 

fact that before their issue is the time of perfect stillness 

and repose. But it cannot be like a log of w^ood. The eye 

and ear have their automatic sight and hearing, and the 

hand and foot their automatic movements. What I do not 

understand is what this period is called. 

Amwer. When there are no stirrings of pleasure, anger, 

sorrow, and joy, it is the Mind which has not as yet put 

forth its activity. The movements of the hand and foot 

are purely bodily movements. 

14. ' Question. The Five Agents become in man the 

Five ,Organs,^ but the Mind possesses the principles of the 

Five Agents. Is this because the Mind is formless spirit ? 

Answer. Mind as a bright and active thing belongs to 

the Igneous class,^ and therefore it oan have numerous 

principles inherent in it. 

15. Question. How do you explain the statement that 

man’s heart is both corporeal and incorporeal ? 

Answer. The heart ^ as one of the internal physioal 

organs is certainly a concrete thing. What modern scholars 
^ See p. 20, n, 1. Fire is one of the Five Agents. 

^ The word “heart” is the same word (as is elsewhere rendered 
“mind”. Like the word “heart ” in English it has the meaning of the 

physical “ heart ” as well as of “mind”, and both are discussed and 

compared in this and the following section. It has not been possible to 

retain the same rendering throughout. The reader, however, will bear in 

mind that in Chinese only one word is used. 
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speak of as the JVIind to be “held fast” or “Jet go”, 

“preserved” or “lost”i is ■unfathomable in its spiritual 

intelligence. Thus tlie physical heart if dismsed can be 

cured by medicines, but this Heart is not to be healed by 

Calamus and China Eoot. 

Question. In that case is Law which is inherent in the 

[Mind incorporeal ? 

Aiiswer. The Mind as compared with the Nature has 

something more of visible traces, and as compared with the 

Ether it is in the nature of the case more spiritual. 

16. Question hy 1 Kang. You, Sir, once said : “ The 

Heart is not this particular piece of flesh.” I venture to 

suggest that the whole person is the Heart, and that this 

particular organ is no more than the pivot. 

Answer. Not so. This is not the Heart but the home 

whence the spiritual intelligence of the Mind goes forth and 

to which it returns. When people’s hearts are diseased it 

is the home of 'their Minfd which is suftering ; so it is 

mth the rest of the organs. The Mind cannot be without 

activity ; it must always be within the confines of the 

body, just as the magistrate of this county, Chien Yang, 

must ahvays be in his Magisterial Office : only thus can 

he administer the affairs of his district. 

I Kang said: But Ch^eng Tzii said: “Let your mind 

be in your breast,” ^ by wdiich he tneant, did he not, that 

the Mind should be in its home and not outside ? 

Answer. Not necessarily so. It is as if he said the 

' Mencius, p. 285. 

^ i J cf. ibid., pt. iii, f. 3. 
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Mind must not be in the foot, or in the hand, but in the 

body as a whole.^ 

17. Han Ch‘ing2 asked: Is not the passage, “The 

Mind is like a library ; on all sides and in every corner 

it is flooded with brilliant light just as it is here at this 

spot/’^ like tlie Buddhist illustmtion of a monkey in a room 

with six windows ? .Whichever way he caEs there is an echo? 

Amwer. The Buddhist teaching on Mind has a great 

deal in it that is good. Former philosophers declared that 

it was better than that of Yang and Mo.^ 

18. The word “ Mindis itself a radical.^ Hence the 

words “Nature” and “Feeling” are both derived from 

the word “ Mind ”. 

19. Chang Tzii combined the Nature and Consciousness 

as the explanation of the term Min,d . This, I think, cannot 

be quite correct because it assumes another consciousness 

outside the Nature. 

^ Lit. “ in these ”, i.e. in the body and its members. The “ Mind ” 

is not in the physical “ breast ” any more than in any other part of the 

body. “ Breast ” is merely a form of expression for the person. It is 

a popular way of saying “ preserve your mind ” >{!?)• 

2 Fu Kuang style Han Ch‘ing, a native of Ch‘ing Yuan (^ 

and disciple of Chu Hsi, a man of singularly pure spirit and keen intellect; 

he was specially gifted as a poet. See ^ , pt. xvii, f. 20. 

^ See p. 160 and n. 3. 

Yang Chu and Mo Ti; see Mencius, p. 158.] 

One of the 214 root ideographs of which all the ideographs in the 

Chinese language are compounded. The word (nature) is composed 

of j’ (mind) and ^ (birth), and in the word (feeling) the *|' (mind) 

also occurs as its radical. 
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20. The daughter of Pan Ch^un Fu^ said', How can 

the Mind have outgoing and incoming ? I Ch'uan said, 

“ This woman did not understand Mencius, but she under¬ 

stood the Mind.” ^ This remark should be noted. It refers 

to the Cjuotation from Confucius by Mencius, Its out¬ 

going’ and incoming cannot be defined as to time or place. 

Elsewhere this saying of I Ch^uan’s is given as : “ This 

VY’oman Ch^un understood the Mind, but the Mind is easy 

to understand ; she did not, however, understand what 

hleneius meant.” • 

21. The Mind that is perfected is like a clear mirror 

which is free from blemishes. If you look into a mirror 

with patches which do hot refiect, the effect will be that 

your own person appears blotchy. In the present day the 

conduct of many is marred by a number of follies and 

blemishes because their vision of theniselves is imperfect. 

The Mind is essentially formless spirit ; ^ all laws are 

complete within it, and all- phenomena come within the 

sphere of its knowledge. In these days people are for the 

most part perverted by their physical nature, and beclouded 

by creaturely desire. Thus their minds are darkened and 

1 Fan Tsu Yii, style Ch‘nn Fu ^), was a scholar of the eleventh 

century. He assisted Ssu-Ma Kuang in the compilation of his history. 

See 

^ p*- 
3 Mencius, p. 285. Legge in his note quotes a comment by Chu Hsi, 

thus : “ Mencius quoted these words of Confucius to illustrate the un¬ 

fathomableness of the spiritual and intelligent mind, how easy it is to 

have it or to lose it, and how difficult to preserve and keep it, and how 

it may not be left unnourished for an instant.” 

• * ^ ^ book xxxii, f. 6. 
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they are unable to perfect knowledge. This is why the 

saints and sages placed such en^phasis on the exhaustive 

investigation of principles. 

22. Again, take as an example a graduate in his studies. 

First he would study this, and then he would study that; 

again, he must learn penmanship, and then he must learn 

the poetic art; and so the whole mind is scattered. For 

this reason I Oh nan taught that the mind should not be 

used in any but the one direction. He would have the 

student exclude penmanship and essay-writing from his 

studies. This was not prejudice, but in accord with right 

principles. Men have only one mind ; it is not reasonable 

to divide it in so many directions. If you give only spare 

scraps of time to the proper us© of the mind, to' what good 

will it lead ? It does not help the original object of study 

in any sense. Further, consider those scholars of ancient 

times who were experts in essay-writing. They have, it 

is true, an undying fame, but who of them' to-day can be 

regarded las men oi knowledge ? At the beginning, it is 

true, they had bent their minds in the one direction ionly 

[but in the opposite sense] and so in their icase also the mind 

was scattered. Eul to attain to * making the desires few^* 

and to “preserve this mind” is extremely difficult. Even 

of |the saints, Tang and Wu, Mencius says that they were 

what they were “by conversion”.! Conversion means to 

return , that is, to! return and receive again the original 

mind. For example, the passage which says Tang “did 

not come within the sound of lewd music, nor approach 

^ Mencius, p. 371. 
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dissolute women, nor seek to acoumuliate property or 

money means simply tUat his desire was to preserve this 

mind. Look at the hook The Hound of Lu.^ To 

receive one hound was so (grajve a thing" that repeatedly 

and earnestly the Grand Guardian warned King Wu against 

accepting it. Prom this we may see how desires should be 

feared : \vhether great or small there must be no carelessness 

with regard to any of them. 

23. Question]. Lii Yii Shu^ said: “Before activity, 

is put forth the substance of the Mind is present in its 

entirety, brightly luminous. After activity is put forth 

you have the operation of the Mind.” Nan Hsien criticizes 

the statement, contending that it is “brightly luminous” 

after activity is put forth. Is this not somewliat beyond 

the mark ? 

Answer. The criticism has no moaning in it. Ching 

Fu ^ was exceedingly clever, but not sufficiently exact in his 

1 Shu Ching, p. 180. 
^ Ibid., p. 345. Legge renders the word in the plural, “ Hounds ”, 

and says in his note : “ The critics generally understand the term in the 

text in the singular—I know not why. There is nothing in the Book, 

and no ancient references to it, which should make us do so. We more 

naturally take it in the plural, and it seems to me more likely that several 

hounds, and not one only, would be sent to King Woo.” It is generally 

understood, however, by Chinese scholars that the hound was of a very 

rare species, large in size, and regarded as exceedingly valuable. In any 

case, here the context shows conclusively that Chu Hsi understood it 

as a single hound, and therefore the word must be translated in the 

singular. 

^ See p. CO, n. 1. 
*■ Chang Ch‘ih (Ching Fu, and Nan Hsien were his tzu and hao 

respectively. He was Chu Hsi’s great friend, but holding very different 

views. See J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi and the Sung School, 

chap. iv. 
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study, of philosophy. Mr. Lu^ is simply criticizing 

I Ch^uaix’s statement that “ all who discourse on the Mind 

refer to it as having already put forth activity.’’^ But 

later, I Ch'uan corrected his former statement thus : ‘‘This 

statement, I admit, is not accurate. The Mind is one. 

Some refer to its substance—that wliich is ‘ stiU and without 

movement ’ ; others refer to, its operation—that which, 

‘when acted upon penetrates forthwith all phenomena.’^ 

,We must have regard to ,the nature of its manifestation.” 

This is an alli-round statement and faultless. Generally 

speaking the sayings of jthe saints and sages are terse, 

presenting only the germs of truth ; these are developed 

by later teachers, and then expanded and added to. We 

must see to it, however, that we get at the original meaning 

of the saints and sages ; otherwise at what point shall we 

begin in our development of their teachings ? 

24. Question. The Mind is essentially an active thing. 

I do not understand .whether before activity is put forth 

it is absolutely still and in repose, or whether the repose 

condition holds within it the principle of activity. 

Answer. It is not that the principle of activity is con¬ 

tained in the repose. Chou Tzu said, “Eepose is the non- 
ens” and “activity is the ens'\^ But repose is not non- 

existence. It is called the non-ens as being without form. 

The meaning is not that it is existent because of its activity, 

but that it is so named because of its manifestation. Heng 

Ch‘u’s way of combining the Nature and the Peelings is 

^ Lu Yii Shu, quoted above. ^ pt. xxxi, f. 18. 

® Yi Ching, p. 370. 

■* T^ung Shu, chap, i; see ^ book ii, f. 9 ; or , pt. i. 
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excellent.^ The Nature is passive, the Feelings are active, 

and the Mind combines both the active and passive. We 

refer to its substance or to its manifestation according to 

the point of view. The moment the passive state is past, 

the principle of movement is present. I Ch'uan said, 

“At the moment between the active and passive states ^ the 

ear cannot hear and the eye cannot see, but the principle of 

both hearing and sight is there.” And when movement 

takes place it is still that same thing which was passive. 

Ch‘un^ raised the question of I Chban’s theory that 

“ The principle of activity is the Mind of Heaven and 

Earth 
Answer. Activity is not the Mind of Heaven and 

Earth 5 it simply revealis the Mind of Heaven and Earth. 

For instance, in the tenth month,^ do we not have the Mind 

of the Universe ? It is permeating all things just as before. 

Of the Four Ultimata Yiian, the Principle of Origin, 

is the season when the young sprouts begin to shoot up ; 

Heng, the Principle of Beauty, is the season of growing 

foliage ; Li, the Principle of Utility, is the fruit-bearing 

season ; and Cheng, the Principle of Potentiality, is the 

season when the fruit returns tO' the place of its rest. If 

in the end there were no such return to rest there would 

be no Yiian. But because there is the return to rest Tiian 

springs forth from it. \Yhen Yiian has completed its course 

1 ^ ^, pt. xviii, f. 14. 2 4* S# = l!l ® ^ * 

^ Probably Cb‘en Ch'un ; see p. 195, n. 2. 

‘ * ^ , pt. xxvi, f. 16. 
® That is, in the winter when all is still and apparently lifeicss. 

6 Yiian, Heng, Li, CMng, the principles of Origin, Beauty, Utility, and 

Potentiality. 
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Cheng returns, and when Cheng has completed its course 

Yuan returns, and bo on for ten thousand ages in endless 

revolution. It is completely expressed in the words, “ The 

Decree of Heaven ! How profound it is and undying ! ” ^ 

In the tenth month all things are stored up, and leave no 

traces, until the positive ether is again active, when the 

Mind that produces all things becomes once more manifest. 

Question. Is not ,the return of the positive ethei^ 2 

case of men the first sprouting of goodness ? 

Answer. As goodness, it is the first sprouting of good¬ 

ness. As virtue, it is that first thought of repentance and 

turning towards goodness which arises in the midst of the 

darkness this is a “return”. The sudden awaking from 

sleep is a picture of the “ return ”. Or when, the repression 

of moral principle in man having reached its climax, there 

is a sudden clearing of the channel, which, although slight, 

is still the earnest of the full flowing stream—tliis again 

is a return The principle has countless transformations 

and, whenever you find it, it is always profound and 

mysterious. 

25. The Mind is most spiritual. So fine is it that it 

penetrates the very point of a hair, or the smallest blade 

of grass, and I become oonsoious of them. So great is it 

that there is not a single place from nadir to zenith, or 

within the four points of the compass, where it is not 

present. Back through the countless ages of the past, or 

forward through the unknown periods of future time, my 

1 Odes, p. 570. 

* Compare the Fu Diagram ia the Yi Ching, p. 107, and Legge’s note 
on pp. 108-9. 
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thought reaches to the end of them the very moment it 

proceeds 'from my Mind. It is unfathomable in its spiritual 

intelligence, !most intangible, most spiritual and marvellous 

in its orderliness ! And yet, though there is no one who 

does not possess this Mind, most men know only the desire 

for gain, till the Mind becomes completely submerged in it. 

At home or abroad, all that they seek is pleasure and self- 

indulgence ; their every thoughf, the moment it is born, 

is of these things. 

26. Question. The word “ Mind ” never occurs in the 

‘‘ Analects ”, while Mencius constantly speaks of man’s 

Mind, and discussefs it again and again ; as in the 

expressions, “ Extend this heart,” ^ “ Seek the lost mind,” 2 

“Perfect the mind',” ^ “The child heart,” ^ “Preserving 

the mind.” ^ tW^as this not because the disciples of Confucius 

themselves knew and uriderstood all about the Mind, and 

did not trouble the sage to discourse upon it, whereas by the 

time Mencius appeared the world had very much changed, 

men had become inferior in ability to the ancients, and' 

therefore M^encius did his utmost to teach them what the 

Mind is in its origin ? 
A7tsweT. Although Confucius did not discourse on the 

'Mind, yet he could not liave replied to the (questions of his 

disciples on Love if he had not understood Mind, for Love 

is ^^lind. Only at that time they did not use the word 

“ Mind ”. Study this passage carefully, and you will find 

that there is no great difficulty in it. 

2 Ibid., p. 290. 

5 Ibid., p. 285. 
* Mencius, p. 15. 

^ Ibid., p. 198. 

3 Ibid., p. 324. 
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27. Question hy Li Te Chih. Ming Tao when repairing 

a bridge had to choose some long beams. Afterwards, every 

time he saw a specially fine forest he immediately began 

mentally to measure the trees. From this he began to dis¬ 

course to his students on the desirability of not having 

anything on the mind. It seems to me obvious that you 

must think about everything in order to understand them. 

How could he say: you must not have anything on 

your mind ? ' i 

Ansiver. How can you not think about things ? But 

the right course is, when the matter is ended, not to keep 

it on the mind any longer. Ming Tao had one beam in his 

mind. He still fell short of the people of to-day who have 

several beams in their minds. The Buddhists have the 

idea of consciousness being like a stream of fiowing water. 

iWater naturally flows on, but if there be several leaks in 

the channel the flow will be checked.^ 

28. Question. It is said : “ Let your mind be in your 

breast.”2 What should be the mind’s attitude to thought 

about phenomena, and the response to external influences ? 

Answer. Thought and responsiveness are indispensable, 

but the mind should be concentrated on the thing in hand. 

Question. In that case, then, when the external 

impression is received the mind must be fastened on the 

matter before us, but when the matter has been dealt with 

the mind must not continue to busy itself with it. 

' Tliat is, the mind should set aside all thought about things which have 

been dealt with and pass on to other duties, just as water flows on— 
unless, indeed, the channel is leaky. 

^ ifi P^* h 1 ; cf. ibid., pt. iii, f. 3. 
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Answer. Certainly, that is how it should be. 

29. Question. In the passage, “Man’s mind should he 

living, permeating in all directions without limit, and not 

confined to one spot,” ^ what is the meaning of “ living ? ” 

Ansiuer. If the mind is without selfishness, it can expand 

and enlarge. Living is the opposite of dead. 

30. The mind into which “anxiety arising from 

external things can find no entrance ” is the mind in which 

“there is a controlling principle and is therefore filled”. 

The mind into which “ evil arising from external things 

can find no entrance ” is the mind in which “ there is a 

controlling principle and is therefore empty When this 

is made the controlling principle in one’s mind and nothing 

else has any existence! in it, where is it possible for evil 

to enter ? How otherwise can it be described than 

as empty ? But in the writer’s statement, “ The mind in 

which there is a controlling principle is empty,” the words, 

“ there is a controlling principle,” in themselves imply 

being filled. 

The Philosopher said further : The sentence, “ The mind 

in which there is a controlling principle is filled,” means 

that when one’s mind has within it a controlling principle, 

anxiety arising from external things can find no entrance : 

what is this but to he filled ? The sentence, “ The mind 

in which there is no controlling principle is filled,” means 

that when one’s mind has no controlling principle, evil 

arising from external tilings comes in and fills it. How can 

this be described otherwise than as filled ? 

I? "s ) it t 40.' 

\ 

1 ^ pfc- ff. 7-8. 
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31. Questim. .What is meant by concentration? 

Answer. Concentration means not to l|Ose the mind in 

this or that direction. Concentration is the opposite of 

mind-wandering. 

Question. What about thought upon things that need 

to be thought about ? 

Answer. There is no objection to that; but there should 

be no incoherent thinking, and the thought should be on one 

thing 'Only. To be thinking about a certain thing and 

then to let your thoughts go off to something else will 

not do. 

32. “|When the mind is fixed, importance is attached 

to calmness of speech.” ^ The meaning of this statement 

is : Speech is the outcome of the mind. If the mind 

be fixed there will be careful discrimination in the use of 

language, with the result that it will carry the accent of 

assurance, and will be calm and deliberate. When the mind 

is not fixed, confusion prevails within, while language flows 

forth without previous thought, and is shaljow and hasty 

in consequence. This,noo, is the fruit of the action of 

the will upon the physical element.^ 

33. Question. Does the statement, “The Mind is the 

enceinte of the Nature,” mean that the Nature is enclosed 

in the Mind ? 

The Master nodded assent, and said : Yes, but Heng 

Ch'ii’s statement, “ The Mind unites the Nature and the 

^ pt. xi, f. 4. 

2 The jifc (this) refers to the passage quoted at the beginning of the 

paragraph. 
2 An allusion to the teaching of Mencius on the will moving the physical 

element ||5 and vice versa ; see Mencius, p. 65. 
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Feelings,” ^ is not to be improved upon. Mencius often 

spoke of the Mind, hut said nothing so exact as this. If 

you consider it carefully you will see that in the books 

of the other philosophers there is nothing even approaching 

this. 

34. Fang Pin .Wang in ^a letter asked the following 

question : The statement, “The Mind is the enceinte of 

the Nature,” should he explained as meaning that the Mind 

is the seat of that ruling principle which controls 

the personality. K‘o Hsueii^ saysi that the expression 

‘ enceinte ’ means to enclose. ’ The Mind contains these 

principles ^ a,s a city wall ^ does its inliabitants. 

Chn Hsi replied : Fang’s statement is too vague.^ 

Question. Who is it that explains the external operation 

of the Mind as the exhaustive investigation of principles ? 

Answer. It is a statement of the Kiangsi School. 

Qwestioiwr. The manifestation of the Mind in speech 

cannot be reigarded as the external operation of the Mind,® 

because in that case the external operation of the Mind 

would he wholly dependent on the brief moment of time 

occupied in speech, and what dependence could be placed 

upon it ? 

Answer. The Hunan School ^ all take this view. 

' ^ pt- xviii, f. 14. 2 Surnamed Cheng, see p. 3. 

^ That is, the principles of Nature. 

‘ % 115 “ The outermost walls enclosing the city and suburbs.” 

® Lit. ‘\slow ”, i.e. not crisp and clear. 

refers to m >& M 5't', immediately above. 

’ The Hu School, founded by Hu An Kuo (see p. 24), also called 

the Hu Hsiang School, see p. 28, n. 4. Nan Hsien (see p. 102) was a 

prominent representative of this School; see ^ ^ , pt. 1, f. 3. 
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Question. When Mencius spoke to the King of Ch‘i ^ his 

desire was by means of speech to help hint, but if he had 

depended only on speech he would have failed, would 

he not ? 

Answer. Yes. 

Question. “ The necessary existence of life in the seed 

corresponds to the necessary existence of Love in man.” 

Thus life is taken to illustrate Love. The life of the seed 

is the principle of life, so that the principle of life is 

regarded as Love. Is it not so ? 

Answer. It certainly should be so. 

The Philosopher further explained Nan Hsien’s ^ state¬ 

ment that the active manifestation of the Mind’s substance 

is incessant. When it is manifested it should be preserved 

and be master of whatever phenomenon it is dealing with. 

K‘o Hsiieh said : How can the Mind wait till after its 
I 

manifestation before it controljS the phenomenon ? 

Ansii^er. If you force the meaning of a passage in this 

way you will find many seeming mistakes in Nan Hsien’s 

statements. 

35. In the statement, “ The Mind moulds ^ the virtues 

1 Mencius, p. 194. - Chang Ch‘ih ^S)* 

^ The word generally means “ wonderful ” or “ mysterious ” ; 

I cannot find that there is any other instance of its use as a verb meaning 

“ to fashion ” or “ mould ”, except as this sentence is referred to in other 

parts of this work. The sentence is from the writings of Hu Wu Feng 

(see ^ ^, pt. xlii, f. 12), and means that the province of the mind is 

to mould the powers or virtues of the Nature and Feelings, and so unite 

them in harmonious operation. It is similar to Heng Ch‘u’s saying, “ The 

Mind unites the Nature and Feelings ” 'j];^ 1^)> see p. 174. 

7$ J3 is the object of the verb ; and the statement means that 

the Mind is like a pivot, controlling the operations of the Nature and Feelings. 
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of the Nature and Peelings,’^ the word ‘‘moulds” means 

to direct their activities. 

36. I Ch‘uan said at first that all who discoursed on the 

Mind referred to Mind as manifested. Subsequently he 

acknowledged that this statement was not correct.^ iWu 

Peng,^ however, adhered to the earlier statement; and, 

regarding Mind as already tnanifested and the Nature as 

not yet manifested, he contrasted the one with the other 

in this sense. The Chih Yen is full of such statements. 

37. The expression, “ the natural mind,” ^ refera solely 

to that which is affected by the material body. The possessor 

of bodily form we call man ; add the ethical element and 

you have what is termed Moral Law ; and that which has 

consciousness is termed the Mind. 

38. “ The positive ether is clear ; when it prevails the 

virtuous nature operates : the negative ether is turbid ; 

when it prevails preaturely desire becomes active.”^ You 

need only to examine and test your own thoughts and you 

vill find it so. -When man’s mind is empty and still, it 

will follow naturally that it is pure and clear. When it 

is clouded by creaturely desire, it is sunk in the densest 

darkness. This is how the turbid negative ether comes 

to bo predominant. 

^ See p. 168 and n. 2. 

2 The son of Hu An Kuo and author of the Chih Yen (Words of Wisdom) ; 

see p. 23, n. 2. 

2 Contrasted with the “ spiritual mind ” (m & ; see p. 19, n. 1. 

* Quoted from the Cheng Meng ^ ^)) Chang Tsai; see 

r/c pt. V, or ^ pt. iv, f. 13. 
N 

\ 
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i39. “ iWhen the mind is eiiliarged it can enter into every- 
tliing ^ throughout the universe. . . . The mind of the man 
of the world rests Vvdthin the narrow limits of the senses,” 
and therefore cannot enter into everything ^ throughout the 

universe. It is the sage alone—he “ whb develops his Nature 
to its utmost, and so does not allow his mind to be fettered 
by what he sees and hears ”—^whose mind is large enough 
to embrace all things, so that “ under the whole heaven 
there is not a single thing which he does not look upon as 
he looks upon himself.’^^ j^n other distinctions are lost 

in this distinction between grea-tness and littleness.^ 
“ Mencius means the same thing when he says, ‘ By 
developing the mind to the utmost w^e understand 
our Nature and know Heaven.’”^ For to develop the 

mind to the utmost is to enlarge it to its utmost. When 
it is enljarged to its utmost we understand our Nature, we 
know Heaven, and there is no trace of egoism.^ 

Tao Fu ® asked : To-day, we who have not, like the 

^ Cf. D. M., p. 261. 

2 Quoted from the Cheng Meng (± >5 ») , see above. 

® “ Littleness ” refers to the sentence above, in which Chang Tsai 
speaks of the heart of the worldly man as so small that it confines itself 
to what it sees and hears. 

* See Cheng Meng. For the quotation from Mencius, see Mencius, 
p. 324, and Legge’s note. 

® When the mind embraces all things there is nothing outside it. The 

opposite of this is egoism, or ^ ^\% . 

® Tao Fu may have been either one of three of Chu Hsi’s disciples whose 

surnames were respectively Huang (^), Chao (|g), and Yang 

but whose style in all three cases was Tao Fu. For Huang Tao Fu, see 
p. 50. Yang Tao Fu was a disciple of Chu Hsi in the latter’s dechning 
years, and a faithful companion at the time of his disgrace ; see Chu Tzu 

Nien P^u (;^ ^ ^ ), pt. iv, f. 44. Chao Tao Fu {ming ^ 
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sages, attained to such development of the mind, must we 

not also extend it so as to influence others ? ^ 

Answer. Although we have not attained to that standard 

wo must still learn to say that beyond the senses there is 

a realm of principles which cannot be seen or heard. If 

we have not learned soi much, how can the mind be extended? 

The important thing is that this is what Heng Chu meant ;2 

it does not follow, however, that it is what Mencius meant.^ 

Tao Fu. For Mencius’ real meaning we must rely upon 

the passages quoted in the Dialogues on the Greed 

Learning ? ^ 

Answer. Yes, ^Mencius’ meaning is simply that when 

your investigation of principles is perfect the mind naturally 

attains to the fullness of its irtmost capacity, and not that 

you must enlarge it in order to understand your Nature 

and know Heaven. 
Tao Fii. But simply as Heng Ch^ii expresses it, it is 

very difficult to carry out. 

Ansiver. That is just Heng Ch’u’s way of talking at 

times, as though he were carried away by his imagination. 

The mind is large by nature [why talk of enlarging it] ? 

was the grandson of Chao JuYii, Chu Hsi’s friend and the Emperor Ning 

Tsung’s Prime IMinister; see J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi and the Sung 

School, chap. iv. He held office in various provincial posts, in all of which 

he followed the principles of government adopted by his grandfather. 

The education he received from the same source also bore fruit in ripe 

scholarship and a well-balanced mind. 

^ The meaning of is the same as in Mencius, p. 20, q.v. 

2 That is, in the statement quoted on the previous page. 

^ That is, in the passage (p. 324) referred to by Chang Tsai. 

^ A work by Chu Hsi ; see J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi and the 

Sung School, chap. iv. 
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Passages like tliis really mean that from an exhaustive 

investigation of phenomena there follows naturally and 

freely communion with all things. This is “ from' the study 

of the lowly to understand high things ” and the meaning 
of Mencius is precisely the same. 

40. In the passage, “ When the mind is enlarged, it can 

enter into everything throughout the universe,” 2 the 

expression enter into ” 2 is like what is spoken of as “ the 

universal embodiment of Love in actions ”, and means that 

the principle of the mind permeates everywhere like the blood 

circulates in the body. If there is a single thing into w^hich 

it does not enter, its permeation is incomplete, and it fails 

perfectly to embrace aU things, which is egoism. For 

selfishness produces separation between the ego and the non¬ 

ego, so that they stand opposed the one to the other. The 

result is that even towards those dearest to us there is no 

assurance of a perfect altruism. “ The egoistic mind,” 
therefore, “cannot be one with the Mind of Heaven.”2 

41. QucstioTi. In the statement, “ When there is any¬ 

thing which the mind does not enter into, it is egoistic,” ^ 

which is the meaning of the expression “ enter into ” (fi) ? 

Answer, It means to import the mind into the 

phenomenon, and, so to investigate it as to grasp its 

principle.^ It is the same meaning as that of the 

J Analecta, xiv, xxxvii, 2, p. 153. 

' MSng, *5 H. s cf. p. 350. 

^ Cf. Bergson’s doctrine of intuitive sympathy as the means whereby 

“ we get into the heart of things in the making ” ; see EucJcen and Bergson, 
by E. Hermann, pp. 149-152. 
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expressions investigation of things ” and perfection of 

knowledge” and differs from that of meaning sub¬ 

stance as contrasted with its manifestation. 

42. Heng Chu said: “.When there is anything which 

the mind does not enter into, it is egoistio” and again, 

“ The egoistic mind cannot be one with the Mind 

of Heaven.”^ For Heaven is great and altruistic, 

embracing all things ; when in my investigation of things 

there is one principle in them which eludes my search, my 

mind is egoistic and unlike the Mind of Heaven. 

43. Someone asked : What is meant by egoism ? 

^Ajiswe?'. It means : When there is selfish thought, 

obstruction arises between the subject and object. We see 

only ourselves, and everything external is regarded as having 

no relation to the self. Such is egoism. 

44. Question. How can the mind by means of moral 

principle be in communion with external things to an 

unlimited extent ? 

'A'iiswer. The mind is not like a horizontal door which' 

has to be made larger by foroe.^ You must clear away 

the obstructions arising from creaturely desire, and then 

it will be pure and clear with no limit to its knowledge; 

in investigating the principles of phenomena there will be 

free communion. Heng Ch‘u said, “ Do not allow the mind 

to be fettered by the senses “ When the Mind is enlarged 

1 G. L., p. 222. ^ The same word as to enter into. 

5 Cheng Meng, 

* It is upright and of adequate size ; all that is needed is to clear away 

the obstructions, and then there will be no difficulty of access. 
\ 
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it oan enter into everytliing throughout the universe.’’ ^ The 

expression, “ To be in communion with external things by 

means of moral principle,” means this unobstructed com¬ 

munion. Merely to guard the senses of hearing and sight 

naturally has a narrowing effect. i 

45. “ The Mind is the principle of life.” 2 This sentence 

wa,s recorded by Chang Ssu Shu.^ I question whether there 

is not some statement omitted. It must be that when the 

text was corrected it was accidentally lost. 

Po Feng^ said: Why was it included in your work. 

Modern Thought ? 

'Ansvjer. How dare I do other than record it,? But 

I fear there is some defect. These four words are not 

adequate to express the idea. 

46. The Mind is the principle of life ; man possesses 

Mind, and the Mind dwells in a material form and thereby 

man lives. The solicitous mind is the principle of life.” ^ 

How do you explain this ? 

Answer. The Mind of Heaven and Earth® which gives 

birth to all things is Love. Man by his endowment receives 

1 CMng Meng, g. 

^ A statement by I Ch‘uan ; see ^ ^, pt. xv, f. 28. The word 

translated “ principle ’’is tao(^^'). Its meaning is somewhat obscure, as the 

text indicates. It is probably equivalent to tao li S) = “principle ”, 

a frequent use of the word. 

•* A pupil of I Ch‘uan ; see , pt. xii, f. 22. 

^ Wu Pi Ta (J^ ^ style Po Feng ; see p. 17. 

® See ^ XV, f. 28. 

** The use of this expression here is in the same sense as that of “ The 

Mind of Heaven ” in the next section ; cf. J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu 

Hsi and the Sting School, chap. xiii. 
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this Mind of Heaven and Earth and thereby his life. Hence 

the “solicitous mind ” in man is also the principle of life. 

47. The statement, “ The Mind is the principle of life/’^ 

means that the Mind is the principle which produces life. 

The statement, “ The solicitous mind is the principle of life 

in man,” means that we receive the Mind of Heaven and 

thereby live. To give birth to things is the Mind of 

Heaven. 

48. Question. In the section on the Mind as the 

principle of life, does not the first part, The Mind is the 

principle of life,” ^ refer to the Mind of Heaven and Earth 

as giving birth to aR things 5 and the latter part. The 

solicitous mind is the principle of life in man,” ^ to the 

Mind of Heaven and Earth as received by man to be his 

Mind? For in Heaven there is nothing but this Law, 

and apart from material form Law would have nothing in 

which to inhere. Hence the statement, Man possesses 

Mind, and Mind dwells in a material form, and thereby 

lives.” ^ The first part corresponds to the statement,. The 

law of their succession is goodness ” ; ^ the latter part to 

the statement, “ Their realization is the Nature.” ^ 

Answer. To make the first part, The Mind is the 

principle of life,”i refer solely, to Heaven is not 

correct either; for Law is one all-comprehensive Law, and 

man is inseparably united to Heaven and Earth. 

49. Let the mind go, so that it may be broad 

and tranquil; and it will be enlarged. Do not Ibt it be pre¬ 

possessed by the divisive influence of selfish thought, and it 

1 See p. 182. ^ Yi Ching, p. 355. Ibid., p. 356. 
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will be enlarged. ,With the mind enlarged it natural^ly 

followis that there will be no hastiness; if we meet with 

calamity there will be no fear; if w^e meet with prosperity 

there will be no exultation; for in a very little wdiile calamity 

may give place to prosperity, and prosperity to calamity. 

Hsiin Tzu said, The noble man with a mind enlarged 

will be one with the Divine, and in accord with Moral Law. 

If his mind be small he will be inspired by awe 

and righteousness and be self-controlled.” ^ For with the 

noble man, wLen his mind is enlarged it is the Mind of 

Heaven, when it is small it is the watchful and reverent 

mind of King Wen,^ and both are good. With the ignoble 

man, if his mind is enlarged it will be reckless, if it be 

small it will be petty and narrow, selfish and miserly, and 

both are bad. 

(Thirty Sections from the Collected Writings.) 

1. Man lives by the union of the Nature with the Ether. 

But given this union we find, when we analyse it, that the 

Nature pertains to Law and is formless, while the Ether 

pertains to form and is material. The former as pertaining 

to Law and formless is altruistic and invariably good ; the 

latter as pertaining to form and material is selfish and 

potentially evil. The manifestations of the former, since 

• it is altruistic and good, are all the workings of Divine 

Law ; the manifestations of the latter, since it is selfish 

1 See + H 9, 't:> pt. ii, chap. hi. A note 
on this phrase in the work referred to says : ^ jjA 

5c Ho )® JI. 
^ See Odes, p. 433. 
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and potentially eivil, are all the actions of human desire. 

Hence the distinction between the “ natural mind ” and the 

“ spiritual mind ” in Shun s admonition to Yii.^ For this 

distinction is a root distinction, and not to he explained as 

excess or shortcoming) in the action of the Ether, with 

subsequent lapse into human desire. But the statement 

does not go beyond the term “ natural mind ”, and implies, 

surely, that it is not necessarily wholly evil. It does not go 

beyond the term “ unstable ”, and equally implies that it is 

not necessarily foredoomed to become criminal. But seeing 

that it pertains not to Law but to form, its lapse into evil 

and even crime is not difficult. This is the reason for its 

“instability”, and herein it differs from the “spiritual 

mind ”, which is infallibly good and never evil, is stable and 

never falls to one side or the other, has its standard, and can 

be relied upon. In regard to these two, therefore, we must 

use the utmost discr'lmination and singleness, and so make 

the altruistic and invariably good the perpetual master of our 

entire personality and of all our conduct, while the selfish 

and potentially evil must be allowed no place in our lives. 

Then, in everything we do and say, there will be no need to 

choose between excess and shortcoming: it will spontaneously 

and unfailingly accord with the Mean. (Whenever you 

begin your examination of anything you should first 

consider and decide upon its goodness or otherwise, and 

then proceed to consider whether it accords with the Mean 

or not. By “ discrimination and singleness ” ^ you examine 

^ See Shu Ching, p. 61 ; also J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi and 

the Sung School, chap. x. 
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its goodness or otlienvise ; then by “ sincerely holding fast 

tlie Mean ” ^ there is neither excess nor s’hortcoming, and 

the Mean is attained to naturally. You do not seek the 

Mean<by means of discrimination and singleness.) This was 

the real meaning of Shun’s admonition to Yii recorded in 

the “ Preface ”.2 The manifestations of the Ether are not 

directly regarded as wholly evil, with no allowance for times 

when it is clear and transluoent, pure and unadulterated, as 

suggested in your treatise. Put such clearness and 
translucence, purity and unadulteratedness, seeing that they 

belongto the accidental condition of the material Ether, can 

do no more than retain connexion with Law and assist 

its animating influence. They cannot be regarded as the 

spiritual mind, or as a substitute f;or discrimination and 

concentration. In Mencius, for example, although he speaks 

of the Ether as the “ restorative influences of the night ”,2 

nevertheless that which it is desired to retain by them lesicies 

in the moral mind, and he does not directly regard such 

influences as paramount. Again, although he speaks of 

“ nourishing the ether ”, yet the power it employs for this 

resides in “ the accumulation of righteous deeds ” ; ^ he does 

not directly select the non-exoesses and shortcomings of the 

Ether with a view to nourishing them. In your treatise 

you place too much emphasis on the word Etner . I will 

not, therefore, examine your other statements. For 

^ See S/iti Ching, p. Gl. 
2 The Chinese Preface to the Shu Ching reputed to be written by 

Confucius; see Shu Ching, p. 1. This admonition of Shun to Yii, however, 

is not specifically mentioned in the Preface, but in the body of the work, 

p. 61, as above. 
3 Lit. “ night-ether”, Mencius, p. 284. * Ibid., p. 68. 
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example, the distinctions you make between the “ medium 

ether”, the “excess ether”, and the “inadequate ether”, 

seem to *me to he at fault, but as they do not affect the 

subject of the “minuteness of the spiritual mind” it is 

hardly worth while to discuss them. (Reply to Ts‘ai Chi 

T‘ung.)i 

2. I have received your letter and two essays replying to 

Hu Piao. Your criticism of Mr. Lii’s treatise^ on. the 

Doctrine of the Mean is most trenchant, and very striking. 

But there are some points not clear. Permit me to set out 

in order my reasons for saying so, and I beg you will 

submit them to your friends for their criticism. Your reply 

to Kuang Chung ^ on the faults peculiar to the scholar ^ hits 

the mark exactly, but in my opinion the chief fault lies in 

the fact that in ordinary times the illumination of principles 

is imperfect and the nurture of the mind immature, so that 

when ,affairs present themselves there is no preparation for 

deaKng with them. To say that at the very time when 

affairs crowd in upon us we should make a careful 

investigation of the Mind’s origin, means that in addition 

^ See p. 65, n. 3. 

- Probably Lii Tsu Ch'ien ]|i^ |^) ; see p. 116, n. 1. Or 

possibly the reference is to Lii Yii Shu, whose writings were, in fact, 

criticized by Nan Hsien; see p. 458. I have not been able to find the 

treatise referred to. 

^ Hu Kuang Chung, see p. 37, n. 2.’' 

^ The idea combated in the following argument is that we can attain 

to perfection by understanding the mind (||j{ as a pre-requisite, 

and that this should be done in the time of the mind’s activity and when 

its workings and springs of action can be investigated. 
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to the tajsk of dealing with these affairs we have at the 

same time the further thought of investigating the Mind 

itself. Thus with the Mind we examine the Mind, and the 

difficulty and complexity of our task are intensified. More¬ 

over, the importanos of using such effort before we meet 

with affairs is lost sight of. This makes me question your 

line of reasoning. The essence of Confucian teaching is to 

put the investigation of principles first, because each 

individual thing ^ has its own law. This must be first under¬ 

stood, and then the phenomena of the Mind will be seen 

to have in each case a standard by which their character - 

may he estimated. The Shu Ching—in such expressions 

as “ Divine jsocial arrangements ”, “ Divine social 

distinctions ”, “ Divine appointments ”, and “ Divine 

retributions —and Mencius—in,the words, “The relations 

of all things may be thus determined, and it is of the 

greatest importance to estimate the actions of the mind 

—both express this same id'ea.^ If we fail first to “ extend 

our knowledge to the utmost ” in respect to this fact, and 

' “ Thing ” here refers to the mental faculties ; see p. 54. 

2 Tor the force of 0 H ^ see Mencius, p. 20, verse 13, in 

reference to which Legge says in his note ; “ ^ means that the 

mind, as affected from without, and going forth to affect, may be light 

or heavy, long or short, i.e. may be right or wrong, and that in different 

degrees, etc.” 

3 Shu Ching, pp, 73-4. 

^ Mencius, p. 20 ; see note 2 above. 

® That is, that each individual thing has its own law as stated above ; 

the lit in lib 4. and in ^ lit, refers to the same 

as that referred to in the sentence ^ BJJ lib above, viz. the state¬ 

ment immediately preceding H W — ^ (each individual 

thing has its own law). 
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are content with knowing' and understanding how the Mind 

conies to he what it is—and that vaguelj, with no standard 

to guide us—then how is it possible for either the content, 
or the manifestations, of the Mind to accord with eternal 

principles ? Consider, moreover, the teachings of the 

Buddhists on rigid posture and hard discipline.^ They, 

indeed observe and contemplate the Mind, and yet with it all 

we cannot in their company attain to the moral ideal of 

Yao and Shun, simply because, not recognizing the Divine 

Law, they regard Mind aljone as ruler ; and thus there is 

no security against falling into selfishness. This accords 

with a saying of our predecessors that the sages regard* 

Heaven, and the Buddhists regard Mind, as the foundation 

of things. In your treatise you speak of the mind being 

continuously emptied of anxiety and evil. I grant this so 

far as the original' substance of the mind is concerned, but 

when you have regard to human desire and selfishness in 

which the mind has so long been submerged, how is it 

possible in (one day suddenly to attain to this standard ? 

The sages therefore insisted that the mind must be rectified, 

that “ to rectify the mind there must first be sincerity of 

thought, and that to be sincere in thought, knowledge must 

first be extended fo the utmostWhen efforts are made 

in this order, then the true mind is attainable, and with it 

a return to its original state of emptiness ; but this is not 

to be achieved in a single day. You, however, speak baldly 

of the mind being continuously so empty. Again you say : 

^ Lit. “ Holding a dusting-brush with the hands erect (i.e. in a forced 

rigid position), carrying water and fu^l ”, all as acts of self-disciphne. 

2 G. L., p. 222. 
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“ If the Mind be understood, it will be successful in what¬ 

ever direction it may be emplpyed.” Here again you aro 

mistaken in representing the process as too rapid, and so 

fall into error. According to the teaching of the Con- 

fucianists, there must be perfect righteousness and 

spirituality in forder to succeed in whatever direction the 

mind may be employed. Then indeed you may say ^that 

the mind is continuously emptied of anxiety and evil} TV hen - 

Mencius speaks of “ preserving ” and losing , outgoing 

and “ incoming ”,2 his meaning surely is that the mind 

should be held fast and preserved ; for one must suppose 

that he did not use such expressions with the idea merely 

that the mind should be understood. If we can oonstanUy 

hold fast and preserve it, then the reverent care of which 

you speak will be perfect. If this be perfect it will be the 

same whether in activity or inactivity, and the mind will 

be continually preserved. You insist, too, that we should 

seek it in activity, with the idea of avoiding the onesidedness 

of inactivity, loverlooking the fact that the result must be 

a leaning to the onesidedness of activity. The man, how¬ 

ever, who can claim to hold fast and preserve his mind 

is one who surpasses even Yen Tzu. Again, you say that 

it is by understanding the mind that we can guard it. As 

to which my ^ fear is that the method is all too easy. The 

Master Ming Tao said, If we can enter into things with 

joy, we need not fear inability to guard the mind.” ^ We 

^ ^ W tP i.e. your statement that the mind is continuously 

emptied would then stand; see above. 

2 Mencius, p. 285 ; cf. Legge’s note in loco. 

3 ^ refers to the speaker. * ^ pt* xiii, p. 5. 
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must adopt this attitude ; only thus will our position be 

unassailahle, without flaw, and free from vitiating errors. 

According to your esteemed opinion this preservation of 

the mind is to be sought for in its manifested operations, 

which is exactly the idea of the Buddhists when they speak 
of sparks from the flint and lightning'^ wliile you appeiar 

to pay little attention to the work of prolonged leisurely 

nurture. Hence the search for it is too hasty, its attainment 

is with apprehension, the reliance upon it is weak, and its 

manifestation too evanescent. What the Ching 

expresses as “ with broadness of mind continuing in what 

has been attained means the unwillingness to fall 

mto this error. (Beply io Chang Chhn Fu.)^ 

3. The position of the Buddhists is that we need only to 

understand the one Mind, but, as a matter of fact, they 

themselves do not know what the mind-substance really is. 

Although they assert that all laws have their origin in the 

Mind, they really hold that there is a law external to it.^ 

Hence there is no room in their philosophy for the First 

Cause of the Universe, and their doctrine of subject and 

object is incomplete. But those who teach this doctrine 

know enough to make them mask their position on both sides, 

^ Possibly refers to their quality of instantaneousness. 
2 Yi Ching, p. 416. 

2 Chang Ch‘ih ^) ; see J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi 

and the Sung School, chap. iv. Ch’in Fu was probably his style in early life 

and was subsequently changed to Ching Fu, the style by which he is referred 

to in his biographies. That Ch‘in Fu is identical with Nan Hsien (Chang 

Ch'ih’s literary name) is clear from a passage in the , pt. i, f. 5, 

* That is, that outside the Mind there is another Law. To this doctrine 

Chu Hsi replies : “ No, how can there be two ‘ Laws ’ in the ultimate 

sense ? ” See below. 
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and, skilfully veiling their ideas, persistently decline to say 

in so many words that outside the one Mind there is another 

First Cause. According to the account of Mind given by 

our, sacred Confucian cult the “ Divine social arrangements”, 

“ Divine social distinctions”, “ Divine appointments ”,and 

“ Divine retributions”,^ solicitude ”, “ conscientiousness , 

moral insigbit ”, and “ courtesy ”,2 .are all included in it, 

and there is no iaw external to it. Mencius said therefore, 

“ He who develops his Mind to the utmost understands his 

Nature. Understanding his Nature he knows Heaven. By 

preserving his Mind and nourishing his Nature he serves 

Heaven.”3 Here, then, we have Heaven and Man, the 

Nature and the Decree, united in one : how can there be 

two “ Laws ” in the ultimate sense ? But those who to-day 

propound this theory maintain on the contrary that external 

to the Mind there is another First Cause ; that apart from 

Love there is another method by which the Nature may be 

developed, and the Decree perfectly embodied. I fear that 

this only means an ungrateful disregard of the teachings 

which the saints and sages have bequeathed to us, and of 

their lifelong devotion to learning and inquiry into truth. 

I fear also lest this theory should spread and, exposing 

itself to attack by heretics, seriously involve our doctrine. 

(Reply to Chang Ch‘in Fu.) 

4. In seeking to regain the lost mind ^ it is not necessary 

to explain what it is, but through the hours of the day, 

in its various activities, continuously and carefully to watch 

it, not allowing it to get beyond control ; and in course of 

1 Shu Ching, p. 73. ^ Mencius, p. 79. 

3 Ibid., p. 325. * See Mencius, p. 290. 
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time the result will appear naturally, the moral nature will 

he illuminated, and steadfastness attained, without any 

abnormal expenditure of effort. (Reply to Li Shu Wen.) 

5. The sentence in the Commentary on the ITA 

“ Although free from heart depravity it is still not in accord 

with right principle,” really includes both' activity and 

inactivity. If in a time of solitary leisure I am affected 

by the external world and .ought to respond in 

some particular way^ but my mind remains rigidly and 

obstinately unresponsive, then, although there is the absence 

of heart depravity, the inaction is in itself out of accord 

with right principle. Or if I ought to respond to a certain 

phenomenon in a certain way, but I actually respond to it 

in a different way, then, although not necessarily proceeding 

from intentional selfishness, this alone is out of accord with 

right principle. Seeing that it is out of accord with 

right principle, wLat is it if it is not depravity ? We must 

not depend solely on rectitude and carefulness for this 

preservation and nurture, thinking that if I preserve the 

Mind in this way, there will be no heart depravity. On 

the contrary, w^e must bear in mind that it is possible for 

carefulness to fail through anxieties and distractions, and 

pave the way for falseness and heart depravity. In what 

you say about the modern heresy with respect to under¬ 

standing the Mind you strike at the very root of the error. 

What the learning of the ancients emphasized in the 

preservation of the Mind was to extend it so as exhaustively 

to investigate the laws of the universe. What the moderns 

‘ A commentary by Ch'eng I. It is included in the 

and entitled & ill ^ «. 
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mean by understanding the Mind is by reliance upon it 

toi stand outside the laws of tlie universe. With the ancients, 

therefore, the more exalted their knowledge was, the deeper 

was the humility which characterized their Reverence ; while 

with modern scholars, the loftier their discussions are, the 

greater is their arrogance and licence—from which you may, 

judge of the correctness or otherwise of their teachings. 

(Reply to Fang Pin Wang.) 

6. It is not necessary to go out of one’s way to get rid 

of the natural mind ; it needs only that the spiritual mind 

shall rule. That is, if the natural mind is to be rendered 

powerless to play the robber, it must be by the spiritual 

mind. But this is exceedingly difficult to secure, so sudden 

and rapid are the movements of human desire. (Reply to 

Chenig Tzu Shang.)^; 

7. The intellectual powers of the Mind, when they 

manifest themselves on the plane of ethical principle, con¬ 

stitute the “ spiritual mind ” ; ^ when they manifest them¬ 

selves in the region of desire, they constitute the “natural 

mind'’.2 (Reply to Cheng Tzu Shang.) 

8. QuesUoji. The Mind of man is a spiritual ^ thing. 

It is true that by day, before there has been any response 

to external phenomena,, it is still and without activity ; ^ 

it is also true that, in this state of iuactivity, the Mind is 

1 See p. 5, n. 3. ^ See Shu Ching, p. 61. 

* “ Spiritual ” (®) here is a different word with a different meaning 

from that in the expression “ spiritual mind ” (^ former 

case it is spiritual in the sense of pertaining to spirit, or the intellectual 

part of man’s being in contrast to the physical. In the latter case it is 

spiritual in the sense of morally pure and good. 

* Yi Ching, p. 370. 
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continuously awake and not blindly unoonscious ; while in 

dreams of the night again the Mind is active as in thought 

by day. 'When dreams cease, however, and there is no 

return; to consciousness, we have deep sleep, and at such times 

to Speak of the [Mind as still and without activity is 

a 'mistake ; for when the mind thus sinks intoi unconscious¬ 

ness, and that unconsciousness is so deep that there is as 

total an absence of knowledge or perception of things as 

in rocks and trees, hardly differing indeed from' the 

unconsciousness of death itself, the expressions “ still ” and 

“ without activity ” are not applicable. But what mystifies 

' me is this : Where is the mind-substance at such times,, 

and where is what we call the spiritual faculty ? What is 

the difference at such times between the sage and the common 

man ? And what ought the inquirer to make the object 
of his search in such phenomena ? 

Answer. Waking and sleeping are the active and inactive 

states of the Mind. Thought and absence of thought are 

the active and inactive phases of its active state. Dreams 

and dreamlessness are the active and inactive phases of its 

inactive state. But the waking state belongs to the positive 

mode, and sleep to the negative mode, waking to the clear, 

and sleeping to the turbid ether. Waking is under control, 

and sleeping not. Therefore the mystery, of that 

stillness, and, when acted upon, that penetration to all 

phenomena,! referred 'to in the “ YF’, can only be predioatad 

of the waking state. (Reply to Ch en An Chhng.)^ 

^ See Yi Ching, p. 370. 

^ Ch‘en Ch‘un style An Ch‘ing, also called Ch'en Pei Hsi 

(4b ^ native of Fukien. He was first interested in ethical 
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9. Question. On thinking over your statement, 

“ Waking and sleeping are the active and inactive states 

of the Mind, etc.,” fhe subject presents itself to my^‘ mind 

in this way : All men possess the two ethers. The spirit has 

its origin in the positive and the body in the negatiye 

ether. Mind enters into these two ethers and resides in 

both alike, whether active or passive. It is the home of the 

spirit and the ruler of the body._ By day the negatiye 

ether subsides and the positive is in operation. Since the 

positive is Motive, the spirit is in motion, and, the body, 

responding to the movement of the spirit, the waking 

condition (results. At night the positive ether subsides and 

the negative is in operation. The negative is passive ; the 

body, therefore, is rigid, the spirit is inert, and the result 

is sleep. When the spirit is active the substance of the 

invisible psychic powers and of consciousness is deany 

manifested ; its budding life can be seen, as when, with 

the return of the positive mode, the whole world puts on 

the garment of spring. This is how it is that the Mind, 

whether still or aifeoted by the external world, is under 

oontroL When, die spirit is inert the substance^ of 

the invisible psychic powers and of consciousness sinks into 

hidden depths ; it is silent and leaves no traces of its exist¬ 

ence ; just as, in the winter months,^ every, sign of life 

study by reading Chu Hsi’s Modern Thought ($|), and became 

his pupil at Chang Chou. Chu Hsi spoke of him as “ eager and in¬ 

domitable ”. He was the author of a glossary of philosophical terms 

(tt S ^ ^), and the first to use the term Hsing Li (t:4 3), which 

formed part of the title of his book. 
1 , used for refers to the "writer Ch‘en Ch‘un ; see note above. 

a , the negative mode, = wholly ; thus ^ ^ 

are the months -wholly under the influence of the negative mode, i.e. winter 

months. 
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throughout the universe is hidden beyond our power toi 

seexcb! it out. This is why the Mind, whether still or affected 

by the external world, differs in sleep froim the wondrous 

mystery of waking hours, and there is the absence of control'. 

Nevertheless, there is that within wliich does not perish ; 

there still remains the unfathomable mystery. You call 

it and it answers ; you startle it and it responds ; so that| 

it is still not without some control, nor is it without a wonder 

of its own. Therefore, speaking broadly, the waking state 

is positive andthe sleeping state negative, in which the Mind 

is respectively active and passive. More particularly, the 

thought of the waking hours is the activity of the active 

state, the positive within the positive mode. The absence 

of thought in waking hours is the inertness of the active 

state, the negative phase of the positive mode. The dreams 

of sleep are the activity of the passive state, the poisitiv;o 

phase of the negative mode ; while dreamless sleep is the 

inertness of the passive state, the negative phase of the) 

negative mode. Again, to show their complex interaction 

still further, thought divides itself into good and evil 

thoughts, in which the clearness of the positive ether and 

the turbidity of the negative ether affect the activity of the 

active state. The absence of thought is divisible into the 

right and wrong kinds of responsiveness to phenomena, 

in which the clearness of the positive ether and turbidity, 

of the negative ether affect the inertness of the active state. 

Dreams are good and bad according as the activity of the 

passive state is affected by the clearness and turbidity of 

the two ethers respectively. And in dreamless sleep there 

is a difference in the degree of responsiveness to external 
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impressions corresponding to the difierenoo between the 

clearness and tudbidity of the two ethers by which the 

inertness of the passive state is affected. Thus we have 

the active and the passive in continuous alternation and 

complex interaction. The sage and the ordinary man are 

one, and yet differ in the transl ucence and turbidity of 

their positive and negative ethers respectively. The sages, 

whether active or inactive, are actuated by singleness and 

in them purity and perfection are paramount, while the 

masses are mixed in their motives and uncertain. But from 

this 'may be seen how great are the consequences attaching 

to earnest study. 
AivsweT. ,Oo2*rect. (Heply to Gh en An Cn ing.)^ 

10. ^uestioni. In CJi^eng Tzu’s doctrine of the mind 

oontrolhng the mind,2 it appears to me that the double use 

of the word “mind ” is best explained as referring to the 

distinction between the natural mind and the spiriiual mind. 

That is : In the one case the “ mind ” is the spiritual mind 

and refers specially to right principle and right conduct; ^ 

in tbe lOther case, the “ mind is the natural mind and refers 

^ See p. 195, n. 2. 
2 The allusion is to one of I Ch‘uan’s sayings ; see ^ ^ , pt. xv, f. 10. 

The whole sentence which is here referred to reads : ® IL? 

fTo A #1? a da ® M ifc 4o must use the mind to 

control the mind; if a man’s mind is allowed to go free it will be lost.) 

3 See Mencius, p. 283, where these expressions occur, and to^ which 

the phrase as here used probably alludes. Legge, in his note tn loco. 

Is > ^tie mental constitution, the explains it thus : ^ ^ 

moral nature; and ^ .5: JTJ. ‘hat constitution, or nature, 

acting outwardly.” 
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to tlie physical element. To say that the mind should control 

the mind means that the spiritual mind should rule thei 

entire personality, and the natural mind obey its behests. 

Answer. It is so too. But if you look at the Master 

Ch‘engIs meaning, you will see that it is no more than that 

you should be master of yourself. (Reply to Ch‘en An 

Ch‘ing.) 

11. Question. Recently, I understood you to say that 

some years ago, yRen you were at T‘ung An, from hearing 

the sound of a bell you learned the method of conserving 

the mind. At first I^ did not understand how this could 

be, but on further examination I saw that it would be so. 

Answer. That was not the real meaning of what I said 

at the time about hearing the sound of a beU. All I said 

was that the time of the outgoing and incoming of man’s 

mind is indeterminate, for before the sound of one stroke 

of the bell had ceased my mind had already changed many, 

times. (Reply to Chang Ching Chih.) 

12. Hu ¥/en Ting^ said, “That which neither rises 

into consciousness nor subsides is the substance of the Mind. 
That which rises and subsides is the Mind’s operation. If 

we can hold fast and preserve the Mind, though in onej 

day there may be a hundred risings-and subsidings, the 

Mind will maintain its character.” This is well said, but 

the reader must remember that what is referred to as not 

rising or subsiding is not a solid immovable thing without 

^ ^ ^ refers to the writer, Chang Ching Chih. 

“ Hu An Kuo, the founder of the Hu School; see p. 24. 
\ 
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consciousiiGSs 5 nor is there, amid the hundred risings and 
suhsidings, a separate thing which does not rise or subside. 
But when the Mind is luminous and wholly without selfish¬ 

ness, then you have the original substance of the Mind, 
“ still and without movement ^ and when its risings and 

subsidings are alike according to right principle, then you 

have what is described as “ acted upon and forth¬ 

with penetrating all the phenomena of the universe 

(Reply to Shih Tzu Chung.) 

13. Your treatise on Mind is excellent, except that it 

would' he better if it were more concise and restrained. Your 

questions on the mind controlling the mind are good too, 

for Ch‘eng Tzu’s meaning also is that you should be master 

of yourself, and not allow the mind to become scattered 

or wandering. It is the same idea as that of Mencius when 

he speaks of “ holding fast and preserving the mind ” or 

of *’ seeking the lost mind ”.2 How can it mean to use 

one mind to control another ? But in the present day the 

words “ examine” and “ understand” are brought into the 

discussion, and so we get the ideas of seeking 

and “seizing”, which are altogether different from the 

spirit of the expressions “ hold fast , preserve , 

and “ rule”, as used by the saints and sages. Though the 

point is a fine one, it is essential that we should clearly 

understand it; otherwise we shall slip into the heresy of 

the Buddhists. (Reply to Shih Tzu Chung.) 

14. In the essay you sent me you say : The Master in 

discussing Love regarded ‘the mastery of self^ as the 

1 See Yi Ching, p. 370. “ Mencius, pp. 2S5, 220r 
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important thing ; ^ the Buddhists in discussing the Nature 

regard the negation of Mind as supreme, denying Kuei 

Shan’s doctrine that the Mind cannot be non-existent.” 

According to my view, what is termed selt—so termed in 

opposition to externa] things—^is a selfish recognition of 

self, which gives rise to a calculating comparison and pro¬ 

duces liking and desire. This, therefore, ought to be 

mastered. If it is mastei^ed, there naturally follows the 

“return to right principle ”,2 which is Love. The Mind 

ha^ a real existence. It is pure, undivided', penetrating, 

and all-pervadinig in its influence. The perfect develop¬ 

ment of the Nature and the practice of the Moral Law 

both proceed from this. You, however, regard it as vain 

and would get rid of it, and yet you yourself recognize that 

this would not do, and therefore say “ there is the true 

Mind which must be preserved ” (this is the language of 

your essay) ; and so after all there is a Mind ! In this 

case how can the theory of the negation of Mind be wholly 

right ? And how can those who do not assert this doctrine 

be wholly wrong ? Suppose you take the negation of Mind 

to be correct, then, I contend, the mastery of self presupposes 

Mind, for how otherwise could one master himself ? Or 

if you take self-mastery to be a reality, then make it your 

‘ Analects, XII, i, 1 (p. 114). 

2 Ibid. ^ here is almost equivalent to ^ ; cf. Legge’s note in loco. 

Soothill renders the word as “ what is right and proper ”, and, like Legge, 

quotes Chu Hsi’s gloss, jjiS ^ 3 ^ fS ^ 'itL > “ 
is the restraints and graces of Divine Law”, see Soothill’s Analecta of 

Confuciusy pp. 557-8. It is probable that the sage in his use of the 

word in this passage had the Divine Law in mind more than its 

“ restraints and graces ”. 
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business to practise it, and tliat is al/1 that is required. 

Again, why speak of self-mastery in one connexion and of 

the negation pf Mind in the other, as if they had their 

origin in two different sources, and so cause inconsistency 

in your statements? (Reply to Li Po Chien.) 

15. The Mind is a unity. What is called 

“ Intelligence is also the Mind. Your idea of seeking the 

Mind and using the Mind by means of “Intelligence”, 

feverishly trying to get hold of it in various ways, I fear 

is a mistake. Not only is it exactly like pulling up the 

young corn,^ but, in itself, it is not so good as in daily life 

to be guided by reverent care and never to lose sight of it. 

Then, naturally the real Mind will be unclouded j when acted 

upon by externalf thingfs it will penetrate them , and be 

“intelligent” with respect to everything without waiting 

to be made so. Therefore Confucius spoke of self-mastery 

and return to right principle,^ and not of making oneself 

intelligent or exercising reverent care. Mencius speaks only 

of holding fast and preserving the mind, or of letting go 

and losing it, and does not say that it is by intelligence 

it is preserved and by unintelligenoe it is lost. The Master 

Hsieh,3 although .he liked to define Love in terms 

of Consciousness, nevertheless did not speak oi being 

1 An allusion to one of the illustrations used by Mencius, in which he 

tells of the “man of Sung ”, who, grieved that his growing corn was not 

longer, pulled it up, and said to his family : “ I am tired to-day, I have 

been helping the corn to grow long,” upon which his son went and found 

it withered. See Mencius, pp. 66—7. 

^ Analects, XII, i, 1 (p. 114). 

3 Hsieh Shang Ts‘ai, see p. 322, n. 3. 
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conscious of the Mind, but said, “ The Mind must have 
consciousness.” (Reply to Yu Ch‘en:g Chih.) 

16. The mind-substance is originaUy in repose, and yet 

it cannot but have movement. Its operation is originaUy 
good, and yet it is possible for it to lapse into the not-good. 
Now its movement and lapse into evil cannot be called 
the original character pf the mind-substance, and yet it 
cannot be termed otherwise than Mind. It is only because 
it has been beguiled by external things that it becomes evil. 
The former sages therefore said only, “ Hold it fast and 
you, will preserve it. (If it is preserved and thus is in repose, 
then its movement wiU not be otherwise than good) ; let 
it go and you will lose it (It is thus that movement results 
in the lapse into evil); its outgoing and incoming cannot 

bo defined a,s to ti^ne or pljace (Its outgoing and loss, its 
inco^ming and preservation, are without any set time or 
place. They depend wholly on the way in which men hold 
the mind fast or let it go).” ^ In this sentence the Mind’s 
substance and toperation, its source and issue, truth and 
falsity, depravity and rectitude, are all included ; and from 
it we see that not to hol,'d fast to it is to let it go, that 
its non-outgoing is its incoming : there is no middle position 
for it to rest in. According to your argument the rectitude 
of the Mind consists in the outgoing and incoming having 

their set time ; in which case the indeterminateness of the 
outgoing and incoming of which Confucius speaks 
is a disease of the Mind, and he ought not to have 
categoricallj' concJuded his statement with the words “ It is 

' Mencius, p. 285. 
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the Mind of which this is said ! ’’ i fEeply to Yu Ch'eng 

Chih.) 

17. Thq instructive communication and treatise on Mind 

which I have received from you are excellent, though, as 

it appears to me, somewhat incomplete. For the incoming 

and preserved ^ind is the true mind, and the outgoing 

and lost mind is also^ the true mind, but has become lost 

through the seductions of its environment.^ You say that 

the preserved mind and the lost mind, the outgoing and the 

incoming mind, are alike produced by the seductions of the 

environment. Thus in addition to the preserved mind there 

is still another true mind.^ But, in that case, why did 

Confucius not speak of it ? Tzu’s Chung’s ^ contention 

contains the same error. Tzu Yo^ too would combine the 

outgoing and lost mind with the incoming and preserved 

mind, and not distinguish between the true and false, 

but regard both’ as an unfathomable mystery. Both 

these ideas are wrong. My recent reply to these 

two correspondents® was not altogether complete. The 

replywhich I made later to Yu Ch‘eng Chih was somewhat 

more satisfactory. I now send you a copy of it, in thp 

liope that you will let me have your instructive opinion 

upon it. As to the Mind’s substance and manifestation, 

however, with' its origin and issue, although it is to 

^ This sentence immediately follows on the others quoted above. 

2 Cf. Legge’s note on the passage referred to ; see Mencius, p. 285. 

^ If the preserved mind, as well as the lost mind, is the result of the 

seductions (!) of its environment, then there must be still another “ true ” 

mind which seeks to bring it back from its seductions. 

•* See pp. 199-200. ® See pp. 206-8. 

® See p. 208 for reply to Tzu Yo. See pp. 202-3. 
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be distinguished as to its truth and falsity, depravity and 

rectitude, it is none the less unfatlionmble in its mystery ; 

and, although it is unfathomable in its mystery, it is none 

the less to be distinguished as to its truth and falsity, 

depravity and rectitude. I do not know what your exalted 

opinion may be. (Reply to Ho Shu Ching.) 

18. I have studied your treatise on Mind. You say, 

The mind of the sages is like a mirror or a sheet of still 

water : the Divine Law in them is pure and perfect.” In 

this sentence you are speaking of the preservation of the 

mind. But although it is true that the sages, without the 

special effort of holding fast the mind, continually preserved 

it, while ordinary men preserve it by holding it fast ; 

nevertheless, when ordinary men do thus preserve it, it does 

not differ from the mind ap preserved by the sage ; it is 

simply that if they do not hold it fast they fail to preserve 

it. The mind preserved is the spiritual mind, the mind 

lost is the natural mind. But the Mind is one : it is not 

that really there are these two minds, each a separate entity 

without any connexion the one with the other, but only that 

different terms are used to distinguish between preserving 

and losing. It is true that when it is lost it is not the 

original state of the mind ; but neither must you say that 

there is another mind which is both preserved and lost, out¬ 

going and incoming, waiting to return to its source, and 

that we are to seek to exchange it for still a different mind 

which has no distinction between preserved and lost, out¬ 

going and incoming. There is only this one Mind. The 

failure to preserv^e it is in itself to lose it, not to lose it is to 
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preserve it. There is not the smallest conceivable middle 

ground. The student, therefore, must be earnest in holding 

fast and preserving the mind. For even between Shun and 

Yii there was the Avarning to cultivate discrimination and 

singleness.! And as in the case of peace and danger, good 

government and disorder in the world, although in the time 

of the sages Yaoi and Shun there was peace and 

good governmeiUt ‘^nd no danger and disorder, still you 

would not say that the expressions '' peace ” and “ danger ”, 

“good government” and “disorder”, cannot be applied 

as a whole to the time of Yao and Shun. If you Avere to 

do BO you Avould be falling into the same heresy as the Hu 

School, who maintain that there is no distinction between 

good jand evil in the Nature.2 I beg you to consider the 

subject once more, and give me your views. (Eeply to Ho 

Shu Ching.) 

19. Mind as referred to in the sentence, “ Hold fast to 

it and you will preserve it,” is itself the original substance, 

and there is no need to seek for another. But Avhen the 

holding fast is long continued and mature, there naturally 

ensues resting in righteousness and moral principle, and 

1 See Shu Ching, p. 61. 
2 Ho Shu Ching’s position is, that the preserved mind and the lost mind 

are two different entities ; or, if they are one, there is another, the true 

-yp^jjich has no such distinction as that between preserved and lost, 

which means that it has no distinction between good and evil — the Hu 

heresy. With this Hu heresy in his mind, Chu Hsi combats their favourite 

argument that the Nature cannot be said to be good because that would 

imply that it was evil, and uses the illustration of the times of Yao and 

Shun, to which, though there was no confusion whatever, the opposite 

term “peace” is applied. Similarly, the term “preserved” may be 

applied to the mind which has not gone, and yet may go, astray. 
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the absence of evil activity ; in wliich case what is called 

“stillness” will manifest itself without any so-called 

“examination” and “understanding”. You, however, 

would make out that in this momentary holding fast and 

by the application of “ examination” and “ understanding ” 

you may arrive at “stillness”. I fear that the substance 

of the Mind as still cannot be understood in this way and 

that what you call “examination” and “understanding” 

is but to accelerate movement and activity, and lapse into 

care and vexation. The same idea is expressed in the Master 

Ch‘eng’s statement, “ The moment thought comes into 

existence the Mind is already manifested; therefore, while 

nurture is possible before its manifestation, to bring it 

into accord with the Mean before its manifestation is 

not possible.” But the Mind is one, and the expressions 

“hold fast” land “preserve” cannot mean that there are 

two minds, each holding fast to the other in the same way 

as two wrestlers grasp each other and will not let go. The 

IMaBter said further,^ “Let there be concentration and no 

absent-mindedness ; let there be no activity unless in accord 

•wdth right principle ; ^ then there will be self-control and 

the preservation of the mind.” The countless utterances 

of the saints and sages, if you trace them to their beginning 

and follow them to their oonclu^ion, you will find have 

no pbher meaning. (Eeply to Lii Tzii Yo.)^ 

^ ^ B refers to Ch‘eng Tzu. 

2 here is equivalent to ; see p. 201. 

5 Lii Tsu Chien (g ^), style Tzu Yo f.g ), pupil of Chu Ksi, 

and brother of the more famous Lii Tpu Ch‘ien (g E M)- 
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20. The expressions “bolding fast” and “letting go”, 

“preserving” an'd “losing'”, represent the instability of 

the natural mind, hut the spiritual mind which is 

“but a spark” is no other than this same mind. 

You are mistaken when you interpret these four 

sentences! as referring, not to man’s Mind,^ but to the 

mystery of its activity and inactivity, without beginning 

or ending, without location, without corporeity. You 

are wrong, too, when you say : “ Even in the wild restless 

turning to and fro which does not know where to rest, 

although not the original Mind, you may see the 

impossibility of restraint of the Mind’s essence” ; for if 

the mind-essence is really as you say, why should you dis¬ 

approve of its not knowing where to rest and say ‘ ‘ It must 

find its rest in reverent care ? ” (Reply to Lii Tzii Yo.) 

21. Everyone regards the passage on preserving and 

losing the mind as teaching that the selfish actions of the 

natural mind are due to relaxing hold of it and losing it, 

but forgets that preservation is simply by holding fast tliis 

very same mind. Tzii Yo says the terms “preservation” 

and “loss”, “outgoing” and “incoming”, alike express 

the excellence of the Mind’s unfathomable spirituality and 

intelligence ; hence he makes no distinction between true 

and false. In both these respects he is wrong. The truth 

is : the presentation and Ipss, the outgoing and incoming, 

^ That is, sentences in Mencius in which the expressions quoted occur; 

see Mencius, p. 285. 

" A probably means not the “ natural mind ” specifically, 

but man’s mind in a general sense. 
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of the Mind are indeed the operation of its unfathomable 

spirituality and intelligence ; ^ but its truth and falsity, its 

error and rectitude, the beginning and ending of its activity 

and inactivity, must be distinguished. (Reply to 

Lii Tzu Yo.) 

22. Your account of the natural mind and spiritual mind 

is very good, for if the spiritual mind is allowed to rule, 

then the natural mind is transformed into the spiritual 

mind. For .example, food and dress are originally the 

outcome of the natural mind, but, as is shown in 

the Hsiang Tang,^ in. the case of the sage they proceed 

wholly from the spiritual mind. (Reply to Huang Tzu 

Ching.) 

23. It is asked whether the doctrine of the contemplation 

of the Mind as taught by the Buddhists is true. 

My reply is : The Mind is the agent by which man rules 

his body. It is one and not divided. It is subject and not 

object. It controls the external world and is not its slave. 

Therefore, with the Mind we contemplate external objects, 

and so discover the principles of the universe. According 

to this theory, however, and contrariwise, we examine the 

Mind by means of an external object; that is, in addition 

to this my Mind, I have another Mind external to it, by, 

which it is controlled. But is this thing that we call Mind 

^ Chu Hsi himself says that the terms “ preservation ” and “ loss ”, 

etc., express the operation of the unfathomable spirituality, etc., but not 

the excellence of them as Tzu Yo says they do. By saying they express 

the excellence of the unfathomable spirituality Tzu Yo excludes everything 

not excellent, such as falsity. 

* The title of book x in the Analects. The passages referred to are 

in chaps, vi to viii (pp. 94-7). 
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one entity or two ? I3 it subjeot or is it object ? Is it 

free or is it the slave of the external ? We do not need 

to( be told in order to see the fallacy of it all. 

• Someone may say : If this argument is correct, how are 

we to explain such expressions in the writings of the saints 

and sages as “ Discrimination and singleness ’V ** Hold fast 

and preserve it “ Perfect the Mind and understand the 

Nature”,3 “ Preserve the Mind and nourish the Nature”,^ 

and “ See them in front of you and resting on the yoke 

I reply : ^ The apparent similarity but essential differ¬ 

ence between this theory and such sayings in the classics 

ip just like the difference between wheat and tares’^ or 

vermilion and purple, and the student must discriminate 

between tliem. .When we read of the instability of the 

natural mind ® and the budding of human desire, or of the 

smallness of the spiritual mind ® and the mystery of Divine 

Law, we must remember that the Mind is one, and that 

different terms are used simply to express its accord or 

otherwise with what is right. 

The meaning of the phrase “ discrimination and single¬ 

ness” ^ is to fasten upon what is right and discern all* that 

* Shu Ching, p. 61. - Menciu?, p. 285. ^ Ibid., p. 324, 

* Ibid., pp. 324-5. ® Analects, XV, v, 3 (p. 160). 

® The answer is first given in general terms, and then in detailed sections 

corresponding to the sayings quoted by the questioner, and in the same 

order. 

Yu, is a weed, very similar in appearance to the young sprouts 

of corn. 

® Shu Ching, p. 61. 

^ The first of the sayings quoted in the question, “ To fasten upon what 

is right and discern all that diverges from it,” explains “discrimination” 

(«): “ to discard everything that is opposed to it and restore all that is 

in accord with it,” explains “ singleness ” (—). 
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diverges from it, to discard everything that is opposed to 

it and restore all that is in accord with it. If we can do 

this we shall indeed “ hold fast ,the Mean and be free 

from either excess or Bhortcoming. The phrase does not 

mean that the spiritual is one mind and the natural one 

mind, and that there is another mind by which we make 

the mind discriminating and single. 

The meaning of the phrase, “hold it fast and preserve 

it,” is not that one mind is used to hold fast and preserve 

the other; nor is the meaning of “letting; go and losing it”^ 

that one mind is let go and lost by another. When the Mind 

is! held fast by the Mind itself, then the lost is saved ; when 

it is let go and not held fast, then the preserved is lost. 

But “holding it fast” is also to be explained as 

not allowing the doings of the day to fetter and destroy the 

natural goodness of the virtuous naturep and not that we 

are to sit in rigid posture and preserve a manifestly useless 

“ intelligence ” ! ^ 

“ To perfect the Mind ” ^ means “ to investigate things 

“to study exhaustively the laws of the universe”,^ and 

“to be possessed of a wide and far-reaching penetration”, 

^ fShu Ching, p. 61. 

2 Occurs in the same connexion as “ hold fast and preserve it ”. See 

Mencius, p. 285. 
^ Alluding to the context of the saying, “ hold it fast,” in Mencius; 

cf. the whole of chap, viii, Mencius, pp. 283-5. 

* As the Buddhists do. 
® This paragraph explains the third of the sayings quoted in the question, 

but not wholly ; part of it, viz. “ understanding the Nature”, is explained 

in the next paragraph in connexion with the phrase “ nourishing the 

Nature ”. 

« G.L., p. 222. 
\ 

’ Ibid., p. 229. 
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and m to, liaye that bj means of which we may dev^elop to 

their utmost extent the principles inherent in the Mind. 

“ To preserve the Mind” m'eans “to maintain inward 

correctness by seriousness, and to regulate outward conduct 

by righteousness as in what has already been said in 

explanation of the expressions, “ discrimination and single¬ 

ness,” and “ holding fast and preserving the Mind There¬ 

fore by perfecting the Mind we can understand our Nature 

and know Heaven, because, the substance of the Mind being 

unclouded, we are able to search into this Law as the Self- 

Existent. By preserving the Mind we can “ nourish our 

Nature and serve Heaven ”,2 because, the substance of the 

Mind being not Ipst, we can obey this Law as the Self- 

Existent. How can this be regarded as one mind perfecting 

another mind, or one mind preserving another mind, like 

two things holding each other and not letting go ? 

The passage, “ See them in front of you and resting on 

the yoke,” is in reference to the preceding expressions, 

“sincere and truthful,” “earnest and serious.For what 

it means is : If sincerity and truthfulness, earnestness and 

seriousness, do not perish from the Mind, then we cannot 

go anywhere but we shall see them facing us ; and not that 

we see our Mind in front of us. Moreover, what rhyme 

or reason would there be in saying that the body is here 

and the Mind in front of us, or the body in the carriage 

and the Mind resting on the yoke ? 

To sum up. : The teaching of the sages is, that with the 

Mind we exhaustively investigate principles, and by 

* Y% Ching, p. 420. 

’ Analects, XV, v, 2 (p. 159). 
^ Mencius, p. 325. 
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following these principles we determine our attitude to 

external things, just as the body uses the arm, and the arm 

the hand. Their doctrine is even and oliear, their attitude 

broad and caljm, their principles real, and the practice of 

them spontaneous. The teaching of the Buddhists, on the 

other hand, is with the Mind! to seek the Mind, with the 

Mind to use the Mind, like the mouth gnawing the mouth!, 

or the eye gazing at itself. Its methods are uncertain and 

feverish, its course is dangerous and Gl<)gged, its principles 

are hollow, and its tendency antagonistic to what is right. 

These, then, are the reasons why I maintain that, though in 

phraseology there are some points of similarity to that of 

the sages, their teaching is essentially different. And yet 

who but the high-minded with careful reflection and clear 

discrimination' can avoid error on such a subject ? (Treatise 

on the Contemplation of the Mind.) 

24. f^uestiom. Heng Ch‘u said,, “Let the mind he 

expanded widely” ; jand again, “If we are large-minded 

wo shall possess penetriation in all things, if we are small- 

minded everything will be wTOng.”^ Sun Ssu Miao^ said, 

“ Be great in courage but small in mind.” My own explana¬ 

tion of these t^vo statements is that Heng Ch‘u was speaking 

of the mind-substance, while Ssu Miao was speaking of its 

manifestation. I do not know if I am correct or not. 

Answer. The mind, of course, ought ^ to be large in some 

directions and small in others. If you insist upon forcing 

^ ^ » pt- iv, f. 19. 

^ A scholar of the seventh century ; see pt. iv, f.l7 ; also 

Giles* jBtoff. Diet., p. 695. 
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the letter of the text, then all thinking becomes impossible. 

(Reply to P‘arL Tzu Shan.) 

25. ,We must turn inwards and examine our own mind. 

We must examine it in its outgoing and incoming. We 

shall preserve it just in so far as we hold it fast. Our 

labour must be continuous and unbroken. (Reply to Li 

Hui Shu.) 

26. Question, I ^ once said that the student should 

constantly preserve liis mind in rectitude and singleness, 

and not allow the smallest shadow of selfish thought to 

intrude itself. Then it will follow naturally that there 

will be an inward controlling principle, and the mind will 

not be (Scattered and wandering, and we shall come very 

near to the comprehension of the original substance of 

spirituality and intelligence. But if we wmuld really and 

truly understand the original substance of this spirituality 

and intelligenoe, we must also cultivate daily intimacy with 

moral principle, and eradicate selfishness : only thus shall 

■we attain to an understanding of the original mind-sub-’ 

stance. 

Answer. You need to get rid of a lot of superfluous 

methods and useless verbiage ; to look only at what is meant 

by the saying, “Hold it fast and you will preserve it” ; ^ 

and not add redundant comments. (Reply to Li Hui Shu.) 

27. Scholars of the present day for the most part busy 

themselves for the most part with irrelevant matters, and db 

' refers to the questioner Li Hui Shu (^ <1^) 5 was his 

mingt 

^ Mencius, p. 285. 
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not realize that the mystery of the Mind is the source of all 

phenomena.^ Those who do know can do no more than, with! 

beetling brows and glaring eyes, shout and swear away 

the views they are opposing, asserting that this alone is the 

virtuous mind and original nature, and that it is invariably 

good. They do Jiot realize that if there is no holding fast and 

preserving it, no practical conduct, no explanation, and no 

thorough examination, then all this beetling of the brows 

and glaring of the eyes resolves itself into selfish thought and 

human passion, and the more earnestly sincere it is the 

more wild will it be. You must not fail carefully to examine 

and studiously avoid this error. (Reply to an anonymous 

questioner.) 

28. I regard the theory that the Mind has neither birth 

nor death ^ as very nearly akin to ,the Buddhist doctrine of 

transmigration. In the production of things by Heaven 

and Earth ‘ ‘ it is man wfio receives the ethers in their highest 

excellence, and is therefore the most spiritual of all beings 

"What we caR Mind is the psychical faculty and conscious^ 

ness, as seen in the hearing and sight of the ear and eye. 

In the case of Heaven and Earth, there never has been and 

never can be either creation or dissolution ; but in the case 

of man and all other creatures, on account of their material 

form, there is both beginning and ending. If we under¬ 

stand that Law is one but its functions are diverse, then 

‘ See p. 217 ff. 
2 A tenet of the Hu School; see ^ ^ , pt. xlii, f. 8. 

3 Cited from the T^ai Chi T^u SJiuo ; see J. P. Bruce, Introduction to 

Chu Hsi and the Sung School, chap. vi. 
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why need we devise this theory of the Mind being without 

birth or death, and startle the ear of the student. (Extract 

from Chu. Hsi’s “Criticism of Hu Tzu’s Words 
of Wisdom^’ 

29. Now between “holding fast and preserving” the 

Mind on the one hand, and “letting go and losing” 

it 2 on the other, there can be no gap. Seeing that we 

recognize it as lost and seek it,3 it follows that the Mind 

exists. It is said that the Mind which is lost cannot be 

held fast and again preserved ; we can only lay aside our 

quest, wait for some other time wRen we see the Mind’s 

manifestation in some other direction, and then follow it 

up and hold it fast.^ Rut in this interval, while you are 

waiting to see its manifestation, there is a break in the 

'^Mind’s continuity, and no means of renewed activity. Even 

if you could see its manifestation again and hold it fast, 

what you thus hold fast would not be the whole Mind but 

only a part.^ When, so far as its original and entire 

substanco is concerned, not a single day’s labour has been 

used in nourishing the Mind, to expect to be able “to 

expand and fill it so that it may be great as Heaven itself ”, 

seems to me contrary to all reason ! (Extract from Chu 

Hsi’s “Criticism of Hu Tzu’s Words of Wisdom'\y 

" The treatise Words of Wisdom (^ *= ), by Hu Wu Feng, is to be 

found with Chu Hsi’s criticisms in the ^, pt. xlii, ff. 2-12. 

2 Mencius, p. 285. 

^ Ibid., p. 290. 

^ Cf. the Chih Yen (see note 1), from Chu Hsi’s criticisms, of which 
the whole paragraph is taken. 

^ te. one only of the 0 jg. 
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30 Question, hy Ch'en An Ch'ing. Some time back 

wrote a treatise on Mind in which. I said : “ The Decree 

of Heaven, how profound it is and undying ! ” ^ That 

by meani^ of which it rules over the production of things 

is the Mind of Heaven. Man receives the Decree of 

Heaven and so is born ; and because this by which Heaven 

gives me birth is received by me in its entirety to be lord 

of my complete personality, and in its entirety to reside in 

me, spiritual and intelligent, continuously illuminating and 

unclouded, living and imperishable—this we call the Mind 

of Man. Its substance, answering to what are termed the 

principles ^ of jOHgin, Beauty, Utility, and Potentiality, 

is inherent in me as the nature-principles—Love, Righteous¬ 

ness, Reverence, and Wisdom.^ Its operation, answering 

to what are termed the ethers of spring, summer, autumn, 

and winter,® is manifested in me as the Four Feelings—* 

solicitude, conscientiousness, courtesy, and moral insight.® 

Therefore, though the substance resides in a very minute 

spot,"^ that which constitutes it the substance is really as 

great as Heaven and Earth ; the countless laws of the 

universe are present in their completeness, and there is not 

a single thing outside their scope. Although its operation 

^ refers to the questioner Ch‘en Ch‘un {style An Chhng) ; see p. 195, n. 

2 OdeSy p. 570. 

^ ^ S? principles. 

^ See J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi and the Sung School, chap. vii. 

® Ibid., chaps, vii and xi. 

® Ibid,, chap. xi. 

"sj* is a term for the “ mind ” or “ heart ”, and, of course, has 

that meaning here, but the force of the expression in this connexion is 

in its hteral meaning. 
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prooeeds from a very minute spot, yet that wMcL constitutes 

its operation is really in union witli the pervading activity 

of Heaven and Earth ; the countless phenomena of the 

universe are united by it, and there is not a single law which 

does not operate in them. Herein lies the mystery of the 

JMind ; it unifies activity and repose, the manifest and 

the hidden, the external and the internal, the source and the 

issue, to the exclusion of all barriers. But man is fettered 

by the impurity of the Two Ethers and Five Agents which 

fall to his lot, to wliich is added the entanglement of the 

desires of the senses ; and thus the Mind is cramped by 

material form, it cannot be enlarged in a lofty sympathy 

and unselfishness, nor has the spiritual faculty any means 

of ruling in the Mind. Those who would give full 

substantiality to this Mind so that it may continually be 

the ruler of their entire personality, must see to it that 

their energy in perfecting knowledge is adequate, their 

cultivation of seriousness whole-hearted, and their inward 

light brilliant and pure, and thjus rise above the material 

endowment and human desire. My original mind-substance, 

in so far as it is equal in greatness to Heaven and Earth, 

is brightly illuminating in every direction, so that there 

is not one principle whieh is not luminous. In the original 

operation of my Mind, in so far as it is in union with the 

all-pervading activity of Heaven and Earth, there is nothing 

to divide or separate, and there is not even a momentary 

cessation of life. Thus, before being affected by the 

external world, the Mind is pure and brilliant, clear as 

a mirror and poised evenly as a balance, truly able to stand 

before God, with all laws established within. i\fter beino- 
o 
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affected I)y the external world, the favourahlenees or un- 

favonrableness, as well as the degree, of the response depends 

upon this particular phenomenon d For this Law is all com¬ 

prehensive, and resides in every single thing as the law of 

its individual existence ; as is said in the Yi Ch'ing : “ The 

method of Chhen is to change and transform so that every¬ 

thing obtains its correct nature as ordained by Heaven,” ^ 

and without thje smallest error. The Mind, therefore, does 

not linger with a matter that has once been dealt with. In 

repose the substance of Heaven and Earth remains—one 

source with an infinite plurality of phenomena. In activity 

the operations of Heaven and Earth go forth—an infinite 

plurality of phenomena but united in one unity. 

The substance constantly enfolds its operation within itself, 

and its operation is never separated from the substance. 

The substance and its operation are united in one revolviug 

unity, and this is wholly that Divine Law which daily and 

continuously manifests itself in motion and rest. Now", 

following this, what I have received in its entirety from 

Heaven becomes in me the assurance of a return to the 

source, and I too, like that Decree of Heaven so profound, 

may be “ und3dng This, I apprehend, is in brief, the 

way in which man may preserve his mind. 

1 = “ response to ”, or “ reception of ”. The response to or 

treatment of a particular phenomenon by a mind such as is here described 

depends entirely on the nature of that phenomenon, just as the treat¬ 

ment of a man by a perfectly good man will depend entirely on what kind 

of man the former is. The treatment will be perfectly appropriate to 

the subject treated. 

^ Yi Ching, p. 213. 

^ See p. 217. 
\ 
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Wang Oh‘eng—«tyle Tzii Cheng—said U Your way of 

treating the subject is most excellent, but wb.at you say, 

about the mind-substance being as great as Heaven and 

Earth, and its operation as in union with the aU-pervading 

operations of Heaven and Earth, needs substantiating, and 

I would be glad to receive your further instruction. 

I therefore prepared another supplementary treatise as 

follows :■ The statement, that the mind-substance is as great 

as Heaven and Earth, is made from the point of view of 

Law ; for permeating the whole universe there is but one 

Law as the ultimate reality, the pivot of creation and trans¬ 

formation, received alike in all ages by men and all other 

creatures. Yet among all creatures it is man who is Spirit. 

So true is this that I embody and receive congregated in 

my Mind all those principles which are comprehended in 

that one Law, and which constitute what is termed the 

Nature. But although these principles are thus congregated 

in my Mind and become my Nature they are never severed 

from the Divine. What in my Mind is called Love, is 

the Divine principle of Origin ; whjat in my Mind is called 

Reverence, is the Divine principle of Beauty ; what in my 

Mind is called Righteousness, is the Divine principle of 

Utility ; what in my Mind is called Wisdom, is the Divine 

principle of Potentiality.^ They are really identical and 

not) simply used as illustrations. The Moral Law of Heaven 

is all-comprehensive and the Law of my Mind is all-com¬ 

prehensive ; the Moral Law of Heaven is limitless and the 

Ch en An Ch ing tells Chu Hsi what Wang Ch^eng had said in criticism 
of his essay. 

See J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi and the Sung School, chap. vii. 
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Law of my Mind is limitless ; the Moral Law of Heaven 

enters into every single thing without exception, and there 

is not one thing in the universe which is not Divine, and 

the Law of my Mind also enters into everything without 

exception, and there is not one thing in the universe which 

is not my Mind. (What is there that is not done by 

the Mind ? What principle is there not inherent in the 

Mind ?) In all the world hpw can there be anything out¬ 

side the bounds of my Nature, or not included within the 

Law of my Mind. From the point of view of Law only 

it is the all-comprehensive universe, and we do not think 

of it as in its close relation to myself. But when I call 

it the substance of my Mind, then, from the point of view 

of Law as it is inherent in me, there is an arch-controller 

and its operations are traceable. This is why the Mind is 

most spiritual and most wonderful. To whatever point Law 

reaches, the thought of my Mind follows it. If in its 

greatness it reaches to infinitude, or if it be so fine as to 

pierce things indescribably minute, the Mind penetrates and 

permeates all. If it reaches back to the most ancient time, 

or for^'ard ten thousand generations, the Mind comprehends 

all. Whether it be near or distant, a foot or ten thousand 

miles, it is all alike. Even though it extend to ‘ ‘ establishing 

order in heaven and earth, and nourishing all things”,^ it 

still does not go beyond the fullness of the original mind- 

substance : it is not something accomplished outside its 

sphere. This is what Chang Tzii means when he says : 

“ The egoistic mind cannot be in union with the Mind of 

1 D. M., p. 249. 
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Heaven.” ^ The statement, that the operation of the Alind 

is in union with fhe all-pervading operations of Heaven 

and Earth is made from the point of view of the pervasive¬ 

ness of Law. For Law pervades and revolves throughout 

the universe without a moment’s cessation. Of all things 

and all phenomena, large and small, coarse and fine, there 

is not one which is not pervaded by Divine Law. This 

Law I receive into my Mind in its entirety, and being in 

my Mind there is not a moment when it is not productive 

and in union with thie all-pervading activity of Heaven 

and Earth. Let men’s desires be pure, and their feelings 

far-reaching, with no barrier in their all-pervading 

operations, then they will be continually in union with the 

all-pervading operations of Heaven and Earth. Take, for 

example, the feeling of solicitude. In the case of those who 

are near, it is manifested in family affection. When we 

are affectionate towards those to whom we ought to be 

affectionate it is the pervading activity of the Decree of 

Heaven. I simply unite with it in its pervading activity, 

and then I do not defraud the objects of my affection. 

If there is the slightest lack, it is because Divine Law is 

impeded in the sphere of family affection, and its pervading 

activity ceases. Or in a wider circle, in the sphere of love 

to men, such as the obligation to comfort the aged, to treat 

the young tenderly,^ and to be apprehensive for one falling 

into a weU,^ this, too, is the pervading activity of the Decree 

1 Cheng Meng, ^ ^ • 

^ See p. 220, and Wang Ch'eng’s criticism, to which this passage is 

an answer. 

^ Analects, V, xxv, 4 (p. 46). 

* Mencius, p. 78. 
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of Heaven. I simply unite with it in its pervading activity, 

and so do not fail in cherishing, in comforting, and in 

being apprehensive. If there be failure in the slightest 

degree, it is because Divine Law is impeded in the sphere 

of love to men, and its pervading activity ceases. Or, in 

a still wider circle, in the sphere of kindness to inferior 

creatures, such as sparing the young sapling, saving the life 

of pregnant animals, and avoiding the destruction of young 

creatures,^ this, too, is the all-pervading activity of the 

Decree of Heaven. I simply unite with it in its pervading 

activity and so do not injure the growing, the pregnant, 

and the young. If there be the slightest injury, it is 

because Divine Law is impeded in the sphere of kindness 

to inferior creatures, and its pervading activity ceases. And 

the same is true of the response of all the Four Feelings in 

all the affairs of everyday life. If in only one thing there 

is not the appropriate response, it is because in that one 

thing Divine Law is impeded. If in a single moment of 

time there is lack of union, it is because in that moment 

of time Divine Law is impeded. But if in all the innumer¬ 

able threads of life we follow the simplicity of the laws of 

Heaven, and there is on the part of the Mind an all-round 

carrying of them into effect, then in its operation it will 

be one with the principles of Origin, Beauty, Order, and 

Potentiality, in their all-pervading activity throughout the 

universe. This is why Ch‘eng Tzu refers to the saying 

in the Yi Ching'. '‘Through the changes and trans¬ 

formations produced by Heaven and Earth, plants and trees 

^ See Li Chi, Sacred Books of the East, vol. xxvii, p. 221. 
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grow luxuriantly,” ^ to represent the picture of the fullness 

and growth of a mind ruled by sympathy. But we must 

have the substance great as Heaven and Earth, then only 

can we have the pervading operation of Heaven and Earth. 

And we must have the pervading operation of Heaven and 

Earth, then only can we have the substance great as Heaven 

and Earth. We must remember, however, that they are 

really [two separate entities. 

Wang Ch‘eng criticized this supplementary treatise^ 

somewhat more closely, saying further : The Decree of 

Heaven, the Nature, and the Mind, although not separate 

entities, yet have each their own sphere which must not 

be mistaken. In your discussion of the mind-substance 

you ought to be content to show the Mind’s connexion with 

the Nature and with Heaven, for then what is there to 

which such a statement would not apply? Once we under¬ 

stand this clearly, half a sentence, or a word even, will be 

enough to make your meaning plain. You need to give the 

matter further consideration and investigation. 

On thinking over the matter further it seems to me ® that 

speaking in the ontological sens© it is still correct to say, 

“ The mind-substance is as great as Heaven and Earth, 

and its operation is in union with the all-pervading activity 

of Heaven and Earth,” but to express it only in this way 

would be to fall into the opposite error of speaking on too 

lofty a plane, and of not bringing the subject into touch 

^ Yi Ching, p. 420. 

2 That is, Ch‘en An Ch'ing’s treatise ; cf. p. 220. 

’ Ch‘en An Ch*ing again states his own opinion in reference to Wang 
Ch‘eng’3 further criticism. 
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with our own faults. It seems best simply to speak from 

our own poi^t of view in our daily experiences, and say, 

'' That which is all-comprehensively within is the 

substance j that which is ahected by the external world 

and responds thereto is its operation,” as the most pertinent 

statement of the matter. I recall that the saints and sages 

spoke in simple common speech. I fear that my ideas 

must all go beyond the truth, and trust that you will 
correct them. 

Answer> This treatise is indeed excellent. If you take 

a still broader view in your consideration of the subject, 

your understanding of it will be all the more exact. More¬ 

over, do not be content to oonline your study to the direct 

investigation of the metapiiysical aspect of the subject. 

Devote some labour also to the study of daily practical 

affairs, of the teaching of the Hassios, of the lessons of 

history! ; then the subtle and the coarse, the external and 

the internal, will be united together in perfect union, and 

there will not be a single principle lost sight of. (Reply 
to Ch‘en An Ch‘ing.) 

^ That i3, by Chu Hsi. 

\ 
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BOOK IV. 

THE MIND, THE NATUKE, AND THE FEELINGS. 

(Twenty-one Sections from “The Conversations”.) 

1. The Nature corresponds to the Supreme Ultimate. 
The Mitid corresponds to the Two Modes. The Supreme 
Ultimate is inherent in the Two Modes and is inseparable 
from' them, but the Suprem'e Ultimate is tli'e SnpTeme 

Ultimate, and the Two Modes are the Two Modes. 
So it is with the Nature and Mind. As is 
expressed; in the saying: “One and yet two, two 
and yet one.” The philosopher Han ^ defined the 
Nature as Love, Eighteousness, Eeverence, Wisdom, and 
Sincerity, and the Feelings as Pleasure, AngeT, Grief, and 
Joy. This was an advance upon thle teaching of the rest 
of the philoisophers with respect to the Nature. But in his 
doctrine of the Three Grades he dealt with the material 
element only, and did not take the Nature into account. 

2. Question. Tliat which is imparted by Heaven to 
men and other creatures is the Decree, that which is reoeivM 
by them from Heaven is the Nature. The ruler of the 
personality is the Mind. Is it the case that some obtain 
from Heaven that whiich is bright and dear, true and great, 
and that thite is “Illustrious Virtue”?’'^ 

^ See p. 77, n. 3. 
2 G. L., p. 220. 
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Chiu flsi. How do you distinguish between Mind and 

the Nature? How do you place the word “Illustrious”? 

iWhat is the difference between “receive” and “obtain” ? 

.What are the distinguishing features of “men”, “other 

creatures ”, and the “ person” ? Does “ Illustrious Virtue ” 

pertain to Mind or to the Nature ? 

’Questioner, The Nature is concrete, but if you take into 

account affection by the external world and the response 

thereto, emptiness of self and the resulting clearness, then 

the meanings attached to the word “Mind ” are many. 

Answer. Of these two, to speak of one is to imply the 

other. They cannot be separated, and are perforce difficult 

to distinguish. To be without the Mind w^ould be to be 

without the Nature and vice versa. Hence Mencius in his 

account of the Mind and the Nature always associates the 

two. He speaks of Love, Riighteousness, Reverence, and 

Wisdom as the Nature ; and then of the solicitous mind, 

the conscientious mind, the courteous mind', and the 

di|sicriminating mind.^ You need to study the subject still 

more thoroughly. 

3. AJthough the Nature is formless it consists of concrete 

principles. Although the Mind is a distinct entity, it is 

formless and therefore can contain innumerable principles, 

It is desirable that people should examine tins for them¬ 

selves, and so arrive at the truth. 

4. The Nature is essentially without form, but consists 

of concrete principles. The Mind is as though it had form, 

but its substance is really formless. •' 

' Mencius, p. 79. 
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5. The Nature consists of the concrete principles con- 

taiued, in the Mind. The Mind is the seat of the assemblage 

of those principles. 

6. The Nature is Law. The Mind is the receptacle which 

holds and stores the principles of the Nature, the agent 

which distributes and sets them in operation. 

7. To the Mind the Nature stands in the relation of 

substance. The Mind holds the Nature within it like the 

stuffing of cakes, for the simple reason that it is in virtue 

of its possession of the Nature that it possesses these 

principles. 

8. When jou have succeeded in describing a thing, and 

when you have succeeded in naming it, you may claim 

clearly to understand it. The Mind and the Nature are also 

very difficult to define. 
Amwer. A definition which I have already given is: 

The Nature is the law of the Mind ; the Feelingis are the 

Nature in action ; and the Mind is the ruler of the Nature 

and Feelings. 

9. The Nature is undefinable. We are able to assert that 

the Nature is good because we observe the goodness of the 

Four Terminals. From these we infer the goodness of 

the Nature, just as we know the purity of the stream from 
the purity of its source. The Four Terminals are feelings, 

wliile the Nature consists of prindples. The issues are 

Feelings, the source is the Nature. It is the same principle 

as when you infer the presence of an object from the shadow 

it casts. 
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10. Po Feng^ raised the question of the Nature as 

having both a pro-active and a post-active state. 

'A'ttsivcr. The moment the Nature has put forth activity 

you have Feeling. The Feelings are divisible into good 

and evil, while the Nature is wholly good ; and the Mind 

includes both the Nature and the Feelings. Generally 

speaking, in defining the Nature you mU|St remember that 

in its origin it is the Decree received from Heaven. Its 

endowment thus has its source outside itself, and it cannot, 

a.3 in the case of the Mind, be defined by a single word. 

The Confucian scholars of the Han dynasty, however, in 

their explanation of the dictum, “The Decree of Heaven 

is what we term the Nature ” ^ made use of such expressions 

as, “ The Ligneous disposition is Love ; the Metallic 

disposition is Righteousness ” ; and did so advisedly : they 

did. not adopt them heedlessly. The student should examine 

these expressions closely. 

At this point the Philosopher sighed and said : Granted 

that if you do not clearly open up the matter and are content 

with simple nurture, you will attain your object and even 

save some strength ; nevertheless, if you would expound 

and teach, you must combine investigation with carefulness 

in teaching, and thus, it may be, avoid disrespect to the 

ancients. 

11. A long time ago I saw a statement by Wu Feng ^ 

in which he spoke only of the Mind in contrast to the 

Nature, leaving no place for the Feelings. Subsequently 

^ VVu Pi Ta, style Po Feng, a pupil of Chu Hsi; cf. ^, pt. xlix, f. 53. 

^ D.M., p. 24G. 3 Feng, see p. 25, n. 2. 
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I isaw tlie statement by Heng CIiA that the Mind .Tinites the 

Nature and the Feelings^ and recognized it as exceedingly 

valnahle, because it gives us the true application of the term 

“Feeling”, and accords with Mencius’ treatment of the 

subject. Mencius says, “ A solicitous mind is the terminal 

of Love.” 2 Now Love is tire Nature, and Solicitude is 

Feeling.' Here then, we have the Mind recognized in 

Feeling. Again ,he says, “Love, Eighteousness, Eever- 

ence, and Wisdom have their root in the Mind.” ^ Here 

wo have the Mind recognized in the Nature. For the Mind 

includes witliin it both the Nature and the Feelings. The 

Nature is the substance and the Feelings are its operation. 

12. Most people define the Nature first and the Mind 

afterwards, whereas it would seem as if the Mind should 

come first. The ancients also in their construction of the 

ideographs made the “Mind” ideograph first: the words 

“Nature” and “Feeling” being both derived from the 

word “ Mind ”. It is true that it is at man’s birth that he 

first receives these principles, but at the very moment of 

birth they are inherent in the Mind. Then again Love and 

Eighteousness are the Nature, but Mencius speaks of the 

“ Heart of Love and Eighteousness Solicitude and con¬ 

scientiousness are Feelings, but Mencius calls them th)e 

“ solicitous mind” and the “ conscientious mind”.^ It is 

because the Nature is the Law of the Mind, and the Feelings 

arq the operation of the Nature. Now by defining the Mind 

first, men are taught to recognize a head to the Nature 

^ See I'i* 
Mencius, p. 283. 

2 Mencius, p. 78. 

‘ Ibid., p. 79. 

3 Ibid., p. 336. 
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and the Feelings, and a receptacle for the principles of the 

Nature. If we put the Nature first, it gives the impression 

of an additional mind present in the Nature. Heng ChA’s 

statement, “The Alind unites the Nature and the 
Feelings,” is excellent. 

Id. The Nature is th,at which precedes activity, the 

Feelings follow activity ; and the Mind includes both the 

pre-activo and the post-active states. For the Mind’s pro¬ 

active state is the Nature, and its post-active state is 

Feeling, as is expressed in the saying : “ The Mind unites 

the Nature and the Feelings.” Desire is Feeling in its 

manifestation. The Mind is like water, the Nature is the 

stillness of water at rest. Feeling is the flow of water, and 

Desires are the waves. But waves are good and bad. So 

with desires: .there are good desires;, as when “I desire 

viidue ” ; ^ and there are evil desires wdiich rush out pre¬ 

cipitately like wild and boisterous waves. For the most 

part, evil desires destroy the Divine Law, as when a dam 

bursts and carries with it universal destruction. When 

Mencius speaks of the Feelings as constitutei for the practice 

of what is good,2 he refers to the Feelings as they ought to 

be. As they flow from the Nature they are infallibly good. 

14. The Mind must be thought of as ruler. In activity 

and repose alike it is ruler. It is not that in repose the 

Mind is unemployed, and only rules when there is activity. 

iW^hen I say ruler I mean tiiat an all-oomprehensive 

supieine luler dwells within. The Mind unites and controls 

^ Analects, VII, .xxix, p. 68. 2 Mencius, p. 278. 
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the Nature and Feelings ; but it is hot united with the 

Nature and Feelings in such a way as to form one entity, 

without any distinction. 

15. Question, ’When a man is unoccupied and his mind 

empty, clear, and unclouded : is not this the Ether, and 

his spontaneous activity the Nature ? 
Ansiver. The empty, clear, and unclouded is the Mind. 

Law, which dwells within in its entirety and without the 

sRghtest defect, is the Nature. Activity in response to 

affection hy the external world is Feeling. Heng Ch u 

puts it well when he says, “ From the Great Void we have 

the term Heaven ; from the transiormatijons of the Ether 

we have the term Moral Law.”^ This is said of the universal. 

“ By the union of the Void with the Ether we have the 

term Nature ; by the union of the Nature with Conscious¬ 

ness we have the term Mind.” This is said of men and 

other creatures. 

16. Question. What is the difference between the Mind, 

the Nature, and Feeling ? 
Answer. Ch‘eng Tzii said: ‘‘The Mind is like the seed 

corn : the principle of life contained in it is the Nature ; 

the putting forth of life on the part of the positive ether is 

Feeling.” ^ Extend this principle and you will find that it 

is so with everything that exists. 

17. Mencius, in his account of the Nature, did not speak 

directly of the Nature. What he said was, “ If we look at 

1 Cheng 3Ienj, fll ® ; see ^ or also ^ 

pt. xvii, f. 11. 

2 ^ ^ , pt. Hi, f. 7. The statement is by I Ch‘uan, see p. 833. 
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tho Feelings which how from the Nature we may know that 

they are constituted for the practice of what is good'/’ ^ 

From the goodness of the Feelings you can infer the good¬ 
ness of the Nature. 

The Philosopher paid further : In the case of solicitude 

and conscientiousness, for the most part we infer the Nature 

from things contrary to its principles. It is when we see 

something calculated to wound that the feeling of solicitude 

is stirred ; it is when we do something hateful that the 

feeling of conscientiousness is stirred. In the case 

of “serving one’s parents” and “obeying one’s elder 

brother ’ / tho Nature is manifested in spontaneous accord 
with these principles. 

18. Question. In your comment on “perfecting the 

Mind” and “understanding the Nature”/ you, sir, say: 

“'The Mind is without substance: the Nature is its 
substance.” How is it so ? 

Answer. The Mind is a hollow receptacle : the Nature 

constitutes its inward content. The principles of the Nature 

are contained in the Mind, and when activity is put forth 

that which is put forth pertains to the Nature. It is not 

that there is a perceptible object inside called the Nature ; 

it is simply the inherent rightness of Law which constitutes 

the Nature. A man ought to act in a certain way : this 

is what constitutes liis Nature. As to the passage in Mencius 

beginning with tho words,: “Tho feeling of solicitude is 

the terminal of Love ” ; ^ these four sentences refer to the 

1 Mencius, p. 278. 2 ^ s ^ 

* Ibid., p. 79. 
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Nature, to the FoePngs, and to Mind, which it would be 

well to consider in conjunction with Heng ChTi’s dictum : 

“The Mind unites the Nature and the Feelings.” 

19. The meaning of the statement that the Mind unites 

the Nature and the Feeling's is this : When thb Mind is 

still and as jet without movement,^ the principles of Love, 

Righteousness, Reverence, and Wisdom’ are present; when 

it is active we have Feeling. Some assert that the state of 

repose is the Nature, the aotivitj the Mind, but this is 

dividing the Mind into two separate compartments, the 

Mind 'and the! Nature. It is not to be accounted for in terms 

of activity and repose. Everything has Mind^ and within, 

it is hollow like the heart of a chicken or pig which you 

have in your food, and which when you carve it you see to 

be hollow. Man’s Mind is like that: it consists of such 

hollow places in which numerous principles are stored. If 

we take into consideration the whole universe with eternal 

time, and apply this reasoning, we shall recognize that in 

the whole heaven and in the whole earth there is nothing 

which does not have its origin here ; and that this is what 

constitutes the mystery of Man’s Mind. Law inherent in 

man’s Mind is what we call the Nature. The Nature is like 

the soil of the Mind : that which fills the Mind is simply 

Law. The Mind is the seat of the spiritual intelligence, 

the ruler of the entire personality. The Nature consists of 

numerous principles received from Heaven and contained 

in the Mind, the manifestations of which in knowledge and 

thought ’are all Feelings. Hence the statement: “ The Mind 

unites the Nature and Feelings.” “ 

Yi Ching, p. 370. 1 See above. 
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20. Question. You have discussed the Mind from the 

point of view of man’s personality. Can you take what 

we learn from man’s personality and apply it to 

the universe ? 

Answer. The Decree of Heaven pervades all things ; the 

agent by which these principles are controlled is the Mind 

of Heaven ; ^ that which possesses these principles is the 

Nature of Heaven, as, for example, the law which produces 

the four seasons ; and tliose influences which are put forth 

and nourish all things are the Feelings of Heaven. 

21. If we illustrate the relation between the Mind and 

the Nature by a girain of corn/ the envelope represents the 

Mind, from which in some cases there develops millet and 

in other cases' rice ; the cause of the difference in the develop¬ 

ment from the different seed represents the Nature. The 

agent lof the development is the Mind ; its province is simply 

to produce. Or we may illustrate by the taking of medicine. 

The healing which! follows is its medicinal property; whether 

it is warm or cold in its property is its Nature ; and the 

warm or cold effect as actually experienced after it has 

been taken is its Feeling. 

(Ten Sections from “The Collected V/ritings ”.) 

1. Tso Hsii^ said : “Feelings proceed from the Nature 

and therefore stand in contrast to the Nature. The Mind 

has consciousness of both, and can unite and control both. 

^ As in the preceding section. 

^ -jt is the Mind of Heaven. ® m are the principles of the 

Nature which, in the universe at large, as in man, are controlled by Mind. 

2 See 235, n. 2. * Feng Tso Hsii; see p. 35, n. 5. 
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In a pre-active state, apart from a uniting' factor, there 

would he inertness and notliing' more ; in the post-active 

state apart from a uniting factor there would simply he 

confusion.” This passage is good, hut to regard inactivity 

as the Mind is wrong. If the Mind is originally inactive 

why should Mencius “at forty attain to an unperturhed 

mind ” ? ^ If we recognize that the pro-active state is the 

Nature, that the post-active state is FeeKng, Vvhile the Mind 

connects the activity and repose and is present in both, then 

Ave shall have the true account of all three. In the “ Words 

of Wisdom” it is said, “The Nature exists in all things 

throughout the universe, the Peelings follow the activities 

of the universe, and the Mind moulds the virtues of the 

Nature and the Peelings.” 2 This statement is very exact. 

(Reply to Peng Tso Hsu.) 

2. i“The Mind rules the Nature and the Peelings.” ^ 

This principle is Avell understood, and' time will not permit 

any further argument in its support. But, as I view it, 

the fact that in the pre-active state consciousness is unclouded 

shows nnmistakahly that the Mind is ruler of the Nature ; 

and the fact that in the post-active state there is perfect order 

shows nnmistakahly that the Mind rules over the Peelings. 

The “Mind ” connects the hidden and the manifest, it unites 

the higher and loAver, it is everyAvhere present, and cannot 

he described in terms of extension or form. (Reply to Hu 

Kuang Chung. 

1 Mencius, p. 61. The words “unperturbed” and “inactive” are the 

same in the original. 

2 ^ pt. xlii, p. 12 ; see p. 32 of this volume and note. 

2 Ibid;, pt. xviii, f. 14. ' “ See p. 37, n; 2. 
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3. It is granted that you cannot say that before activity 

is put forth the Nature and the Feelings are non-existent; 

but neither can you say that they are one and without any 

distinction ; nor can you say that there is no time when 

the Alind is empty and still. For before activity is put 

forth, countless principles are contained within it; but the 

concrete in the midst of the formless, and the activity in 

the stillness, are as jet wholly without manifestation or 

location/ and therefore this state is described as 

equilibrium. After activity is put forth, the concrete 

principles contained within operate in the midst of the 

activity. (Eeply to Hsii Yen Chang.) 

4. I do not know what your later opinion may be on 

your teaching as to the distinction between the Mind and 

the Nature. The Nature consists of principles, the Feelings 

are their outflow and operation. The Mind’s consciousness 

is the agent by which these principles are possessed and the 

^ el 1 n^ s put into practice. Take Wisdom for example : 

the principle by w hich we know the difference between right 

and wrong is Wisdom—a principle of the Nature ; that by 

which we actually regard a particular act as right or wrong 

is Feeling ; and the agent which possesses the principle and 

is conscious of the distinction made is the Mind. These 

distinctions are subtle, but if they are examined with 

discrimination they will be understood. Affection, respect, 

the sense of obligation, and discrimination,^ pleasure, anger, 

^ = ‘‘ to settle ”, as also does 

Isote ( These correspond respectively to I.ove, Righteousness, 

Reverence, and ^Visdom, and stand for the Rour Feelings more usually 

given as Solicitude, Conscientiousness, Courtesy, and Moral Insight. 
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grief, and are all Feelings. From’ wliat has been said 

the rest may be easily infen^ed. (Reply to P‘an CLheix 

Chib.) 

5. The principles of Origin, Beauty, Order, and 

Potentiality are the Nature; production, growth, maturity, 

and storage jare the FeeKngs; tbej agent which causes 

production by the principle of Origin, growth by the 

principle of Beauty, maturity by the principle of Order, 

and storage by the principle of Potentiality, is Mind. Love, 

Righteousness, Reverence, and .Wisdom' are the Nature ; 

solicitude, conscientiousness, courtesy, and moral insight are 

the Feelings ; and the agent by which Love is affectionate, 

by tvhich Righteousness hates evil, by which Reverence is 

courteous, and by which Wisdoim knows, is the Mind. The 

Nature is the law of the Mind^ the Feelings are the operation 

of the Mind, and the Mind is the ruler of the Nature and 

Feelings. Ch'eng Tzu’s statement, Its substance is termed 

Flux, its law is termed Moral Law, and its operation is 

termed Spirit,” ^ is just this idea. 
The Philosopher went on to say: When we speak' of the 

Divine self-existence we refer to what is termed the Moral 

Law of Heaven ; when we speak of the Divine immanence we 

refer to the Decree of Heaven. He said further : the state¬ 

ment, “ To give birth to things is the Mind of Heaven and 
'Earth,” expresses the same thought.3 (Ti^eatise, on the Four 

Ultimata.) 

^ See J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi and the Sung School, chap. vii. 

2 See p. 157, notes 2 and 3. 
3 The phrase “ The creative ]\Iind of Heaven and Earth ” expresses the 

same idea as the immanence of the Divine Decree referred to in the preceding 

sentence. 
R 

\ 
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6. Tlie possession of form implies the possession of Mind ; 

the principles received by the Mind from Heaven are termed 

the Nature, and the movements of the Nature when affected 

by the external world are termed thei Feelings. These 

three all men have. The distinction between the sas-e and 

the rest of men is not that the sage has them and that others 

have not.^ But in the case of the sage the Ether is clear and 

the hlind true, therefore the Nature is complete and the 

Feelings are without confusion. The student should preserve 

his Mind so as to nourish the Nature and control 

the Feelings. You, say that in the sage the Mind is 

non-existent, and go on to maintain tliat we ought not to 

keep ianything in our Mind for a single moment.- But 

among all those benefits which Heaven has given to us^ 

how comes it that there is just this one thing that is a 

useless drag upon us ? (Reply to Hsli Ching Kuang.) 

7. Question. The Nature ini its beginning is only good ; 

there fs no evil originally which can be attributed to it. 

It is the Principle of Origin, the first of the Four Attributes, 

Love the parent of the Five Cardinal Virtues. This is what 

is implied in Mencius’ dictum, “The Nature of man is 

good,” ^ what Ming Tao means when, quoting the statement 

The law of their succession is goodness”,^ he says it refers 

to the manifested operations of the Nature, the Mind of 

the Four Terminals.*^ -How then can you describe it as one 
with Feeling ? 

1 Cf. Mencius, p. 288. 2 The Buddhist idea. 

Ibid., p. 294. < Mencius, p. 110. 

® Yi Clang, p. 956. 6 Mencius, p. 79. 
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Answer. The Natuje from beginning to end is 
wholly good: you must not say lb at it is at 

tho beginning that the Nature is wholly good. 

Could you, in line with what your statement suggests', 

say that the Nature in the end is evil ? If the manifested 

operations of the Nature are not Feelings, what are they ? 

What you may say is that the Feelings in their beginning 

are wholly good' and without any evil. In the phrase, “ If 

We look at the feelings which flow from the Nature,” I do not 

think that the word jo (if we look at) means “ to a^ccord 

with”. 1 (Reply to Wang Tzu Ho.) 

8. Question. Mencius said, “ If we look' at the Feelings 

’ wliich flow from the Nature we may know’ that they are 

constituted for the practice of what is good-'” ; and Chou 
Tzu said, “When the flve nature-principles act in response 

to laffection by the external world there (omes the distinction 

betw^een good and evil.” 2 This again connects both good and 

evil 'vvith activity. Can it be that Mencius is speaking from 

the standpoint of the condition prior to the activity of the 

Feelings, and Chou Tzu from the standpoint of their post¬ 

active condition ? 
Answer. The Feehngs are not necessarily wholly good, 

but in their origin they are constituted for doing good, 

and not for doing evil; it is when they are perverted, that 

they issue in the practice of evil Mencius spoke of them in 

1 Ibid., p. 278 ; cf. Legge’s note on the word ^ {jo), in which he quotes 

the view of its interpretation referred to here. 
2 See the “ T‘ai Chi T‘u Shuo ” ; cf. J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Cliu Hsi 

and the Sung School, chap. vi.| 
3 See Legge’s note on the original passage ; Mencius, p. 278. 
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tiheir original perfection ; Chou Tzii spoke of them both in 

their original perfection and' as they are when perverted. 

Chuang Tzu has the same idea when he speaks of forsaking 

Heaven and violating the Feelings. (Reply to OlxangOhing 
Chill.) 

9. Ch^eng Tzii in his later writings clearly states thatliis 

statement that the Mind refers to the post-active period 

was inaccurate.^ It is not easy to avoid slight error at some 

time or other. If we follow his later statement there will be 

no 'mistake ; for the Nature is the substance, the Feelings 

are its operation, and the Mind connects the two. We must 

keep to tlie Master Heng Ch‘u’s statement: “ The Mind 

unites the N^ature and Feelings ” ; his way of expressing it 

is very exact. (Reply to Fang Pin Wang.) 

10. “ Before there are any stirrings of pleasure, anger, 

sorrow, or joy, the Mind may be said to be in a state of 
equilibrium.'’2 This is the Nature. “After they, have 

been stirred, and they act in their due degree, there ensues 

what may be called a state of harmony.” ^ This is Feeling. 

Tzu Ssu in writing this desired the student to recognize 

what he said as referring to Mind. The Mind' ! How 

wonderfully it “moulds the virtues of the Nature and 

Feelings” ! ^ .(Reply to Chang Ching Fu.)^ 

^ ^ pt. xxxi, ff. 13-14. 

See p. 168 of this volume. 

2 D.M., p. 248. 

3 Ibid. 

The Philosopher referred to is I Ch‘uan. 

* ^ pt- xlit t 12 ; 

® Chang Chi‘h (§§ ^:j5) ; 

Sung School, chap. iv. 

see p. 32 and note. 

see J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi and the 
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THE STEADFAST NATUEE 

(Fourteen Sections from the ‘‘Conversations’’.) 

1. Question. How 'do you explain Ming" Tao’s state¬ 

ment : “ The highest attainment is with broadhees of mind 

to be actuated by a high altruism', and to respond natural^, 

and fittingly to each phenomenon as it presents itself ” ? ^ 

Answer. If with broadness of mind we are actuated by a 

high altruism we shall not be “ full of anxious thoughts ” ; ^ 

if we respond naturally and fittingly to each phenomenon as 

it presents itself we shall not be in the position of having 

“only our friends follow us and think with us”.^ It is just 

the same idea as in the passage which speaks of a man being 

partisan and not catholic, or catholic and not partisan.^ I 

used to regard tliis section as calculated to confuse one, but 

^ Quoted from the Essay on the Steadfast Nature (S 'S #), by 

Ch‘eng Ming Tao; see ^ ^ pt. iii, ff. 1-3. The essay, which covers 

little more than two pages, was written as an answer to the question : “ How 

is it that, even with a steadfast nature, we cannot but be active, as though we 

were one \vith the external world ? ” (s Worn w, 

^ iij i0o)- See ^ P^- ^bi, f. 11. The question was 

propounded by Chang Tsai, and therefore the essay is often referred to as 

“ The Essay on the Steadfast Nature in reply to Heng Ch'ii ”. The word 

]i|^, in the passage quoted, includes the ideas of appropriateness and a 

spontaneous ease in the response to the external things. , which 

I have translated by the phrase “ with broadness of mind ”, indicates 

the sphere in which the “ high altruism ” operates, corresponding to the 

the sphere in which a natural and fitting response is called for. 

2 That is, irresolute and unsettled. The allusion is to a passage in the 

Yi Ching, p. 389 ; the complete sentence is : “ Full of anxious thoughts 

you go and come.” 

5 Ibid. This is a continuation of the sentence quoted above. 

* Analects, ii, xiv (p. 14). 
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now I Ixave oomo to see that its arguments are particularly 

clear. ’ 

2. Shun Pi asked : Is not the essay on “The Steadfast 

Nature” very difficult to grasp ? 

Ansiver. No, it is not very difficult. The title, “ Stead¬ 

fast Nature,” sounds somewhat strange. The word 

“Nature” imeans Mind. Ming Tao’s style is very com¬ 

prehensive. At the first reading one fails to understand or 

grasp his full meaning, but with more careful study the 

divisions of the subject and their mutual relation become 

clear. This treatise was written when he was at Hu and 

was ^till very young.^ 

B. Ming Tao’s treatise, “The settled Nature,” gushed 

out from his mind, a;s if there was some power behind 

pushing the ideas out so rapidly that he could not get them 

all into writing. 

Chih Chdng ^ said : This is exactly what is described 

as the language of a creator of truth. 

Chu Hsi. Yes, but throughout the whole treatise one 

fails to find any indication of how^ to make a beginning. 

Fei Chhng.^ Does not the sentence, “With broadness 

of mind to be actuated by a high altruism and to respond 

naturally and fittingly to each phenomenon as it presents 

itself,” ^ furnish the point of departure ? 

^ See J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi and the Sung School, chap. iii. 

^ Huang Kan Chih Ch'ing, one of Chu Hsi’a most honoured 

disciples. After some years of official life, he himself became a teacher of 

philosophy and had many followers, who gave him the name Mien Chai 

(% ®). 
^ Surnamed Chu (^). 

< See p. 245. 
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Cliu Hsi. This represents the goal. Moreover, in the 

present age men’s selfish desires in innumerable forms 

distract and distress them with noi means of escape: how 

can they bo “ actuated by a high altruism! ” ? Their conduct 

is iall contrary to principle, how can there be the natural 

and fitting response to their environment ? 

Tao Fu.i fit is as you said the other day, sir, “ We must 

preser\^e our mind.”^, 

Chu Hsi. If does not lie with you to preserve it. What¬ 

ever remedy you find for the distraction and distress of the 

Mind you cannot regain its lordship. You must perceive 

and understand the principles of the universe without the 

slightest admixture of selfish motives, then you will succeed ; 

as is expressed in the saying : ‘ ‘ The point where to rest 

being known the mind is settled.” ^ Otherwise, you will 

find that selfish desire becomes like a live dragon or tiger, 

impossible to master. 

4. Question. It is said in the treatise on the ** Settled 

Nature,”^ “The thipgs to be feared are for the most part 

self-concentration and the calculating mind.^ With self- 

concentration there cannot be the action appropriate to the 

circumstances in which response to a phenomenon is called 

for.^^ With the calculating mind there cannot be the 

spontaneity of clear insight.” What is your opinion ? 

^ See p. 178, n. 6. 

^ 5tS ® refers to the mind. 

^ G.L., p. 220 ; see Legge’s quotation from Ying Ta in his note on p. 221. 
^ See p. 245, and note. 

® ^ (wisdom) is good; but to ^ ^ (lit. “ to use wisdom ”) is bad, 

i.e. to rely on calculating cleverness. 

‘ ^ i. if,seep. 253. 
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Answer. This treatise from beginning to end has only 

these two thoughts. I Oh'uaii’s stylo is to divide clearly 

into sections. Ming Tao generally favours con¬ 

tinuous discourse. At Rrst it seems to lack a governing 

unity, but when carefully grasped you perceive the unity 

and connexion running through the entire work. “In the 

study of the noble-minded the highest attainment is with 

broadness of mind to be actuated by a high altruisin, and 

to respond naturally and fittingly to each phenomenon as it 

presents itself.”^ There is a great deal that follows after, 

but it say^ no more than is expressed in these two sentences. 

The passage in the Yi Ching: “When one’s resting is like 

that of the back, and he loses all oonsciousness of self ; when 

he walks in his courtyard and does not see any of the persons 

in it,”2 expresses the same idea as the phrase, “ With broad¬ 

ness of mind to be actuated by, a high altruism.” The 

passage in Mencius, “ What I dislike in your wise men is 

their boring out their conclusions,” ^ expresses the idea of 

the phrase, “Respond naturally and fittingly to each 

phenomenon as it presents itself.” In the passage, “ Only 

^ See p. 245, n. 1. 
2 Yi Ching, pp. 175-6. Legge explains the hexagram referred to as 

denoting “ the mental characteristic of resting in what is right ”, of which 

the symbolism is taken from different parts of the human bodj^ One of 

these parts is the back, of which Legge says in explanation of this passage : 

“ The back alone has nothing to do with anything beyond itself—hardly 

with itself even. So should it be with us, resting in principle, free from 

the intrusion of selfish thoughts and external objects. Amidst society, he 

who realizes the idea of the hexagram is still alone, and does not allow himself 

to be distracted from the contemplation and following of principle.” See 

ibid., p. 177. It is this attitude of mind which Chu Hsi saj^s corresponds 

to Ming Tao’s “ high altruism ”. 

^ Mencius, p. 207. 
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let lone in the midst of one’s anger straightway forget the 

anger and consider the right and wrong of the principle 

involved,”^ Uie phrase “ straightway forget the anger” 

answers to the phrase, “With broadness of mind to be 

actuated by a high altruism,” and the phrase, “ consider the 

right and wrong of the principle involved,” answers to the 

phrase, “respond naturally and fittingly to each phenomenon 

as it presents itself.” If you thus study the passage care¬ 

fully you will get at its meaning. 

0. In Ming Tao’s essay in reply to Heng Ch’ii’s question 
on our experience that “even with a Steadfast Nature we 

cannot buit be active,” ^ his idea is that we should neither 

despise external things nor banish them from us. People 

of the present day in their disapproval of some external 

things reject aU, aad in banishing things are nevertheless 

led away by them ; whereas true goodness is neither to reject 

them nor drift with them, but in all cases to respond to them 

in exactly the right way.^ For Heng ChTi’s idea is that we 

should cut ourselves off from the outward, and make stead¬ 

fast Uie inward! ; while Ming Tao’s idea is that we should 

harmonize the outward and inward in one unity. Alike in 

activity and repose the Mind should be steadfast, then in the 

response to external things we shall naturally avoid being 

in bondage to them. If the Mind is steadfast only in the 

time of repose, tlien it is to be feared that in the time of 

activity we shall be ensnared by external things. 

Quoted from the Essay on the Steadfast Nature, see p. 245. 1 
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6. Question. In the case of the sages, the Mind is stead¬ 

fast alike in activity and in repose. Is v/hat is described 

as “steadfast” the substance? 

^Amwer. Yes. 

Question. Does it mean that the Mind remains stead¬ 

fast when evil things approach and affect us, or when both 

good and evil things approach and affect us ? 

Answer. When evil things approach us they do not 

affect us, and of course there is no response from myself. 

Question. What about good things ? 

Ansiver. There is response in every case where there 

should be response, and just in proportion to the degree 

of the approach. Put through all I myself remain steadfast. 

Question. When "Mhe Master bewailed Yen Yilan 

exceedingly wherein did the steadfastness appear ? 

Answer. There was rosponse which was in accord with 

right. We must also with broadness of mind be actuated 

by a high altruism, and respond naturally and fittingly 

to each phenomenon as it presents itself : I have thought 

this over often, and regard it as an all-round statement 
of the truth. 

7. Question. I do not clearly understand the nature of 

the steadfastness in the case of the sages. 

Answer. “The point where to rest being known there 

is steadfastness2 Look only at this one sentence and 

you will get at the meaning. In everything in the universe 

there is the right point in which to rest. Know this, and 

naturally the Mind will not be moved by external things. 

^ Analects, xi, ix, 1, p. 104. 

- G.L.; p. 220. 
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Question. Shun “ cried out and wept toward the pitying 
heavens“When Hsiang was sorrowful he was also 
sorrowful ; when PIsiang was joyful he was also joyful.” ^ 

■When Shun acted in this way in what respect could he be 
said to be steadfast ? 

Amioer. This is a case of response where there should 
be response ; when that is the case there is steadfastness. 
To respond where there should be no response is confusion ; 
not to respond when there should be response is to be dead. 

8. Question. “It is the constant rule of Heaven and 
Earth by means of the Mind to fill all things, and yet to 
do so spontaneously and without effort of the Mind. It 
is the constant rule of the sages by means of the Feelings 
to be in harmony with all .things, and yet to bo so 
spontaneously and without effort of the Feelings. There¬ 
fore in the study of the noble-minded the highest attain¬ 
ment is with broadness of mind to be actuated by a high 
altruism, and to respond naturally and fittingly to each 
phenomenon as it presents itself.” ^ What about che learner 
who has not yet attained to this ? 

Ansioer. Although we may not have attained to this, 
yet such is the ideal. “ With broadness of mind to be 
actuated by a high altruism’” is to expel selfish motives, 
to act in given circumstances in harmony with the principle 
indicated by those circumstances. Suppose a case in which 
you yourself recognize that you should act on certain 
principles towards a certain man, but from motives of 

^ See Mencius, p. 218. 
2 Ibid., p. 223. 
^ The whole passage is quoted from Ming Tao’s Essay ; see p. 245. 
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partiality you accord this treatment to some other man. 

Tills Is the opposite of just, and does violence to those 

principles, so that there cannot be the fitting response. 

The saint has the saint’s measure of altruism, the sage has 

the sage’s, the learner the learner’s. 

Question. I certainly dare not ask what is the measure 

of altruism attainable by saints and sages as though I could 

attain to it; but what should he the attitude of the learner ? 

Answer. Simply let him preserve his mind and overcome 

selfish desire. These two sentences are complete; “high 

altruism” expresses the matter comprehensively ; “natural 

and fitting response ” expresses in detail what is comprised 

within it. Altruism is ingenuousness ; it corresponds to 

the passage—“ The Decree of Heaven, how profound it is 

and undying! “Pitting response” corresponds to the 

passage—“ The method of Chfien is to create and transform 

so that everything obtains its correct nature as ordained 

by Heaven.” 2 

9. The phrase, “ With broadness of mind to be actuated 

by a high altruism,” corresponds to the expression, “Still 

and without movement.”^ “To respond naturally and 

fittingly to each phenomenon ;as it presents itself ” 

corresponds to “When acted upon it penetrates forthwith 

to all phenomena”.3 

10. “ It is the constant rule of Heaven and Earth by 

means of the Mind to fill all things, and yet to do so 

^ Odes, p. 570. 

^ Yi Ching, p. 213. 

2 Ibid., p. 370. 
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spontaneously and without effort of the Mind. It is the 

constant rule of the sage by means of the Feelings to be 

in harmony with all things and yet to be so spontaneously 

and without effort of the Peelings.” ^ In this passage the 

phrases, “ fill all things ” and ‘‘ be in harmony with all 

things”, correspond to “With broadness of mind to be 

actuated by a high altruism ” ; while the phrases, “ without 

effort of the Mind” and “without effort of the Feelings”, 

correspond to “respond naturally and fittingly to each 

phenomenon as it presents itself”. Self-concentration 

makes high altruism with broadness of mind impossible, 

and then there cannot be the action appropriate to the 

circumstances in wliich response to a phenomenon is called 

for ; a calculating use of wisdom makes n natural and 

fitting response to each phenomenon as it presents itself 

impossible, and then there cannot be the spontaneity of 

clear insight. 

11. In Ming Tao’s istatement: “There cannot be the 

action appropriate to the circumstatnces in which response 

to a phenomenon is called for,” the expression ying chi 
means the circumstances in which response to a phenomenon 

is called for. As to the Mind, it is not yet active. 

12. Question, Yesterday, arising out of the statement 

that Ch‘eng Tzii attributed self-concentration to the 

Buddhists, Wei Tao^ quoted from Ming Tao’s essay in 

reply to Heng Ch‘u. You, sir, replied: But this refers! 

to the selfishness of people generally. It was objected 

^ Quoted from Ming Tao’s Essay on the Steadfast Nature. 

^ Wei Tao was a disciple of Chu Hsi. His surname was Yeh, and his 

ming Chih Tao Jg). 
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that if we take the expressions, “ self-concentration,” 

“ calculating use of wisdom,” with the expression “checking 

anger ” which follows, then the statement seems limited 

in its application ; but if we have in mind the complete 

sentences, “ If tliere be self-concentration there cannot be 

the action appropriate to the circumstances in which response 

to a phenomenon is called for,” and, “ If there be calculating 

wisdom there cannot be the spontaneity of clear insight,” 

wo shall realize that what is referred to is very wide. You, 

sir, said : That is true ; but Ming Tao was speaking of men’s 

selfishness in a general sense. Wei Tao then referred to the 

theory of looking jat one’s reflection in a mirror, and the 

theory that advocates aversion from external things. You 

said: These also are selfishness. The selfishness of ordinary 

men and the self-concentration of the Buddhist are one 

and the same selfishness. But Gh'eng Tzii was not specially 

referring to the Belf-conoentration of the Buddhist. You 

then said : This was said by way of admonition because 

of Heng Ch‘u’s error.^ But there are some whose minds^ 

are naturally empty and therefore are not able to respond 

to their environment; and there are those who are immersed 

in a self-induced emptiness land will not respond to their 

environment ; and both' are self-concentration. If we can 

with openness of mind be actuated by a high altruism, 

then the exalted will not fall into a vacant solitariness,^ 

and the lowly will not be entangled by creaturely desire ; 

^ That is, in the question which was the occasion of iVIing Tao writing 

his “ Essay ” ; see p. 249, and p. 245, n. 1. 

^ 4* = 

* As do the Buddhists. 
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iis a mattGr of courso we shall be able to respond naturally 

and fittingly to each phenomenon as it presents itself 

13. The Master referred to the fact that men’s feelings 

are easily stirred and difficult to control ; that 

anger is the most difficult to control, but that in the 

midbo of the anger we can rapidly check it and consider 

the right and the wrong of the matter involved. Formerly 

he said that when we thus consider the right and wrong 

of the matter we shall see ourselves to bo right and the 

other to be wrong, and thus the contention is intensified. 

Aftenvards he came to see that this was a mistake and that 

Menciiis is right when he says : The noble man will say 

‘ I must be lacking in love ’ and will examine himself and 

bo loving . . . The perversity and unreasonableness of 

the other, however, are still the same . . . Then he will 

say ‘ This is simply a lost man ! ’ ” 2 

14. Qu6stio7z. The sages, one would think, never wore 

an angry countenance. 

A7iswer. Why should they never wear an angry 

countenance ? When one ought to be angry the anger ought 

also to be manifested in the countenance. For example, it 

would not be right to go and reprove a man when he is 

vTong with a smile on your face. 

1 The whole .of this section appears to form one question to which no 

answer is recorded, unless one or all of the instances in which ^ ^ R 

occurs are taken as the Philosopher’s answers. But in that case the dialogue 

could not be consecutive, and the ^ is not generally used in 

this manner. It seems most probable that this is given as the only record 
of the conversation received by the questioner. 

2 Mencius, pp. 209-10. 
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Question. In that case tlie quality of the anger would 
be affected, would it not ? 

Answer. When Heaven is angry, there are the 

reverberations of thunder. When Shun cut off the four 

criminals it was right for him also to be angry. But in 

the midst of the anger there slibuld be moderation, and 

when the matter is past the anger should subside and not 

revive. 

(One Section from the “ Collected Writings ”.) 

The expression “Steadfast Nature” means the attain¬ 

ment of the original quality of the Nature by the completion 

of the work of preservation and nurture. When the Nature 

has become steadfast it remains the.sia|me whether in .activity 

or repose, and there is no difference between the internal 

and external. Is it not because of their steadfastness that 

Heaven and Earth are Heaven and Earth, and that the 

sages are sages ? The study of the noble man, too, aims 

solely at steadfastness. Therefore “ with broadness of mind 

to bo actuated by a high altruism ” is what makes Love to 

be the substance; and what makes Righteousness its 

operation is the “natural [and fitting response to each 

phenomenon as it presents itself”. When Love is 

established and Righteousness practised, then the Nature 

is made steadfast and activity is everywhere unified, as 

expressed in the term “ Cheng ”.^ Wiry, then, should he 

be in haste and in a fever of anxiety about putting away 

external temptations ? The reason why ordinary men fail 

^ Cheng (^) means “correct and therefore true”, i.e. it is fixed 

or steadfast. 
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in steadfastness, however, is not because the Nature was 

originally defective, but because its Love has been violated 

by self-concentration, its Righteousness has been injured 

by calculating cleverness, and so the Peelings are beclouded 

and feverish anxiety prevails. They do not thinlc of turning 

upon themselves and eliminating the evil, but fix their 

attention upon hatred of external things as their object, and 

seek illumination in solitude. The result is that the more 

they toil and expend their energy, the more beclouded is 

the illuminating principle within them, and they are all the 

more feverislily anxious and jself-ignorant. V/hen “the 

resting is like that of the back ” ^ we ishall be free from self- 

concentration. When we can “ accompRsh things by natural 

processes” we shaR be free from a calculating cleverness. 

To be oblivious of both subject and object is, not oblivion. 

If we act in accordance with right principle we shall not 

assert the subjective at the expense of the objective ; and 

if we do not assert the subjective at the expense of the 

objective, we shaR attain a high altruism and be in harmony 

with our environment, in which case what is there of ^ 

things external that can entangle us ? The pleasure and 

anger of the sages, because they were actuated by a high 

altruism and were in harmony with their environment, were 

the perfection of the Divine Law. The pleasure and anger 

of the mass of men, because they are actuated by self- 

concentration and calculating cleverness, are the ebullitions 

of human passion. Discard anger and cherish altruism, 

observe principles and act in harmony with them : ,these 

are the prescriptions for examining oneself and eliminating 

^ Yi Ching, p. 175 ; cf. n. 2 on p. 248 of this volume. 
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the evil. Now it is not for us v/ho come after to criticize 

Chang Tztts philosophy, hut, in view of his way of forcing 

arguments and his lack of wide penetration and mature 

consideration, there could not but be doubts on this subject. 

It was for this reason that Ch eng' Tzii issued his treatise ; 

his aim w^as profound. (Discussion of the “ Steadfast 
Nature ”.) 

FEELING AND MOTIVE 

(Four Sections from the “Conversations”.) 

1. Question. Are Motives the operation of the Mind, 

or the emanation from the Mind ? 

Answor. The operation of the Mind is emanation from 
the Mind. 

Questicni. Feelings are (also emanations ; what, then, is 
the diff erence ? 

Answer. Feelings emanate from the Nature. Feeling 

refers to the character of the emanation j Motive is w:hiat 

determines its character. For example, when I like a certain 

thing, that is Feeling; the wherefore of my liking it is 

the Motive. Feeling is like a boat or a cart, Motive is like 

the man’s use of them'. ^ 

2. Questioji. Motives issue from the Mind ; it is also 

said that Motives come after Mind, so that their emanation 

is still controlled by the Mind. But when selfish motives 

abound the Mind also follows them’. Is it not so ? 

Answer. Certainly. 

3. Li Meng Hsien asked : What is the difference 

between Feeling and Motive ? 
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Answer. Feeling is the ability to act; Motive is the 

consideration in various ways of how to act. Motives come 

into operation after, &.nd because of, the existence of the 

Feelings. 

4. Question. “ The Decree of Heaven is what we term 

the Nature ” ; ^ plenum of the body is the Ether ; 

affection and stimulus by the external world are Feeling ; 

the 'ruling faculty is the Mind ; that which determines the 

direction is tlie Will ; that on which thought is fastened as 

its objective is the Motive ; and the driving force is Desire. 

ATisioer. The correctness or otherwise' of these statements 

is a matter of ispeculation. The important thing is in 

discussing fho subject not to be hurried, but to exercise a 

wide penetration with mature consideration: ; thus in course 

of time it will become clear. I have heard the Master® 

say that the definition of terms is exceedingly difficult to 

determine. For example, in defining the Nature there is 

the Nature of Heaven and Earth and there is the physical 

nature ; in defining Love, I Chhan sometimes speaks of 

Love in the universal sense and sometimes in the particular 

sense. Such distinctions must be thought about quietly and 

thoroughly understood. 

THE WILL AND THE ETHER. THE WILL AND 

MOTIVES 

(Six Sections from' the ‘‘Conversations”.) 

1. The Nature is Divine Law, with which all things are 

endowed so completely that there is not a single principle 

1 D.M., p. 247. 
2 Probably Li Yen P‘ing ; see J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi and 

the Sung School, chap. iv. 
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lacking. The Mind is the ruler of the entire person. The 

Motives are the emanation of the Mind. Feelings are 

the movements of the Mind. The Will is the direction of 

the Mind, and is stronger than Feeling or Motive. The 

Ether is what constitutes the fleshly element and 

the plenum of the body ; it is more corporeal and coarser 

than the rest. ' 

2. The direction^ of the Mind is termed the Will; the 

direction of the sun is termed time. The ideograph; “ will ” 

is derived from the ideographs “towards”2 and “mind”. 

The ideograph “time” is derived from “tov/ards!”^ jand 

sun”. The idea in the formation of the ideograph for 

“time” was taken from the sun’s forward movement as 

seen, for example, ^t noon or daybreak. The Will is the 

direction in which the Mind 'moves, going straight forward.^ 

Motives are the working processes, backwards and forwards, 

of the Will; they are the feet of the Will. Afl the doing 

of business and calculating ^and going to and fro of the 

Min'd are the Motives. Therefore Heng Ch'ii said : “ The 

Will is altruistic and the Motives are egoistic.” 

3. ,Question. What is the diflerence between Motive and 

Will? 

2 The old form of was composed of and >jj». Dr. Clialfant gives 

its probable original as of which is the original of ; see EarJy 

Chinese Writing, pi. xxii. 

2 The ^ in was originally ^ ; cf. the old form ^ given above. 

^ Chu Hsi thus explains these ideographs as expressing the idea of motion, 

but the old form of , as given by Dr. Chalfant (see n. 2). suggests 

rather the idea of will as “ that which issues from the heart ”. See Earty 
Chinese Writing, pis. xxii and viii. 
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Answer. Heng Ch‘u said : “The difference between the 

two terms ‘Motive’ and ‘Will’ is that Will is altruistic 

and the Motives are egoistic, Will is strong and Motive is 

weak, Will is positive and Motive is negative.” 

4. Question. Motives are the outcome of the Mind ; how 

do they compare with the Feelings and the Nature ? 

Answer. Motives are closely allied to Feelings. 

Question. What about the Will ? 

Ansiver. The Will is also closely allied to the Feelings. 

But the Mind is originally “still and without movement ” U 

its first activities are called the Motives. Heng Ch‘u said : 

“ The Will is altruistic, and the Motives are egoistic.” This 

appears to be well said. The Will is clear. Motives are 

turbid ; the Will is strong, the Motives are weak ; the 

Will is assertive, Motives are in the background. You 

need only to consider this carefully and you will see that it 

is so. The Motives we speak of are for the most part selfish. 

Of the WiR it is said : “ The Will of even a common man 

cannot be taken from him.” ^ 

5. The Will pertains to the positive element in the 

universe, and the Ether is the negative.^ 

6. When the Ether is concentrated it naturally energizes 

the Will, as the ancients were nourished in their activity 

and rest. 

^ Yi Ching, p. 370. ^ Analects, iX, xxv (p. 88). 

^ The fact that ^ is here contrasted with and said to he flfl, the 

negative mode, shows that it is used in a limited and narrow sense. It is 

not the primordial ether, which is both positive and negative, but the 

negative ether which becomes soHd matter and the physical element in man’s 

being, in contrast to the positive, “ the pure and bright portion of the ether,” 

which becomes spirit. It is to the latter that the will pertains. 
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(One Section from the ‘‘Collected Writings”.) 

1. The Ether is one. When it is controlled by the Mind, 

it becomes resoluteness ; wlien under the control of the body 

it is passion. (Reply to Li Hui Shu.) 

THOUGHT 

(Six Sections from the “Conversations”.) 

1. Te Fu said: Thought is perspicacity. Learning 

without thought is labour lost,^ simply because there is no 

thought. How then can it be maintained that we must 

not think ? 

Answer. Yes indeed, if we must not think, of what value 

would the books left usi by the sages be ? 

2. A question Wias asked about thought and distraction. 

Answej*. Without thought you cannot know what the 

]\Iind is ; it is when you apply thought that you know that 

the Mind is thus subject to distraction. You know it 

gradually, but also by mental application. 

3. Learning originates in thought ; it is by thought 

that intelligence is evoked. 

4. Tsai asked a question about Ch‘‘eng Tzu’s words: 

“ When you seek' to cease from thought, you hnd that 

thought dioes not cease.” 

Answer. You must not try, to cease from thought. 

Simply exercise care and all anxious thought will die away. 

o. Question. Heng Ch ii said: “When undisciplined 

thoughts 2 abound the constant mind becomes less ; when 

* Analects, II, xv (p. 14). 

Lit. guest thoughts , i.e. thoughts that come in from outside, not 
under the mind s control, and hankering after the impossible. 
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the mind practised an error prevails the true mind is not 

perfected.” Is there any difference between the expressions 

“ undisciplined thoughts ” and “the mind practised in 

error ” ? 

Amwer. Yes, there is a difference. “Undisciplined 

thoughts” are thoughts that overflow like a flood. “The 

mind practised in error ” is the mind which in the past has 

by practice heoome contaminated and obtained the mastery 

on the wrong side. The “true mind'^’ is the moral mind. 

6. Question. The manifestations of the mind in thought 

are both good and evil. It seems to me that evil thoughts 

are of two kinds : there are those wh,ich appear in the 

thoughts and proceed from within unconsciously. There 

are others which arise from external temptations and so 

stir the thoughts. The way to exclude depravity is to be 

unremittent in effort, to examine the mind’s outgoings in 

thought, and not allow them when wrong to be actualized 

in deed. In temptations arising from external things there 

must be watchful pare over sights and sounds, speech and 

actions. But the most important thing is to maintain 

seriousness: if there be seriousness, then there will be 

a dignifled interaction of the bodily and mental functions, 

the inward and the outward, and no injurious divorce 

between the two. 

Amwer. To say that there are two kinds of evil thjoughts 

is undoubtedly correct. But after all, those which appoar 

unconsciously in thought are also from outside. The Divine 

Law is one, and if there be anything evil it does not proceed 

from the Divine LaV^; if it does not proceed from tha 

Divine Law it must come from outside. Sights and sounds, 
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speech and actions, include both the outward and the 

in^^ard, and must not bo referred to as if they were purely 

external functions. If in your thought you make one set 

of functions to be internal and another set of functions to 

be external, then the internal and external are separated 

the one from' the other, which is an impossible idea. There 

must bo sincerity in thought and watchfulness in action, 

then there can be the proper interaction of the internal and 

external functions. 

(Seven SectioxNs fkom the “Collected Whitings”.) 

1. Man s mind is never without the principle of thought. 

■When thought is called for we ought to think, and not 

make painful efforts to banish and crush thought, and so 

fall into the evil of unrest. (Reply to Wu Po Eeng.) ^ 

2. Question. How may we ‘Aepress desire” 

Answer. Simply by thought. In learning there is 

nothing more important than tlibught. It is thought that 
can repress desire. 

Some one said : If thought be not correct it is inadequate 

to repress desirej this is now it happens that the business 

of life is injured. How about thoughts which are not 
depraved ? 

Ans2ver. Thoughts which are not correct are simply 

desires. To think on the right and wrong, the ought and 

ought not, of the thing desired, can never be other than 

correct. (Reply to the students at the Tu Ch ang Dis.trict 
School.) 

^ A pupil of Cliu Hsi; his mtng was Pi Ta. See M ^ Ixix f. 53. 
^ Ti Ching, 317. ^ > 
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3. The expressioLQS “guard your mind ” and “make 

the mind true do not mean that we are to be immersed 

in a condition of no-thought; but that we should be con¬ 

stantly on the watch, think upon what we ought to thiink 

upon, and not violate moral principle. (Reply to Kuo 
Hsi Lii.) 

4. In the “investigation of things"’ and “ perfecting 

of knowledge , ^ even though the response to environment 

be natural and easy, how can there be neglect of thought 

when approaching any matter ? And still more, when we 

have not attained to that condition, how can we fail to 

exercise repeated thought ? (Reply to Ch'en, An Chdng'.)^ 

5. To consider the principle involved in an affair after: 

the time has come for dealing with it, or to consider the 

principle or anything when the time for taking it in hand 

is past, is to fail of attainment from lack of forethought. 

On the other hand, to discuss it beforehand is to faR into 

the error spoken of as thinking about what is not my, 

business 3 and so creating confusion of thought. But with 

prolonged effort there ^vill appear a way of settling th,ig 

difficulty. (Reply to Ch^eng Tzu Cliffng.) 

6. T\Tiat you say as to thoughts being so multifarious 

that the breast becomes solidified and clogged, is what all 

learners deplore, but it is very diflicult to rid ourselves 

of tiiem all at once. It is better to use the mental energy 

devoted to sucn thought and devote it to the investigation 

^ G.L., p. 222. 
^ See p. 195, n. 2. 

^ See Analects, XlV, xxviii, p. 150. 
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of principles ; let us be earnest and whole-hearted in the* 

latter direction, and the things that trouble us in the former 

direction will unravel themselves without any effort of ours 

to solve them. (Reply to Wang Tzu Ho.) 

7. In answer to la .question on the subject of thought 

and 'distraction, someone has said the Mind is really with¬ 

out thought; for the most part its consideration is of things 

past or of things still to come. I say that the relatioin 

between Mind and thought is that of the substance and 

its operation, and it is for this reason that the knowledge 

of the future and the memory of the past are united together 

so that there is not a single thing outside its scope.^ If 

only we can be careful and so hold it fast, then we may 

liave it in its perfection and be free from anxiety as to 

distraction. Your ahxiety as to distraction, and your 

statement as to the Mind being originally without thought, 

show that you have not grasped the distinction between 

substance and operation. And further let me ask how can 

your theory of the Mind being originally without thought 

cure the! ovil of distraction which already exists ? (Record 

of Doubts.) 

^ That is, of the IMind. 
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BOOK Y 

MORAL LAW 

(Fourteen Sections from the ‘"Conversations”.) 

1. The term Aloral Law^ includes both suhstance and 

operation, both its hidden essence and its wide 

manifestation. 

2. The word Tao means a road. Generally speaking 

it is the road which all men follow ; while Li^ 

refers to each principle as distinct and marked off from 
the rest. 

Arising from this the Philosopher quoted K‘ang Chieh’s 

statement, ‘ Tao is a road. But Tao itself is invisible;; 

it is in men’s actions as they walk along this road that it 

is made manifelst. It is like the road itself—so level that 

it can be travelled upon for countless myriads of years, 

and all men find their way to it.”^ 

3. Question. How do you distinguish between Tao 
and Li ? 

Aynswer. Tao is a road, Li is like the veins of bamboo. 

Question. Is it like the grain in wood ? 

Answer. Yes. 

Question. In that case the two terms would seem to 

be alike. 

^ The word for Moral Law is Tao (ig). In many contexts it is 

impossible to translate, particularly in this book (Book V), largely taken 

up as it is with controversies with Taoists, whose use of the word is 

different from that of Chu Hsi. 

(«®) word for Law, the immaterial element in the Universe. 

’ This statement is by the philosopher Shao Yung, canonized as K‘ang 

Chieh. It will be found in the ^ ^, pt- ix, f. 8. 
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Answer. The content of the Avord Tao is Avide; Li 
consists of numerous Amin-like principles included in the 

term Tao. 
The Philosopher further said : The term Tao calls atten¬ 

tion to the vast and comprehensive ; the term Li ca,li3 

attention to the minute and infinitesimal. 

4. Question. VicAving the universe comprehensively, 
“ The sun sets and the moon rises, the cold passes and the 
heat returns,”^ “ the four seasons pursue their course, and 
all things are continually being produced.” ^ This is the 
pervading and manifested operation of Tao. Speaking in 
a collective sense, does the continuity of this going and 
returning, creating and transforming, AAuthout a single 
moment’s cessation, constitute the substance of Tao ? 

Answer. Your explanation of substance and operation 
is right, but you ought not to use the Avord “collective,” 
because then you are including the operation. Take only 
the immovable and abiding element, and yon have Avhat 
is the substance. For instance, the flow of Avater, the 
cessation of its flow, or the lashing into billoAvs—these are 
its (operation ; the unchanging power to floAV, to cease from 
floAv, or to be lashed into billows—this is the substance. 
Or take the human frame : the body is the substance, the 
sight of the eye, the hearing of the ear, and the movements 
of hand and foot, are its operation. The hand is the 
substance, the movements of the fingers in picking 

up things are its operation. 

^ 7i Ching, p. 389. 

Analects, XVII, xix, 3 (p. 190). 
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GhAn^ quoted the Commentary, on the AnalecU^ as 

saying, The past is past, but the future joins on without 

the break of a single moment.” This is essentially what 

the substance of Tao is. ^ 

Answer. That is the idea. 

5. Question. The other evening it was said that there 

is no fixity in the relation between substance and operation, 

but that it varies according to circumstances. What if we 

take all phenomena together and regard them as one vast 

substance and operation ? 

Answer. The relation between substance and operation 

is nevertheless fixed. The present is the substance, the 

emerging future is its operation. The body is the substance, 

its movements and activities are its operation. Heaven is 

the substance; that “ all things owe to it their beginning”^ 

is its operation. Earth is the substance, that “ all things 

owe to it their birth ” ^ is its operation. Prom the point 

of view of the positive mode, the positive is the substance 

and the negative its operation ; from' the point of view of 

the negative mode, the negative is the substance, and the 

positive its operation. 

6. Question. You, sir, said sometime ago, “Reverence 

is the substance” ; now you say, “ Reverence is the grace¬ 

ful expression of Divine Law, the pageantry of human 

affairs,” which is more like operation than substance. 

Answer. Your people in Kiangsi have a particular way 

^ Probably Ch'en Ch'un ; see p. 193 and note. 

^ Chu Hsi’s own “ Comtoentary 

® Yi Ching, p. 213. 

* Ibid., p. 214. 
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of talking about substance and operation. When you have 

divided a thing into sections you say it is the operation 

and not the substance. For example, a foot rule witnout 

the divisions into inches is the substance ; with the division 

into inches, it is the operation. A scale without the dots 

niarking the different weights is the substance , wich the^e 

dots, it is the operation.^ Or again, a fan has the handle, 

the bones, and the paper pasted on : tliis is the substance j 

when one weaves it you have its operation. 

Yang Chih Chih asked about the term substance. 

^Amswer. The inherent fitness of a thing is the substance. 

7. What we call Moral Law is not something out of 

the ordinary which has to be sought. It is what 

we commonly speak of as moral principle, and not some 

other Tao which needs suddenly to be discovered and seized 

by me, and so recognized as Moral Law. It is no more 

than the ordinary principles of everyday life, by which 

we know that this is right and that is wrong. The recogni¬ 

tion of right in everything is Moral Law. In the present 

day the Buddhists talk of a Tao wliich is to be apprehended 

suddenly. But Tao is not a thing which can be felt and 

handled. 

8. The Moral Law is the Law followed by all in the 

past and in the present. The kindness of the father, the 

filial obedience of the son, the benevolence of the sovereign, 

and the loyalty of the minister, are one principle common 

to aR people. Virtue is the reception of tliis Law in one’s 

1 A Chinese scale is a steelyard with the different weights indicated by 

brass brads. 
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own person ; just as, when the sovereign cannot but be 

benevolent and the minister loyal, it is because they have 

received this Moral Law within theimselves, and therefore 

manifest this dispoisition. Yao cultivated it and attained 

to the virtue of Yao. Shun cultivated it and attained 

to the virtue of Shun. From before heaven and earth, 

from the incarnation of the Imperial Hsi,^ in all there 

has been but this one Moral Law ; from the ages of the 

past right up till now there has been no otliler. Only in 

each generation there appears one who stands out as leader; 

but he is leader because he has received tlijis truth into 

his own personality.2 It is not that Yao had one Moral 

Law, and Shun another, while King Wen and the Duke 

Chow, with Confucius, each had theirs. Lao Tzii said, 

“When Tao is lost people follow lafter Virtue,”^ which 

shows that he did not understand either of these terms. 

To distinguish them as two separate entities is to make 

Tao an empty abstraction- Our Confucian school teaches 

that they are simply one entity ; it is as common to all 

the ages, and not from' the point of view of the individual 

man, that it is termed Tao. Virtue is this Tao received 

in its entirety by the individual personality. Lao Tzii 

says, “When Tao is lost, people follow after Virtue, when 

Virtue is lost people follow after Love, when Love is lost 

people follow after Righteousness.” ^ But if we separate 

1 Fu Hsi, the first of the Five Emperors of the legendary period, supposed 

to have been miraculously conceived by his mother ; see Giles’ Biog. Diet., 

p. 233. 
2 Showing that the apparent exception is no exception. 

* See the Tao Te Ching, chap, xxxviii; cf. The Sayings of Lao-Tzu, 

by Lionel Giles, p. 25. 
T 
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Tao from Love and RiglitGOusncss we have no ethical 

principal at all. In that case how can it be Tao? 

9. The Master in consequence of some remark said : 

Modern scholars exhaust their efforts in the search for the 

transcendental instead of beginning with what is near. 

Someone rephed to this : It is indeed the case that th,e 

fault of modern scholars is too great a love for the trans¬ 

cendental. I Ch‘uan, however, was asked, “What is Tao? ” 

and he replied, “ It is seen in conduct.” Ming Tao, too, 

was asked, “ What is Tao ? ” and he taught the ctudv^nt to 

seek the answer in the relation between father and son, 

sovereign and minister, older and younger brother. All 

the Masters spoke in the same sense. In these there was 

no talk of tlie lofty and distant. 

Ariswer. That was certainly Ming Tao’s teaching, and 

yet in the relationship between father and son, elder and 

younger brother, sovereign and minister, there is, in each 

case, the principle of inherent right, which is Tao. 

10. It is just this principle which is universally indis-. 

pensable. For instance, the Buddhists and Taoists discard 

human relationships, and yet they pay reverence to their 

teacher as to a father, they regard their younger brethren 

as sons, their seniors as elder brother teachers, and their 

juniors as younger brother teachers. The only thing is 

that they are all imitations. 

11. “The incorporeal is termed Tao, the corporeal is 

termed the vehicle of manifestation.” ^ The Tao is the 

Fi Ching, p. 377. But cf. Chinese text, Imp. Edition, pt. xiv, f. 21. 1 
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ethical principle which every phenomenooi has ; the vehicle 

is the corporeal vestigia which every phenomenon has. Tao 

must have its vehicle of manifestation, and the vehicle of 

manifestation must have its inherent Tao. That is, 

“ Inherent in every single tiling there must he its rule of 

existence.” ^ 

12. Question. Is it correct to say that the substance 

is termed the Nature and its operation Moral Law ? 

Amsiuer. Moral Law is simply the comprehensive term 

for these cardinal principles and must not be regarded as 

their operation. Love, Righteousness, Reverence, Wisdom, 

and Sincerity are principles, and Moral Law unites them 

in one comprehensive term. 

Chill Clihng ^ said : The term Moral Law appears to 

combine both substance and operation. For example, when 

we say that these principles are termed Moral Law we are 

referring to it as substance ; and when we say, “ Con¬ 

formity to the Nature is what we term Moral Law,” ^ we 

are referring to its operation. 

Answer. This saying in its higher application refers 

to Heaven, and in its lower application refers to man. 

13. Cheng Chhng asked: How do you regard Shao 

Tzii’s statement, “ The concrete expression of Moral 

Law” ? ^ 

Answer. This is what is taught by aR the Masters, but 

by none is it expressed so exactly as by Shao Tzii. When 

the doctrine is first stated there does not seem to be evert 

^ See p. 54, n. 1. 

^ D.M., p. 247. 

^ See p. 246, n. 3. 

* See p. 6, n. 4. 
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the semhlanoe of a moaning in it. But the truth of the 
statement, “ The Nature is the concrete expression of Moral 
Law,” may be apprehended with certainty. We need not 
talk about empty and far away things : only let us turn 
inwards and study our own personality, and we shall know 
whether this principle really exists or not. For this reason 
I said once before, “ If we would know the reality of Moral 
Law, we must seek it in our own Nature.” Shao Tzu 
abruptly said not more than a few sentences in his “ Preface 
to the Chi Yang Chi,” but what he said was most 
excellently said. 

14. When Kuei Shan ^ regarded the satisfying of 
hunger with food and the quenching of thirst with drink 
as Tao, he lost the “ Taoc ’ in the “(manifesting vehicle’hj 
and lost the “rule of exis'tenoe ” in the “ thing'h 

The Philosopher said further : In the passage, “ The 
Moral Law may not be left for an instant, : if it could 
be left it would not be Moral Law,” ^ it is what cannot 
be left that is called Moral Law. If we regard the common 
actions of everyday life as Moral Law, then in all that 
we do there is nothing that is not Moral Law. But in 
that case, why should thp noble man be “ cautious and 
apprehensive ” ; why should he still study the action of 
Moral Law? It is because “it must not be left” that 
he must walk in conformity with Moral Law. Take speech 
for example : You would hardly say that the act 

^ Yang Kuei Shan ; see p. 26, n. 1. 
2 D.M., p. 248. 
* As the author of the saying quoted above admonishes us ; see ibid. 
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of speaking is Moral Law; tliero must be Love, Eighteous- 

ness, Eeverenoe, and .Wisdom in the speech before you can 

say that there is Moral Law. If you take ordinary bodily 

movements to be Moral Law, why should you say further 

that “it must not be left”.^ 

(Nine Sections from the “Collected Writings”.) 

1. The infinite greatness of the substance of Moral Law, 

and at the same time the necessity that the student in his 

study of it should be “accomplished, distinctive, contem¬ 

plative, and all searching ”,2 and not allow error even to 

the extent of a hair’s breadth: this is,what the saints 

and sages exhibited in discoursing upon Moral Law. There¬ 

fore, having said, “ It sends forth and nourishes all things^ 

rising up to the height of Heaven,” ^ and so pictured its 

vastness, they of necessity go on to say, ‘ ‘ It embraces the 

three hundred rules of ceremiony and the three thousand 

rules of demeanour,” ^ in order fully to recover its extreme 

minuteness. And in their instruction to the scholar in the 

task lof “actualizing Moral Law by the cultivation of 

virtue”, having ispoken of “perfecting its breadth and great¬ 

ness ”, they of necessity go on to show that “ none of its 

exquisite and minute points may be omitted”.^ Modern 

teachers in expounding the meaning of Moral Law are[ 

very different. In discussing its vastness, they rejoice in its 

comprehensive completeness, but dislike research into its 

^ There must, or ought to be, “ tao ” in what we do, but you cannot say 

therefore, that what we do is “ tao ” jper se; otherwise, why should the 

Doctrine of the Mean say “ it must not be left ”. 

2 D.M., p. 292. 3 ^ 280. * D.M., pp. 286-7. 
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ramifioations they deliglxt in its transoendent mystery, 

but igloss over its infinitesimal minuteness. So far as its 

“ broadness and greatness ” are ooncerned, they do not differ 

materially from the sages, but they do not examine into its 

“ exquisite minutenessi ” ; so that even in respect of what 

they call its “broadness and greatness “ they are not in a 

position to discuss the true account of its entire substance. 

(Reply to Ghao Th Chii.) 

2. Is it maintained that Tao is lofty and distant, inscrut¬ 

able ^ and mysterious, and beyond the possibility of human 

study ? Then I answer that Tao derives its very name from 

tlie fact that it is the principle of right conduct in every¬ 

day life for all men, that it is like a road which should be 

travelled upon by the countless myriads of people within 

the four seajs and nine continents. It is not what the Taoist 

and Buddhist describe as Tao, empty, formless, still, non¬ 

existent, and having no connexion with men. Is it 

maintained tliat Tao is far removed from us, so vast as to 

be out of touch with our needs, and that we are not called 

upon to study it ? Then I say that Tao, present as it is 

in all the world in the relation between sovereign 

and minister and between father and son, in down-sitting 

and uprising and in activity and rest, has everywhere its 

unchangeable clear law, which cannot fail for a single 

instant. For this reason the saints and sages exerted them¬ 

selves and gave ,us their instruction so as clearly and 

perfectly to manifest its meaning, both in its vastness 

and minuteness, in its fineness of detail and broad outlines ; 

5cis for 2- 1 
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and the student of their books must not be satisfied with 

examining the letter only, for the mere pleasure of analysis 

and synthesis, bo must discuss their teachings intelligently, 

and iexamine them exhaustively, in order to remember them, 

practise them, and manifest them in the business of life ; 

only ithus can he fulfil his mission and take his place in the 

universe. He must noit examine the letter only for the mere 

pleasure of tracing out and compiling. When, therefore, 

Tzu Yu quoted the Master as saying : “ When the man 

of high station is a disciple of Moral Law he loves men; 

when the man of low station is a discdpla of Moral Law he 

is easily ruled,” the Master endorsed his words.^ How 

different is “ the study of Moral Law ”, as presented to us 

here, from the teaching of the scholars of this age 1 [(Eeply 

to Chou I Kung.) 

3. You regard the heretical doctrine of Tao as useless, 

and therefore go on to make the Tao itself a useless thing. 

Can that bq right ? On the contrary, v/hile the word 

“Love ” refers directly to the mystery pertaining to man’s 

Mind, the word “ Tao ” is the comprehensive term for the 

moral Jnature common to all. Therefore, although the 

description of it combines both the individual and the trans¬ 

cendental, there are not really two entities, the Doctrine 

of the Mean says, Moral Law is cultivated by Love.” ^ 

Hu Tzu also says, “ If a man has not Love, the essence of 

Moral Law is gone,” which conveys the same idea. (Eeply 

to Lien. Sung Chhng.) 

1 Analects, XVII, iv, 3 (p. 183). 
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4. Question. There is only one Law of Heaven and 

Man. The root and fruit are identical. When the Moral 

Law of man’s Nature is perfected, the Moral Law 

of Heaven is also perfected. The realization of the fruit 

does piot mean separation from the root. Even those whom 

we regard as saints spoke only of perfecting the relation¬ 

ships jof human life. The Buddhists discard man and dis¬ 

course on Heaven, and thus separate the fruit from the root, 

as if they wore two horns of a dilemmad of which you must 

choose one and reject the other. The presence of the Four 

Terminals and the Five Cardinal Virtues in man’s nature 

they regard as masking the Nature.^ The indispensable 

relationships between father and eon, sovereign and 

minister, husband and wife, senior and junior, they regard 

as accidental. They even go so far as to regard Heaveii 

and Earth, the Two Modes of Matter, men and other 

creatures, as phantasmal transformations. They have never 

so 'much as inquired into their reality, but simply assert the 

Nature of the Great Void. Now there are no two laws in 

the universe ; how then can they take Heaven and jMan, 

the root and fruit, summarily asserting the one and denying 

the other, and yet call this Tao ? When their perceptions 

are so partial, so small and incomplete, what possibillity is 

there of the familiar doctrine of a perfect union between 

the transcendental and the lowly ? Those who follow the 

siacred Confucian school, on the other hand, “from the 

^ Note ! the iK and the ^ Ff S = “ separate . . . and present 

them as a case for choice 

^ ^ is a Buddhist expression, meaning that these principles hide 

the true nature from us ; cf. pt. xviii, f. 15 ; ^ ^, pt. xvii, f. 44. 
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study :oI tlie lowly understand high things ” ; ^ they advance 

from the humble acoomplishments of “sprinkling and 

sweeping, answering and Replying, advancing and 

receding ”. 2 Whether in food and drink or in the relation 

between the sexes, they were never lacking in seriousness. 

For “the Moral Law which the noble man follows after 

is far-reaching and yet mystical”. Far-reaching, it 

embraces the whole of his daily life ; mystical, it is Divine 

Law. With this Divine Law, tlien, in daily life—in the 

relation between sovereign and ministeii\ father and son, 

husband and wife, senior and junior, or when engaged in 

the toasting and pledging of social intercourse, or when 

eating, resting, seeing, and' hearing—^there is not one sphere 

of activity which is not under the guidance of Law, and 

not jone that can be confused ; for wherever there is con¬ 

fusion Divine Law has perished.^ “Therefore the noble 

man is never lacking in seriousness.”^ By this means the 

Mind is held fast with firmness, the practice of good is 

mature, and so the hidden and manifest are blended, the 

outward and inward are united ; and Moral Law dwells 

within me ! What is there in Buddhism adequate 

to express thisi! What Buddhists call “Intelligence” is 

no morel than a glance at the connecting tliread. The 

reality and unchangeableness of Divine Law and man’si 

Mind they have not apprehended. What they call 

“ culture”, also, is nothing more than control of the Mind 

'' Analects, XIV, xxxvii, 2 (p. 153). 

2 Ibid., XIX, xii, 1 (p. 207). 

^ The charge against Buddhism is the “ confusion ” of the social 
relationships. 

* Ci. Analects, XII, v, 4 (p. 117). 
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and sitting in silence. Discarding human relationships, 

destroying tho Divine Law, they reap no good that can be 

perceived. As you, sir, said : after all, they fail even to 

get near a solution of the problem. “ Before the stirrings of 

pleasure, anger, grief, and joy,” is the condition when “ the 

Nature is still and without movement”.^ Here we have 

the Mind of Heaven and Earth, the Source of the universe. 

There are not two sources in the universe ; therefore the 

transformations of Ch‘ien and K‘un, and the classification 

of species, all proceed from' this one source. Every form, 

produced and reproduced, has each the Nature of Heaven. 

This is the reason for the inseparableness of the creature 

from its source.^ Receiving its spiritual essence we become 

man, and within the confines of the four cardinal principles 

it resides, inscrutable, formless, still, and, it would seem, 

unnameable. Tzu Ssu, having regard to tho absence in 

it of any leaning to one side or the other, called it The 

Mean. Mencius, having regard to its perfect purity called 

it Good. The Master ^ having regard to its life-producing 

substance called it Love. The terms differ but the thing 

named is the same, and is not separable from everyday 

life. This is why you said that its meaning is manifest 

without our seeking it. Formerly I read many books from 

different points of view, but failed to grasp their main 

drift ; I studied vaguely such subjects as Heaven and 

Earth, the Two Modes, man and other creatures, good and 

evil spirits, but did not find any principle of unity. With 

the truth near me, I was seeking it afar off, suffering prob¬ 

ably from the mistake of over-eagerness in my search. I 

^ See Yi Ching, p. 370. ” Lit. “ fruit from the root ”. ^ Confucius. 
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aiLso heard that in the discourses of the Master Kuei Shan ^ 

it is $aid : “Before we speak of perfecting the Mind, we 

must understand what the Mind is ; after we have realized 

this clearly and distinctly, we may proceed to discuss the 

idea of perfecting it ” ; and my former explanation accorded 

with this exactly. But Moral Law cannot he left for 

a single instant ”.2 In everyday life it is brightly shining ; 

why should tliere be any waiting to search for it ? This 

is what you, sir, have enjoined and taught, and I could 

not venture to do other than respectfully receive your 

teaching. As to the misleading character of the mirror 

and image illustration, were it not for your teaching my 

understanding of the truth would have been in considerable 

peril. Formerly, in a time of leisure and meditation, as 

I perceived its all-comprehensive, omnipresent, and all- 

pervading attribute,^ and realized that every single thing 

in the universe is manifested in it, it seemed to me that the 

figure of the mirror and image was approximately suit¬ 

able ; I therefore expanded it and elaborated the statement 

of the hawk and fish, regarding this as an apt simile. You 

showed the error of this by reference to the Great Void and 

the myriad phenomena. After considerable study I fully 

realized that my statement was not correct. If it were, 

then the hawk and fish, on the one hand, and my Nature, on 

the other, would become two separate entities. Examining 

carefullj^ your meaning, it is that there must be some reason 

why, when the hawk and fish come into existence, they are 

^ Yang Sliih ; see p. 26, n. 1. 

’ ^ Ji = 3c S 
0f ^ 51- 

D.M., p. 

i.e* m % 01 ^ 
248* 

= M 
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hawk and fish, and that the cause is in the presence of the 

substance of Moral Law. The hawk flies and the flsh leaps 

not by the individual choice of the hawk and flsh, but 

because of the Divine Law imparted to them in unceasing 

flow.^ Between “not forgetting” and “not assisting the 

growth ” - of the 'physical nature Divine Law flows in its 

operation with not a hair’s breadth of selflshness ; which 

is exactly the same idea. This is what Ming Tao calls 

“ uniformity”.^ Such is my unworthy opinion. I should 

like to know, sir, whether or not it accords v/itli yours. 

For the I’est, such as the doctrine of life and death, good 

and evil spirits, I must wait till I have opportunity of 

receiving your instruction in person. 

Answer. Your communication accords with my own mind 

in all respects. It shows your flne ability. I now know 

surely that my former expectations were not mistaken. 

There are one or two points not quite accurate, but they 

are not of very great moment. I am now travelling and 

unsettled, and therefore unable to reply point to point. I 

would advise you still to apply yourself to discriminating 

^ The illustration of the hawk and fish is taken from a stanza in one of 

the Odes (pt. iii, bk. i, ode v), which reads;— 

The haw’k flies up to heaven; 

The fishes leap in the deep. 

Easy and self-possessed was our prince ;— 

Did he not exert an influence upon men ? 

Upon which Legge’s note says : “ The hawk rises in the sky. and the fishes 

leap about in the deep,—without an effort; it is their nature so to do. So 

there v/ent out an influence from King Wen, unconsciously to himself.” 

This spontaneous flying and leaping is here attributed to Tao, the Divine 

Moral Law. See Odes, p. 445 and note. 

“ See Mencius, p. 66. 

^ That is, the uniformitj^ of nature in man and other creatures. 
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study, and your ideas wiU gradually become true 

and correct. (Reply to Liao Tzu Hui.) 

5. Cliang Yiian Te’s ^ explanation of Tao as the walk 

of life is certainly too wide, and you, Tzu Yo,^ are right 

in contradicting it; but his use of the word ‘‘walk” ia 

nevertheless not without reason. When, therefore, you 

neglect to follow this up and analyse his argument for him', 

but, taking a,different line, answer him by quoting Ch‘eng 

Tzu’s simile of the boundless desert,^ it is not surprising 

that you yourself are conscious off having fallen into the 

error of being neither clear nor relevant. (Ch‘eng Tzu in 

his statement is comparing Moral Law with Righteousness 

so that his simile has a natural appropriateness and is 

without fault.) The effect of your method of answering 

his argument is that you and he are talking about two 

different things ^ which have no connexion with each other. 

This is because your^ own perceptions are not perfectly 

clear, and so you cannot avoid resorting to guessworky 

generalizing,® and forced statement, with the result that 

you branch off into superficial and vague arguments, and 

are unable to make your meaning clear. According to my 

^ Chang Hsia ^), style Yiian Te, was one of Cliu Hsi’s most 

prominent disciples. He was a native of Ch'ing Chiang yT). 

2 Tzu Yo was another disciple, surnamed Lii, to whose communication 

this section was a reply. See p. 207, n. 3. 

* See pt. XV, f. 11 ; cf. also p. 291 of this volume and n. 1. 

* ^ ^ W = “ t oil ^^6 side.” 
® Lit. “my,” but= “one’s own,” and refers to Tzu Yo, to whom 

this section is addressed. 

I = to cover, or include, in a basket, hence to generalize. 
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idea, Tao obtains its name simply, from the principle of 

inherent right present in all phenomena. Yuan Te says 

baldly that it is the walk of life, in which he is certainly; 

wrong. If at the time, however, you had contented your¬ 

self with answering him by saying that Tao is the road 

along which we ought to walk, you would have succeeded 

in making your own ^ idea clear in his language, and the 

phrase “boundless desert” would also have its place in 

your argument. Fuiiher, with regard to your reference 

to the expressions “negative and positive modes”, “the 

relation between sovereign and minister and between father 

and son,” “ the corporeal and incorporeal,” and the simile 

of “the boundless desert”: if we first combine and then 

analyse them, the negative and positive modes, the relation 

between sovereign and minister and between father and 

son, are all phenomena, the actions of man.; while the 

corporeal consists of tlie varied species of the myriad 

phenomena—each one of winch has within it the principle 

of right, what we call Moral Law, the road along which 

we ought to walk—^and the inoorporeal is the void of the 

boundless desert. If we speak of it from the point of 

view of the incorporeal, its “boundless desert” character 

is certainly the substance, and its manifestation in 

•phenomena its operation. If we speak of it from' the 

point of view of the corporeal, then phenomena constitute 

the substance and the manifestation of the principle its 

operation. You must not combine them and say that the 

inoorporeal is the substance of Moral Law, and “the five 

duties of universal obligation” its operation. What Yiian 

^ See p. 285, n. 5. 
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Te says, from ,the sentence ‘‘Tao cannot act of itself” 

onwards, is without error, and yet you argue against it. 

(The answer says iwhat is so far true, but as a reply is 

irrelevant.) Referring again to a later statement, you 

say, '‘ The incorporeal is termed Tao, and constitutes the 

principles of things, the corporeal is the manifesting 

vehicle and constitutes the things themselves.” ^ You 

would do well to cast everything else aside and confine 

your argument to these two sentencesi ; for if you get 

these clear, the rest will of its own accord become per¬ 

fectly clear and complete. (Reply to Lii Tzu Yo.)^ 

6. Question. The reason why I cannot agree with 

Yuan TUs explanation pf Tao as the walk of life is that the 

woitl “walk” is not adequate to express the meaning of 

the word Tao; you must also include the reason for the 

walk.^ But still, in order to find the one, was it necessary 

to look for two ? I therefore used Cli'eng Tzu’s simile ^f 

the “boundless desert”, anxious that Yiian Te should 

search deeply into this great substance, and by meditation 

perceive the mystery wliich lies beyond the perception of 

the senses ; then, as a natural consequence, he would realize 

that the word “walk” was altogether inadequate. If 

I had said “the road along which we ought to walk ”, then 

I fear he would not have been able to grasp the idea of 

“universal obligation”,^ nor would the origin of Tao have 

^ Yi Cliing, p. 377, where, however, the passage is translated differently ; 

cf. the Chinese text. Imp. Edition, pt. xiv, f. 21. 

2 See above. 

* See p. 285 for the argument to which this whole question refers. 

* See D.M., p. 270. 
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been easy to explain by suoh language. The corporeal 

is the incorporeal. When the Commentary on the PM 

says, “ The most subtle is law,” it is the incorporeal 

which is referred to, and when it says “ the most manifest 

is phenomena ”, it is the oorporeal which is referred to. 

The substance and .operation have one source, the mani¬ 

festation and the subtle principle are inseparable. There¬ 

fore, though there is the distinotion between the corporeal 

and incorporeal, they are still but this one ethical 

principle. 

Answer. The fault in Yiian Te’s statement I have fully 

explaineld already.^ But your way of stating the case will 

not meet his point. I fear you can only see yourself 

right and have not carefully examined what I said. You 

say that the law according to which we ought to walk con¬ 

stitutes the universal obligation, and that the phrase, 

“ void like the boundless desert,” represents the origin of 

Tao. This really does not amount to a serious statement, 

and is not what I would have expected of Tzu Yo. That 

you can VTite this is in itself sufficient to account for your 

other statements not being correct. You must lay hold 

of the truth that there is only this one natural principle 

of right. When we use the phrase, “ void like the bound¬ 

less desert,” it is not that there is any such entity in 

addition to this principle. As to the oorporeal and in¬ 

corporeal there certainly is a difference. You have to 

divide them (and say that this is substance and that is 

operation, before you can say that they have one source. 

^ That is, the Commentary by Ch'eng I. 

2 See pp. 285-7. 
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You have ,to say that this is phemomieition and that is its 

principle, before you can say that they are inseparable. 

If they were merely one entity there would be no need to 

speak of one source, and of their being inseparable. (Reply, 

to Lii Tzti Yo.) ^ 

7. The Su school ^ gay : “ Lao Tzu taught us about 

Tao, but said little of the manifesting vehicle, because, 

if the student confines himself to the knowledge of the 

vehicle, then Tao will be obscured ; he therefore excluded 

Love and Righteousness and rejected Ceremony and 

IMusic, in order to make clear the Tao.” ^ I explain the 

word “ Tao ” as the general term for Love, Righteousness, 

Ceremony, and Music, and these four are the substance 

and operation of the Tao. The cultivation of Love and 

Righteousness, and the development of Ceremony and 

Music (by the sages, were in order to manifest the Tao. 

For the Su scliool to say that Love and Righteousness 

were lOxcluded, and Ceremony and Music rejected, in order 

to nianifest the Tao, is to discard the multiples two and 

five in order to find ten. This surely is wrong ! (Criticism 

of the Su Huang School’s Exposition of Lao Tzu”) ^ 

8. The Su scliool say : “ Heaven’s Moral Law cannot 

be expressed in werds ; what can be so expressed is its 

similitude. The understanding know the true by means 

of the similitude, and the ignorant by fastening upon the 

^ See above. 

" See J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi and the Sung School, chap. iv. 

3 ^ pt. xcix, f. 25. See also Tao Te Ching, chap, xix ; cf. 

W. Gorn Old’s The Book of the Simple Way, p. 54. 

4 ^ ^) pt* xcix, f. 24. 
u 
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similitude fall into error.” ^ My position is tliis : The 

sages explained Moral Law as the relation between 

sovereign and minister, father and son, husband and wife, 

elder and younger brother, and between friend and friend ; 

what I ask is, do these express Moral Law or only its 

similitude ? Does fastening upon these and aoting 

accordingly mean that we shall fall into error ? But why, 

really should Tao be inexpressible in words ? It is only 

because men do not realize that Tao and the manifesting 

vehicle are never separate, and seek it in the inscrutable 

and formless, that they use such language. (Criticism of 

the Su Huang School’s Exposition of Lao Tzw.) 

9. A principle is invisible ; it is only in actions and 

speech ,that right and wrong are perceived. The more 

minutely we investigate and understand it, tlie more 

exquisitely hne the principle appears. When the ancients 

spoke of “investigating things” and “perfecting know¬ 

ledge ”,2 they meant no more than that we should make 

a beginning at this point. (Reply to Hu Chi Sui.) ^ 

LAW. 

(Sixteen Sections from the ‘‘Conversations”.) 

1. Law is like a piece, of thread with its strands, 

or like this bamboo basket. Pointing to its rows of 

bamboo splints, the Philosopher said. One strip goes this 

Tvay ; and, pointing to another strip. Another strip goes 

^ Ibid., f. 25 ; cf. Tao Te Ching, chap, i; see The Book of the Simple Way 

by W. Gorn Old, p, 25. 

~ G.L., p. 222. ^ See p. 24, n. 1. 
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that ,way. It is also like the gl:ain of the bamboo : on 

the straight it is of one kind, on fho transverse it is of 

another kind. So the mind posisesses numerous principles. 

2. Wliether great, as in heaven, earth, and all things, 

or small, as in the activities and rest of ordinary life- 

in all alike is the Law of the Supreme Ultimate and of 

the Two Modes. 

3. In all things throughout the universe there is 

nothing that is not relative. Given the negative mode, 

there is the positive; given Love, there is Eighteousness; 

given good, there is evil; given speech there is silence ; 

given movement, there is repose.^ And yet there is but 

one .principle, /as when a man walks out, or when he 

returns, it is with the same pair of feet. It is like the 

breath of one’s mouth : in expiration it is warm, and in 

inspiration it is cold. 

4. Whether high or low, fine or coarse, root or fruit, 

there is but one Law. 

5. Whenever you consider principles you must 

apprehend clearly the fountain-head); in all subsequent 

stages it is still this Law which is diffused in the mfinite 

variety of phenomena. Confucius in his teaching 

enunciated principles on any and every subject as they 

were presented to him, but did not point out one supreme 

general principle. But if you take things which are all 

about ps, and generalize concerning them, you will 

perceive a general law. Mencius drew attention to this 
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in his teachings ; while Chou Tzii made it specially clear 

in his dootrine of the Supreme Ultimate. Take, for 

instance, the feeling of solicitude>: if from this you trace 

backwards you will arrive at Love, which is inherent in 

the Mind ; hut Love is the Principle of Origin, one of 

the Divine Attributes, anidJ the Principle of Origin is the 

positive and active mode ot the Supreme Ultimate. Thus 

by trlacing backwards stage by stage we arrive at the 

fountain-head. If now, we apprehend the Supreme 

Ultimate clearly, we shall certainly be able to recognize 

the numerous laws and' principlesi of the universe as all 

proceeding from it. In every single phenomenon there 

is a principle, and nothing is without its principle. 

6. Some truths are obvious, and it is best to give 

expression to them in free and easy terms. To clothe 

them in tortuous language is mischievous. 

7. Throughout the universe this principle is present 

in everything, even in; insignihcant things; for “ the 

Decree of Heaven is what we term the Nature But the 

principle is formless, with nothing in which to inhere, 

except in the affairs of everyday life. These two are 

never separate ; in every single thing there is its law, 

therefore “ the noble man makes an extensive study of all 

learning ”.2 might seem as if extensive study were an 

unimportant matter, but those majiy principles are all 

to he found here, and all proceed from the one source. 

Therefore, whether fine or coarse, great or small, all alike 

are inade use of and mentally grasped, fpr the simple 

^ D,M., p. 247. 2 Analects, VI, xxv (p. 57). 
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reason that there is nothing extraneous to me. When all 

axe thus understood, knowledge is perfectly developed, and 

becomes full-orbed and complete. 

8. The “Great Learning” speaks of “investigating 

things but not of an “ exhaustive investigation of 

principles ”,2 because to imestigale principles is like 

clutching at vacancy with nothing to lay hold of. When 

it simply says “investigate things”, it means, through 

the corporeal vehicle to seek the incorporeal Moral Law p 

and when we do that we find that the two are inseparable,^ 

so that there is no need to say more than “investigate 

things ”. “ Heaven in giving birth tO' the multitudes of 

the people so ordained it that inherent in every single 

thing there is its rule of existenoe.”^ This is what is 

meant hy Tao. WheXe do you find it said that every 

thing is itself a rule of existence ? 

9. This principle is infinite. It is present all around 

us ; it runs through all the myriad threads of the web of 

life. Drawing circles with his finger, the Philosopher 

said : See, there is circle within cir'cle. Horizontally it 

is so, perpendicularly it is so, hackwards and forwards it 

is all so. If we express it from the point of view of 

1 G.L., p. 222. 
2 Ibid., p. 229. In the original text of the G.L. the word translated by 

Legge as “ investigation ” in the phrase “ investigation of principles ” is 

a different word from that used in the phrase “ investigating things ’. It 

means “ exhaustively to search for”. ChuHsi’s point is j You “ investi¬ 

gate ” or “ examine ” a phenomenon or thing; you “ search for ” ifs 

principle. 
2 Alluding to the passage in the Yi Ching ; cf. p. 288 of this volume. 

* Odes, p. 541. 
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tne -Two Modes, the Supreme Ultimate is the Supreme 

Ultimate, and the Two Modes are its operation. Prom 

the point of view of the Poim Symbols, the Two Modes 

are the Supreme Ultimate and the Pour Symbols are its 

operation. And p^gain, from the point of view of the 

Eight Trigrams, the Pour Symbols are the Supreme 

Ultimate and the Eight Trigrams its operation. 

10. This principle is bo great as to include Chhen and 

K‘und and sustain the processes of creation and trans¬ 

formation ; it is so minute as to penetrate the finest 

haii\2 All-comprehensive and all-pervading, we must 

nevertheless asoertain what it is that it comprehends. 

11. Question. -When Oh‘eng Tzu said, “It is the law 

of the universe that everything has its correlative and 

nothing stands alone ’ ” ; why did he go on to quote the 

passage, “unconsciously the feet begin to dance and the 

hands to olap” ? ^ 

^Answer. If it be true that there is nothing which 

does not have its correlative, and we reaKze what it means, 

it is indeed a matter for astonishment and laughter. As 

to the Two Modes, now, they have a correlative, but what 

is the correlativo of the Supreme Ultimate) ? 

Questioner. The correlative of the Supreme Ultimate 
is the Infinite. 

^ The dual creative Powers ; see J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi 
and the Sung School^ chap. vi. 

^ ^^ > 11 > four measures of which the largest is so small 

that the word itself means infinitesimally minute ; and of this the smallest 

of these measures is equal to one thousandth part. 

^ pt. xi, f. 4 ; cf. Mencius, p. 190. 
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A-mshtjer. This is only referred to in one sentence. 

Of the Five Agents, Earth appears to he without any 

correlative, and yet each one has its correlative. Tne 

Supreme Ultimate is the correlative of the Two Modes 

as shown in the Btatement, i The incorporeal is 

what* wo call Tao, the corporeal is what we cdil 

the manlifesting vehicle.” ^ But the correlation is 

a cross-relation. Earth is the correlative of the other 

Four Agents, Metal, Wood, Water, and Fire, because the 

four have their location, while Eartfn has not; sOi that 

these also are correlated. (Pi Ta records : ^ The reason 

is that the Four Agents are all perVa,ded by Earth.) The 

Hu School ^ say that good is not to be contrasted with 

evil. But evil is the negative of good, just as you have 

Love and not-Love^; why should they not be contrlasted ? 

If not, then everythinig in the universe will appear to be 

one-sided like a single-branched horn,^ and notliing can 

be predicated of anything. 

12. Questions. It is. said, ‘Mt is the law of the 

universe that everything has its correlative and nothing 

stands alone. Given movement there must be repose, given 

the negative there must be the positive, and so on to 

bending and straightening, diminishing and growing, 

^ See p. 287. 
2 Wu Pi Ta, style Po Feng ; see § pt. Ixix, f. 53. 

2 See J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi and the Sung School, chap. iv. 

4 ^ ^'1 is a point leaning on one side, with nothing on the other side 

to match it. 
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flourishing and decaying ; nothing is excepted.” i Is this 
naturally so ? 

Artsiuer. It is all naturally so. “ One ” is the correla¬ 

tive of “ two ”, and the corporeal of the incorporeal,'. But 

in the case of “one ” there is a correlation within it, as,, 

for example, in the case of an objeet in front of me, there 

are its back and front, its higher and lower parts, its inside 

and Outside. “ Two,” also, has its own correlatives. 

Although it is said that everything has its correlative and 

nothing stands plone, yet there is an alonenoss which’ 

nevertheless aliso has its^opposito ; for example, on the' 

chessboard, in each pair of squares the two are mutually 

correlative, but there is one in the centre which is 

simply an empty track, and apparently without any 

correlative ; but this track stands in contrast to the whole 

tiiree hundred and sixty squares.^ It is what we speak of 

^ Cl m m , pt. XV, f. 20, where a similar statement is made. See p, 39, 
n. 2. 

2 There are two Chinese games played with a board divided into 

squares. The one is named Hsiang C‘ht and is said to have 

been invented about 1120 b.c. It is doubtless connected in onVin 

with the western game of chess. The game is played Avith thirty-two 

men on a board of sixty-four squares ; the board, howeA^er, differs from 

that used in the western game in that there is a gap between the fields 

of the tAvo opponents popularly called the YelloAv RiA^er. The other 

game is called Wei ChH Its origin is ascribed to the Sage- 

Emperor Yao. The game is played with 360 black and white pieces on 

a board with eighteen rows of eighteen squares each. The pieces are 

placed not in the squares, but on the points of intersection of the 

dividing lines and of the union of the latter with the boundary lines. 

Of the places thus formed there are 361. It is the board used in the 

second of these two games that is referred to in the text. 
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as the One in oontrast to the All, Tao in contrast to the 

vehicle of manifestation. 

13. Question- With regard to the passage, “Void 

like the boundless desert . . . lead men to enter the beaten 

path,” ^ when Ch^eng Tzu uses the expression beaiten 

path”, does he not mean the waj in which men ought to 

act, and that of everything we ought to do, the principle 

exists beforehand, so that when we are about to do a thing 

we do not need to search for its principle. 
Ans'wer. :What it says is that before the case exists 

there is its law j for example, the law of the relationship 

between sovereign and minister exists before there is 

sovereign or minister ] the law of the relationship between 

father and son exists before there is father and son. It 

cannot bo that before the relationships of sovereign and 

minister, father and son exist, the law of those relation¬ 

ships is non-existent, and that it is when they come into 

existence that the principle is implanted in them. 

pt. XV, f. 11. The whole passage reads: fffi ^ tS Bi't 

ill 
jf 
A 

■S 
± 

^ a 
R ± :^o 

A 

Jlo m ^ P- /ii 

a til 3? a 
m ^ M 
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%o a m 

> Ko ^ ^ 
K M % 51 

m fi 
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o ’-e: Wo iU 
“ Void like the boundless desert, but filled with innumerable Forms like 

a dense forest ! Before the response [i.e. to a particular phenomenon] is 

not before, and after the response is not after. Just as a tree a hundred 

feet high is one unity from the root to the topmost branch and outermost 

leaf, so you must not say that the transcendental is a thing by itself, formless 

and trackless, waiting for man specially to prepare and bring into his 

personality, and so lead him into the beaten path. Seeing that it is a 

beaten path there is only one beaten path. 
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Question. Wliat does tJie sentence, ‘‘Seeing it is a 

beaten path, then there is only one beaten path,” mean ? 

Answer. In any one phenomenon there is but one 

principle: whether subtle or coarse there is one law 

running through it and no other. The moderns can see 

only the first part, its foimlessness and tracklessncss; and 

speak of it as a vast emptiness. They have not realized 

that though it is “Void like the boundless desert ”, it 

“is filled with innumerable Forms like a dense forest ”. 

For example, the Buddhists speak only of Vacuum and 

the Taoists speak only of the Non-ens, but do not realize 

that it is filled with innumerable principles. 

Question. In the sentence “ ‘ Before the response ’ 

is not before, and ‘after the response ’ is not after ”, does 

the word “response'” mean response to phenomena ? 

Answer. “ Before the response ” means before the 

response to a particular phenomenon, and, similarly, 

“after the response” means after the response to 

a particular phenomenon. Before the response of course 

is “before” in time, but the event responded to is sub¬ 

sequent, and after the response is made, is, it is true, 

“ after ” in time, but the principle of the response is 

antecedent. 

14. Question. It is said : “ The good and evil in the 

universe are both Divine Law.” i Of the schools of Yang 

^ Quoted from Ch'eng Ming Tao’s writings ; see pt. ii, a, f. 2. 

The whole passage is ; “ The good and evil in the universe are both 

Divine Law. What is called evil is not evil originally, but it comes to be 

such by excess or shortcoming, as is exemplihed in the schools of Yang 
and Mo. * ’ 
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and ^lo ^ the one went too far and the other not far 

enough,2 but they both started from Love and Eighteous-* 

ness. To call these Divine Law is right, but can the great 

wickedness of the world be called Divine Law ? 

Ansiver, Originally it was Divine La^v, but it has 

been perverted and so come to what it is. For example, 

cruelty is the reverse of isolicitude. Arson and murder, too, 

are the extreme of wickedness, but the use of fire for the 

cooking of food, and the killing of a man that ought to be 

killed : are not these Divine Law ? It is simply from 

the perversion of it that wickedness springs. Ethical 

principle lias both its obVersie and reverse. Ooedience. 

to it is right, disobedience to it is wrong. It is because 

Law exists that evil exists. Like the muddy stream of 

a sewer : if in the beginning there had been no clean 

water there could not have been this muddy stream. 

lo. Some one asked with reference to the statement, 

“Good and evil are both Divine Law”^ : In the case of 

excess or defect, or in the case of many small wickednesses, 

it is granted that you may still call them Divine Law. 

But how can the great sin and wickedness of the world 

also be Divine Law ? 
Anmver. The original mind which man has at the 

1 Yang Chu and Mo Ti were philosophers of the fourth and fifth centuries 

B.C., whose views were combated by Mencius. \ang was the apostle of 

egoism and Mo of altruism. See Legge’s Prolegomena to Mencius, chap. iii. 

“ Mo Tzu in his doctrine of universal love went too far, i.e. he v/ent 

beyond the Mean, while Yang Tzu in his egoism did not come up to 

the Mean. 

^ See above. 
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beginning is wholly good, but very early it becomes clouded 

by the desire for pleasure and shrinking from pain. .For 

instance, violence and robbery are the reversal of the 

solicitous mind : this is a case of man himself reversing 
the Divine Law. 

Huo Sun asked : If it is a reversal of Divine Law, how 

can it be said tliat good and evil are both Divine Law ? 

Is it not that the wickedness of violence and robbery 

Griginahy issued from the feeling of shame and hatred ; 

that lust and oovetousness origina]Iy issued from the 

feeling of solicitude ; and that bolh became wrong by 

excess, but that in their issue at the beginning they were 

both Divine Law ? 

Answer. This statement of the problem is also good. 

But 'with referenoe to what is called reversal, in the Four 

Terminals themselves there are mutual contrasts ; for 

example, the feeling of shame and hatred is the opposite 

of solicitude, the sense of right and wrong is the opposite 

of the feeling of modesty and humility. What you say 

is also a good interpretation, and from it I now see the 

meaning of a former statement of yours v/hich I could 

not understand. You said, ‘‘In the exercise of human 

wisdom reject the disingenuous, in the exercise of human 

courage reject the tyrannical.” In these two sentences 

I could follow your meaning. But when you said, “ In 

the exercise of human love reject covetousness,” I could 

not understand you. Now, however, when you say that 

covetousness originally issues from the feeling of love, 

what you said then becomes clear and is also right. When 

one’s thought dwells upon it, how easy it seems for the 
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perfectly good pian to contract the faults of carelessness 
and indulgence, leniency and covetousness. 

16. Chi Jung Fu asked : What is the meaning of the 
statement, “ To Record with Law pertains to the thing 
done ; Righteousness is in the heart” ? 

Answer. The phrase, “ To accord with Law,” applies 
to the thing as done in accordance with Law, “ Righteous¬ 
ness ” is that by which we are able to do it in accordanGie 
with Law. Righteousness implies choice and rejection- 
The Commentary! on the Yi^ says : “ Ih the thing 

itself it is Law, in the managementj of the thing it is 

Righteousness.” 

(Five Sections from the ‘‘Collected Writings”.) 

1. All in me that is not the body is Law. What I 
have to do is not to allow the body and its passions to 
rule, and see to it that they wholly follow this Law. It 
is not that outside my person there is another entity which 
we call Law. To drift into some side course is not what 
can be called attaining. (Reply to Lii Tzu Yo.) ^ 

2. The saying, “ By the art of Meditation to enter 
Tao,” ^ means that when thought reaches the point that 
its stream is cut off. Divine Law is perfectly manifested. 
This again is incorrect. True thought IS Divine Lawf; 
its continuous flow and operation are nothing else than 
the manifestation of Divine Law. How can it be that 
we are to wait till the stream of thought is out off before 

1 By Ch'eng I. ^ See p. 207, n. 3. 
2 Referring to the Buddhist Meditation Trance. 
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Divine Law is manifested ? Moreover, what is this that 

WQ call Divine Law ? Are not Love, Eigliteousness, 

Eeverence, and Wisdom, Divine Law ? Are not the 

relatioiisliips of sovereign and minister, father and son, 

elder and jounger brother, husband and wife, friend and 

friend. Divine Law* ? If the Buddhist really apprehends 

Divine Law, why must he act contrary to and confuse, 

cut off, and destroy all these, beclouding his ov/n mind, 

and losing his true knowledge of himself ? (Eeply to 

Wu Tou Nan.) 

o. You say: ‘‘For the Buddhist, apart from the one 

Intelligence, there are no distinctions ; for him phenomena 

have no existence. For us Confucianists, of all phenomena 

tnere are none which are not Divine Law.” This state¬ 

ment is correct, but for us Confucianists also, these 

distinctions are not apart from Intelligence. But within 

this Intelligence there are the differences of height and 

depth as of heaven and earth', and the infinite variety of 

things, of all v/hich, not even, the smallest hair can be 

changed. This is exactly expressed in the expressions, 

“Divine social arrangements,” “Divine social dis¬ 

tinctions,” “Divine Appointments,” and “Divine re¬ 

tribution.” i (Eeply to Chan Chien Shan.) 

4. The most subtle is Law, the most manifest is 

phenomenon , the substance and operation have one 

source ; the manifestation and the subtle principle are 

inseparable. For from the point of view of Law the 

operation is latent in the substance, which is what is meant 

^ Shu Ching, p. 73. 
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by ‘‘one source”. From' the point of view of the 

phenomenon, the subtle principle cannot be outside the 

manifestation, which is what is meant by “ inseparable 

(Eeply to .Wang Shang Shu.) 

5. Divine Law is all-comprehensive ; but the very fact 

that it is called Law implies the existence of ramifications. 

Therefore the four virtues of which it consists, Love, 

Eighteousness, Eeverence, and Wisdom, have in the nature 

of the case each its owm principle, and there is no con¬ 

fusion between them. Before their manifestation we do 

not see any clue to their character and are not able to 

describe them ns any one particular law ; therefore we 

use the term all-comprehensive. It is not that within 

the comprehensive there are no distinctions, and that sub¬ 

sequently Love, Eighteousness, Eeverence, and Wisdom 

come into existence one after the other, as four visible 

things. You must bear in mind that Divine Law is simply 

the general term for Love, Eighteousness, Eeverence, and 

Wisdom, and that those four are the several component 

principles of Divine Law. (Eeply to Ho Shu Ching.) 

VIETUE. 

' (Five Sections from the “Conversations”.) 

1. The Docirine of the Mean distinguishes be¬ 

tween Moral Law and Virtue when it speaks of the five 

relationships as “the universal Moral Law”,^ and of 

Wisdom, Love, and Courage as “the universal Virtues 

\ 

1 D.M., p. 270. 2 Ibid., p._271. 
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Tlio sovGrGig'ii licis thG Moral Law of tliQ sovGiGign, tlio 

minister tliat of the minister, and Virtue is the practice 

of Moral Law. Therefore the sovereign is ruled by love, 

the minister by seriousness, and love and seriousness 

should be termed Virtue and not Moral Law. 

2. In the expressions “ perfect Virtue ” and perfect 

Moral Law”,^ Moral Law is that which is followed by 

all men in common. Virtue is that which the individual 

receives for himself alone. Of the expressions complete 

virtue” and ‘‘supreme goodness’V complete virtue is what 

the person receives,^ supreme goodness is what the person 

attains to. Of the terms sincerity, ingenuousness, 

honesty,^ and truth, singleness of mind is what we call 

sincerity, complete self-expression is what we call 

ingenuousness ; as it is in the heart it is honesty, as 

manifested in objective fact it is truth. 

3. Virtue is what we obtain from Heaven ; when by 

study we obtain it, we obtain the very thing that pertains 

to our own dutv. 
«/ 

4. To serve one’s parentis is the virtue of filial piety, 

to serve one’s elders is the virtue of fraternal respect. 

^ Ibid., p. 286. ^ G.L., p. 227.^ ^ <c - 
There is ca play on the word “ virtue ” here. In Chinese it is “ te ”, 

and the word “ to receive ” is also “ te ”, different ideographs but the 

same sound. The allusion is to a sentence in the Li Chi 

“ Virtue means realization in one^ielf^' ; see Li Ki, vol. ii, p. 95, and Legge’s 

note. 
‘‘ Fu(^) is hardly distinguishable from Ch‘eng (|^), sincerity; see 

Yi Ching, p. 199 and note on p. 200. The word “ honesty ” is here adopted 

to distinguish from “ sincerity ” occurring just before, but of course in its 

older sense of “ true-heartedness ”. C£. p. 431. 
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Vii'tue is wlmt is received into the heart. Before serving’ 

one’s parents and following one’s elder hrother, to already 

possess a perfectly filial and fraternal mind : this is what 

we term Virtue. 

5. The Master asked : How do you regard the seotion in 

the Literary^ Remaim^ which says, “If we wish to 

hold the Divine Law fir|mly, the secret lies in Virtue” ?i 

Pi Ta^ replied: The Doctrine of the M\ean says, 

“ Only by perfect virtue can the perfect Moral, Law be 

realized.” ^ 

The Master remained silent for some time, until Pi Ta 

asked him what he thought, when he replied : This also is 

correct, but you are only quoting. What really is Virtue ? 

Pi Ta. It is simply this ethical principle. When by 

study and practice we translate it into conduct, and show 

that it is our own certain possession, then we are able to 

preserve and not to lose it. 

Chu Hsi. How do you explain the sentence: 

“Ordinarily you may see the evidence of it in Virtue ” ? 

Pi Ta replied by quoting Heng Ch'u’s explanation of 

Virtue as “ guarding whatever moral principle we receive 

in the proportion in which we receive it ”. 

Chu Hsi. You must receive it before you can guard it. 

According to this explanation you still have not acquired 

a thorough undei’standing of the word “Virtue”. More- 

ovea’ you say: “It is simply this ethical principle”; but 

you must be continually watcliful, and make the principle 

^ T/ie Literary Eemains of the Brothers Ch^eng, by Chu Hsi. 

2 See p. 295. 

2 D.M., p. 286. 
X 
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which is in you such that action is certain to be in accord- 

anoe with it. For example, when sitting in meditation 

alone before serving my parents and my sovereign, and! 

before holding intercourse with my, friends, there must 

already be in mo the perfectly filial and fraternal, loyal 

and faithful disposition, which so inspires my conduct that 

in serving my parents I cannot be otlier than filial, in 

serving my sovereign I cannot be other than loyal, in 

intercourse with friends I cannot be other than faithful, 

and this spontaneouslj “without waiting for special 

preparation For as cherished in the heart it is called 

Virtue,^ as seen in action it is called conduct. The 

says : “ In tlie noble man his conduct is the fruit of his 

completed virtue,” ^ which expresses exactly the idea that 

Virtue is seen in all kinds of action. Wlien Virtue is 

perfected in me, it is as though there were a man in me, 

who of necessity is filial and fraternal, loyal and faithful, 

and would not in any wise do anything that is not filial 

and fraternal, Ijoyal and faithful. It is something like 

the Taoist’s idea of nurturing a child into existence within 

one. Everything pertaining to human desire, this man 

will in no wise consent to let me do. Therefore it is 

said : “ The completion of the study of them by silent 

meditation, and the securing of the faith of others with¬ 

out the use of words, depended on their virtuous conduct.”^ 

What this means is : Although as yet it is not expressed 

^ See p. 297 and n. 1. 
2 Though not yet put into practice, if it is received into the heart, it is 

Virtue. 

3 Ft CUng, p. 416. 

4 Ibid., p. 378. 
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in words, yet being olierished in the heart, this kind of 

conduct is already determined upon, after which there 

must be watchfulness, concern, and nurture. The reason 

why there must be suoh nurture is to guard against any 

break. Ch‘eng Tzu’,s statement that we must secure that 

faith of others in us which will be independent of words 

means that before speech or action there is already this 

perfectly virtuous “man” in med but without as yet any 

visible manifestation. Therefore it is said;, “ It is hard 

to picture it in words.” 

^ See above. 
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BOOK VI 

LOVE 

(FoiiTY-NiNE Sections from the “ Conversations ”.) 

1. Some one asked : Is Truth: the all-coimprehensive 

and inactive, and Love the flowing forth of Law ? 

Answer. From the point of view of the Nature Love 

does not flow forth either^ but its energy-producing 

principle includes the four cardinal virtues. 

2. It is after we have received this Vital Impulise,^ 

and are thereby in possession of life, that we have 

Eeverence, Wisdom, Eighteousness, piid Sincerity. From 

the point of view of priority Love is first, from' the point* 

of view of greatness Love is greatest. 

3. To-day we shall endeavou;!^ to understand what is 

the meaning of the word “Love”. The saints and sages 

expounded it frequently, one in one way and another in: 

another. Their ,use of words and the meanings attached 

to them differ, but when we have definitely ascertained 

what the meaning is in each case, and when we have 

collected together and carefully examined their statements 

1 That is, Love does not differ from Truth, so far as flowing forth is 

concerned. 

The Vital Impulse is Love (fn), the parent of all the virtues, as is 

repeatedly taught throughout Book VI; cf. especially pp. 314, 315, 316. 

See also J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi and the Sung School, chap. xiii. 
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—scattered as they are like the stars—we shall find that 

tills is the invariable interpretation, and that it is every¬ 

where consistent. In the definition of Love as “ The 

principle of afiection and the virtue of the mind ”, which 

is given in the Collected Comrwents,^ affection is 

sohcitude, and solicitude is Feeling ; its principle is Love. 

In the phrase, “ The virtue of the mind,” virtue, again, 

is simply affection, because the reason why Love is called 

the virtue of the mind is that it is the source of affection. 

The two elements which make man to be man are Law, 

which is the Law of Heaven and Earth, and Ether, which! 

is the Ether of Heaven and Earth. Law is without traces 

and invisible, so that it is only in the Ether that we can 

see it, and if we would understand the meaning of Love,, 

we niust think of it as manifeisted in an aH-comprehensive,, 

mild', and gentle Ether.^ This Ether is the positive spring¬ 

time Ether of Heaven and Earth, its Law is the life-pro¬ 

ducing Mind of Heaven and 'Earth. If now we turn to 

man’s own personality and suppose him to possess this 

Law, what do we find ? The moment he possesses it he is 

good in precisely the same way,^ and free from drought in 

the same way, as Heaven and Earth.^ If we examine the 

^ A work compiled by Chu Hsi; (ai) = the emotion love ; iZ Uen) = 

the dispostion love. 

^ Jen (Love) is a principal or law and purely immaterial, but Law can 

only be discerned in the Ether as its medium of manifestation ; hence the 

meaning of each of the four nature-principles is seen in the Ether, which 

in the case of Jen is all-comprehensive, mild, and gentle. 

^ ijjl — tbus, i.e. man exhibits the same characteristics as Heaven 
and Earth. 

* “ Drought,” i.e. the opposite of “ life-producing ”, 
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many passages in which the saints and sages discuss Love 

we find that they allj have the same meaning. Confucius 

described it to Yen Tzu as “ The mastery of self and the 

return to right principleTo master,, and So get rid* 

of self, is obviousliy this very idea. It is not something 

that 'must be arranged for the oocasion ; in every one it 

is from birth a perfect, alLperva,dingj thing. This 

principle has no separate selfish element ; the man who 

is ruled by it looks upon other men as one with himself,,' 

he looks upon lower creatures as one with himself. When 

the altruistic principle has free course, there cannot but 

be this kind of outlook. The disciples of Confucius 

inquired only as to what we should do to practise Love ; 

as to what Love is in itself they all knew alreaidy. Modern 

scholars on the other hand are ignorant of whht it is ; hov/ 

then can they speak of practising it ? Consider further 

the Master Ch‘eng’s statement, “ In the narrow sense it 

is but one, in the comprehensive sense it includes the 

four.” The statement above this : “ The Principle of 

Origin, of the Pour Attributes, eorrespondis to Love in 

the Five Cardinal Virtues,” seems to imply that there 

is a great Love and a small Love. What Ch'eng Tzu 

speaks of as love “in the narrow sense” is the small 

Love, which is simply the one thing, Love. Wliiat he 

speaks of as love “in the comprehensive sense'” is ithe 

gi’eat Love, and includes Reverence, Righteousness, and 

Wisdom, in addition to Love. When described in this 

way we ai’e apt to think there are two kinds of Love, for¬ 

getting that Love is only one. Although we speak of 

^ Analects, XII, i, 1 (p. 114). 
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it in the narrow sense, all these many principles are in¬ 

cluded in it'; and when we speak of it in the comprehensive 

sense it is still these principles which are included in it. 

Chih Tao ,said : Is it not like the spring, the season; 

when things are born, which already enfolds within it the 

growth of summer, the fruitage of autumn, and the storage 

of winter ? 

Answer. The spring is the season when things are 

born. In Summer, autumn, and winter there is still the 

same ether flowing onward ; but in spring we have the 

idea of the new-born burst of glory. In the summer, after 

the fruit becomes fixed, this Vital Impulse gradually be¬ 

comes old. 

Huo Sun said : We can certainly recognize the mild 

and gentle ether as Love, and if we consider it ais including 

the four virtues, then naturally there is refinelment, the 

sense of obligation, and clear discrimination. 

Arij^swer. Yes. 

4. Wlienever and ,wherever Love penetrates, whatever 

should be Pighteous will be Pighteous, and whatever 

should be Peverence or Wisdom will be Peverence or 

Wisdom. Consider, also, the storing operations through¬ 

out the universe : how can there be any cessation of them ? 

All have the Vital Impulse latent in them. Just as seeds 

or peach and apricot kernels, if sown, will spring into life, 

and are not dead things—which accounts for the use of the 

word jhxi as the name for a kerneH—so we see all 

* A jjlay oa the word jen ( “ Love,” of which a secondary meaning 

is ” kernel ”. 
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things possessed of this Vital Impulisc. Thus spring is the 

Vital Impulse itself; summer is the production of things in 

their profusion; in the autumn we see this Vital Impulse 

gradually gathering itself in ; and in the winter we see it 
stored in the storehouse. 

The Philosopher further said : Spring and summer are 

the progression, autumn and winter are the retrocession ; 

just as in breathing, when exhaled the breath is warm, 
when inhaled it is cold. 

5. It is manifest that we should ^ use our efforts in all 

kinds of virtuous conduct, but how are we to ascertain 

wliat they arei ? All kinds of virtuous conduct are summed 

up in the Five Cardinal Virtues, and the Fiv0 Cardinal 

Virtues are summed up in Love. Theireflorei Confacius 

and Mencius simply taught men to seek Love. To seek 

Love is to make seriousness the ruling principle, and thus 

to seek the lost mind. If we can do this we shall have) 
found the truth. 

6. Some one asked an explanation of the statement : 
“To preserve the mind^—this is Love.” 

'AnsuW. To preserve the mind we must not be over¬ 

come by iselfish desire, we must apply ourselves with 

energy to everything we meet with requiring our attention. 

We must not allow ourselves to be led away by external 

things, but keep an extremely watchful guard* If we 

continually preserve our minds, then, in dealing with all 

affairs, ‘ although ,we may not liit the centre of the 

target, we shall not be far from it.” ^ Anxious thought 

^ ^ ^ought.” 2 p, 234. 
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and inward distraction are because we are unable to pre- 

S61T0 the mind. When we fail to preserve the mind, we 

are unable to see what we ought to see, or hear what we 

ought to hear. 

Question. Does not the secret of it all lie in 

seriousness ? 

Aiiswcr. Seriousness is not a separate thing, it is con¬ 

stantly to stir up the mind. People fly ^ through the days 

and never stop to collect their minds. 

The Philosopher said further : Although Love appears 

to have the quality of strength and directness, it really 

is a mild and gentle thing. But in its operation 

it manifests several phases ; there must be moral insight, 

courtesy, and judgment, these three, before the deed of 

Love is complete. But when the deed is done, these three 

retire and Love remains mild and gentle, because its 

original nature is such. Men only see the moral insight, 

refinement, and judgment ; but to say that these are the 

fundamental qualities of man is wrong. Spring is 

essentially mild and gentle, and therefore gives birth to 

things : this is why we say that Love is the spring. 

7. Some one asked about the statement : “ To pre¬ 

serve the mind^—this is Love.” ' 

Answer. This sentence is veiy good, but in the 

sentence following, “ If a thing is in harmony with the 

mind do it, if not, then do not do it,” the) writer hast 

digressed, and is treating of what pertains to Righteous¬ 

ness and not Love. Moreover, we need only to take 

^ fl Giles gives the meaning as “to swoop down like a hawk ”. 
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Mencius’ statement, “ Love is man’s mind and Righteous¬ 

ness is man’s path,” ^ in order to see the difference 

between Love and Righteousness. For ‘‘ Love is the 

virtue of the mind ” ; when we preserve the mind there 

can be nothing but Love. For example, when the sage 

speaks of “ The mastery of self and the return to right 

principle”,2 he simply means that when we have put 

ajway selfish desires the mind will be continually pre¬ 

served, and is not at this point speaking of conduct. When 

you say, “ If a thing is in harmony with the mind, do it,” 

you have stepped over the boundary and trenched upon the 

ground covered by the phrase, “ Righteousness is man’s 

path.” 'But the ability to practise Righteousness is by 

the operation of Love. The student must constantly pre¬ 

serve his mind, then he will be able to estimate both the 

phenomenon that presents itself and the law it embodies, 

and so do what he ought to do. This is the teaching of 

Confucius and Mencius. Therefore we must put the 

pursuit of Love first ; for Love is the source of all laws, 
the foundation of all phenomena, and we must first know 

it, we must first preserve and noarish it : then we shall 

have the 'point d/appui. 

8. The virtue of the ear is alertneesi, the virtue of tihe 

eye is clearness, the virtue of the mind is Love. Think 

over the meaning of these statements and study them. 

Take the expression, “ The principle of affection,” and 

study and consider it with respect to your own mind, and 

you will see what Love is. 

^ Mencius, p. 290. 2 Analects, XII, i, 1 (p. 114). 
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Love is mild and gentle, soft and yielding. Lao Tzu 

said, “ The soft and yielding belong to the class of living 

things, the strong and hard belong to the inanimate.’^ 

This represents the idea of Love. How could you sow 

seed upon stone ? Gentle like the mildness of spring ! 

Buoyant like the richness of new wine ! These are the 

true similitudes of Love. 

What is received from Heaven at the beginning is simply, 

Love, and is therefore the complete substance of the Mind. 

But Love branches out into four divisions: the 

first division is the Love of LOVE:, the second is the 

Righteousness of LOVEi, the tliird is the Reverence of 

LOVE, and the fourth is the V/isdom of LOVE—one sub¬ 

stance with four members united under the headship of 

LOVE. The Mind contains only these four, and all 

things and all events proceed from them. 

The different characteristics of heaven’s four seasons 

are very manifest. The spring gives bhth to things ; in 

summer they grow, in autumn they are reaped, and in 

Avinter they are stored. But, although divided into four 

seasons the Vital Impulse runs through them all; even 

in the severity of frost and snow there is still the Vital 

Impulse. 

When we define Love in terms of life we are going 

baclv a stage ; but we need to recognize the purpose of 

Lleaven and Earth in giving me birth. 

Note anything which is hard, such as a block of stone: 

whatever it comes to be it will be lacking in Love. 

Note Avhat takes place Avhen there is a mild and gentle, 

soft and yielding spirit : by this come “ filial piety and 
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fraternal submission, the foundatiion of Love”P In the 

case of the block of stone you can neither sow seed in it 

nor reap fruit fronf it. You can see the idea in the pro¬ 

verbial expression: “A hard heart”; when a man is 

hard .hearted, how can you talk with him ? 

In each of the expressions, solicitude, conscientiousness, 

courtesy, and moral insight, there is a combination of the 

meanings of two words. “ Solioitude ” combines the word 

“ grief ”, which is the initial word, with “ distress' ”, which 

means pain ; “ conscientiousness ” combines the word 

“shame”, meaning shame at my own wickedness,^ with 

hatred meaning hatred of wdckedness in others ; 

courtesy ” combines the word “ humility ”, having refer¬ 

ence to myself, with “complaisance”, having reference 

toothers ; the expression “moral insight,” explains itself.^ 

As isoon as Love exists it produces Eeverence ; there¬ 

fore Love answers to the spring, and Eeverence to the 

summer. Eighteousness represents decision and restraint, 

and when you obtain Wisdom you readh the end ; therefore 

Eighteousness and Wisdom answer to autumn and winter. 

When, having thus clearly understood Love, we come 

to practise it, we must “master self and return to right 

principle”.^ “When we go abroad we must behave to 

1 Analects, I, ii, 2 (p. 3). 

The sense of the shame which we usually call conscience ” d see 
Faber’s Mind of Mencius, p. 114. 

^ lit. : “ right and wrong,” or “ true and false ”, with the idea 

of discrimination between them, which is “ moral insight ”. Faber calls 

^ (here translated “ wisdom ”) “ Moral Knowledge ” (see Mind of Mencius, 

p. 98). Legge also says, “ It will he seen how to ‘ knowledge,’ ‘ wisdom,’ 

he (Mencius) gives a moral sense.” See Mencius, p. 79, note. 
^ Analects, XII, i, 1 (p. 114). 
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everyone as if we were receiving an honoured guest, we 

must employ people as if assisting at a great saorifice,^ 

and we must not do to otihers what we would not wish 

done to ourselves.”^ This is to practise Love. 

9. Chou Ming Tso asked about Love. 

Answer. The saints and sages in their diseourse some¬ 

times referred to the essential principle, as in the sentence, 

‘‘Love is man's Mind”,;^ and at other times referred to 

the practice of Love as in the sentence, To master self and 

return to right principle." 

10. Love is spontaneous, reciprocity is produced 

voluntarily ; Love is natural, reciprocity is by effort; Love 

is uncalculating, and has nothing in view,^ reciprocity is 

calculating and has an object before it. 

11. The earlier philosophers, in teaching men to seek 

Love, spoke only of its profound depth, its mildness and 

purity, including all ethical principles. 

12. Love is the principle of affection, and altruism is 

the principle of Love ; therefore, if there is altruism there is 

Love, and if there is Love there is affection. 

13. Chou Ming Tso : To be cleansed from selfish desire 

is Love. 
Answer, To say that when we are cleansed from selfish 

desii'o Love in its substanoe is manifested, is allowable; 

but you must not say that to be freed from selfish desire 

is Love. For example, the light of the sun and'moc^n 

1 

3 

Ibid., XII, ii (p. 115). 

= a visible object facing one. 

^ Mencius, p. 290. 
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when covered by clouds and mist is invisiblie^, but you 

could not ^point to tlie disappearance of the clouds and 

mist and say that that is the sun or moon. And so water, 

when mixed with sand and stone, is certainly not in its 

orig'inal condition, but when you have removed the sand 

and stone and have nothing but water left, you do not say 

that the absence of the sand and stone is the water. 

14. Yii Cheng Shu said : The absence of selfish desire 
is Love. 

■Answer. To say that when selfish desire is absent we 

have Love is allowable, but to say that the absence of selfish 

desire is Love is incorrect. 'For it is simply that when 

selfisa' desire is absent Love is made manifest, just as 

when there is nothing to dhoke the channel water can flow 
freely. 

Fang Shu ^ said : To be one with all things in the universe 
is Love. 

Answer. The absence of selfishness is antecedent to 

Love ; to be one with all things in the universe comes 

aftei: Love. Let there be no selfishness and Love will 

follow ; let there be Love and there will follow the one-^ 

ness with all things in the universe. (It is important to 

distinguish between the two.) Whatj after all is Love 

like ? If we wish to understand the meaning of the term, 

we must consider the three words. Righteousness, Rever¬ 

ence, and Wisdom together. If we really wish to see the 

typical expression of Love, we must practise the mastery 
of self and the return to right principle ”.2 (Love as 

^ Li Fang Shu, a friend and pupil of Su Tung P‘o, the poet. 
2 Analects, XII, i, 1 (p. 114). 
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explained by tlie modern schools is like sauce which ail say 

is sweet, and yet they have never tasted it, and do noli 

even know what sort of flavour sweetness is.) The sages 

never explained it; it simply rested with the learner to 

embody it in his own person. 

15. The word Love is expressive of breadth, and 

represents the entire substance. The words solicitude and 

tender affection express its essential similitude. 

16. Love is the root, soliciitude is the young sapling, 

while “attachment to parents, love of the people, and 

kindness to other creatures are its expansion in 

branches and leaves. 

17. Question. In your written reply to the Hu 

Hsiang school,^ used the word “affection” to 

explain Love ; what was your meaning ? 
Answer'. It was because Shang TsAi^ laid too much 

stress on the word “ Consciousness ”, and so he bordered 

on the “ Meditation ” doctrine. 

'Question. Kuei Slian,^ however, analysed the term 

“ solicitude ”, did he not ? 

1 Mencius, p. 352. 

“ See p. 28, n. 4. 

^ Hsieh Liang Tso ^ Hsien Tao ^ native 

of Shang Ts‘ai (Jl ^), in Honan. His literary name was Shang Ts‘ai 

from the name of his birthplace. He studied under both the brothers 

Ch‘eng, and himself established a school called the “ Shang Ts‘ai School ”. 

(Cf. p. 324.) He seems to have been of a restless, impulsive disposition, 

but an earnest student with phenomenal memory. See ^ pt. xxiv ; 

^ , pt. XV, f. 21£f. Cf. pp. 348-9 of this volume. 

* See p. 26, n. 1. 
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Ajisiver. Kuei Slian’s statement: “ The universe is one 

with mjself, etc./’ is also too wide. 

(Question. Does this refer to the substance of Love ? 

Ariswer. It is not the substance but the capacity of 

Love. Love, it is true, has consciousness, but to say that 

consciousness is Love is not correct. It is also true that 

Love can be one with the universe, but to call oneness 

witii the universe Love is not correct. ‘For example, in 

speaking of a room, without discussing whether its pillars 

are made of wood or its partitions of bamboo, we say it 

is so large, it contains many things. So with the phrase, 

‘oneness with' the universe,” it simply expresses the 

capacity of Love. (Prom the mention of the word 

“ Meditation’’ arose tlie subject of “Capacity,”.) 

18. Question. Scholars of the Ch'enig school explained 
Love as “ ConsciousnessThe Ke Chai Chi2 does not 

agree with it. What is your opinion ? 

^ In the Literary Remains Ch'eng Ming Tao is recorded as saying, 

“ In medical books a hand or foot which is numb is said to be ^ 

(lit. : ‘ without love ’) ” ; and from this he draws an illustration of Love. 

For Love is the recognition of all things as one with myself, while the 

lack of ]ove means that I am unconscious of amy connexion of other things 

with myself, as in the case of the hand or foot when it is paralysed or numb ; 

see ^ pt. ii, a, f. 2. This is what is meant by tho “Conscious¬ 

ness ” theory. The absence of “ consciousness ” in this sense, is the 

“ non-recognition of ethical principle ” ; see pp. 332-3. The analogy is 

elsewhere still further applied to the term “solicitude ” (W «) , one of 

the Four Terminals or Feelings, corresponding to Love (fn) as one of the 

Four Principles. The two characters ts ‘e (flij) and yin (^) mean “ pain ” 

or “ pity ” and “ distress ”. When a limb is numb it is insensible to 

“ pain ” and there is no feeling of “ distress ”, and is therefore said to 

be (without Love), just as in the ethical sphere to lack “ solicitude ” 
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Answer. Love cannot be separated from affection. The 

Shang Ts'ai school all reject affection as the explanation of 

Love. They had regard to I Chuans statement 

“Universal affection is not Love.^ Love is a principle 

of the Nature,2 affection is Feeling”. But I Chhian did 

not say that affection is not Love. If anyone had asked 

him the question, he would certainly have said : 

^'Affection is the feeling of Love, and Love is the 

principle ^ of affection.” In this way we can understand 

the matter. The pity is that those of this school have 

taken hold of that one idea, and so explain Love wholly 

by “ Consciousness ”, to the detriment, it would seem, of 

its true explanation in terms of the emotion love. As 

a consequence of this, having passed over the true 

is to be lacking in the manifestation of Love (f^l). A section of Ch'eng 

Tzu’s disciples, led by Hsieh Shang Ts'ai (cf. p. 322), gave an excessive 

emphasis to this explanation, excluding the idea of “ affection ” (^) 

from the term “ Love ” (fll), and so restricting the latter to the idea of 

consciousness ”. See p. 338. They became a separate school, dis¬ 

tinguished by the “ Consciousness Theory ”. 

2 The writings of Shih Tzii Chung (ig ^ ®.)» ^ disciple of Chu Hsi, 

a native of Tai Chou, and at one time in office at T'ung An, where Chu Hsi 

first held office. His literary name was K‘e Chai name of 

his home. 
^ A direct contradiction of Han Yii’s statement in the Yuan Tao 

(j^ 7^) “universal affection is Love” (||| ^ pg 

Han Yu interpreted jen. (-jll) in terms of ai (^) like other scholars who 

preceded the two Ch'engs ; but the latter philosophers maintained that 

the word could not be explained simply in terms of ai (^), although this 

is its basal idea. See p. 332. 

2 Love, Righteousness, etc., are called the £ tt , the five nature- 

principles. 

2 Lit. nature or nature-principle. 
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application, of the word ‘^Love” they Lave no proper 
definition of it to give. The passage, “When people see 

a child about to fall info a Vv^ell, they will all without 

exception experience a feeling of alarm and distress,” i 

bears on this closely. The saints and sages in expouiyding 
Love all start from this passage. 

Question. Does not consciousness also have the Vital 
Impulse ? 

Ansiver. Certainly, but to explain Love in terms of 

consciousness is too cold. Consciousness pertains more 

to intellect, and only in a small degree tor Love. Love is 

the idea of harmony. But to add another sentence would 

be repetition. You must study, it for yourself and you 
will get the meaning. 

19. The Hunan school ^ in their exposition of Love 

have all of them', for many years, been in the habit of 

propounding a speculative theory without any foundation 

for it. I saw recently that Wang Jih Hsiu, in explaining 

Mencius, said,: “The Dh‘i Lin is a lion.”a Love is 

essentially solicitous, mild, and generous, but, as described 

by them fictitious notions are imported into it, and the 

idea of fierceness is addedl, as if it actually had beetling 

brows and glaring eyes. It is just like Wang Jih Hsiu’s 

saying that the Ch‘i Lin is a lion, attributing to this 

hai'mless creature the appearance of one devouring all 

kinds of beasts. All this proceeds from the use of the word 

consciousness (The Ch i Lin did not eat raw flesh or 
^ Mencius, p. 78. 

2 See p. 175, n. 7. 

3 The “ Ch'i Lin ” is a fabulous animal said to be a species of giraffe, 

and which it would be utterly incongruous to speak of as a “ lion ”. 
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raw vcg'^tablo, wliil© tli© lion, as soon as it K©ars th.6 sound 

of any beast, soizeis it and tears it to pieces.) 

20. As the ‘'principle of affection” Love is referred to 

in the narrovf sense of one of the four nature-principles ; 
as the “virtue of the mind” it is referred to in the com- 
prohensive sense as including' all the four.^ Therefore, 

speaking collectively the four virtues are all virtues of 

the mind, but Love is the ruling virtue; speaking 
severally. Love is the principle of affection. Righteous¬ 
ness is the principle of obligation. Reverence is 

the principle of respectfulness and couidesy; and Wisdom 

is the principle of moral discrimination. 

21. The statement, “ Love is the principle of affection,” 
reigardis , Love as divided into Tour. Love is the 

principle of affection ; affection for men or for other 
creatures is the manifestation of this principle. 
Righteousness is the principle of obligation, Reverence is 

the principle of respectfulness, Wisdom is the principle 
of moral discriminiation. Principles are invisible : it is 
from affection, the sense of obligation, respectfulness, and 
moral insight, that we know that there are the principles 
Love, Righteousness, Reverence, and Wisdom in the mind 
—what are termed the virtues of the mind. But tnis 
ability of Love thus to include the four virtues is in its 
pervading operation, what is called, “preserving in union 
the conditions of great harmony.” ^ Xove is a principle 

of life. To be without Love is to be dead. Man is never 
without Love, it is simply clouded by selfish desire ; when 

‘ Soe p. 312. 3 Yi Ching, p. 213. 
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he “masters self and returns to right principle”,! Love is 
found to be still present. 

Chill Chhng^ said : Selfish desire is not an additio-nal 

thing, it is simply the mind’s perverted condition. 

Wang Cheng Pu asked : The minister Tzii Wen three 

times took office and three times retired from office, and 

the sage could not say that he was actuated by Love ; ^ but 

Kuan Chung was pronounoed^ as having Love.^ Why 
was this ? 

Answer. The thrice taking office and thrice retiring 

was a private matter. When Kuan Chung came out, it 

was really to accomplish a work of Love. For example, 

one man perishes suddenly where he sits or stands,^ another 

relying onhis integrity suffers a violent death for righteous¬ 

ness’sake. Really it is the man who relying on his modera¬ 

tion, dies for righteousness’ sake who is counted good, while 

the man who dies where he sits or stapdis reaps no benefit. 

Hwan Ya Fu asked a question about the passage which 
speaks of sacrificing one’s life in order to preseiwe in its 

completeness, and seeking life at the cost of injuring Love.^ 

Answer. The desire for life inevitably means the 

heart’s unrest. If when principle demands death, the 

^ Analects, XII, i, 1 (p. 114). 

^ Huang Kan (t m, style. Cliih Cli‘ing, a disciple of Chu Hsi; see 
p. 246, n. 2. 

^ See Analects, V, xviii, 1 (p. 43). 

* Ibid., XIV, xvii (p. 145-6). 

° Referring to the fixed posture of the Buddhist ascetic who remains 

in that posture until he dies. The point of the argument is in the 

difference between the selfish motives, on the one hand, and the 
altruistic motives, on the other, in the cases cited. 

® Analects, XV, viii (p. 161). 
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sacrifice of life is made, then, though the body dies, 

the principle abides. 

Ya Fu said : It is important to collect all the passages 

whioh refer to Love and study them together. 

^Answer. This is’ indeed a quick m'ethod, but it is not 

a good method. It is best to study the passages in order. 

Although, sometimes, after you have understood the 

meaning of a particular section, it may seem to you as if 

you have forgotten it, nevertheless, suddenly, as you grasp 

the meaning of another section, you will find that the idea 

comes back to you with perfect clearness. ' 

22. Someone asked for an explanation of the sentence. 

“Love is the virtue of the mind.’’^ 

Answer. Eighteousness, Eeverence, and Wisdom are aE 

contained in the Mind, while Love is all-comprehensive. 

Speaking of these separately. Love’s special province is 

affection. Speaking of them colljectively. Love includes 

the other three. 

Some one asked : What is meant by saying that Love 

has the Vital Impulse ? 

Answer. It is because of the Vital Impulse that mind 

is a living thing. There must be this mind^ before we 

can know humility, before we can know conscientiousness, 

and before we can know right and wrong. If the mind 

is not living how can we know humility, conscientiousness,, 

and the difference between right and wrong ? Further, it 

is like the birth of things in spring : when the growing 

season of summer comes it is the life that grows, when 

^ See p. 312. 

^ “ This mind ” refers to “ Love ” ('t). 
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the fruiting season of autumn oomeis it is the life that 

yields fruit, and in the consummating season' of winter 

it is the life that is consummated. In the ripening of all 

kinds of grain, when the process has reached to seven- or 

eight-tenths of the fruitage, if tlie root is cut off the life 

perishes, and not more than the seven- or eight-tenths of the 

grain are obtained. If the life does not perish the ten 

tenths may be reached. This is reaped and stored, and 

apparently the life ceases'; but in the following year, if 

it be sown, there wnlf be the return of life. The various 

philosophers of the past have differed in their study of 

Love. But the modern definition of it as the principle of 

affection means that in “the mastery of self, and the 

return to right principle we require nothing else than 

that we should preserve this affection, and that “the 

mastery of self and return to right principle ” is not in 

itself Love. To make friends of the most virtuous 

scholars, and take service with the most worthy of the 
great officers,”^ also means nothing else than that there 

should be a manifestation of this affection. It is so with 
all the rest.3 

23. Question. How do you explain the definition, “The 
principle of affection and the virtue of the mind ^ 

Answer. A principle is in the Nature. Because in the 

Nature there is this principle of affection, therefore when 

it is manifested there is unfailing affection. Ch eng Tzu 

1 Analects, XII, i, 1 (p. 114). 

^ Ibid., XV, ix (p. 161). 

^ All the rest of the passages in the Classics on Love (L*). 
See above. 
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said : “ The mind is like the seed, the nature-principle of 

its life is Love.’’^ The expression “The nature-principle 

of its life ” corresponds to the expression “ The principle 

of affection 

24. In saying that altruism is Love, altruism must not 

be regarded as parallel to Loye. Altruism is simply the 

absence of selfishness ; when there is noi selfishness Love 

has free course. When the Master Ch‘eng said “Altruism 

is near to if” he did not mean near in the sense of being 

like it, but when there is altruism Love is present, 

therefore he used the word “near”. For example, the 

passage “ To know what is first and what is last is to be 

near the truth ”2 does not mean that the truth consists 

in what is first and what is last, but that when we know 

these we are near the truth. Just as when you remove 

the dam the water flows freely, but the flow of water is 

not made by the removal of the dam. The water is there 

originally, but dammed up ; as soon as the dam is removed 

it flows. Love is there originally, but is cut off by 

selfishness ; when one’s selfishness is conquered and 

removed that which then acts is Love. 

Huo Sun said : Altruism is the substance of Love, and 

Love is Law. 

Ansvjer. You need not explain it in this way: to do 

so is a futile lack of discrimination. What is needed is 

simply the absence of selfishness. When there is the 

absence of selfishness there is the absence of anything 

which beclouds Law. V/ith people of the present day joy 

^ ® xviii, f. 3. 

2 G.L., p. 221. 
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is selfish joy, anger is selfish anger, grief is selfish 

grief, fear is selfish fear, affection is selfish affection, 

hatred is selfish hatred, desire is selfish desire. If 

we can master our selfishness and “ with broadness of 

mind be actuated bj, a high altruism then joy will be 

altruistic joy, anger will be altruistic anger ; grief, fear, 

affection, hate, desire will all be altruistic. This matter 

is very important in its consequences. Y/hat Yen Tzl 

learned from the Master was simply that “ the mastery 

of self an'd the return to right principle is Lore ”.2 In the 

study of a book one should shun most of all the vice of 

expounding it according to one’s preconceived ideas, an4 

trying to make the book accord with them, not realizing 

that they do not represent the real meaning of what we 

are reading. We ought to make our explanation accord 

with the author’s meaning, and if in our endeavour to) 

make that meaning clear v/e find that there are obscure 

passages, then compare them vdth our own ideas. 

Hu Wu Feng3 said: ‘‘Man may be lacking in Love, 

but the mind never.” This is most excellently said. Love) 

may be hidden by man’s selfish desires and so rendered 

invisible, but it is still present in the mind. It is like the 

sun and moon, which are originally bright and clear, and 

thougn hidden by the clouds, are still bright and clear ; or 

like water which, though dammed up by mud and therefore 

not flowing, still possesses the flowing nature. Therefore 

^ See p. 245. 

2 Analects, XII, i, 1 (p. 114). 

^ See p. 25, n. 2. 
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“the mastery of self, aixd the return to right principle 

is Love only in the sense that when we have conquered' 

selfish desire we find Love still present. Or it is like a 

mirror which originally was bright and clear, but because 

of the dust has become blurred ; if you wipe away the 

dust you will find the brightness and clearness still there. 

26. Questio7i. In the “Eemains” the use of the 

expression pu jen ” by the medical profession is borrowed 

to explain Love.^ In ainother paragraph it is stated that 

the medical schcol call insensibility to pain “pu jen”.^ 

Again, unconsciousness, the non-recognition of ethical 

principle, is regarded as being without Love. And yet 

again, the subject is explained in term's of consciousness. 

Answer. Yes, but the “Consciousness’' is conscious¬ 

ness with respect to principle. 
Question. Is this in accord with the teaching of Shang 

Ts'ai ^ or not ? 
Ansiver. No, it is different ; Shang Tshi explained 

“ Consciousness ” as the first stage in recognizing this 

mind.^ 
Question. What do you think of Nan Hsien’s ® statement 

1 Analects, XII, i, 1 (p. 114). 

2 Lit. “ without love ”. 

^ Hsieh Liang Tso, whose literary name was Shang Ts‘ai; see ^, 

pt. xxiv, f. 1. Cf. p. 323 of this volume. 

5 That is, the ethical mind ; ]lt, “this,” refers back to “principle,” 

in Chu Hsi’s preceding answer. 

6 The literary name of Chang Ch‘ih (5^ ;fj), Chu Hsi’s friend and 

opponent j see J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi and the SunQ School, 

chap. iv. 
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that Shamg Ts'ai’s .account of “consciousness” is different 
from the “Intelligence”! of Buddhism ? 

Answer. When Shang Ts ai says : “ It flows forth from 

the mind,” he does not differ a great deal from Buddhism. 

Your statement that consciousness of pain represents the 

faculty of consciousness with respect to principle is good, 

but it is the second stage. For a satisfactory explanation 

you must ask : How do we know pain ? Where does the 

pulse come from ? 2 Whence does this consciousness 
proceed ? 

Some one said : If we do not discover the souroe we have 

not reached the immaterial principle, hut are speaking 
only of what is material. 

Answer. True. The passage in which I Chffian speaks 
of tne nature of the seed-corn is very good.^ 

27. Question. What is meant by the whole breast 
being filled with Bolicitous mind ? ^ 

Answer. The word “ breast ” refers simply to the 
hollow parts of the body. 

Question. Does it mean that at birth man possesses the 
solicitous mind in its fullness ? 

^ The same word as that which is translated “ consciousness ” above. 

The expressions ® and ^ ^ cannot be consistently rendered by one 

word in English. Sometimes the idea is mere sensation, sometimes fully 

devemped intelligence. Most often it is expressed by the more general 

term consciousness As used by Ming Tao to illustrate Love it is 

^ ConscmusnessAs representing the teaching of the Buddhists 

Intelligence is the best rendering. Its use by Shang Ts‘ai hovers 
between the tv/o. 

See p. 342. 

’ 7n , pt. hi, f. 7 ; 

, pt. hi, f. 3 
see p. 235 of this volume for translation, 

cf. ibid., pt. vh, f. 1. 
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Ansiuer. It is so regErded in the present day. When 

what I do is not satisfactory and I feel dissatisfied, this 

is the solicitous mind. Lin Tse Chihi once said, ‘‘A man 

as high as seven feet, if he receives a pin prick m his 

'body will feel the pain.’^ 
Question. Such being the case with my body, will it 

be the same in my conduct of affairs ? ^ 
Answer. The response to environment by the Mind is 

infinite in its multifariousness. If in every single instance 

there is this solicitous mind, then it is Lovei,; if in one 

instance it is absent, then it is to that extent not Love.' 

[Question. Is the original mind in such a case still 

present ? ^ ^ 
'Answer. Up till now I have not thought out whether it 

is present or not ; according to the principle of the thing 

it is present, but not in the particular spot in which this 

feeling of solicitude is lacking. For example : “ Within 

the sea-boundaries all are the king’s servants but there 

is one district where the people do not submit to the king s 

sway, and rebels set themselves up as princes and lulers. 

In such a district there is no king^j and yet the king is 

there, hut he cannot be relied upon. You must not say, 

however! i The Divine Law is in some other place and 

not here,^ I can let my selfish desire have full play and 

it will not matter”. Wang Hsin Po was in a room with 

1 See p. 12, n. 2. 
2 That is, will one minute fault cause “ pain and distress ” ? 

5 That is, in the case where “ in one instance the feeling of solicitude is 

absent 
^ Allusion to Odes, p. 360. 

® Lit. “ only there.” 
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Fan Po who ashed him : “ Ought not a man to regard 

eyej. jtliing^in the universe as falling within the sphere of 

us Love . TV ang pointed to the window sill and asked 

^an : Should the window fall v^ithin the sphere of one’s 

Love ? ” Fan was silent. To my thinking he ought to 

have replied : “If this window does not come within the 

sphei'e of my Love why do I not sntash it ?^’ If in a 

man s conduct of affairs, every case is dealt with rightly, 

then every case has come within the sphere of his Love. 

Take the window for instance : to be treated properly, it 
should be papered 1 in some part or other, and not be 
smashed without reason. 

Question. “Love regards all things as one.”2 -When 

mattei's have actually come before us for action, then we 

have the means of dealing with them ; but before Uiey are 

actually present V/>e are not in a position to enter into them. 
What is your opinion ? 

Answei Even when they are not actually present the 
principle is, and when they are preisent we deal with them 
in accordance with it. 

28. Question. How does the solicitous mind include 
the four Terminals ? 

Ansiuer. Solicitude is manifested at the time of the first 

movement of the mind. Conscientiousness, moral insight, 

and respectfulness are possible only when solicitude has 
become active ; they are seen only in its movement. Take 

for example the four season^; apart from the vital ether 

1 Tile windov/ supposed would be one of lattice-work covered with thin 
paper which has to be renewed from time to time. 

^ ^, pt. xiii, f. 18. 
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of things in spriiig, what growth oould there be in isummer? 

What would be reaped in autumn? Or what would be 

stored in winter ? 

29. The Principle of Origin is the beginning of the 

production of things by Heaven and Earth. The Yi 

says : “ Great is Yiian, the Principle of Origin, indicated 

by Chhen! All things owe' to it their beginning 

“ Perfect is Yuan, the Principle of Origin, indicated by 

K‘un ! All things owe to it their birth”.2 From this w^e 

learn that the Principle of Origin is the thread running 

through all stages in the production of things by Heaven 

and Earth. Yuan is the Vital Impulse, in Heng it becomes 

the development of the Vital Impulse, in Li it is its 

fruitage, and in Cheng its completion. It is the same with 

Love. Love is essentially the Vital Impulse, the feeLng of 

solicitude ; if this Vital Impulse is wounded, the feeling 

of solicitude is called forth. Conscientiousness also is 

Love manifesting itself in Rignteousness 5 courtesy is Lo\ e 

manifesting itself in Reverencef 5 and moral insight is Love 

manifesting itself in Wisdom. If a man have not Love how 

can he have Righteousness, Reverence, and Wisdom ? 

30. Question. Ch‘eng Tzu said: Love is To main¬ 

tain inward correctness by seriousness, and to regulate 

outward conduct by righteousnessi How can uhese 

be regarded as Love ? 
A.71SW67'. These too are Love. If we can attain to the 

perfect cleansing from selhsh desire, and Divine Law have 

1 Yi Ching, p. 213. 

2 Ibid., p. 214. 

» Ibid., p. 420. 
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free course, all these may be termed Love. For example : 

Wide laming and earnest purpose, eager inquiiy and 

thouignt with seif-application—Love is in these ” ; i or “ To 

master self and return to right principle ”2 ig also Love ; 

y hen you go abroad, to behave to everyone as if you were 

receiving an honoured guest, to employ the people as if 

assisting at a great sacrifice,” ^ are also Love ; “ In private 

life to be sedate, in handling public business to be 

serious, in intercourse with all to be ingenuous,” ‘ are 

also Love. -Wliatever path you follow, once entered upon, 

only letithefollov/ed till the goal of perfection is reached; 
then all are equally the paths of Love. 

31. “Probably in every case when ‘the mind cannot be 

held firmly ’ s it is lacking in love.” In view of this state¬ 

ment« the question was asked : The original substanoa 

of the mind is oalm, empty and clear, free from' the en¬ 

tanglement of even a hair’s breadth of selfish desire, in 

which case the virtue of the mind does not fail to be pre¬ 

served. The inability to. hold the mind firmly is the result of 

the confusion caused by selfish desire, which means the 

wandering of the mind, and the perishing of its virtue. 

Anstner. According to your statement, it is because 

of the inability to hold the mind firmly that Love is said 

to ho lacking. But in this instance, the phrase “ lacking 

in Love ” means that it is because of the lack of Love thah 
there is the inability to hold the mind firmly. 

1 

3 
6 

Analects, XIX, vi (p. 205). 
Ibid., XII, ii (p. 115). 

^ ^, pt. xiii, f. 17. 

2 Ibid., XII, i, 1 (p. 114). 
^ Ibid., XIII, xix (p. 135). 

® By Chu Hsi. 
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32. Question, How do you explain Cliou Tzus not 

removing’ the g^rass from the front of his window^ and the 

remark that its Vital Impulse was the same as in 

himself ? ^ 
Answer. It rwas just that accidentally he saw what 

accorded with his own impulse. 
Question. Was Heng Ch u’s reference to the braying 

of jihe ass 2 intended to illustrate the spontaneous activity, 

of la man’s original instinct ? 
Answer. Certainly it was so, but he also heard it 

accidentally. In the case quoted of the grass according 

with Chou Tzii’s own impulse, would not the leaves of 

a tree also have a likeness to himself ? And in the case pf 

the braying of the ass being akin to one s ov/n calling out, 

would not the neighing of the horse be equally akin ? 

Question. ,Wa3 Ch‘eng Tzu’s use of the phenomenon of 

the production of things by Heaven and Earth the same ? ^ 

Answer. He also observed this by accident simply, ^nd 

then gave utterance to it in order to teach others. But you 

must not suppose that all you need is to observe the 

phenomenon of the production of things. 

Question. “ In observing young chickens we can observe 

Love.” This illastration surely is to the point, express¬ 

ing as it does the first manifestation of the Vital Impulse.^ 

1 Refers to an incident in Chou Tzu’s life, and his answer to a request 

for an explanation ; see ^ pt. hi, f. 2. 

2 jg pt. hi, f. 2. ^ 58 > P^- 

^ The “ vital impulse ” is regarded as a manifestation oijen (fc = Love). 

It represents the instinctive love of hfe which characterizes all living things, 

corresponding to the Divine love of life manifested in the love of creating 

things, as shown in the preceding examples. Here there is a further 

extension of the idea. 
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Answer. It is simply because of the transparency of 

their skin that observation is possible. In the full-grown 

bird it is not that Love could not be observed, except for 

the fact that the skin is thick. 

33. Pi Ta^ said: WhenTzuHou^ heard of the birth of 

a prince he rejoiced greatly, but was sad at the sight of 

staiwing people eating a meal.^ Cheng Ch‘un remarked 

on this as rejoicing with those that rejoice and grieving 

with those that grieve. Lu Tzu Shou^ Baidi: “He simply 

made the incident a text.” You, sir, asked him : “Have 

you thought about it thoroughly ? ” He answered : “ All 

things are one in matter and one in substance; it is when 

that which resides in me is perfectly altruistic and without 

egoism that there can be the absence of all separating 

barriers, and I can rejoice with those that rejoice, and 

grieve with those that grieve.” 

Answer. That is so far true, but it only represents 

a part of the matter. When Cheng Ch‘un said this, he was 

indeed using the incident merely as a text, without really 

understanding the matter. What sort of egoism is there 

in earth and wood for instanoq ? And yet they have no 

union with other things. Man, however, possesses this 

mind originally, and therefore, if he be perfectly altruistic 
^ Wu Pi Ta, style Po Feng ; see ^, pt. Ixix, f, 53. 

^ Chang Tsai (5fi «), whose style was Tzu Hou. 

® Pl- iih 2. 
^ The second of the three brothers—Lu Tzii Mei, Lu Tzu Shou, and 

Lu Tzu Ching. Lu Tzu Shou’s ming was Chiu Ling ^). The 

family home was Chin Ch‘i in Fuhkien. He was associated with 

his younger brother, Tzu Ching (-f ^), as a teacher of philosophy. Both 

were contemporaries and opponents of Chu Hsi. 
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and withoafc egoism, all .things will be under his oentrol, 

and there vhll be nothing to eome betwe^ them and him. 

34. Love is latent in the feeljing of solicitude: this is 

Love as substance.^ jWhen several things are accomplished 

each action contains its own bit of Love and this is its 

operation.^ 

35. ,The inclusion of the four virtues in Love is like 

the union of tlie six ministers under the headship of the 

Piime Ministor. 

36. If thought as soon as it springs up is firmly held, 

that is Love; but if the thought as soon as it springs up 

goes ostrlay, then it is robbed of its Love ; if when it ought 

to dispense deeds it errs, it is robbed of its Eeverenee ; 

if when it ought to be gathering in it lerrs, it is robbed of 

its Eightoousness ; if when it ought to be still and at rest 

it errs, it is robbed of its Wisdom. This principle is present 

in everything. 

37. Spring is the beginning of tlie year. From it 

proceed summer, autumn, and van ter all born of 

the spring. Therefore Love is said to include the four 

virtues for the simple reason that the four are one. But 

as to tliree Yuan—in Yuan, tlie principle of Origin, there 

are included the principles of Origin, Beauty, Utility, and 

Potentiality ; and conversely the principles of Origin, 

Beauty, Utility, and Potentiality have each its Yuan, or 

1 lit, " bones ", as the framework of a thing, or the ribs of a fan. 

^ is equivalent to which is an " event ” in contrast to ^, 

a " thing ", or “ operation " in contrast to " substance . 
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principle of Origin. If we grasp this idea, the statement 

that Love includes the four virtues will be clearer. 

38. Question. I Ch‘uan said: The Vital Impulse in 

all; things is fully capable of ohservation. What is your 

opinion ? 

Answer. At the beginning of life, when tlnngs are not 

far removed from their source, it is certainly easy 

to observe ; but when branches are formed’ and leaves are 

put forth in ,their luxuriance, it is not easy. As in the 

case of the child falling into the well, the feeling of solici¬ 

tude and alarm is Love in its elementary stage, and 

when we meet with it we can easily perceive it. But in 

tlie case of “instituting a government dispensing Love”^ 

it is so far-reaching2 that we cannot see where the Love is. 

39. Question. In the “ Literary Remains it is said : 

“ In feeling the pulse we may see what Love really is.” ^ 

Does not this mean a sincere seeking after it ? ^ 

Chu Hsi. Is it the one who feels the pulse that icpre- 

sents Love, or the pulse itself ? 

^ See Mencius, p. 78. In the case of solicitude concerning a child who 

has fallen into a well, it is easy to watch and analyse the springs of Love, 

but in the case of government with its complicated and far-reaching 

organization, often masking its " love ” in law and severe punishment, it 

is not by any means so easy. 

2 Mencius, p. 22. 

^ The origin of the saying was in an interview between Ming Tao and 

Hsieh Liang Tso. While sitting together one was feeling the other’s 

pulse and Ming Tao remarked, " In feeling the pulse we may see what love 

really is.” See ^ pt. hi, f. 1. 

^ Just as the physician in feeling the pulse is intent and sensitive to its 

slightest beat. 
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Questioner. The act of feeling the pulse represents 

Love. 
Chu Hsi. If that be the case, then, when feeling the 

pulse, we ought also to cherish the resolve to embody Love 

in practice.1 

Chu Hsi further asked Fei Chdng: ^ What is your 

opinion of Chung Ssu’s ^ statement ? 

Fei Ch ing : According to my ^ view it is the same as 

in the case of the young chicken. 

Chu Hsi. How ? 

Fei Chhng. The young ohicken represents Love. 

Chu Hsi. Vv^hat about feeling the pulse and embodying 

Love in practice ? 
Fei Chhng. The pulse is the permeating flow of the 

blood. By feeling the pulse we can perceive Love. 

Cha Hsi. Yes, it is probably so. The blood pervades 

the whole body; it is so also with' the principle of Love. 

The Philosopher further asked: How do young 

chickens represent Love ? 

Tao Fu^ said: You, sir, once said it was because of 

the tenderness which characterizes the beginning of their 

life. 
Chu Hsi. Looked at in this way the meaning is some¬ 

what clearer, for at this time they drink, they peck their 

food with perfect self-possession, and as yet have no 

1 That is, Gha Hsi does not agree with the questioner that " Jeding the 

pulse ’’ represents Love ; see below. 

2 Surnamed Ghu 

^ The original questioner. 

* fg 3^ is Chu Fei Gh‘ing. 

® See p. 178, n. 6. 
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experience of The alarms pf fightmg and raiding. This 

it is that represents Love. 

40. - Question. With reference fo Mtruism, is it 

correct to say that it is the principle of Love, that Love 

is a principle of flowing movement and the putting forth 

of life, and that it is for this reason that altruism as( em¬ 

bodied in man is termed Love ? ^ 

^Answer. This is not easy to answer. The statement, 

“ Altruism as embodied in man is Love,” is somewhat 

faulty ; but if we really understand what is meant hy it, 

Vv^e shall recognize that it is well said. 'It was on this 

account that Ch‘eng Tzu also said : ‘‘Altruism comes near 

to Love.” For Love belongs to the connotation of the 

word “man”. You possessed it origiiiafly, you brought 

it with you at your birth^^ but because of the lacU 

of altruism it has been covered up and choked so that 

it cannot flow forth ; if you can attain to altruism. Love 

will have free course. It is like the water in a dyke, 
which, obstructed 3 and clogged by sand and earth, ceases 

to flow ; if you can remove the obstructions the water will 

flow freely. It is not that you go outside and bring in 

fresh water to throw into the dyke ; the water was in the 

dyke originally but was impeded by foreign substances. 

Remove the obstruction and the water has free course. 

In the saying, “ To master self and return to right 

^ Chu Hsi's answer seems to imply that this passage is from Ch'eng Tzu’s 

sayings. I have not succeeded in finding either this or the one immediately 

following. 

^ ^ V T 35- 
2 ^ to obstruct; = [51 a failure of water; $5 = to oppose. 
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principle is Love,”^ to master self and return to right 

principle is nothing more than removing the egoism. If 

we can remove the egoism Divine Law will, naturally have 

free course. It is not that having mastered self we seek 

another Divine Law and implant it within. Therefore 

it is said : “ Altruism' comes near to Love.” 

Questioner. Altruism is the quality by which we can 

exercise sympathy and affeclion. ’Sympathy is the bestowal 

of Love, affection is the operation of Love. Affection is 

the outflow of Love, sympathy extends this feeling of 

affection for the object loved, so tliat it actually reaches 

that object. Is it not so ? 

A7i\sw€r. What you say is not incorrect, but your defini¬ 

tions are not related to each other, arid so- there Is nothing 

in them to excite interest. If philosophy were only studied 

in this v.^ay what would it accomplish ? The reason why 

no progress is made is just because in the study of 

phenomena no interest is excited. 

Question. Ought we not in our explanation to retain 

the word “ altruism ’’ as it occurs in the first part of the 

sentence ? ^ 

Answer. Yes, sympathy and affection both originate 

in the Love principle. But apart from altruism how can 

there be either the one or the other ? 

Qu\estio7i. Is not affection the initial outflow, but not 

as yet applied to the object, and sympathy the quality 

by which we can import ourselves into the object ? 

Ansiuer. The outflow' of Love is simply affection. 

^ Analects XII, i, 1 (p. 114). 

2 Refers to the opening sentence of this section on p. 343. 
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Sympathy is that v/liich applies the affection, and affection 

is that which is appliGd’ by sympathy ; but for the 

synipathy applying the aSection, the affection could not 

reach to the object loved—there could be no “ attachment 

to parents, love of the people, or kindness to other 

creatures’V hut simply a feeling of affection. If there 

were no affection there originally, what would there be to 

extend ? It is like the clearing of a dyke : the water is 

there originally, and therefore when the dyke is cleared 

the water flows. If there were no water in the dyke 

originally, how could there be a flow of water when the 

dyke is cleared ? On tlie other hand, although there is 

w\ater there, how can it flow out if the dyke is not cleared ? 

The water is the feeling of affection, that which clears the 

dyke is sympathy. 

41. Questioner. It is said : The doctrine of Love is 

exhaustively expressed in the one w^ord “Altruism”. 

Altruism is the principle of Love. It is because altruism 

is embodied in man that it is called Love. What I say 

is that Love is a principle in itself, and that altruism is 

the work of self-mastery arrived at its ‘goal;. Therefore 

altruism leads to Love. The sentence, “Altruism (as em¬ 

bodied in man is Love,” may be expressed thusi: When 

one’s egoism has been wholly eliminated, if we look solely 

at man’s personality, it is seen to bo Love. The wmH 

“embody” suggests “bony frameworkIts meaning 
^ Mencius, p. 352. 

2 As the “ bones ” are in the body, forming its framework, so is altruism 

embodied in man’s personality. Note, the word t‘i, “ to embody,” is the 

same word as that translated “ enter into ”, and ” sympathy " in the 

sentences following. 
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is tlie same as in the sentence, “ They enter into all things 

and there is nothing without them,” ^ and the construction 

is tlie same as in the sentence, “ The Principle of Potenti- 

alil^ is the faculty of action.” ^ It is not the word meaning 
sympathy.^ 

'Ansioer. Altruism is the method of Love ; man is the 

material of Love. Where man is there is Love ; for, 

having physical form, he possesses the principlle of life. 

If there is no selfishness with its separative harriers, the 

entii’e suhstance of man’s personality is Love. If there 

were no physical form, the Vitalj Impulse would have no 

seat of unity. The statement that the word “ embody ” 

means sympathy is also allov,^able. Sympathy is to import 

one’s self into the object and so study it,; as in the sentence. 

Kind and considerate treatment of the whole body of 

officers,” in the Doctrine of the 

42. The term “Love” is not derived from altruism, 

but from man ; ^ hence the statement, “ It is when altruism 

as embodied in man is Love.” 

43. “Altruism as embodied in man is Love.” Love 

is a permanent principle of man’s mind. If altruism, then 

1 D.M., p. 2G1. 
2 See Yi Ching, p. 408 (Ch. Ed., pt. i, f. 5). This sentence is quoted 

simply to assist in the interpretation of the word t‘i (‘^). Kan (lt)= 

a framework ”. When any “ action ” is performed, it must “ embody " 

■wisdom, i.e. it must contain wisdom within it as the “ framework " on 

which it is built; then only will it be satisfactorily performed. Similarly 

altruism ” (^) must be " embodied ” in man. 

^ Chu Hsi shows that there is no practical difference between these two 

uses of the word see the end of this section. 

^ D.M., p. 272. 

* That is, from the ideograph A • 
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there is Love ; if egoism, then there is not Love. But 

you must not therefore regard altruism as Love. It must 

be embodied in man before it can be Love. Altruism, 

sympathy, and affection, all may be employed to explain 

•Love. Alltruism is antecedent to Love, sympathy and 

affection are subsequent ; because where there is altruism 

there can be Love, and where there is Love there can he 

affection and sympathy. 

44. Someone asked : In the statement, “ Sympathy 

is Love’s bestowal, affection is Love’s operation,” what is 

the difference between “ bestowal ” and “ operation ? ” 

Answer. "That which is hestowed by sympathy is the 

affection ; if there is not sympathy, then, although thero 

is affection, the affection cannot reach its object. 

45. Question. In the statement, “Sympathy is 

Love’s bestowal, a-ffection is Love’s operation,” what is 

the difference between “ bestowal ” and “ operation ? ” 

Ansioer. Bestowal is the flowing forth from one’s own 

person, operation refers to the thing done. The extension 

of the self is sympathy, it is the outflow from self reaching 

its object ; affection is the first beginning of it. Affection 

is like water, and sympathy is like the flow of water. 

The Questioner again asked : You, sir, said that affec¬ 

tion is like water, and that sympathy is like the flow of 

water. After I ^ went away, and thought it over, it seemed 

to mo that this was not quite accurate. I would prefer 

^ hi is (Ch'un) and is the questioner’s way of referring to him¬ 

self, Ch'en Ch'un ; see p. 195, n. 2. 
V 
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to say that Lovo is like v/ater, that the affection is like 

the quality of humidity in water, and that sympathy is like 

the flow of water. I do not know what you think of it. 

Answer. You are right, what I said yesterday was* 

incorrect.- 

46. “ Sympathy is Love’s bestowal, affection is Love’s 

operation.” The two expressions “ bestowal ” and opera¬ 

tion ” must on no account be transposed.^ Such viii uesi 

were only possible to Confucius aiid Mencius. The rest 

•from Hslin and iYang dovmwarcls were unable to attaint 

to them, and therefore their statements could be altered. 

Formerly it was said*: “Completeness of self-expression 

is what we call ingenuousness, and completeness in the 

representation of an object sympathy.” I Ch‘uan said, 

“ Completeness in the representation of an object can 

express no more than the idea of truth, the extension of 

one’s self to the object is termed sympathy.”'"^ For the 

sentence, “ Sympathy is the extension of the self,” is the 

only true explanation of “bestowal”. Such passages as 

this need to be studied very minutely. 

47. Question. Hsieh Hsien Tao,^ the first time he 

met Ming Tao, was full of self-confldence because of his 

wide learning ; he knew every word in the books of 

History. Ming Tao said, “Honoured sir, you have a 

prodigious memory, but is it not what might be character- 

^ See p. 345. 

^ Hsieh. Liang Tso, see p. 322, n. 3. 
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ized as the kind of * familiarity by which one/s aims are 

ruined?’ When Hsieh heard this the perspiration poured 

down his back and his face flushed crimson. Whereupon 

Ming Tao said : “ This is a case of solicitude.” Now his 

feelings were hurt by the question of his teacher, and the 

manifestation of his wouiided feelings in’his countenance 

do not seem to fit in with “ solicitude’’. What, then, did 

Ming Tao mean by his remarL ? 

Chu Hsi. Let us discuss this question now. Why did 

he call it “ solicitude ” and not “ conscientiousness ? ” Let 

each one of you give his o^vn opinion. 

Li Li Ch‘eng answered : Probably he had in mind the 

theory of consciousness of pain.^ 

The Master did not accept this. The next day, the 

question being put to him again, the Master said : It was 

simply this : ‘When Hsieh Hsien Tao heard what Ming 

Tao said he was moved, and the fact that he was so moved 

was itself a good thing. But you must not say that all 

students should desire to be moved in the same way. More¬ 

over, the four Peelings—solicitude, conscientiousness, 

coui'tesy, and moral insight—do not all come at once. In 

the narrow sense solicitude is one of four, in the wide 

sense it includes the four. When one is moved then all 

follow. When he spoke of solicitude, the other three— 

conscientiousness, courtesy, and moral insight—were all 

included. 

48. Chao Kung Fu asked : It is said, “ Heaven enters 

^ See ^ pt. xiv, f. 6. Ming Tao’s quotation is from the Shu Ching, 

pp. 348-9 ; cf. Legge's note on 

2 Cf. p. 323, n. 1. 

\ 
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into all things, and there is nothing excluded from its 

operation, just as Love enters into all actions, without 

exception.” Does this not mean that in every single thing 

there is Divine Law, and in every deed there is Love ? 

'Answer. Yes, Pleaven is embodied in things, and Love 

is embodied in actions. Moreover, to say that Heaven 

enters into things and Love into actions, means essentially 

that the substance of a thing is Heaven, and the substance 

of an action is Love. The construction of the sentence 

arises from the necessity of expressing the idea in term's 

of the higher in each case.^ 

Chill Tao asked : Is it the same meaning as in the 

Eenbence : “ They enter into all things and there is jiothing 

without them ” ? ^ 

Answer. Yes. 
Question. You, sir, in your Commentary on the Yi 

explain the phrase “mter into things” by the expression 

“ to manaofe affairs What is the connexion ? 

■ Answer. The phrase “to manage affairs” has the 

same meaning as “to have the management of affairs”^ 

^ That is, ^ and must be the subject of the sentence in each case, 

and therefore has to be used as a verb and in a transitive sense. It is 

thus equivalent to “ makes itself the substance of ”, or, as in the transla¬ 

tion, ” enters into,” “ is embodied in,” ” is inherent in.” 

2 D.M., p. 261. ® Cf. Yi Ching, p. 408. 

^ The meaning of as it occurs in the passage in the Yi, to 

which allusion is made, is doubtless as Legge translates it ” faculty of 

action ”, or the gift of managing affairs. But the quotation of it here is 

not because of its meaning but because of its construction. m * and 

^ are parallel in construction to ^ ^ and ^ §1 • 

It is as if in the one case the phrases were rendered “ to frame affairs ” 

and “to be the framework of affairs”, and in the other case, “to be 

embodied in things” and “ to be the body of things”. 
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and to say “ enter into 'tliingis ” is the same as saying to 
be the substance of things ’ ’. 

Hung Wen asked : What a6out the after-part of the 
passage which says : “ It embraoes ‘ the three hundred 
rules of ceremony, and the three thousand rules of 
demeanour’.1 There is not a single thing without Love.” 

Ans'i^er. “It embraces ‘the three hundred rules of 
ceremony and the three thousand rules of demeanour'”*, 
but Love must be recognized as the framework. 

49. Question. How do ^mu explain the statement, 
“To be sincere, earnest, empty of self and calm is the 
foundation of Love ? ” 

Ansiver. To be sincere, empty of self, and calm is the 
foundation of the practice of Love. 

Thirtv-two Sections from the “Collected Writings”. 

1. From the two statements, that to give birth to 
things is the Mind of Heaven and Earth, and that ;men 

and other creatures each receive this Mind of Heaven and 
Earth as their mind, it follows that to express the virtue 
of the mind, although the supremacy and unity of the 
Mind are perfectly complete, one word will nevertheless 
cover it, and that word is none other than “ Love ”. Please 
think over this carefully. For the virtues of the Mind of 
Heaven and Earth are four—the principles of Origin, 
Beauty, Order, and Potentiality ; and the Principle of 
Origin unites and controls them all. In their operation 
they become spring, summer, autumn, and winter ; and 
the vital ether of spring permeates the whoie. Therefore 

1 D.M., p. 286. 

\ 
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ill; the mind of man also there are four virtues^ Love, 

Righteousness, Reverence, and Wisdom; and all are 

included in Love. In their operation they become affection, 

respect, obligation, and discrimination ; and all are united 

in the solicitous mind. Therefore in discussing the Mind 

of Heaven and Earth, when ‘‘ The Principle of Origin 

indicated by Chhen”^ and “The Principle of Origin 

indicated by K'un”^ is mentioned, the substance and 

opei'ation of their four virtues are all^ implied, without 

pausing to enumerate them in detail. When, in discussing 

the mystery of man’s mind, it is said, “Love is man’s 

mind,” ^ the substance and operation of the four virtues 

are again all included, without waiting to state them in 

detail. For the place of Love in the Moral Order is as 

the life-producing Mind of Heaven and Earth present in 

everything. Before the movement of the Feelings its 

substance is there in its entirety, after the movement of 

the Feelings its operation is infinite, and if we can truly 

embody and preserve it, we have within us the spring of all 

goodness, the root of every virtue. This is what is taught 

by the school of Confucius; and for this reason we are 

bound to lead the student to be eager in his pursuit of Love. 

The statements of the Sage are: “ To master self 

and return to right jirinciple is Love ” : ^ teaching us that 

if we can conquer and eliminate our selfislmess and return 

to Divine Lav/, the substance of this mind'^ will be in¬ 

variably present, and its operation everywhere active. 

1 See Yi Cking, p. 213. 2 ibid., p. 214. 
^ Mencius, p. 290. ^ Analects, XII, i, 1 (p. 114). 

® “ This mind " refers to “ Love ” ( 
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Second.. In private lifo to be sedate, in handling public 

business to be serious, in intercourse witli all to be in¬ 

genuous ” : 1 these are the means by which we may preseiwe 

this mind. Third. “ To be filial, in serving one’s parents, 

to be fraternal in serving one’s older brothers, and to 

extend kindness to animals '” : these also are the means 

by which we practice this mind. Fourth. “ To seek Love 

and obtain it,”^ to decline a kingdom and retired to 

choose death and perish by starvation: ^ these are the 

means by which we do not lose this mind. Fifth. “ To 

sacrifice life in order to perfect Love” : ^ this nieaiis that 

there is something we desire more than life and something 

that we hate more than death, and so we can avoid injury, 

to this mind. What mind is this ? In Pleaven and Earth 

it is that mind to produce tilings which fill^ the universe. 

In man it is that geaitle mind which l,oves men and is 

kind to other creatures. It includes the Four Virtues, and 

unites the Four Terminals. 

Some one haid : According to your explanation, does not 

Ch‘eng Tzu’s statement that affection is a Feeling and 

Love the Nature, and that affection must not be regarded 

as Love, become erroneous ? 
Answer. Not so. What Ch‘eng Tzu deprecates is 

applying the term Love to the outflow of aflection. What 

I maintain is that the term Love should be explained as 

the principle of affection. For what are termed Feeling 

1 Analects, XIII, xiv (p. 135). 2 Analects VII, xiv, 2 (p. 63). 

^ An allusion to T‘ai Po’s retirement in favour of his younger brother, 

the father of King Wen ; see Analects, VII, i (p. 71), and Legge’s note. 

^ Cf. Analects, XVI, xii, 1 (p. 179). 

® Analects, XV, viii (p. 161). 
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and tilio Nature, although there is a distinction between 

them, have nevertheless each of them their place in one 

organic union ; how then can they be sharply separated^ 

and 'made to have no coimexion with each other ? iWhat 

I was just now most anxious about was to prevent the 

student from repeating Ch‘eng Tzu’s words and not 

stopping to find out his meaning, lest he should end in 

leaving out of account altogether the feeling of affection, 

and confine himself to the recognition of the love-principle. 

I have therefore purposely dealt with this point with a 

view to explaining what he has omitted. Do you regard 

that as differing from Ch eng Tzu’s doctrine ? 

Some one asked!: The disciples of Ch eng Tzu give 

various explanations of Love. Some say that affection 

is not Love, and regard the unity of all, things with myself 

as the substance of Love. Others say that affection is not 

Love, and explain the term as the mind’s possession of 

consciousness.' Do you, explaining it as you do, mean 

to imply that these are all wrong ? 

Ansioer, From the statement, “The universe is one 

with myself,” we may learn how Love includes all things 

witliin the sphere of its affection : it does not tell us what 

Love is in its real essence.^ From the statement, “ The 

mind possesses consciousness,” we may learn how Love 

includes Wisdom ; it does not tell us from what it really 

derives its name.2 If you refer to Confucius’ answer 

1 This is the answer to what “ some say ” as reported in the question. 

It is supported by the reference to Confucius’ answer to Tzu Kunej. 

2 This is the answer to what “ others say ” as reported in the question. 

It is supported by the reference to a statement by Ch'eng Tzu. Cf. p. 323 
and n. 1. 
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to Tzti Kung’s question about conferring benefits far and 

wide and succouring the people, and to Cli‘eng Tzu’s state¬ 

ment that Love is not to be explained in terms of con¬ 

sciousness, you will see that it is so. How then can you 

regard these as explaining the- word Love ? Instead, with 

vague language about unity of the substance, you confuse 

and hinder people, while you give nothing that will have 

the effect of admonition ; such error is likely to result 

in rdgarding the object as subject. Those who lay em¬ 

phasis on “ Consciousness ” induce in men self-display 

and irascibleness without any suggestion of depth ; such 

error is likely to result in regarding desire as principle. (On the one hand there is the negation of the ego,^ on 

the other the reinforcing of the passions,^ and both 

are wrong;^ Further, the “ Consciousness ” theory does 

not accord with the picture presented by the sages of«“ find¬ 

ing pleasure in the hills ” ^ and so being able to preserve 

Love. How then can you regard this as explaining the 

word Love ? 
Because of the importance of the subject these sayings 

of the Philosopher are colleoted and formed into a treatise 

on Love.^ (The Treatise on Love.) 

2. Ch‘eng Tzu’s exposition of Love throughout is very 

exhaustive. To sum' up the main drift of liis teaching a 

few sentences only are necessary. For example, he says, 

“ Love is the nature-principle of Ijfe, and affection is its 

^ The result of “ regarding object as subject ” 2* • 

* The result of “ regarding desire as principle ” ; Ki = Kj St- 

^ Analects, VI, xxi (p. 56). 

* Probably by one of Chu Hsi's disciples, such as Wu Pi Ta. 

—^ {-a Hr'i ' Ujtrf y 
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corresponding Feeling ; the filial and fraternal spirit is 

its operation ; while altruism is that by which it is made 

concrete ’’ ; and further, “ To master self and return to 

right principle is Love.”^ In the first three sentenoes 

the student may learn the terminology and meaning of 

Love, and in the Last sentence the method of putting forth 

effort in its practice. Modern scholars do not thoroughly 

search into the meaning of Cli‘eng Tza’s exposition as 

a whole. Looking solely at his distinction between the 

Nature and Feeling, they decl,are that affection and Love 

have absolutely no connexion with each other. Because 

he regarded altruism as coming near to Love, they say that 

he defined altruism directly and most emphatically as the 

substance of Love. They do not realize that Love is the 

virtue of the Nature and the root of affection. It is because 

there is Love in the Naturei that there can be affection 

among the Feelings. (In tlie same way, Righteousness, 

Reverence, and Wisdom are also virtues of the Nature; 

Righteousness is the root of the hatred of evil. Reverence is 

the root of courtesy, and Wisdom is the root of the know¬ 

ledge of goad and evil. It is because there is Righteous¬ 

ness in the Nature that there can be hatred of evil among 

the Feelings, it is because there is Reverence in the Nature 

that there can be humility among the Feelings, it 

is because there is Wisdom' in the Nature that there can 

be knowledge of good arid evil among the Feelings.) 

But if it is choked by the selfishness of egoism, the 

mystery of its substance and operation cannot be per-^ 

fected. It is only by the “ mastery of self and the return 

^ Analects, XII, i, 1 (p. 114). 
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to right principle”, by “broadness of mind and a high 

altruism”, that this substance can be comprehensively 

complete, its operation brilliantly manifested, and activity 

and repose, the root and its fruit, be united in organic 

unity. This is the meaning of 01i‘eng Tzti’s statements, 

they do not mean that affection and Love have absolutely 

no connexion with each other. (Tliis point has been dealt 

with in detail in previous treatises. I beg again to dispose 

of it in a word or two. My position is that the outflow 

of the Nature is Peeling, that Feeling has its root in 

the Nature, and that there is no such tiring as Feeling 

\\dthout the Nature or the Nature without Feeling, each 

a separate entity, unaffected the one by the other. You 

may see here the correctness or otherwise of the 

two positions.) Nor do they mean that the word 

“altruism” refers directly to the sub^taiice of Love. 

(Examining closely your communication I find that you 

say, “ If altruism be. extended to the whole universe so 

that the egoism resulting from the distinction between 

subject and object is entirely obliterated, then affection 

must be universal.” I am not sure in which of these 

two sentences it is that yjou refer to the substance of 

Love. If you regard the universality of affection as the 

substance of Love, then you falli into the error of con¬ 

founding Feeling with the Nature, and with your 

eminently clear insight you could not do that. If you 

regard the “extension of altruism to the whole universe 

so that the egoism resulting from the distinction between 

subject and object is entirely obliterated ” as the substance 

of Love, then I fear that what you call, “altruism ” would 
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be but a calm emotionless indifference. But since in¬ 

animate wood and stone cannoit, even in tbe case of things 

of the same specieis, have mutual, affection, how can there 

be such a thing as universal affection ? But neither can 

I in these two sentences discover a single word expressing 

the substance of Love. We must bear in mind that Love 

exists originallj as a nature-principle and as the creative 

mind, and finds its concrete expression only in altruism; 

and not tliat Love comes after aLlruism. Therefore it is 

said: “Altruism as embodied in man is Love.” If you 

examine this statement carefully you will see that the 

word “ Love ” is implied in the word “ man ”.) From the 

time of the Han dynasty, the error of defining Love as 

affection was because no distinction was made between 

the Nature and Feeling, and so Feeling was regarded as 

the Nature. To-day, in the endeavour to correct this error, 

the opposite error is incurred of making the word “ Love ” 

so vague that there is nothing to which it can be referred, 

and so the Nature and Feeling come to have no connexion 

with each other. This is to go from one extreme to the 

other,^ which is simply foolish. The error leads the student 

to talk of Love all day long and yet never understand its 

real meaning. Moreover, the Mind of Heaven and Earth 

and the virtues of the Nature and Feelings are also in¬ 

volved in tlie same obscurity. In my opinion Ch‘eng Tzu 

would never have meant anything of the kind. (Reply 

to Chang Chfin Fu’s^ essay on Love.) 

^ Lit. : “To correct a crooked thing beyond the straight position,” so 

that it becomes crooked in the opposite direction. 

2 Chang Ch‘ih (51 fj) ; see p. 191, n. 3. 
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3. Upon a further perusal of the three points contained 

in another communication of yours, it seems to me that 

though with your excellent insight you have realized the 

mistakes of your first essay, still in this fresh treatment of 

your subject, there are a few small errors which suggest 

that you have not examined it with sufficient care. Re¬ 

spectfully, therefore, I discuss the matter once more. It 

lias already become unnecessary to discuss Mencius’ ex¬ 

pressions, “ first informed ” and “ first in apprehension,” 

which Kuang Chung quotes^ to explain Shang Ts‘ai’s state¬ 

ment that “the Mind has consciousnessAnd as to 

his talk about “knowing this ” and “ apprehending this ”, 

I do not know what it is we are to know or what we 

are to apprehend. Indeed, seeing that he is wrong in the 

fundamental part of the subject it is immaterial whether 

we discuss it or nob. On reading your treatise I find 

that you regard the “this” as Love-; that is, you take 

“knowing this” and “apprehending this” as meaning 

“knowing Love” and “apprehending Love ”. Now Love 

is really the virtue of my mind ; who is it then that is 

to teach me to know it and apprehend it? As to the quota¬ 

tion from Mencius, Ch'mig Tzu has already explained it 

in detail, to the effect that “to know” is to know an 

event (to know that this particular action ought to be 

1 Hu Kuan'^ Chung ; see p. 37, n. 2. The passage referred to is to 

be found in the ^ ^ , pt, xlii, f. 20 ; cf. also p. 323, n. 1, of this 

volume. For his allusions to Mencius, see Mencius, p. 246. 

^ The word “ consciousness ” is a compound expression consisting of 

the two ideographs, to know ”, and ^ “ to perceive ”. 
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thus), and “to apprehend ” is to apprehend a law (to know 

the principle because of which this action ought to be 

thus). The meaning is alreadj^ perfectly plain, and there 

is no niecessity to seek for some recondite mystery in the 

phrase. Besides, Ch'eng Tzu’s idea and that of Shang 

Ts ai really have no connexion v/ith each other. “ Con¬ 

sciousness ” as used by Shang Ts‘ai is consciousness of 

cold and heat, hunger and repletion, and similar sensa¬ 

tions, and although you extend its application to inter¬ 

course with spiritual beings, it is still the same 

iconsciousness and not a different thing ; it is simply a 

question of the difference in the importance of the thing to 

which it is applied. This, however, is the operation put 

forth by V/isdom alone ; but it is only the man of Love 

who can combine the&n. Therefore we may say that in the 

naan of Love the Mind has consciousness, but we cannot 

say that the Mind’s possession of consciousness is what 

we term Love. For when wq say that in the man of 

Love the Mind has consciousness we refer to the fact 

that Love includes the operation of the four virtues, as 

though you said that the man of Love knows the objecta 

of conscientiousness and courtesy ; while if you say that 

the Mind’s possession of conscliousness is what we term' 

Love, then I answer that this is not that from which Love 

derives its name. You, now, insteadi of inquiring into 

what it derives its name from, point to what it includes 

as the substance of Love ; ajs has been said, “the man of 

Love is sure to possess courage,” and “the man of Virtue 

is sure to have correct speech But how could you go 

^ Analects, XIV, v (p. 140), 
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on to regard courage as Love, and correct speech as Virtue ? 

With reference to Po Feng’s insisting upon regarding con¬ 

sciousness as Love, you, honoured friend, are opposed to 

it, and yet in yom arguments on the degree of conscious¬ 

ness 3^ou scarcely avoid proving his contention for him, 

a position ■which I would not venture to commend. As 

for Po Feng’s further statement, that what Shang Ts‘ai 

means is simply 'the possession of mental energy, and 

that if we obtain this mental energy the operations of 

Heaven and Earth become our own operations, the theory, 

indeed, is lofty and mysterious enough, but, as he does not 

know the meaning of Shang Ts‘ai’s terms, and as there is 

no indication as to the starting poiut,i but only a sudden 

reference to this mental energy, it is a case in which the 

loftier the conception and the more mysterious the 

language, the less foundation do we find for it when we 

look into the constitution of our own personality. As 

to what he says of the operations of Heaven and Earth 

becoming our own operations, I fear he has simply heard 

or imagined these things, but has never attained to such 

an experience. (Reply to Chang Chhn Fu’s^ assay on 
Love.) 

4. Ch eng Tzii’s thought for others in collating all the 

passages in Confucius and Mencius which treat of Love, 

with a view to a general statement on the subject, was 

most opportune. But to devote oneself exclusively to this 

kind of work I fear would unavoidably produce a tendency 

to indulge in hasty and short-cut methods, resulting in the 

^ That is, in obtaining the mental energy. 
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evil of ill-digested theories, a tendency you must not fail 

to be on your guard against. Speaking generally, before 

the two Ch'engs, scholars knew nothing of the word Love; 

the statements of the saints and sages concerning Love 

they simply construed in terms of affection. It was from 

the time of the two Oh engs that scholjars began to realize 

that the word could not be explained simply as affection. 

But this idea did not escape its own attendent error. For 

by confining the attention to the discussion of Love there 

was neglect of the work of holding fast and preserving the 

inind”^ and of “nurture and maturity,so that again 

there was no satisfaction pr pleasure in the stud'y,^ nor 

any real “ mastery of self and return to right principle 

Not only did this result in the “ beclouding which leads 

to foolish simplicity’A but there was a complete divorce 

from the word “affection”. Thus, building upon empty 

guesswork without any real perception of the subject, their 

theories became wild and grotesque with all sorts of 

fallacies, to the extent that it had been better to know 

nothing of the deeper meaning of the word Love at all, 

and simply interpret it as affection ! I have said that 

if there is a genuine desire to seek Love, certainly there 

is no way so near of attainment as the energetic practice 

^ Mencius, p. 2S5. 

2 = “ to nourish ” ; ~ ** swim about in water , immersed 

in it, and revelling in it. 

* The proper result of the “ nurture ”. 

^ The proper result of the “ holding fast, etc.” 
s Confucius mentions this as the result of ” the love of being benevolent 

without the love of learning” ^ Analects, 

XVII, viii, 3 (p. 186). 
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of it. But to try and exhibit it without study means the 

anxious uncertainty of groping in the dark like a blind 

man, the result of which is the “ beclouding of a foolish 

simplicity,’k If Ave are earnest and perfect our knOAv- 

ledge, each of these supplementing the other, we shall 

avoid this cauL If, again, aa'o desire to understand the 

content of the term ‘‘Love”, Ave cannot do better than 

follov/ up the word “affection”. If we uniderstand hoAv 

LoA^e comes to be affection and Iioav the latter still cannot 

fill out the idea of Love, the meaning and content of the 

term will stand out clearly before our eyes, and there will 

be no need to look for it Avildly, in uncertainty as to 

whether it is or is not a reality. (Reply to Chang 
Ching Fu.)i 

5. Looking carefully at your “Preface to The Exposition 

of Love”, I find the statement, “Though one’s desire 

is to use one’s utmost endeavour in the practice of Love, 

yet, through lack of clearness in the apprehension of good¬ 

ness, one’s faults are more than can be enumerated.” This 

passage does not appear satisfactory. To have Love, it is 

true, you need to apprehend goodness clearly, but this 

is not the chief meaning of the Avord “ Love ”. Confucius 

therefore always contrasted Love with Wisdom. In these 

later years scholars in their explanation do not differentiate 

it from Wisdom, so that in estimating the errors in the 

deeds of the minister Tzii Wen and of Ch‘en Wen Tzd^ 

the representation of them is superficial and not like the 

^ Chang Ch‘ih style Ching Fu ; see J. P. Bruce, Introduction 

to Chu Hsi and the Sung School, chap. iv. 

* Analects, V, xviii, i, 2 (pp. 43, 44). 
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language and thought of the Sage. I fear that the te>a.ching 

of your “Preface”, from beginniag to end is not 

altogether free from this same error. (Reply to Chang 

Ching ,Fu.y 

6. To discuss Love in terms of affection is like ascending 

to the heights from the lowlands ; in this v/ay w e can 

prosecute our search from that which lies close at hand, 

and come very near to attainment. The modern theory, 

which eliminates at once all connexion between the twm 

is like going a long way off to find the path which lies 

near at hand. This is how it is that your mind2 went so 

faj" astray in your former essay,, while you yourself were not 

aware of your error. What you say about collating passages 

in order' to arrive at a statement of the doctrine of Lov^e 

also seems to me to be at fault. It is juso what the 

modern scholar does—disliking what is troublesome he 

chooseis what is easy, and avoiding the difficulties ne seeks 

a short cut. This custom has already increased to such 

an extent that scholars everyday are taking the shortest 

and therefore the most dangerous routes If they continue 

to pursue this method, I fear their spirit of impatience 

for results and eagerness for rapidity v/ill grow still more, 

the mind will bo more urgent and more distracted, and 

so they will fall into the opposite of wnat they seeiv, and 

be destitute of Love. They have not realized that in 

’ See above. 

2 g E = “ small ” and hence “ the mind ” ; it is 

to that of m- 

3 ^ lit. “ dangerous and shallow,” and so “ 

as the dangerous short-cut. 

similar in its idea 

sparing of trouble ” 
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Ch'eng Tzu’s collecuion of sayings,Mliere is the exhortation 

“from tho study of the lowly to understand high things’V 

so that in his case his method was perfectly complete. 

If w^e thoroughly investigate it and energetically practice 

it how can we fall into such error? (Reply to Chang 
Ching Fu.) 

7. You say : “ When selfishness is eliminated, there is 

broadness of mind and high altruism, there is living union 

with the whole universe, the principle of affection is 

received into the heart, its operation is manifested without, 

and in all the universe there is not a single thing which 

does not come within the circle of my Love.^ This means 

that the principle of affection is the original possession of 

my nature and is not achieved by effort.” (These few 

sentences lagain are not satisfactory.)^ For when our 

selfishness is eliminated, the broadness of mind with its 

high altruism majestically penetrates in all directions, 

and there is nothing to hide the substanoe of Love. Now 

when the princij)le is not hidden there is living union 

with all things in the universe, and the operation of Love 

is universal. But what we call the principle of affection 

is the possession of my original Nature. All that tho 

broadness of mind with its high altruism does is to bring 

it into evidence ; it is not the cause of its existence.^ By, 

1 See p. 3G1. 2 Analects. XIV, xxxvii. 2 (p. 153). ^ 

* There seems to have been a lacuna here in the original text; hence 

the sentence in brackets supplied by the editor. The sentence, however, 

should be read as if without the brackets as part of Chu Hsi's criticism 
of the passage quoted. 

® Note the difference between ^ and means “ to exist " 

^ means “ to exist and also to be present ", i.e. in evidence. 
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living union it penetrates in all directions, but it 

is not preserved by this living union. These few sentences 

arc somewhat inexact; I beg you, thereiore, to examine 

into them again. The principle of affection towards men is 

Love. If Heaven and Earth and all things were non-^i 

existent, this principle would not be lessened thereby. 

From this you may gather what is the substance of Love, 

aftei’ which you are in a position to assert the living union 

with all things and its alLinclusive operation. For this 

principle of affection is essentially conservative,^ and to 

bring in all things in the universe is to reduce it to an 

absurdity, as is shown in the Master s reply to Tzu Kung s 

question about “ conferring benefits far and wide ’ and 

“succouring the peopleand in the sentence, “Ho we 

not £©3 in Fu the Mind of Heaven and Earth ? For in 

the return of the Positive Mod© the Mind of Heaven and 

Earth is perfected and satisfied, and v/e need not wait to 

look for it elsewhere.^ Again, take Lien Hsi s remark 

about the grass having the same impulse as his own : ^ if 

it be as is asserted in the present day, the words “the 

same as ” are all you can retain of this remark. W^hat 

then has become of the vrords “ his own impulse ” ? (Eeply 

to Chang Chhn Fu.)^ 

1 restrain.” 

2 Analects, VI, xxviii, 1 (p. 58). 
s Yi Chines, p. 2.33. ” Fu ” is the twenty-fourth hexagram, and 

symbolizes the idea of “ returning ”. In the preceding hexagram, the 

strong line—the positive mode—has reached the top ; here it “returns” 

at the bottom of the figure. 

^ See p. 338. 

5 See p. 191, n. 3. 
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8, To look 1120011 the world as not having a single 

thing wh.icii is not Love'”': this also is ojoen to question. 

For to say, ‘‘ To look upon the world as not having a single 

thing which is not within the sphere of my Love,” is 

allowably ; but to say that things AEE my Love is not 

correct.1 For things are things, wliile Love is mind : how 

can you say that a thing is mind ? (Eeply to Chang 
Chhn Fu.) 

0. With reference to the meaning of the word “ Love ”, 

Mencius in his use of the word “ Mind ” combines the 

substance with its operation, and uniting the Nature and 

Feeling he speaks of them both as one. 'Ch eng Tzii, in 

his account of the Nature makes careful distinctions ; 

separating tire substance from its operation, he contrasts 
them one with the other. (Eeply to Lii Po Kung.)^ 

10. As to my statement, that “Love is the love of 

creating in the Mind of Heaven and Earth, and that men 

and other creatures receive it as their mind ”,3 although 

it was the extempore utterance of a hypothesis, I contend, 

nevertheless, that it exactly expresses the truth that there 

is no separation between Heaven and Alan. The statement 

is somewhat subtle, but if you understand it you will 

see that in the midst of their all-comprehensive unity there 

is a natural distinction between Love and M^ind, and that 

though there is this tine distinction, they cannot be torn 
apart. (Eeply to Ho Shu Ching.) 

^ Cf. p. 365. 

Lii Tsu Ch ien (|^ ^|), elder brother of Lii Tzii Yo, a very close 

friend of Chu Hsi. His style was Po Kung. See J. P. Bruce, l7itroduction 
to Chu Uni and the Sung School, chap. iv. 

3 Cf. p. 351. 

\ 
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11. Love is all penetrating, therefore solicitude is all- 

penetrating : tliis is precisely the mysterious insep arable- 

ness of the substance from its operation. If Love were 

all-penetrating, but there were limits to the penetrating 

power of solicitude, then we should have the substance 

great and its operation small, an all-round perfection in 

the substance and imperfection in its operation. You may 

see the point in the incident in which Hsieh Tzti was hurt 

bv Ch^engj Tzii’s words and turned red in the face while 

the perspiration poured dovm him : it was what is termed 

“the sense of shame”, but Ch'eng Tzii referring to it 

said, “This is solicitude”.^ (Reply to Ho Shu Ching.) 

12. As to the exposition of Love in terms of conscious¬ 

ness, Ch‘eng Tzii has already exposed its error; for when 

you explain Love as oonsciousness, you have only expressed 

what is its operation, and even then you have not expressed 

it all. It is best to use the word “affection” as the most 

correct explanation of the operation of Love, and one 

which has an all-round completeness.^ (Reply to Ho Shu 

Ching.) 

13. In your latest commimication you say : “ The 

original Mind of man is invariably Love, but having 

become submerged in creaturely desire, it has lost this 

virtue. Hence we must use our most earnest endeavour, 

then only can we regain the Love of the original Mind.” 

Therefore the sentence in your former letter, “ Love is the 

fruit of earnest endeavour,” as you see it now, only 

1 Sec pp. 348-9. Cf. p. 323. 
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expresses the second Lali of your present statement ; ^ 

while the sentence, “ The Mind originally is a perfect 

thing,” expresses only the first half of the statement. 

But the two sentences are not wrong, they simply lack an 

all-round completeness. If you say: “The Mind is that 

which connects the beginning with the end, while Love 

is the original excellence of the mind-substance ; but since 

this jMind, although we still possess it, has become sub¬ 

merged in creaturely desire, its original excellence has been 

lost, and can only be regained by earnest endeavour:”— 

then you will come somewhat nearer to a true statement. 

The language of Mencius, it is true, is comprehensive, 

but man has never been without this Mind, and if per¬ 

chance he comes to be destitute of Love, it is simply that 

the original excellence of the Mind has been lost. You 

must still make some distinction, however, between the 

words “Mind” and “ Love” to be correct. I recall that 

the Master Li2 said, “ When Mencius said ‘Love is man’s 

Mind’,3 he did not mean that Mind is the definition of 

Love”: this statement has considerable force. (Reply 

to Ho Shu Ching.) 

14. Your statement, “ Solicitude apparently does not 

proceed from consciousness,” is very good. But as to 

your further assertion, “ The word ‘ consciousness ’ is not 

necessarily bad,” I never meant that it was : I only said 

that where we need to put forth our effort is not in 

^ The statement with which this section opens. 

2 Li Yen P'ing ; see J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi and the Sung 

School, chap, iv, 

’ Mencius, p. 290. 
Bb 

\ 
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consciousness but in! reverent care. Shang^ Ts‘ai said, 

“ Seriousness is tihe method of constant watchfulness, 

which is correct, but there may be a tendency to regard 

such watchfulness as in itself Love, and this would not 

be satisfactoiy. (Reply to Yu Ch‘eng Chih.) 

15. Although Mencius in Ms discourses on Love gave 

two interpretations : “ solicitude,’’ and ‘ man’s mind ; 

and Ch'eng Tzu also used the word in both a narrow and 

a comprehensive sense ; nevertheless, if in the narrow 

sense of solicitude you can discern man s mind, then in the 

comprehensive use of the word you will perceive its entire 

substance. It is only because in your understanding of 

tins points you are not accurate that you fail to recognize 

its complete substance ; seeking to clothe your exposition 

in swelling words, and masking it with your own vivid 

imagination, you fail to realize that the bigger your 

language the less trenchant will your meaning be. In the 

explanations given by Ch‘eng Tzu the most apt is the 

simile of the seed corn p but this does not represent altruism 

as Love : and at the same time is particularly subtle. You 

nov/ set aside all this, and insist on taking some 

laudatory obiter^ dlctuTit of the Comni-entaryi on the 

as a direct definition of the meaning of the word, and so 

not only do you miss the meaning of Love, but you also 

wrongly interpret the “ Commentary ”. (Reply to Lii 

Tzu Yo.)" 

1 pt. xxiv, f. 0. For Shan^ Ts'ai S6G p. 322, n. o, and p. 323, n. 1. 

2 The point that Love is to be explained by solicitr.de. 

3 See p. 235. 

^ By Ch‘eng I. ® See p. 207 and n. 3. 
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16. The word “Love”, it is true, must not he thought 

of solely from the point of view of its manifested operation, 

but neither must we lose sight of the fact that it is a 

principle capable of manifested operation. Otherwise the 

•word would have no connotation at all, and Avould be in¬ 

capable of definition. Note, too, “ the Principle of Origin, 

the first of all the virtues is the first step in the 

beginning of alNthings,^ the original substance capable of 

manifested operation. You must not make the original 

substance of Love one thing and its manifested operation' 

a different thing. (Reply to Lii Tzu Yo.) 

17. The meaning of the word “Love” must be sought 

along one line of thought and on one principle of definition, 

then your doctrine will be in union with what has gone 

before. If not, it will become what we know of as every¬ 

thing being one soul, a hazy Buddha Mind, and the very 

word “Love ” will have no application at all. (Reply to 

Lii Tzii Yo.) 

18. Question. Your kind criticism and instruction with 

reference to my questionings I have now mastered. For 

in the man of Love the Mind has consciousness, but we 

must not call consoiousness Love, because consciousness 

pertains to .Wisdom. Law is one, its functions are diverse, 

and there are degrees in the feeling of affection. Now 

the regulation of this diversity, and of these degrees, 

belongs to Reverence, to make them accord with what they, 

ought to be belongs to Righteousness. Righteousness, 

1 Yi Clang, p. 40.S. 2 Ibid., p. 213. 
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Rever6iic6, and Wisdom aro all Lovo i it is Lovo alon© that 

can includi© these three. But in respect of whence their 

names are derived each has its own province, and we must 

investigate the distinctions between them ; otherwise they 

will ail be jumbled together, and there will be no means 

of knowing which is Love, wliich. is Righteousness, or 

which is Wisdom. 

Answer. ;Your explanation of the word Love is very 

good. It is important to bring the four principles together, 

and by comparison make them throw light on each other ; 

then wo can see the distinctions between them clearly, and 

in the midst of the distinctions see the union of all 

and headship of the one. This is the true presentation of 

the inclusion of the four in Love. Scholars of recent 

years have confined their attention to the word “ Love ’ 

and given no thought to the other tlnee. Hence the un¬ 

certainty and mistiness of their ideas; they start by 

asserting the inclusion of the four, but do not really know 

in what sense they are so included. Now that we have 

you, with your depth of thought and clear discrimination, 

scholars will have someone on whom they can rely. (Reply 

to Lii Tzii Chung.) 

19. In your communication you say : The similes of 

‘‘feeling t,he pulseand “observation of the cliicken,”^ 

are certainly good, but at the very time of observation there 

are numerous cross-currents in consciousness so that the 

Mind is divided in its operations and a hindrance to 

1 See p. 341-2 and notes. 

2 See pp. 338-9 ; cf. n. 2 on the next page. 
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itself, with the result that not only can we not perceive 

what Love is, but the strength and rapidity of the puLe, 

the appearance of the phenomenon in the chicken, we have 

no time to properly observe. I have thought over these 

statements, but by feel|ing the pulse we observe the 

circulation of blood' through the body,i and by watching 

young chickens we can observe the manifestation of life ; ^ 

therefore these two phenomena are used to teach men, 

just as the physicians’ saying about numbness ^ and Chou 

Tzu’s not removing the grass from' his house are usedA 

(Reply to Lin Tse Chih.) 

20. In the study of the word “ Love ” you must from the 

one operation learn the fullness of its entire substance, 

and from the entire substance you must learn the reality, 

of its single operation ; then your understanding will be 

living and have unity, without sluggishness or obstruction. 

(Reply to Wang Tzu Ho.) 

21. You must bear in mind that the expression “ Virtue 

of the mind ” belongs to Ch‘eng Tzii’s simile of the seed^ 

corn. The expression “ The principle of affection is 

exactly what is meant when we say that Love is the feeling 

^ Love (-f^) permeates all things just as the blood permeates the 

entire body. 

^ In the young chicken the skin is so thin and transparent that jmu can 

actually see life at work, in contrast to the old bird when the skin is too 

thick for such observation. Similarly in spring, in all nature you can 

actually €ee life springing to birth in contrast to late autumn and winter, 

when life, though present, is hidden. Spring is the season that corresponds 

to (Love), hence the use of the young chicken as an illustration of 

Love. 

’ See p. 323, n. 1. ^ See p. 338 and n. 1. 
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of affection before it is put forth, and that affection is the 

love-principle after it is put forth. You must keep your 

reasoning in lino with this thought and not import 

extraneous ideas, involving the subject in confusion and 

indistinctness. If your understanding of Love is in accord 

with this, there is no objection to the assertion of union 

with all things in the universe ; but if you do not grasp 

this, and still make union with all things in the universe 

to be Love, you will find, on the contrary, that there is no 

connexion at all. (Reply to Chou Shun Pi.) 

22. In your instructive communication you quote the 

phrases, “Pine words and insinuating appearance,”^ and 

“ The firm, the enduring, the simple, and the modest ’ V 

as indicating the method of the practice of Love which the 

Sage taught and which men might thus obtain for them¬ 

selves. I have some doubt with reference to this, though, 

in my former communication, I did not touch upon it. 

For these two phrases exactly represent what the Sage 

teaches as to how men in setting to work should guard 

against calamity and establish their hearts. If we can 

abstain from “ fine words and insinuating appearance , 

and cultivate “simplicity and modesty^’, the mind will not 

break loose from restraint, and we shall be near to Love. 

The phrases were not intended merely to teach us wnat 

Love is. For the most part the teaching hitherto has been 

a sacrifice of heart and strength in seeking to understand 

^ Confucius said, “ Fine words and an insinuating appearance are seldom 

associated with Love " ; see Analects, I, iii (l). 3). 
^ Confucius said : ** The firm, the enduring, the simple, and the modest, 

are near to Love ; see Analects, XIII, xxvii (p. 138), 
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tlie word “ Love”, with the result that the more ingenious 

the explanation is, the more superficial is the representa¬ 

tion of Love. To-daj, upon investigating the gracious 

teaching of the sages, we find that their ai'm was that 

men should practise 'it in their own person and act in 

accord with its doctrine, cultivate inward rectitude and 

conquer selfishness, make all forms of frivolity, mean¬ 

ness, self-exaltation, and contempt of others dissolve into 

nothingness, and that we should preserve and never lose 

the honest and kindly, just ^nd upright character of our 

original mind. This is Love. Practice and effort in it 

may differ according to its degree'in each man's disposition, 

but the important thing is energetic practice and ripe 

maturity. If we can really attain to this we shall know 

its meaning and spirit, for it is not to ho known oy 

imagination and guesswork, nor are we to wait for 

imagination and guesswork before we can know it. (Eeply 

to Wu Hui Shu.) 

23. From the point of view' of the Nature, Love has not 

as yet flowed forth, but its energizing principle includes 

the four principles. It is quite certain that it does not 

refer to the same thing as the wnrd Truth. You musit 

discriminate more clearly betw^een tliem to be accurate. 

(Peply to Cheng Tzu Shang.)^ 

24. Question. With reference to the sentence 

“Altruism as embodied in man is Love”, Mr. Li in a 

former question regarded the wnrd “Love” as v/holly 

referring to mankind as a race. I said that it ought not 

1 See p. 5, n. 3. 

V 
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to be -so explained, but Mr. Li understood you, sir, to 

say that the emphasis was to be placed on the 
word ‘‘man”. I have now received your criticism and 

instruction, from which it appears that this is not the 
case. I beg to submit my own opinion expressed to the 
best of my ability, and ask you to determine the matter. 
My view of the passage is this: The word “man” refers 
to this my person. It differs from the word as used in 

the phrase, “Love is the distinguishing characteriisitic of 
man,” in the DocLrine of the Mean,^ and should not 

be emphasized. The important word is “ embodied” ; for 

“Love is the virtue of the mind^’, it cont'roljs the Nature 
and the Feelings, and rules all actions. It is essentially the 

most characteristic element in my personality. Altruism 
is simply the principle of Love. If you speak of altruism 
per se you are speaking of a principle merely, which has 
no reference to myself. Therefore it must be embodied 
in my person. Union is then established between my¬ 

self and the principle, and this is called Love. This accords 
with the words of Mencius, “ As united with man’s person 
it ;is Moral Law.”^ But as to the question how altruism 

is to be embodied, and how it comes to be termed Love, 
the answer is that it is no more than the complete 
elimination of selfishness until this mind is all-pervading, 
perfectly pure and bright, wholly characterized without 
and within by the altruism of Divine Law, and springing 
to birth again and yet again without any break. Then 
the life-producing impulse of Heaven and Earth will 

constantly abide. Therefore, in the state of stillness before 

1 D.M., p. 269. 2 ^lenciup, p. 361, 
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manifestation, it is sparkling with intelligence and un¬ 

clouded, like the virtue of the one Yiian, the Principle of 

Origin, brightly shining in ,th6 “ Fu in the midst of the 

earth’V with not a single event or thing wliich is not 

wrapped up in this my principle of life. In its movement 

in response io affection by the external world, the “ grief 

is combined with “ distress'” like the positive ether of 
spring developing in the “Yii above the earth ”,2 with not 

a single event which is not united by this principle, and 

not a single thing which is not provided for by this Vital 

Impulse. This is how the embodiment of altruism coinles 

to be Love. By it we can exercise sympathy, by it we 

can manifest affection. Although it may become Eighteous- 

ness, or Eeverenoe, or V\^isdom, or Sincerity, wherever it 

is it is all-pervading. I do not know if this is correct 

or not. 

Answer. This statement is correct. If it were not as 

you state it, then it would be like the Buddhist’s sacrifice 

^ See the Fu hexagram = ^ in the Y% Ching, p. 107. The upper 

half is the K‘un trigram ^ ^ symbol of earth ; the lower half is the 

Chen trigram =: = symbol of thunder or movement. The bottom line 

is strong and is the “ returning ” line which gives to the whole hexagram 

its name, and also its symbolic meaning of “ brightness ”, which develops 

“ from day to day and month to month as the strong line makes its way ” ; 

see Legge’s note on p. 109. From this analysis of the hexagram we see 

that Chen, representing bright movement, is below K‘im, which repre¬ 

sents earth ; hence the phrase “ Fu in the midst of the earth ”. 

^ The Yii hexagram is the converse of the above. It has the Chen 

trigram above the K*un, thus-; see Yi Ching, p. 91. Thus the 

Yii is “above the earth”. The Chen is symbolical of thunder which 

begins to develop in the spring of the year. 
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of self to feed a tiger ; it may, be altruism but it is 

not Love. (Eeply to Ch‘en An Cli‘ing.)^ : 

25. Question. Mr. Lii ^ says with reference to Mencius’ 

doctrine of solicitude ^ “ For if there is a real wounding 

of my heart, and not a tnere figure of speech, I shall then 

recognize the universe as all of one substance with myself, 

the life-producing mind as ,all niy ovm mind, the distress 

of others as my own distress. This is not achieved by 

calculating thought or forced effort.” This use of the 

expressions “ all of one substance with myself ” and “ all 

my own mind ” means, does it not, nothing more than 

the assertion of the unity of Law ? 

Answer. Not unity of Law only, but of Ether as well. 

(Reply to Ch‘en An Ch‘ing.) 

26. Altruism is without feeling. Love has the feeling of 

affection. Altruism pertains to Law, and Love pertains 

to personality. What is altruism but “the mastery of 

self and the return to right principle ” ^ with the elimina¬ 

tion of every atom’ of selfishness. What is Love but 

“ attachment to parents, love of the people, and kindness 

to other creatures ? ” ^ Reasoning from this you will got 

the idea. (Reply to Yang Chung S'su.) 

27. Question. With reference to the passage beginning 

with the words, “ The Principle of Origin, of the Four 

^ Ch'eii Cli‘un (j^ f-^)» Hsi’s disciples ; see p. 195, n. 2. 

2 Probably Lii Tsu Ch‘ien ; see J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Hsi and 

the Sung School, chap. iv. 

^ Cf. Mencius, p. 78. ^ Analects, XII, i, 1 (p. 114). 

** Mencius, p. 352. 
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Attributes, corresponds to Love in tlie Five Cardinal 

Virtues,” would say that taking the one virtue in the 

narrow sense we have the operation of Love, taking the 

four in a comprehensive sense, we have the substance of 

Love. The operation of Love is no other than affection ; 

but affection is not adequate to express the substance of 

Love • you must include the four in your statement, then 

only do you get the substance of Love. 

Answer. Love as a single virtue is the very thing that 

includes the four. You must not leave this and find some 

other Love to unite the four.^ (Reply to Teng Wei Lao.) 

28. Question. Hov^ do you explain the statement: 

“Love is the virtue of the mind, the principle of 

affection ? ” ^ 

Ansiver. Love, as the virtue of the mind is like humidity 

as the virtue of water, or heat as the virtue of fire ; as 

the principle of affection, it is like the root of a tree or 

the spring from which y^ater flows. Make a study of it 

with this idea in mind. (Reply to Tseng Tse Chih.) 

29. Your statement that when there is the absence from 

the mind of selfish desire we have the complete substance 

of Love, is correct; but you must remember that there 

is here an original Vital Impulse, presenting the 

phenomenon of an overflowing joy : this is necessary to 

^ Ch‘iung, refers to the speaker. 

^ That is, the operation of Love ("jll) is affection (^), and if the sub¬ 

stance, , comprises the four, then so also does its operation, ^. In 

other words, what applies to the immanent attribute applies also to its 

outflow, the transitive attribute. 

^ See p. 381. 

\ 
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complete the idea. Yen Tzii “ did not allow his joy to be 

affected.^ That is, when by his efforts he had attained 

to Love, there was epontaneons joy, altogether indepen¬ 

dent of poverty, or wealth, or high estate, or low estate, 

so that they could not affect it. In the case also of the 

virtuous and wise, with their joy and longevity,2 when 

attainment is reached the result naturally follows. (Reply, 

to Lin Te Chiu.) 

30. Question. On examining Confucius’ use of the word 

‘‘Love ”, as when he said to Yen Tzti it is the “mastery 

of self and the return to right principle ”,3 it seems as if 

the method of Love is perfectly set forth and nothing left 

unstated. When we come to Mencius, although he con¬ 

tinually refers to Love as man’s Mind,^ yet his idea ia 

that we should infer it from the feeling of solicitude, and 

his tendency is to emphasize the word affection. Although 

his teaching is subtle and incisive, yet it is not like that 

of the Sage ^ in breadth and completeness, and in its quality 

of leading men themselves to attain to it by devoting them¬ 

selves to quiet thought and energetic practice. Is not this 

because Mencius lived in a time of battle and bloodshed, 

when the need was to find some way of saving men from' 

fire and flood, or to give medicine to men stricken down by 

disease ? 

^ Yen Hui (j^ [^), style Tzu Yiian (-^ often ealled Yen Yiian- 

This saying is part of a famous eulogy spoken by Confucius ; see Analects, 

VI, ix (p. 52), and note. 

^ Cf. Analects, VI, xxi (p. 56). 

^ Analects, XII, i, 1-2 (p. 114) ; cf. note above. 

* e.g. Mencius, p. 290. ® Confucius. 
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Amw'&r. Ch eng Tzu saidi: “ The Principle of Origin 

in the Four Attributes corresponds to* Love in the Five 

Cardinal Virtues. In the narrow sense it is but one, in 

the comprehensive sense it includes four. As the feeling 

of solicitude it is used in the narrow sense, as the mastery 

of self it is used in the oompreheiisive sense.” But it is 

this one virtue which includes the four, for they are nob 

two things. Therefore in the Collected Comments on 

the Analects'^ it is said, “Love is the vii'tue of the 

mind, the principle of affection.” This is excellently 

expressed, and is well worth thinking over. You must not 

say, however, that Mencius’ statements are not equal, to 

those of Confucius in all-round completeness. Mencius 

also speaks of Love in the comprehensive sense— 

for example, in the statement “Love is man’s Mind”^— 

and Confucius speaks of it in the narrow sense— 

for example, in the statement that it is to '' love ^ all 

men”.^ Your, statement that Mencius used the word 

solicitude because of the bloodshed of his time is also 

wrong. Further, you should keep in view the fact that 

though Confucius did not contrast Righteousness with 

Love, he constantly contrasted Wisdom with Love. (Reply 
to Ou-Yang Hsi Hsiin.) 

31. If in the “Literary Remains” we study the dis¬ 

cussion of the passage, “Filial piety and fraternal 

submission ! Are they not the root of all benevolent 

^ A collection of comments by various writers, compiled by Cliu Hsi. 
^ Mencius, p. 290. 

* ^ = the emotion love, or affection. 

^ Analects, XII, xxii (p. 124). 
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actions?” with tho sayings, “Love is the Na^ture, filial 

piety and fraternal submission are its operation”, “Uni¬ 

versal affection is Love ”, and the reply to the theory that 

“ the Mind is like a seed-corn ”, and then compare these 

three sections with the words of the former saints and 

sages, Ave shall find that there is nothing to call in question. 

The statement that “solicitude cannot unite the three” 

is strongly questioned also by our friend Ho, and he camiot 

come to a decision upon it ; but it is not difficult to under¬ 

stand. If again you careful!}^ study tlie chapter in Mencius 

on the “commiserating mind”,^ and, in the “Additional 

Pemains”,^ Ming Tao’s remark on the philoisopher Hsieh^ 

that his memory was “ the kind of familiarity by which 

one’s aims are ruined”, then it Avill all become clear. 

(Reply to someone not named.) 

32. Question. Love is the life-producing Mind of 

Heaven and Eatth Avhich is received by all men as tlieir 

mind. Hence its substance pervades heaven and earth 

and unites all thing-s in the universe, its principle includes 

the Four Terminals and unifies all goodness, because it 

comprises all the virtues of the mind, and rules the Nature 

and Feeling. It is what is called the Principle of Origin 

of Chfien and K‘un. Therefore, it is from' this that we 

get our definition - of its name and meaning ; that is, 

^ Mencius, p. 79. 

2 The , as stated in the preface to that work, was a compilation 

of the Ch‘eng sayings supplementary to the ^ 

2 Hsieh Shang Ts‘ai; see pp. 348-9. 

^ is a verb = “ to define ". 
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from its transforming and nurturing influence, its mild¬ 

ness and purity, its simplicity and liberality, its repro¬ 

ductive life and deatlilessneiss, it is termed Love. But 

men obscure it by their selfishness, and so its life-principle 

ceases, Divine Law is banished, hardening and in¬ 

sensibility ensue, and they become cruel. To embody Love 

men must cleanse themselves absolutely from selfish desire, 

be so broad-minded that there will be nothing to obscure 

the life-producing substance of heaven and earth ; their 

hearts must be true and sincere, earnest and solicitous, 

lovable as the gentle spring which we would fain retain 

always. Uniting the internal and external, the great and 

the minute, the end and the beginning, it is wholly Divine 

Law in its pervading activity, all-encompassing, reaching 

everywhere, all-uniting. In the Ether flowing from the 

one source it permeates everywhere without interruption, 

and may well be regarded as the all-comprehensive perfect 

substance without defect. If there be one spot with never 

so small a defect, never so minute an event that its care 

cannot reach, one short moment in which there is never so 

slight a separation, then this mind has become selfish. 

When selfishness is in progress the life-principle ceases. 

Law does not penetrate, and there is numbness and the 

cutting off of affection : in sucli a case, how can there be 

perfection? Love is like our body: when the blood circu¬ 

lates perfectly throughout, we are absolutely free fropr 

disease ; but if there be one finger which the blood fails 

to reach, it is dumb and destitute of Love.^ Yen Tzu 

‘Mor three months did not depart from Love”;^ after 

^ Cf. p. 323, n. 1. ^ Analects, VI, v (p. 50). 
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the three months there wsiS some slight departure, but 

there was an immediate ireturn, the obstruction melted 

away, and once more there was no departure. It appears 

to me that during the three months there was 

the phenomenon of one “resting in LoveAfter the 

three months it was attained bj effort.^ Is it so ? 

Answer, After attainment there would be no effort, 

but after a while it might be that again there was 

a departure. (Reply to Ch‘en AnChhng.) 

1 See Analects, IV, ii (p. 29). 

2 Cf. D.M., p. 277. 
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BOOK VII 

LOVE AND RIGHTEOUSNESS 

(Fifteen Sections from the ‘‘ Conversations ”.) 

1. Chao Chih Tao asked for an explanation of Love 

and Righteousness from the point of view of substance and 

operation, motion 'and rest. 

Ansiuer. Love certainly is the substance, and 

Righteousness is the operation ; but Love and Righteous¬ 

ness are each of them both substance and operation in 

different aspects. Investigate this thoroughly yourself. 

2. Love and Righteousness are reciprocally, substance 

and operation, motion and rest. The substance of Love 

is essentially inert, but its operation is infinite in its per¬ 

vasive activity. The operation of Righteousness is 

essentially active, while its substance in every case remains 

inflexible.^ 

3. The awful majesty, pf Righteousness is the con¬ 
serving ^ aspect of Love. 

4. Wlien we say that Love pertains to the positive mode, 

and Righteousness to the negative, the term Love refers 

to outgoing activity, and the term Righteousness to con¬ 

servation. On tlie other hand, Yang Tati’s saying, “As 

actuated by Love he is weak, as actuated by Righteousness 

^ Righteousness, in its operation, varies according to the innumerable 

varieties of phenomena to be dealt with, but, in each case, there is an 

inflexible principle on which the phenomenon ought to be treated. 

* Lit. “ gathering in ” as in harvest. Righteousness is that element 

in Love which does not let itself go in wanton sentiment and weak 

tolerance of wrong. It gathers itself in so that it is strong and true in 

pure altruism. 
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he is strong,”^ expresses a different idea.^ The fact is, 

you cannot say it must be either one or the other ; it 

depends upon the point of view. 

5. The Master, replying to the statement of some 

difficulties by Shu Chung, said: In Love the substance is 

strong and its operation weak ; in Righteousness the 

substance is weak and its operation strong. 

'Kwang Clihng said: From the point of view of the 

Supreme Ultimate, Love is strong and Righteousness 

weak. From the point of view of the Two Modes inheu’ent 

in the individual thing, the operation of Love is weak and 

the operation of Righteousness storong. 

Answ'er. It is so too. Love contains the idea of flowing 

movement and activity put forth, but its operation is tender 

and gentle. Righteousness contains the idea of delibera¬ 

tion as to what is in accord with right, but its .operajtion 

is decisive and distinct. 

6. Love and RighitGOusnessi are like the Two Modes 

which are two modes of the one Ether : the positive is the 

ether in process of expansion, and the negative is the ether 

after the process of contraction has set in. Love 

is Righteousness just as it has come to birth, 

and Righteousness is Love in retrocession. The important 

point is that Love cannot exhaust the whole meaning of 

Moral Law. Moral Law is universally diffused in 

1 See ^ , pt. xii, f. 18. Yang Tzu is Yang Chu 

the egoist. The “ he ” refers to the “ noble man ”, concerning whom 

Yang Tzu has been questioned. 

2 “ Weak ” refers to the negative mode, and “ strong ” to the positive, 

the opposite of what is said in the preceding sentence. 
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all things ; Love cannot exhaust it, but it can and does 

imply it in its full substantive meaning. If we know the 

positive we know the negative ; if we know Love we know 

Righteousness. When we know the one we know all the 

rest. 

7. Asked about the statement, “ Righteousness is the 

material of Love,” the Philosopher replied': Righteousness 

1ms the meaning, ‘®to cut off,” to sever ”—it is the quality, 

of decision, after which it sends forth Love in abundance. 

” Not to look at anything, listen ,to anything, say anything, 

or do anything inconsistent with right principle,” ^ is the 

quality of decision. The passage, ” If for one day a man 

can master self and return to right principle, the whole 

empire will return to Love,”^ expresses the pervading 

activity of Love. 

8. Question. Mencius regarded solicitude as the 

terminal of Love, and conscientiousness as the terminal of 

Righteousness. Chou Tzti said : ‘‘Affection is Love, and 

to do what is right is Righteousness.” ^ But, from the 

subjective point of view, while it is true that solicitude and 

affection are the outflow of a mind actuated by Love, con¬ 

scientiousness is shame at what is unrighteous ; that is, it 

is a negative expression, and does not refer directly to 

the terminal of Righteousness. The word “right”, again, 

refers to objective phenomena. What then is the actual 

meaning of Righteousness as it is subjectively ? 

^ Analects, XII, 1, 2 (p. 114) ; cf. p. 201 of this volume. 

2 Ibid., XII, i, 1 (p. 114). 

^ Quoted from the “ T‘ung Shu ”, see ^ ^, pt. ii, f, 4. 
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Answer. Subjective Eighteousness is the determinate 

decision in favour of what is objectively right. 

9. Eighteousness is like a sharp knife severing many 
bonds. 

10. Eighteousness is like a sword held horizontally, by 

which every phenomenon as it presents itself is cut in 

two, as may bo illustrated in tlie statements, “ The noble 

man considers Eigihteousness to he essential,”i “He con¬ 

sidered Eighteousness to be of the highest importance,” ^ 

^‘Eighteousness requires that he should not eat,” ^ 

‘'Eighteousness requires that he should not ride,” ^ 

When we have a fine discrimination of the rightness of 

things,^ so that we enter into the inscrutable and spirit-like 

in them, we attain to the largest practical application of 

them.” 6 That is, to be perfectly practised in righteousness 

is to perceive the practical use of things. 

11. Prom the definition of Love as the virtue of the 

mind‘d it follows that Love includes the four virtues. But 

in the definition of Eighteousness as the law of the mind 

the reference is to Eighteousness only. 

Answer. That is correct. 

^ Analects, XV, xvii (p. 163). 

^ Ibid., XVII, xxiii (p. 193). 

^ Yi Ching, p. 311. 

^ Ibid., p. 295. 

This rendering differs from Legge's, but a gloss quoted in the Imperial 

Commentary gives this meaning of The gloss reads:' ^ 

^ m i. The context hero certainly requires this meaning 
rather than that given, by Legge. 

® Ibid., p. 390. 7 Cf. p. 328. 
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12. Question. The expression, “The virtue of the 

mind,” refers comprehensively to the entire substance of 

all the virtues, Tvhile “ The principle of affection ” refers 

particularly to the single substance of one virtue ; and, 

although we use the word substance, its operation is also 

included. The expression, “ Law of the mind,” refers to 

subjective Pighteousness, (and “ Oughtness of an act to 

objective Pighteousness ; and so the subjective and 

objective are united.^ 
Answer. The expression, “ Law of the mind,” also 

refers to tlie entire substance of Pighteousness, and 

“,Oughtness of an act ” to the fact that in all the countless 

ramifications of phenomena which present themselves to 

us there is inherent in every single thing the principle on 

v.duch it “ought” to be dealt with. Nor does the 

expression refer to external things only ; whatever it is 

that presents itself to us, there is some duty embedded in 

it ; and [the performance of] that duty is Pighteousness. 

The Philosopher then referred to I Chhan's statement, 

“ IFrpm the point of view of the object, it is Law ; from 

the point of view of my conduot in relation to the object, 

it is Pighteousness.”^ 
The Philosopher f arther said : Pighteousness is like 

a sharp knife, which will cut through wliatever presents 

itself : it is not the cutting of the knife but the knife itself 

that is Pighteousness. 

13. The universe consists of one Ether which divides 

into the negative and positive modes, and, because it is 

2 *§*, pt. 1, f. 0. 

\ 

1 D.M., p. 283. 
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by the interaction of these two inodes that all things are 

produced, all phenomena assume the aspect of relativity. 

Heaven is contrasted with earth, life with death, speech 

with silence, activity wdth repose, because the source ^ from 

which they spring itself contains this principle of 

relativity. Hence of tlie four virtues two only are men¬ 

tioned, corresponding to the Two Modes ; and foi^ the 

same reason we find it stated that, “ In representing the 

Law of Heaven they used the terms ‘Negative^ 

and "Positive,’ and in representing the Law of Man they 

used ,the terms " Love and Righteousness ^ 

14. With regard to the correlative terms “ Negative and 

Positive”, “Weak and Strong”, “Love and Righteous¬ 

ness ” : it would seem as if the order should be Righteous¬ 

ness and Love, because Love should correspond to the 

positive. If Love be not positive and strong, how could 

it exercise so much creative power ? Although Riighteous- 

ness is strong it is self-conserving, while Love is self- 

imparting. This again is the negative enfolded within the 

positive and the positive within the negative, each con¬ 

taining hidden within it the root of the other. Or take the 

manner in which men act to-day in regard to rew^ards and 

punishments : if it is a case of reward the deed is done 

at once and without hesitation, but if it is a case of punish- 

men,t by death there is delay, hesitation, and an unwilling¬ 

ness to decide. There is a case of the self-imparting of the 

positive mode and tlie retraction of the negative, of the 

^ The source is the Two Modes, which, as negative and positive, 

themselves contain the “ principle of contrariety ". 
^ Yi Ching, p. 423. 
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affinity of Love and EigLteousness fol* the positive and 

negative modes respectively. 

15. Chung Wei 1 asked: Kuei Shan said, “As 

one in principle it is Love, as diverse in function it is 

Righteousness.” 2 Does this mean that Love is the sub¬ 

stance and Righteousness its operation ? 

Answer. Love is simply the flowing forth ; Righteous¬ 

ness lies in its obligation to flow in a particular direction. 

Like water, the flowing movement of which is Love; its 

flow as rivers, or its collection in pools and ponds, is 

Righteousness. The feeling of solicitude is Love, the 

difference in the varying degrees of affection due to parents, 

to brothers, to neighbours, and to friends and acquain¬ 

tances, is Righteousness., Again, respectfulness is but one, 

but there are many different ways of showing respect, 

dependent upon whether it is accordied to the sovereign, 

or to elders, or to sages. So also witli Reverence : “ The 

ancestral temple of the Son of Heaven embraced seven 

shrines, the temple of the prince of a state embraced flve 

shrines ” ; ^ this Avas Reverence, but the question whether 

it should be seven or flve shrines belongs to Righteousness. 

Reverence is the grace of Law, and Righteousness is the 

oughtness of actions. Lii Yii Shu said : “ The meaning of 

the dictum, “ The Decree of Heaven is what we term the 

Nature”^ may be expressed thus: That the nine clans 

^ Ch*en Chung Wei, style Cheng Kuang (m w , was a native of 

Shui Yang H) ; he held important offices under the Government, 

but, owing to an unsuccessful accusation against Chia Ssu Tao, a tyrannical 

and traitorous Prime Minister, he retired into private life. 

^ ^ Pt- XXV, f. 10. * Li Chi, i, 223. ^ D.M., p. 247. 
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have no regrets concerning the differing gradjes of mourning 

clothes ; or that from the palace to the lowest grade of 

lictors, there are none who venture to contend in regard to 

the differing grades of ceremonial apparel, is because the 

Divinely conferred Nature is so.” Again, take a home 

with ten families : that every father is tender to his son, 

and every son filial to his father, and the neighbours all 

respect them, is as it should be. The tenderness and the 

filialness are Love ; that each son is affectionate to his 

own father, and each father tendet to his ovti 

child is Kighteousness. These things cannot be separated. 

In its outflow it is Love, but in the very moment that Love 

is called into movement there are present Righteousness,^ 

Reverence, and Wisdom ; it is not that when Love comes 

into operation Righteousness remains behind to be set free 

after a little while. In a word, it is one principle, but with 

manv well-marked distinctions. 

(Five Sections from the “ Collected Writings ”.) 

I. I have already said that the pervading activity and 

manifested operations of the Nature as ordained by Heaven 

are manifest in daily life : there is not a moment when it 

is not so, there is not a tiling into winch they do not! 

enter ; and the great soince, the complete substance, from 

which they proceed is what we term Love. But within 

this, every phenomenon lias its own natural distinctive 

characteristics ; for example, the four points of the com¬ 

pass, with the zenith and nadir, have their unchangeable 

positions, from which they never err by a hair’s-breadtli. 

This is what we term Righteousness. The “Law 
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of man”i is ‘‘represented’’ bj these two only, but these 

two are inseparable. Therefore the student in seeking 

Love and in perfecting Righteousness will not fail to use 

both of them together. In his pursuit of Love his elimina¬ 

tion of selfishness and return to Divine Law will be 

operative in the sphere of everyday life. In perfecting 

Righteousness his discrimination between the true and 

false and between what is lawful and not lawful will bo 

applied to every thought. For there is nothing that does 

not come within the scope of Divine Law and man’s mind, 

of substance and its operation, and which cannot be re¬ 

garded as having distinctions. Mencius said to the King 

of Ch‘i : “ By weighing we know whalt things are light and 

what hea\y. By measuring Vv^e know what things are long 

and what short. The relations of all things may be thus 

determined, and it is of Uie greatest importance to estimate 

the motions of the mind. I beg yoiu* Majesty to measure 

it.” 2 Here indeed is the method by which to seek Love, 

and the foundation of the practice of Righteousness! 

Mencius truly possessed the secret of knowing the right 

thing to say I ^ ^(Reply to Chiang Ylian Shih.) 

2. Question. Yu Tzu considered filial piety and 

fraternal submission to be the foundation of Love.”^ 

Mencius regarded serving one’s parents as Love and serving 

one’s older brother as Righteousness.^ What is the 

explanation of this discrepancy ? Is it not to be found in 

^ Referring to the passage in the Ft Ching quoted in the T^ai Chi T^u 

Shuo, see J. P. Bruce, Introduction to Chu Ilsi and the Sung School, chap. vi. 

- Mencius, p. 20. 3 jbid., pp. 65, 67. 

* Analects, I, ii, 2 (p. 3). ^ Mencius, p. 332. 
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this : The school of Confucius in their discussion of Love 

included ,the operation in the substance, and this is what 

is termed Love in its comprehensive sense ; while Mencius 

when he used the word Love always contrasted it with 

its correlative Righteousness, that is, he used it in its 

narrow sense. In serving one’s parents all that is needed 

is to be ruled by affectijOn. Righteousness is the duty of 

affection. When we extend to our elders the affection with 

which we serve our parents, and so fulfil the duty of 

such affection, then the Law of Love is in operation. 

Answer, Your explanation is correct. (Reply to Wu Po 

Feng.) 

3. Seeing that Love is the principle of affection, it is 

evident that Righteousness is the principle of obligation, 

because both are the original substance preceding the mani¬ 

festation and affection and duty are their operation. You, 

however, say that Righteousness is the obligation of Law,^ 

which is to make Righteousness the manifestation of the 

original substance, and comes near, does it not, to the 

error of making Love subjective and Righteousness objec¬ 

tive (Reply to Chiang Shu Ch'uan.) 

4. The practice of Righteousness is by the operation of 

Love, therefore the student must constantly preserve this 

mind ; 2 thus onlj will he be able thoroughly to estimate 

the principles of things. If not, there will be no controlling 

^ The word here translated “ Law " is the same as that rendered 

“ principle ” above. Note the play upon the two words ^ and in the 

expressions ^ ^ and ^ ^ ^ the law or principle of obligation, 

and the obligation of Law or right principle. 

2 That is. Love. 
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facult)^ in tlie mind, and he will be unable to estimate right 

and wrong or to fulfil his duty in life. This is why the 

school of Confucius always puts the pursuit of Love first. 

For Love is the source of all things and the foundation of 

all things, and therefore the understanding and nurture 

of Love must be put before everything else ; then only 

shall we secure our starting point. (Reply to Li Yiian 

Han.) 

5. Questiofi. Yu Tzu considered filial piety and fraternal 

submission to be the root of Love.^ Mencius distinguishes 

between serving one’s parents and obedience to one’s elder 

brother, regarding the one as the fruit of Love, and the 

other as the fruit of Righteousness.2 Is respectful sub¬ 

mission the determining factor in Righteousness, or the 

inlierent rightness of things ? 

Answer, If right is made the determining factor, 

respectful submission will be includ'ed in it. (Reply to 

Lin Te Chiu.) 

LOVE, RIGHTEOUSNESS, REVERENCE, AND 

WISDOM 

(Ten Sections from the ‘‘ Conversations ”.) 

1. Question. How would you classify Love, Righteous¬ 

ness, Reverence, and Wisdom, according to their substance 

and operation ? 

Ansiuer. Their classification may be seen from their 

relation to the Two Modes ; Love and Reverence are posi¬ 

tive, Righteousness and Wisdom are negative ; the former 

1 Analects, I, i, 2 (p. 3). 2 Mencius, p. 189. 
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are operation, the latter are substance. Spring and 

summer are positive, autumn and winter are negative. 

According ,to this dual classification of Love and 

Pightoousness, the originating^ season of spring and the 

growing season of summer are Love, the gathering-in 

season of autumn and the storing season of winter 

are Righteousness. Described in terms of the four, 

spring is Love, summer is Reverence, autumn is 

Righteousness, and winter is Wisdom. Love and Rever¬ 

ence are centrifugal and give out. Righteousness is stern 

and incisive. Wisdom stores up, as a man stores up many 

things in his mind so that thej^ are invisible, and the 

greater his wisdom the more deeply they are stored. This 

accords exactly with' the passage in the Yi, “ In repre¬ 

senting tlie Law of Heaven tliey. used the terms 

‘Negative’ and ‘Positive’, in representing the Law 

of Earth they used the terms ‘ Weak ’ and ‘ Strong in 

representing the Law of Man they used the terms ' Love ’ 
and ‘ Righteousness’.” 2 The commentators as a rule 

regard Love as weak and Righteousness as strong ; but 

this is a mistake, it is Love tliat is strong and Righteous¬ 

ness weak. For the movement of Love is outward, and so 

is inflexible and forceful ; Righteousness gathers in, its 

movement is inward, and so appears externally as weak. 

2. Question. Love and Reverence are positive and force¬ 

ful ; Righteousness and Wisdom are negative and 

^ is equivalent to “to produce.” Spring is the season in which 

life has its beginning. 

^ Yi Ching, p. 423. 
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yielding. Righteousness is divisive, its sphere is deter¬ 

mined, its idea is that of gathering in, and naturally is 

negative and yielding. But how could you describe 
Wisdom ? 

Answer. Wisdorri is still more devisive, its idea of 

gathering-in is still more prominent ; for example, you 

know a .thing to bo true or you know it to be false. You 

know it and that ends it, it has no further function, 

differing in .this respect from the other three. Wisdom 

knows, and then hands on the matter to the other three, 

solicitude, conscientiousness, and courtesy ; so that its 

gathering-in quality is more keen even than that 
of Righteousness. 

3. The inclusion of the tliree in Love is in this way : 

Righteousness, Reverence, and Wisdom all have flowing 

movement and therefore are gradually evolved from Love. 

Love and Wisdom, Origin and Po.tentiality, are the 

phenomena of ,the beginning and end ; and these two 

termini are in eacli case the most important of the four 

principles, as we see in the diagrams I^hn and Chen, in 

which all things take their rise and find their consumma¬ 

tion, while Ken is the connecting' point between them.^ 

4. ,Wei Tao2 asked: Love includes Righteousness, 

^ Yx Ching, pp. 425-6 ; see Legge’s note on p. 426. 

2 Surnamed Yeh (^), styU Chih Tao (^0 j#), a native of Wen Chou 

(im Wei Tao was a keen student of literature. After taking 

his degree of Chin Shili he accepted the post of teacher in a college at 

Chou (p^ il‘1'1)* III response to inquiries made by the Emperor Li Tsung 

concerning Chu Hsi’s pupils, Wei Tao was mentioned as one of the most 

prominent, and the title of Doctor of the Imperial Academy was conferred 

upon him. He was the author of several works on the Classics. 
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Reverence, and Wisdom ; solicitude includes con¬ 

scientiousness, courtesy, and moral insight ; the Principle 

of Origin includes Beauty, Utility, and Potentiality, and 

spring includes summer, autumn, and winter. What I do 

not understand is how, of the Five Agents, Wood includes 

Fire, Metal, and Water. 
Answer. Wood is the vital ether by which things have 

life ; apart from this vital ether. Fire, Metal and Water 

could not possibly exist; this is how it is that Wood 

includes tlie other three. 

5. The Four Terminals are like the Four Virtues ; if 

we take them individually there is a line of demarcation 

between each ; if we classify them. Love and Righteous¬ 

ness form the main divisions. Hence it is said : “ Love 

is man’s Mind, Righteousness is man’s path.”^ In the 

same way the section on Chhen in the ‘‘Fourth 

Appendix”2 refers to them in one place as the “Four 

Virtues” U another place says, “The Principle 

of Origin represented by Ch‘ien is what gives their 

beginning to all things, and secures their growth and 

development. The principles of Utility and Potentiality 

refer to the Nature and Feelings.” ^ 

6. Cheng Ch‘un, speaking of the four principles of the 

Nature, said that they alternately control and are sub¬ 

sidiary to each other, but that they are united under the 
headship of Love and Wisdom. In the statement^ 

“ Respectfulness without Reverence becomes laborious 

^ Mencius, p. 290. ^ The Fourth Appendix of the Yi Ching. 

^ Yi Ching, p. 408. Ibid., p. 415. 
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bustle,*’1 Reverence is regarded as the controlling principle. 
In the statement, “ The noble man in everything considers 
Righteousness to be essential ”,2 Righteousness is regarded 

as the controlling principle. For the Four Virtues are never 
separated. In contact with affairs they are severally mani¬ 
fested as in reciprocal relation. Let a man silently meditate 

upon this and he will understand it. 
Answer. What you say is true. 

7. The word “ Love ” mus.t be taken in conjunction with 
Righteousness, Reverence, and Wisdom, if we would 
understand its true meaning. Love itself is the original 
substance of Love, Reverenoe is Love expressing itself in 
graceful form. Righteousness is Love in judgment, and 
Wisdom is Love discriminating. It is like the difference 
between the four seasons which all proceed from the Spring. 
Spring is the birth of the Vital Impulse, summer is the 
development of the Vital Impulse, autumn is the con¬ 
summation and winter the storing up of the Vital: Impulse. 
The four are resolved into two, and the two into one, and 
thus all are united under one head, and gathered into one 
source. Therefore it is said : The Five Agents resplve 
into the one negative and the one positive ether ; the 
negative and positive ethers resolve into the one Supreme 
Ultimate.”^ 

The Philosopher said further : Love is the head of the 
Fgjir Principles, but Wisdom can he both beginning and 

^ Analects, VIII, ii, 1 (p, 72). 
2 Ibid., XV, xvii (p. 163). 
3 Cited from Chou Tzu's Tai Chi T^u Shuo ; see J. P. Bruce, Introduction 

to Chu Hsi and the Sung School, chap, vii- 
Dd 
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end, just as tlie Principle of Origin is tlie head of the 

Four Attributes, but has its source not in the Principle of 

Origin, but in the Principle of Potentiality.^ For unless 

the transforming influences of the universe are gathered, 

into unity tliey cannot be sent forth and diffused. In the 

conjunction of Love and Wisdom ^ is the very pivot of the 

myriad transformations. The revolutions of this principle 

are endless, the union is never dissolved. Therefore, if 

there were no Potentiality there could be no Origin. 

8. Eeverence is the going forth of Love, Wisdom is the 

storing up of Eigiliteousness. If we extend this thought 

to men’s natural dispositions, we shall find that the gentle 

and honest .disposition is generally humble and courteous, 

while the man who knows everything is sharp and exacting. 

9. The feeling of solicitude is solicitude from beginning 

to end ; the other three are solicitude in the beginning 

but end as oonscientiousness, courtesy and moral insight 

respectively. Without solicitude these three are dead^ 

because solicitude is the fountain-head from which the 

other three proceed. 

10. Love and Eeverence represent the idea of giving 

out life, Eighteousness and Wisdom represent the idea of 

gathering in. 

(Three Sections from the “Collected Writings”.) 

1. Hsiao Shu, having noticed the Master’s reply to 

Secretary Hwang’s question on the classification of the 

^ As the spring grows out of winter. 

^ Love grov/s out of Wisdom as spring out of winter. 
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Four Virtues accordinig as they are forceful or yielding^ 

said : They are described both separately and altogether. 

My vievfs on them separately I have already, handed to 

you. As to the statement of them taPen together, my 

understanding' of them is that when in Oiperation some 

are active and some inaetive, and from this point of view 

Love and Reverence are foroeful, and Righteousness and 

V/isdom are yielding'. But if we consider what really 

constitutes them the Four Virtues, then Love is the mind 

that cannot bear to see suffering, and seems to have the 

idea of gentleness and yielding ; while Reverence has its 

fixed and uimhangeable grades, and seems to be negative 

and finely discriminating. Is there not then, in the case 

of these two, a yielding within tlieir forcefulness. 

Righteousness again in its decisive judgment and rigid2 

sternness seems to have the idea of strong; decision; 

Wisdom in its unimpeded comprehensive flovr seems to 

have the idea of the positive mode and of activity. Is 

there not, in the case of these two^ a forcefulness within 

their yielding ? Whence it may be seen that the negative 

and the positive modes are never separate. I do not know 

if this is correct. 

Answer. I fancy that what I said at the time was ithat 

dividing them are four and uniting them are two. But 

expressed in your way the idea is the same ; it is the same 

as in the statement, “ Water is negative and has its root 

^ See p. 398, section 2. 

^ is “ square ”, and so “ rigid ”, in that it cannot be rolled along the 

ground as a “ round ” object can. 
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in the positive. Fire is positive and has its root in the 

negative.”^ (Reply to Li Hsiao Shu.) 

2. The Nature is the all-comprehensive substanoe of the 

Supremo Ultimate, and in its essence is undelinable ; but 

within it are innumerable principles which are summed 

up in four leading comprehensive principles. To these, 

then, the names Love, Righteousness, Reverence, and 

Wisdomi are given The school of Confucius did not 

give full expressionj ,to this aspect of the question ; it was 

Mencius who first elaborated it, the reason being that in 

the time of Confucius the doctrine of the goodness of the 

Nature was not in question. But although Confucius did 

not enunciate the doctrine in detail, his statement was 

none the less complete. In the time of Mencius, heresies 

sprang up like bees in swarms, and the goodness of the 

Nature was repeatedly denied. Mencius was concerned 

lest this truth should be obscured, and considered hov^ he 

might make it clear. If the all-comprehensive entire sub¬ 

stance alone had been stated, the fear was that it would be 

like a steel-yard with no marks to indicate the different 

weights, or a foot-rule without inches, and in this way 

he would be unable to make the meaning clear to people 

generally ; he therefore found other language to express the 

truth, marking off its fourfold distinctions. This was the 

beginning of the doctrine of the Four Terminals. For even 

before their manifestation, the Nature, though still and 

without movement ”,2 is not a yague empty nothingness, but 

comprises an orderly framework of principles, so that when 

^ See ^ , pt. i, f. 7. ^ Yi Ching, p. 370. 
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acted upon by the external world there is an immediate 

subjective response ; as when men “see a child' fall into 

a well ” 1 there is the response of (the principle of Love, 

and the feeling of solicitude assumes visible form. Or 

if we appear at a temple, or before the Throne, there is 

the response of the principle of Rieverenoe, and the feeling 

of respect assumes visible form. For from' within, all 

principles proceed, comprehensive and complete, each one 

perfectly clear and distinct, so that whatever we meet with 

in our environment we are affected' by it and respond to 

it. Thus the Four Terminals in their going forth have 

each its different manifestation. Mencius therefore 

analysed the Nature into these four, and taught Ihe student 

to recognize that within the all-comprehensive complete 

substance there is a marvellous orderliness from' which 

the goodness of the Nature may, be known. But before the 

manifestation of the Four Terminals, the all-comprehen¬ 

sive complete substance is imperceptible by, any, of the 

senses ; how then can its marvellous orderliness be 

known ? The answer is, the invest^ation of these prin¬ 

ciples is possible in their manifestation. Everything that 

exists has its source and root. Although the principles 

of the Nature are invisible, their manifestation in the 

Terminals is fully capable of Investigation. So that from 

solicitude we may surely infer the existence of Love, and 

similarly we can infer Eighteousness from conscientious¬ 

ness, Reverence from respectfulness, and Wisdom from 

moral insight. If there were no such inwaitl principles, 

how could there be the visible terminals ? From the visible 

^ Mencius, p. 78. 
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terminal we rniTiesitatiiigly infer the inward principle. 

Therefore Mencius said : ‘Tf we look at the Feelings 

which flow from the Nature, we may know that they are 

oonstituted for the practice of what is good.’’^ This is 

what Mencius meant in saying that the Nature is good, for 

we know it by tracing the Feelings back to their source. 

Having clearly understood the distinction between these 

four principles, it was necessary to understand further 

that, of these four. Love and Eighteousness stand to one 

another in the position of correlatives. For Love is Love, 

but Eeverence is the manifestation of Love ; Eighteous¬ 

ness is Eighteousness, but Wisdom is hidden Eighteous¬ 

ness ; just as there are four seasons, hut spring 

and summer belong to the positive mode, and autumln and 

winter to the negative. Hence it is said : “ In representing 

the Law of Heaven they used the terms ‘Negative’ and 

‘ Positive in representing the Law of Earth they used 

the terms ‘Weak’ and ‘Strong’, and in representing the 

Law of Man they used the terms ‘ Love ’ and ‘ Eighteous¬ 

ness'From this we may know that apart 

from tire principle of duality the Law of Heaven 

and Earth could not be set forth ; therefore, though 

there are four principles, they are represented by the 

two. And although Love and Eighteousness thus stand 

to one another in the position df correlatives, and so we 

have the two. Love nevertheless permeates and unites all 

the four. For “in the narrow sense Love is only one, 

but in the comprehensivie sense it includes the four”. 

Therefore Love itself is the original substance of Love, 

^ Mencius, p. 278. ^ Yi Ching, p. 423. 
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Reverence is Love expressing itself in graceful form, 

Righteousness is Love in judgment, and Wisdom is Love 

discriminating. It is like the four seasons which, though 

they differ one from another, all proceed from the spring. 

Spring is the birth of spring, summer is the growth of 

spring, autumn is its consummation, and winter is the 

storing up ef spring. From the four we arrive at two, 

and from the two at the one ; thus all are united under 

one head and gathered into one source. Hence it is said : 

“ The Five Agents res^olve into tUe one negative and the 

one positive ether ; the negative and positive ethers resolve 

in\to the one Supreme Ultimate.” ^ This assuredly is the 

Law of Heaven and Earth.2 Love includes the four prin¬ 

ciples and the place of Wisdom is at the end of the four ; 

for winter is the storage season “ in which all things take 

their rise and find their consummation. ” ^ Wisdom has 

the idea of storage, together with that of the end and the 

beginning. Thus solicitude, conscientiousness and respect¬ 

fulness, all have something to perform, while wisdom itself 

does nothing ; its province is simply to distinguish 

between what is true and what is false—whence Tve get 

the expression “hidden stores”. Again, solicitude, con¬ 

scientiousness, and respectfulness each have but one aspect, 

while moral insight has two. Seeing that it distinguishes 

what is true, it also distinguishes what is false ; and in 

this we have an image of the consummation and the 

^ Quoted from Chou Tzu's T^ai Chi T^u Shuo ; see J. P. Bruce, Intro¬ 

duction to Chu Hsi and the Sung School, chap. vii. 

^ Referring to a later paragraph in the T‘ai Chi T^u Shuo ; ibid. 

3 See p. 399. 
\ 
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beginning of all things. Therefore Love is the head of 

the four principles, while Wisdom can be both beginning 

and end .i It is like the Originating Ether which, although 

the premier attribute, still does not spring from the prin¬ 

ciple of Origin, but from Potentiality ; for unless the 

transforming influences of Heaven and Earth are gathered 

into unity they cannot be sent forth and diffused. This is 

an unmistakable principle. In the conjunction of Love 

and Wisdom is the very pivot of the myriad transforma¬ 

tions. The revolutions of this principle are endless, the 

union is never dissolved. Tliis it is that Oh eng Tzii refers 

to when he speaks of Alotion and Rest as alternating 

without an end, and of the two Modes as alternating! 

without a beginning.2 Ch en Chfl Chih.) 

3. Quesifion. Of the four attributes of Ch‘ien, to regard 
Potentiality as corresponding to winter does not raise any 

difficulfy in my mind, but of man’s four virtues to regard 

Wisdom as corresponding to winter ses'ms to me not clear. 

How can the labour of the whole year, the consummation 

of all things, bo fully represented in winter as the clear 
discrimination of Wisdom ? 

Answer. The ruling characteristics of Wisdom are 

storing up and discriminating ; it has intelligence but no 

activity, and this is the phenomenon of winter. (Reply to 

Miu TzuHui.) 
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LOVE, RIGHTEOUSNESS, REVERENCE, WISDOM, 

AND SINCERITY 

(Three Sections from the “ Conversations ”.) 

I. Someone asked : How is i,t that to the four virtues 

of the Nature, another, Sincerity, is added, the whole 

number being termed the Five Nature-Principles ? 

'Answer. Sincerity gives reality to^ the four, so that 

Love has a real existence, and Righteousness has a real 

existence, and Reverence and Wisdom. It is like Earth, 

one of the Five Agents ; if there were no Earth, there 

would be nothing to contain the other four.^ Again, it is 

like the sphere of Earth in the Four Seasons ; it rules 

as sojourner for eighteen days in each of them,^ or if you 

1 pJ5^ used in a verbal sense, “ to make real.” 

2 Earth is the field in which Water, Fire, Metal, and Wood, have their 

existence, the “ mother ” as it were of them all—as of course is the case 

in the physical sphere. 
5 The Four Agents Wood, Fire, Metal, and Water, correspond respectively 

to the Four Seasons, Spring, Summer, Autumn, and Winter, and to the 

Four Virtues, Love, Reverence, Righteousness, and Wisdom. In the 

case both of the Virtues and of the Agents there is a fifth, viz : Earth and 

Sincerity. But there is no fifth season. How then is the analogy carried 

out ? In the case of the Virtues, Sincerity qualifies all the rest, i.e. gives 

rp.alitt/ to them. In the case of the Agents, similarly. Earth is regarded as 

the ground of existence for the rest; and of the seasons, while they are 

ruled respectively by W^ood, Fire, IVIetal, and Water, Earth enters into all 

as the ruling Agent for the last eighteen days each season. The summer 

season, however, is regarded as specially related to Earth and is called 

its ov/n special sphere (lit. original home, ^)* Thus while Earth 

“ rules ” in all seasons, the Spring, Autumn, and WTnter are not its 

special sphere. 
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say that it rules absolutely in the -Wu Chi days/ that is 
because its own special sphere is the summer/ and it is 

therefore more powerful in that season. The phrase in the 
Yiieh Ling, “ Right in the middle is Earth/’ refers to 

this.3 

2. Question. Recently, in your weighty instruction on 
the meaning of Love, you said : “You must neither put it 

in the place of, nor must you eliminate it from Righteous¬ 
ness, Reverence, Wisdom, and Sihoerity ; then you will 
understand the sense in which it unites the Five Virtues.” 
You, excellent sir, now use the tree as an illustration ; 

but, while the vitality resides in the root of a tree, can you, 
in view of the organic union prevailing throughout, say 
that the branches and twigs, flowers and leaves, are without 

this vitality ? 
Answer. Certainly not. It is just like the Four Seasons. 

Spring corresponds to Love, and is characterized by the 
Vital Impulse ; in the Summer we see its persistent and 

permeating principle ; in the Autumn we see it perfecting 
the fruit ; and in winter we see] its correctness and 
strength. In all four seaisons there is no cessation of 
the Vital Impulse ; even though the leaves fall and are 
scattered, the Vital Impulse is still there. The fact is, 
there is but one Law in the universe, but it has various 

^ There are certain days in which each Agent is speeially powerful. 

They are, in the case of each Agent, represented by those Celestial Stems 

which form the combination to which their Agent specially corresponds ; 

thus : Wood corresponds to ^ Fire to ^ Earth to a 

[ivii chi} Metal to '2^, and Water to ^ ^ . 

* See p. 409, n. 3. 

^ See Li Chi, p. 280 ; and the note on pp. 281-2. 
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names in accordance with its different manifestations. 
Each of the Pour Virtues corresponds tO' one of the Five 

Agents ; ^ but Sincerity is the one which corresponds to 
Earth, the on© by which we know that the Four Principles, 

Love, Righteousness, Reverence, and Wisdom, have a real 
existence and are not mere figments of the imagination. 
Again, it is like the Four Attributes of Ch‘ien, of which 
Origin is the chief, and next to it is Potentiality 
as revealing the meaning of the end and beginning. Apart 
from the Principle of Origin there could be no birth, apart 
from the Principle of Potentiality there could be no end, 

apart from an ending there would be no means of making 
a beginning, and without a beginning the end could never 
be consummated, and so on in endless revolution. This 
is what is referred to in the sentence, “ The sages grandly 
understood the connexion between the end and the 

beginning.” ^ 
3. In the “investigation of principles”, the principles 

are to be sought for in one’s own person. They are none 
other than Love, Righteousness, Reverence, and Wisdom. 
Look at all the myriad transformations and you Avill find 

nothing without these four principles. You, sir, need only 
to examine the common affairs of daily life, and you will 
find that there is nothing without them. As to Sincerity, 
it is so called as expressing tlie reality of the existence 
of the other four. Sincerity is reality, and reality means 

1 The numbers “four” and “five” are as in the original text. 

Strictly speaking, the Virtues and Agents are said to be four or five 

according as sincerity and earth are included or not; but the numbers 

are often, as here, used loosely. 

* See Ft Chingy p. 213. 
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that a thing IS. In terms of the substance, there really 

are Love, Eighteousness, Eeverence, and Wisdom. In 
terms of their operation, there really, are solicitude, con¬ 
scientiousness, respectfulness, and moral insight ; it can¬ 
not be that they are counterfeit. Search the universe 

and where can you find counterfeit Love, counterfeit 
Eighteousness, counterfeit Eeverence, or counterfeit 
Wisdom ? Therefore Sincerity is defined as the expression 
of the fact that they have a real existence and arei not 
counterfeit. 

(Three Sections from the “ Collected Writings ”.) 

1. The assertion of distinctions between the Five Virtues 
is to show that the Five Agents in the Nature have 
each their own individual characteristics, which must be 
distinguished without separating them. You must not say 

that prior to being affected by the external world there are 
no distinctions, and that subsequently there are. You will 
get the true idea from Ch'eng TzCi’s section beginning 
“Void like the boundless desert”.^ (Eeply to Lin Te 
Chin.) 

2. My former letter dealt with the doctrine that Love, 
Eighteousness, Eeverence, and Wisdom correspond sever¬ 
ally to the Five Agents and the Four Seasons. This is the 

'ancient doctrine of the early Confucianists, and is not 
to be regarded lightly. Although your recent letter does 
not go so far as to depreciate it, yet, fearing that my letter 
did not fully explain the most important part of this truth, 

I feel that I must exhaustively investigate the subject 
^ See p. 297. 
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for you. For in the whole universe there is but one 

Ether, dividing into the negative and positive modes, and 
so becoming two entities; the positive therefore is Love, 
and the negative is Righteousness. But the two modes 

again divide each into two. The positive mode therefore 
in its beginning is Wood, Spring, and Love; in its fullness 
it becomes Fire, Summer, and Reverence ; the negative 
mode in its beginning is Metal, Autumn, and Righteous¬ 
ness ; at its extreme it becomes Water, Winter, 
and Wisdom. For no sooner does the solicitude of Love 
proceed from within than the respectfulness of Reverence 
manifests itself outwardly in all its fulness no sooner 
does the conscientiousness proceeding from Righteousness 
penetrate from without inwards, than Wisdom’s moral 
insight in its completeness conceals itself within. There¬ 
fore, since the phenomena are of this nature, it is manifest 
that the comparison is not false nor the generalization 
exaggerated. If you quietly think it over in your own 
mind you will see that it is so. The same reasoning applies 
to the Four Ultimata. If you collectively examine all 
the classical passages it will be still more obvious, and 
you will see that it is not merely the recent hypothesis 
of my insignificant self. Of the Five Agents, the four 
have each their counterpart, but eafth placed at the centre ^ 
is the ground of the other four agents, the ruling factor 
in the Four Seasons. This in man is Sincerity and has 

^ Cf. p. 409-10 and notes. In the order of etherial production, Earth 

comes in the centre of the Five Agents; thus : Wood, Fire, EARTH, Metal, 

Water. These in the same order, with the exception of Earth, correspond 

to the seasons. Wood to Spring, Fire to Summer, Metal to Autumn, and 

Water to Winter, while Earth rules in all. 
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the meaning of reality ; it is the ground of the Four 
Virtues, the ruling factor in all good. (The five notes, five 

colours, five flavours, five odours, five organs, and five 
creeping things, are all classified in the same way).i For 

Heaven and Man are one, ,the subjective and objective 
are one Law, flowing and permeating in organic union so 
that there is no separating barrier. Not to realize this 
means that though living in the universe we are ignorant 
of the law of that universe’s existence; though possessed 

of the form and countenance of a man, we are ignorant of 

tho very principles which make us to be man. This 
doctrine therefore very closely concerns us, its importance 
is even greater than that of the doctrines discussed in my 
former letter ; it is not merely a collection of insignificant 

items. (Reply to Yiian Chi Chung.) 
3. Cheng Kung asked : The Book of the Analects treats 

chiefly of Love, while Mencius combines Love and 
Righteousness. It seems to me that Confucius was 
speaking of the primordial Ether, while Mencius spoke of 

its Two Modes, and I should say that Love is the substance 

and Righteousness js the operation. 
1 The “ five notes ” which compose the Chinese musical scale are 

Shang, and Yii, corre¬ 

sponding to the notes of the Western scale with the omission of the sub- 

dominant and leading notes. The “ five colours ” are W> #. S. 

1^, blue, red, yellow, white, and black The “five flavours” are 

ft, f!?, % sour, acrid, sweet, bitter, and salt. The “ five 

odours” are t., m, rank, scorched, fragrant, frowzy, 

and rotten. The “ five organs” are )]^, jj®, spleen, lungs, 

heart, liver, and kidneys. The “five creeping things” are 

IS. scaly, feathered bare-skinned, hairy, and shell-covered. 

See the Yueh Ling, Book IV in the Li Chi, Sacred Boohs of the East, 

vol. xxvii. 
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The Master said: The language of Confucius and 
Mencius had its similarities and dissimilarities which 

ought certainly to be explained. But what we need to 
concern ourselves about now is to understand what Love 
is, and what Eighteousness is. When we understand these 

two terms, clearly distinguishing their respective 
meanings,1 and so obtain the means of using our efforts 

in the sphere of our own duty, then we shall be in a position 
to discuss the similarities and differences in the language 
of the two sages. If we do not understand these two terms, 
and are negligent of our duty, of what advantage will it be 
to us in the affairs of life to be able to talk oracularly 
about the languiage of the sages, and 'how shall we expound 
the ethical principles embodied in these two ■words ? In 
substance the doctrine is this : Heaven, in the creiation of 
all things, endowed each with its own Nature. But the 
Nature is not a material thing ; it is a principle inherent 
in me. Therefore that which gives to the Nature a 
substantive existence consists of Love, Eighteousness, 
Eeverence, Wisdom, and Sincerity—^these five, and the 
principles of the whole universe, are included in them. 
Han Wen Kung^ said that there are five principles which 
constitute man’s Nature, and his statement was very true. 
But his doctrine was by later teachers of philosophy mixed 
mth the doctrines of Buddhism and Taoism, and so the 
Nature came to be regarded as equivalent to Consciousness 
and Intelligence, differing from the original trend of the 
doctrine of the Nature as taught by the saints and sages. 

^ ^ means “ meaning and principles 

^ The Philosopher Han Yii. 
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Of those live, that whioli we term Sincerity is the principle 

of reality, ; as in the case of Love, Righteousness, Rever¬ 

ence, and Wisdom, they are all real, with nothing false in 

them. Therefore there is no need to say anything further 

on the term Sineerity. But there are differences "between the 

other four terms which must be distinguished. For Love 

is the principle of mild gentleness and kindly affection. 

Righteousness is the principle of judgment and decision ; 

Reverence is the principle of respectfulness and reserve; 

Wisdom is the principle of discrimination between right 

and wrong. The possession of the whole of these four is 

what constitutes the original substance of the Nature. 

Before their going forth they are illimitable and invisible ; 

after tlieir going forth into operation Love becomes 

solicitude. Righteousness conscientiousness, Reverence 

respectfulness, and Wisdom moral insight, manifesting 

themselves according to circumstancies, each having its 

ramifications, but without confusion. These are w:hat we 

term the Feelings. Therefore Mencius said, “ Solicitude is 

the terminal of Love, conscientiousness is the terminal of 

Righteousness, respectfulness is tlie terminal of Rever¬ 

ence, and moral insight is the terminal of Wisdom.” ^ 

When they are called terminals it is as though there were 

things within which are invisible, and it is only by means 

of threads put forth and manifested externally that we 

are able to trace their existence. For within the one 

mind the Four Virtues have each their lines of demarca¬ 

tion ; and their nature-principles and feelings, substance 

and operation, also have their respective differences. Those 

^ Menciu?!, p. 70. 
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must be clearly understood, and afterwards within these 

four we shall recognize the larger distinction between Love 

and Righteousness ; just as the creations and transforma¬ 

tions of Heaven and Earth, the course of the seaisons, do 

not really go beyond the one negative and one positive 

mode. After we have clearly apprehended this, we must 

follow it up by understanding the term Love, which repre¬ 

sents the Vital Impulse permeating and flowing in tlie 

midst of tlie four. Love itself is the original substance of 

Love, Righteousness is Love in judgment, Reverence is 

Love expressing itself in graceful form. Wisdom is Love 

discriminating. Just as in the case of the vital ether of 

spring which permeates the Four Seasons : spring is the 

birth of life, summer is its growth, autumn is the retrac¬ 

tion, and winter the storing ujd of life. The idea, therefore, 

is expressed exactly in ClJeng Tzu’s statement : “ The 

Principle of Origin of the Four Attribtites corresponds to 

Love in the Five Cardinal Virtues ; in tlie narrow sense it 

is but one, in the comprehensive sense it includes the four.’’ 

rWlien Confucius spoke only of Love he was speaking of it 

in its comprehensive sense, and, tihough he spoke only of 

Love, the other tliree. Righteousness, Reverence, and 

Wisdom, were included in it. Mencius, in speaking of 

Love and Righteousness in combination, spoke in the 

narrow sense. But he did not import an additional concept 

Righteousness into the teaching of Confucius ; he simply 

made distinctions within the one principle. Again, the 

further combination of Reverence and Wisdom with these 

two is similar ; for Rieverence is tlie manifestation of Love, 

and Wisdom is the storing up of Righteousness, but Love 
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pervades all the four. Wifcli regard to substance and 
operation, tliere are again two ways of expressing the 
relation, for from the point of view of Love as subjective, 
aiid Righteousness as objective, it is said : “ Love is man’s 
mind, and Righteousness is man’s path,” ^ and bo Love and 
Righteousness are regarded as reciprocally substance and 
operation. If we discuss it from the point of view of Love 
cori'esponding to the feeling of solicitude and Righteous¬ 
ness to conscientiousness, we shall with reference to the one 
principle, distinguish between before manifestation, when 
we have its substance, and after manifestation, when we 
have its operation. If we understand this perfectly, and 
see it clearly, then, whether we regard it subjectively or 
objectively,2 or in any other way, everything will be clear. 
But we must in dajly, life use exact inyestigation, and 
devote time to it. 

Kung 3 asked further: In the time of the Three 
Dynasties^ they only spoke of the “ Mean ” ^ and of “Per¬ 
fection”.® In the replies of Confucius to his questioner's 
ho discoursed bn what Love is. How do you explain this ? 

Answer. The expressions “Mean” and “Perfection” 
are to-day misunderstood as to their language and meaning, 
neither have I time just now to explain them in detail. 

^ Mencius, p. 290. 

2 Lit. : “ elegant as fine carving,” i.e. carving on the surface, which 

represents the external or objective, as contrasted with “ penetrating 

inwards ”, or the subjective. “ In any other way,” lit. is : “ perpen¬ 

dicularly, horizontally, right way up. or upside down.” 

^ Ch‘eng Kung, named at the beginning of the section ; see p. 414 

^ Referring to the Emperors Yao, Shun, and Yii. 

® See 81iii CJiing, p. 62. 

® ibid., pp. 328 IT. 
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But that it ^vas not till the time of Confuoius that the term 
“ Love ” was expounded is because the various sa^es passed 
on the truth from one to another, so. that it was onlj in his 
time, and by gradual stages, that it could be expounded 
clearly. The superiority of Confucius to Yao and Shun 
may be seen in this among other things. (The Yii Shan 
Exposition.) 

SINCERITY 1 

(Ten Sections from the '‘Conversations 

1. Ch'eng is reality, and also guilelessness. From the 
Han dynasty downwards it was regarded solely as guile- 
lessness. iWhen Ch‘eng Tzii appeared he intei'preted it as 
reality, and the scholars who succeeded him dropped the 
meaning of guilelessneias, forgetting that in the Doctrme 

of the Mean, both meanings occur, ; we must not Regard 
Ch‘eng as meaning only reality, aud guilelessness as 
something different from Ch‘eng. 

2. Question. What is meant by saying that the Nature 
is Truth ? ^ 

Answer. The Nature is substantive. Truth is abstract. 
The word “ Nature ” is the name of a principle, the word 
“ Truth ” is the name of a quality. The Nature is like 
this fan. Truth is as if to say, it is well made. 

^ Ch‘eng (f)^), though a different word from the fifth of the cardinal virtues, 

which is hsin (ft) , is similar in meaning, especially in its twofold interpreta¬ 

tion of “ truth ” and “ sincerity ”. The word Ch‘eng, however, is used in 

a more profound sense than hsin. Ch‘eng is the absolute “Truth”; it is 

that “ Sincerity ” which is the very foundation of Divine Law^ S ^ 

^ see D.M., p. 277 and note. 
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(The Philosopher said further : Wu Feng^ said, “Truth 
is the ethical prinoiple of the Decree, the Mean, is the 
ethical prinoiple of the Nature, Love is the ethical principle 
of the Mind.’’ This statement is excellent in its discrimina¬ 
tion. I wonld, however, prefer the word “virtue” to 
“ ethical principle ” as more apt. The expression “ ethical 
principle ” does not perfectly fit the meaning. 

3. The Master asked his pupils how they would 
distinguish between Sincerity and Seriousness. 

They each quoted Ch^eng Tzil’s statement^ as the correct 

answer. 
The Master said : Seriousness is the opposite of wanton¬ 

ness. Sincerity is the opposite of deception. 

4. Sincerity is reality. Seriousness is awe. 

5. Someone asked : Is Truth the substance and Love 
its operation ? 

'Answer. Law is one. As having real existence it is 
Truth. As to substance, it is the reality of the four 
principles—Love, Righteousness, Ideverence, and Wisdom; 
as to operation, it is the reality of the four feelings—solici¬ 
tude, conscientiousness, respectfulness and moral insight. 
Therefore it is said : “ The Five Cardinal Virtues, and the 
hundred varieties of conduct, apart from Truth have no 
existence, for thus they would have no reality, and so could 
not even be named.” 

6. Some one asked: Is it possible by concentration to 
attain to Sinoetity and Seriousness? 

^ Hu Wu Feng, see p. 23, n. 2. 2 See p. 423. 
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Answer. Sincerity and Seriousness are not identiqaL 
Sincerity is the principle of reality. It is to he the same 
whether before men’s faces or behind their backs. Li 
doing a thing, to do it perfectly is Sincerity. If we do it 
partially, and talk exaggeratedly about how we will do 
it, while all the time we are really indiffereint as to whether 
we do it in this particular way or not—that is the opposite 
of Sincerity. Seriousness is to be “ cautious and appre¬ 
hensive 

7. I Cli'uan said: “ Singleness of mind is what is termed 
Sincerity, wholeheartedness is what is termed Ingenuous¬ 
ness.” I regard ingenuousness as in' some respects the 
operation of Sincerity ; for example, when we say wo 
‘‘hate a bad smell, and love what is beautiful’V and in 
fact do so completely — that is Sincerity. If we do so 
to the extent of only eight or nine-tenths and to the extent 
of one-tenth do not, then there is an admixture of thd 
empty and false, and that is not Sincerity. Ingenuousness 
is to be wholehearted, and to be wholehearted is the same 
as what 1 am saying is the explanation of Sincerity ; 
therefore I say. Ingenuousness is in some respects the 
operation of Sincerity. 

8. Singleness of Mind is what is termed Sincerity, 
wholeheartedness is wliat is termed Ingenuousness. 
Sincerity is spontaneous reality, apart from any action 
accompanying it: ^ it is subjective. Ingenuousness, OfU 

1 D.M., p. 248. 
2 G.L., p. 230. 
^ Lit. : “ but at this point it is as yet unaccompanied by action.” 
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tho othor liand, is seen in dealing with affairs and things : 

it is objective. 

9. 'Question. “ To be devoid of anything false is the 
path of Sincerity.”^ Is tho way to seek Sincerity, then, 

not to allow any self-deception ? 
A-Uswer. He who is devoid of anything false is a saint. 

To say that tho saint is devoid of anything false is lall 
right, but 3^ou cannot say that the saint must not allo^w 

self-deception. 
QuesHon. Is not this just the same as Is expressed in the 

passage : “ Sincerity is the law of Heaven, to think upon 
Sincerity and so attain to it is the law of man ? ^ 

Answer. Yes, to be devoid of anything false is spon¬ 
taneous Sincerity, to allow no self-deception is Sincerity 

acquired by effort. 

10. Y/ei Tao ^ asked about tlie passage : “To be devoid 
of anything false is what is termed Sincerity ; not to allow 
self-deception is a lower attainment.’’ 

Answer, It is not that Sincerity is because of the absence 
of the false ; the absence of the false is Sincerity. The 
phrase, “,the absence of the false,” is all-comprehensive, 
taking in the whole sphere of operation, leaving no room 
for anything else in opposition to it. The phrase, not 
to allow self-deception,” implies two things in opposition 

to each other 

^ j® T, 2. 
2 D.M., p. 277. 

* See p. 399, n. 2. 
^ That is, I have to make up my mind not to deceive ; it is not the 

natura-1 spontaneous outcome of the perfect nature. 
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(Four Sections from the “ Collected Writings ’\) 

1. Qimstiom. Liu Cli‘i Chih asked. Wen Kumg^ about 
tlie methods of Sincerity. Wen Kung replied: “We 
should begin by sincerity of speech.’^ Is this not what is 
meant by the passage in the “ Yi Ching ’’ which speaks of 
“ attention to speech and establishing sincerity 

Anmver. It is near it. (Peply to Ch‘eng Yiin Fu.) 

2. Que^;tion. A student^ asked me the question : “In 
the Literary^ Reinaim it is said, ‘ Sincerity is followed 
by Seriousness ’ ; and of the time before we have reached 
Sincerity it is said, ‘By Seriousness we can attain- to 
Sincerity.’ I suppose, then, that the answer to the 
question : How can I attain to Sincerity ? would be that 
there is no way so good as to be wholly guided by Serious¬ 
ness ? ” I^ replied, “ ‘ Sincerity is the law of Heaven ’ ; ^ 
it may also be expressed as the principle of reality. The 
man in whom Seriousness is perfected is a sage. To 
rectify oneself and be inspired by a sense of awe may also 
bo regarded as Seriousness. The learner should use his 
strength in both these directions.” 

Answer. Seriousness is apprehension, as if there were 
something feared. Sincerity is truth, and the utter absence 
of anything false. The meaning of the two words is 

1 Ssu-Ma Kuang, one of whose pupils was Liu An Shin m), style 

Ch*i Chih ; see Giles’ Biog. Diet., p. 489. 

2 Yi Ching, p. 410. 

2 One of Hu Chi Sui’s pupils. 

• ± HI (Ta Shih) refers to the questioner himself, viz. : Iiu Chi Sui, 

whose ming was Ta Shih ; see p. 22, n. 1. 

6 D.M., p. 277. 
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different^ The sentence, “ Sincerity is fallowed by Serious¬ 
ness,” means : when the motives are sincere the heart 
becomes upright. The sentence, “ By Seriousness w^e can 
attain to Sincerity,” means : although the motives as yet 
are not sincere, yet by constant ap|)rehensiveness we shall 
become afraid to allow self-deception, and so attain to 
Sincerity. This is what Ch‘eng Tzu meant. ’Your 
questioner had a glimmering of this ideja, and was unable 
to put it into words ; hut your answer misses the point. 
(Reply to Hu Chi Sui.) 

3. Qmstion,. What is your opinion of ]\Ir. Lii’s- state¬ 
ment, “Truth (Ch‘eng) is the reality of Law ? 

Answer. The meaning of the word “ Ch'mig” is reality, 
but its use in the classics differs in different places and can¬ 
not be expressed in one definition. For example, as Mr. Lu 
uses it here it has the same meaning as in Chou Tzii’s 
saying, “ Wliat we speak of as Truth is the foundation of 
sainthood,” ^ where the word means reality. In Chou Tzii’s 
saying, “The saint is wholly sincere (Ch‘eng),”^ the 
meaning is that in this case the man really possesses this 
principle; as in the phrase in the Doctrine of the Mean, 

“ The individual possessed of the most entire Sincerity 
that can exist under Heaven.”^ What Wen Kung® speaks 
of as ch'eng is what “The Great Learning ” refers to in 
the phrase, “making the thoughts sincere”;^ that is, 

^ Hu Chi Sui makes them parallel. 

^ Probably Lii Yii Shu ; see p. 60, n. 1, but I have not been able to 

find the passage quoted. 

^ See T‘ung Shu, ± & , pt. ii, chap. i. ^ Ibid., chap. ii. 

® D.M., p. 293. ® Referred to on p. 423. ’ G.L., p. 230. 
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making ,tlie heart true and not allo’^’ing self-deception. 
(Reply to an unnamed questioner.) 

4. Question. Cheng Tzu said, ‘‘To he devoid of any 
thing false is what is termed Sincerity ; not to allow self- 
deception is a lower attainment. To he devoid of anything 
false is the Sincerity of the saint ; not to allow any self- 
deception is the Sincerity of the learner.”^ What is your 
opinion ? 

'Answer. This section of Ch‘eng Tzti’s is apparently a 
definition of the meaning of the term, and not intended 
to define the differing ranks of men. (Reply to Ch‘eng 
Yiin Pu.) 

INGENUOUSNESS AND TRUTH 
(Twelve Sections from the “ Conversations ’h) 

1. Ingenuousness proceeds from within, Truth s has 
reference to actions. Ingenuousness is the expression of 
one’s whole heart. Truth is perfect aocord with one’s 
principles. 

2. A true heart—this is the citadeH for the learner. 

2 Chung (,^>) and hsin ('@‘) can neither of them he rendered con¬ 

sistently by one English word. The common rendering of Chung is 

“ loyalty ”, but it has a wider meaning than that word represents, and 

in most cases the better rendering is “ ingenuousness”. Similarly with 

hsin, its use is very varied. As has been seen already it is one of 

the Five Cardinal Virtues, and as such is perhaps best rendered by the 

word “ sincerity ”. Here it is contrasted with “ loyalty ” or “ingenuous¬ 

ness ”, and explained as objective ; in this connexion its meaning is some¬ 

times “faithfulness” or “fidelity”, but most often “truth” or “truth¬ 

fulness ”. 
^ 13 4* is Hsi An. and ^ is Honanfu, the ancient Lo Yang, both 

former capitals of the Empire. The learner must have a “ true heart ” as 

the citadel of his personality if he is to be successful. 
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He must first obtain tJiis, then only can he succeed in the 
practice of Sincerity. If he has it not, to preserve the 
mind is the same as to lose it; how then can there he 

success ? The saying, “ He whose goodness is part of 

himself is a man of truth,” ^ exactly expresses this thought. 

3. Truth is the evidence of IngenuousnesB. Ingenuous¬ 
ness is complete self-expression.^ Manifested in deeds it 

becomes Truth, so that Ingenuousness is seen in Truth. 

4. Ingenuousness and Truth are one and the same thing. 
But, as proceeding from the mind in complete self- 
expression it is Ingenuousnessi ; as tested by principle and 
found to be in accord with it, it is Truth. Ingenuousness 

is the root of Truth, Truth is the outcome of Ingenuous¬ 
ness. 

5. Ingenuousness and Trath are one and the Siame thing 

but are related to each other, as the subjective and 
objective, as the source and issue, the root and fruit. Sub¬ 
jectively it is Ingenuousness, objectively it is Truth. You 
may describe them as one or separately; you will be equally 
correct. 

6. Qu:estio7i. Ingenuousness is truth in the heart. Tn 
the service of a father it is called filial piety, in the treat¬ 

ment of friends it is called fidelity, it is only in the service 

^ Mencius, p. 366. 

^ Cf, section i. The expression means an exhaustive 
expression of self, either in word or deed, and may be either loyalty, or 
as is more often the case here, ingenuousness. It is to be “ whole-selfed ”, 

if tlie expression may be allowed, and is parallel to ^ “whole¬ 

hearted.” It is contrasted with m. which means “ the exhaustive 
representation of fact ”. 
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of the sovereigTL that it comes to be called loyalty4 .Why 

is this ? 

AvoSWer. In the case of parents, brothers or friends, 

the essential principle of their duty is mutual affection, ; 

whereas, in the case of serving a sovereign, the place of 

duty is one of great awe ; and whenever men in this 

position act under constraint, it is because their action does 

not proceed from sincerity of heart.^ Therefore this virtue 

is expressed by the Siage as “ Serving! the sovereign with 

loyalty.” ® 
Question. What is the difference between Ingenuous¬ 

ness and Sincerity ? 

Answer. Ingenuousness and Sincerity are both the 

principle of reality. Singleness of mind is Sincerity, and 

whole-heartedness is Ingenuousness. Sincerity is the 

fundamental ruling factor of the mind ; Ingenuousne^^s 

is the operation of sincerity, but this operation, 

as Ingenuousness, is only subjectively manifested. 

7. Someone asked : How are we to compare the com¬ 

plete self-expression of Ingenuousnesis in tlie learner with 

the “ indestructibility of perfect Sincerity ” ^ in the saint ? 

Answer. It is one and the same thing. But there 

are differences in degrees of perfection. There is the 

Ingenuousness of the ordinary man, the Ingenuousness 

of the learner, the Ingenuousness of the wise man, 

1 The same word as that rendered ingenuousness. 
2 Constraint means that the Minister’s obedience to the sovereign is 

contrary to what he would do if his actions accorded with his own heart. 

Constraint, therefore, is an evidence of insincerity. Note, in this and the 

following sections the word, translated sincerity is cK cug 
3 Analects, III, xix (p. 25). * D.M., p. 283. 
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and tlie Ingenuousness of the holy man. In the ordinary 

man, even though it is no more than unaffected simplicity ^ 

and honesty, it is still Ingenuousness. 

Chill Ch‘ing2 said: The word ‘‘self” in the expression 

“ self-expression ” corresponds to “ perfect sincerity ”, and 

“ complete ” to “ indestructibility ”. “ Perfect sincerity ” 

corresponds to tlie expression “ The Divine decree ”, and 

“indestructibility” to “how profound it is and 
undying ! ” ^ 

8. Wen Chen asked about the statement: “ Complete 

self-expression is what is termed Ingenuousness, to be 
real is what is termed Truth.” ^ 

Ansiuer. Ingenuousness and Truth are one principle ; 

as proceeding from the heart it is Ingenuousness, as estab¬ 

lished by actual fact it is Truth. Ingenuousness may be 

described as stating a matter to others wholly and exactly 

as it is perceived by oneself ; if one only states the half 

and is not willing to state the whole, it is dising'enuousness. 

To say a thing is when it is, and is not when it is not, 

is Truth. They are one and the same principle ; as pro¬ 

ceeding from the mind it is called Ingenuousness, 

as evidenced in objective fact it is Truth. 

Wen Chen replied : “ The outgoing of oneself in com¬ 

plete iself-expreisision is Ingenuousneiss; perfect corre¬ 

spondence with object is Truth.” The outgoing in 

^ ^ ~ ^ “simple,” “unaffected.” 

= Huang Kan 1$^), Ms Chih Cli‘ing, a disciple of Clm Hsi; see 

p. 246, n. 2. 

" D.M., p. 285. 

^ The statement is by I Ch'uan ; see p, 430. 
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complete self-expression is to be whole-selfed4 Truth 

as perfect oorrespondence with object may be illustrated 

thus: To call an incense burner an incense burner and 

a table a table is to be true, and not to contradict fac!t; 

to call an incense burner a table and vice versa is to con¬ 

tradict fact and to be untrue. 

9. Question. iWith regard to the statement, “ Complete 

self-expression is what is termed Ingenuousness, to be 

real is what is termed Truth,” since Truth is reality, and 

you, sir, said the other day that Ingenuousness is reality 

in the heart, I am puzzled to know what constitutes the 

difference between them. 

Answer. Ingenuousness is subjective, while Truth has 

an objective reference. For example, the intention to do 

a thing has to do with Ingenuousness; as objectively 

accomplished it is Truth. Or when a man asks you what 

is the property of fire, and you say, “It is heat”—that is 

Ingenuousness. That it is really heat—is Truth. If there 
is subjective realify there will be corresponding objective 

reality ; if there is not subjective reality, then objectively 

there will be the absence of reality ; as is expressed in 

the statement, “ Without sincerity there can be nothing ” 

if the mind itself is unreal, what can there be in the way 
of real things in its manifestation ? ^ 

1 See p. 426, n. 2. 2 p ]\p 082. 

^ In his notes on the passage just quoted from the Doctrine of the 

Mean, Legge translates a comment from the 0 thus: “ All 

that fill up the space between heaven and earth are things (^). They 

end and they begin again ; they begin and proceed to an end ; every 

change being accomplished by sincerity, and every phenomenon having 
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10. Question. In the statement, “The outgoing of 

oneself in complete self-expression is Ingenuousness,” why 

not say, “ To turn inwards and search oneself ? ” 

Ansioer. To speak of turning inwards and searcliing 

oneself is to speak of what is wholly devoid of action; ; 

how then could the writer ^ have connected this sentence 

with what follows ? To express the mind in such a way 

that there is ahsolutely nothing left unexpressed—that is 

Ingenuousness, and Truth is included in it. As the common 
saying expresses it: “ Men never say more than a third 

of what is in their mind ”; to act thus is to 

lack Ingenuousness. To accord with and enter into objec¬ 

tive facts and things without any conflicting elelment is 

what is termed Truth. Subsequently, I Ch‘uan saw fre¬ 

quently that this statement was not clear, and therefore 

restated it thus : “ Complete self-expression is what is 

termed Ingenuousness, to be real is what is termed Truth,” 

which is satisfactory and clear. 

11. Question. Ming Tao and I Oh‘uan explained In¬ 

genuousness and Truth as internal and external, subjec¬ 

tive and objective. How is this ? 

Ansioer. “ Complete self-expression is what is termed 

Ingenuousness”; Ingenuousness manifested in objective 

fact is Truth. To regard tliem as subjective and objec¬ 

tive is right too. As proceeding from myself in complete 

sincerity unceasingly in it. So far as the mind of man is concerned, if 

there be not sincerity, then every movement of it is vain and false. How 

can an unreal mind accomplish reaUhings ? Although it may do something 

it is simply equivalent to nothing.” 

^ I Ch‘uan ; see below. 
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seif-expression it is Ingenuousness, as seen by outliers it 
is Truth. 

Question. Are they not one and the same thing ? 
Answer. They are one principle. 

Question. Why is the word “Truth” sometimes used 

and not “ Ingenuousness ” ? 

Answfer. Because it is used as including both the sub¬ 

jective and objective. 

Question. Why is tlie word “ Ingenuousness ” some¬ 

times used and not “ Truth ” ? 

Answer. Apart from Ingenuousness tliere cannot be 

Truth. If there be Ingenuousness there must be Truth. 

The Philosopher said further,: It is like some affair 

which one has seen, and in relating it to others he only 

tells a third of what he saw, keeping back the rest. That 

is to be lacking in Truth, for how can it be said to be in 

accord with fact, and without any conflicting element ? ^ 

If one asks me: “Where have you come from to-day?” 

I ought to reply : “ From the Ta Chung Temple.” There¬ 

fore the Master Ch‘eng said : “ Singleness of mind is what 

is termed Sincerity, whole-heartedness is what is termed 

Ingenuousness ; as it is in the heart it is Honesty,^ as 

manifested in objective fact it is Trutli.” 

12. Question. In the statement, “ Completeness in the 

representation of a thing is Truth,” the expression “ com- 

1 Refers back to a sentence in Section 10, p. 430. The illustration is 

a case of ingenuousness, but the Philosopher shows that it is also a case 
of truth. 

^ ^ name of one of the hexagrams in the Yi (see Ft Ching, 

p. 199, and note on p. 290) ; hence the use here of these two v/ords, = 

“ heart and = “ sincerity ” or “ honesty ” in the older sense of the 
word ; cf. p. 304. 
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pleteness in the representation of a thing ” is the same, is 

it not, as “perfect correspondence with a thing” 

Ansioer. Yes. 

(Two Sections fkom the “Collected Writings”.) 

1. (Question. You, sir, said that Ingenuousness and 

Truth are one principle, but looking at the point of view 

from which each is used thej are different. As I under¬ 

stand it, they are one principle, but subjectively it is 

called Ingenuousness, and objectively it is called Truth. 

“ Complete self-expression” refers to the mind, while the 

word ‘ ‘ thing ” calls attention to the principle of the thing ; 

therefore the mind which expresses itself completely is 

ingenuous, and the principle which corresponds with the 

thing is true. Although there is the difference between 

the subjective and objective, the point is that both are 

TRUTHS in myself. 

Answer. “ Mind ” and “ principle ” cannot be contrasted 

as subject and object. Substitute “act” for “ principle ” 

and you will be right. “ Perfect correspondence with 

a thing” does not rnean correspondeince with the principle 

of a thing, but in defining a certain thing to make your 

definition perfectly correepond with the reality of that 

thing. This is what is termed Truth. (Reply to 

Fan Kung Shu.) 

1 Cf. section 10, p. 430. ^ “completeness in the representa¬ 

tion of a thing ”, means that in the treatment of any matter, or in the 

use of any thing, there is a complete expression of the principles inherent 

in that matter or thing. 

^ Ch^eng im) a different word from the word {hsin) rendered Truth 

in the rest of this section ; cf. p. 419, n. 1. 
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2. Question. In the statement, ‘‘ Singleness of mind is 

what is termed Sincerity, and whole-heartedness is what 

is termed Ingenuousness,” what really is the distinction 

meant ? Again, does the statement, “ Ingenuousness is 

the law of Heaven,” mean the same thing as 

whole-heartedness ? ^ 

Answer. The sentence, ” Singleness of mind is what 

is termed Sincerity,” refers specially to the substance ; 

the sentence, “Whole-heartedness is what is termed In¬ 

genuousness,” refers to tlie operation of this substance. 

The sentence, “ Ingenuousness is the law of Heaven,” is 

contrasted with “the extension of one’s self”, the quality 

of sympathy, and refers definitely to the meaning of the 

expression “ whole-heartedneiss (Reply to Lii Tzu \ o.) 

INGENUOUSNESS AND SYMPATHY 

(Seven Sections from the “Conversations”.) 

1. Cheng Tzu said, “The saying, ‘The Decree of 

Heaven, how profound it is and undying ! corresponds 

to Ingenuousness ; it is the principle of reality permeating 

all things. ‘ The method of Ch‘ien is to change and trans¬ 

form, so that everything obtains its correct nature 

as ordained by Heaven,’ ^ corresponds to sympathy; it is 

the principle of reality extended to the object.” 

Shou Yo asked : Explained in this way, is the meaning 

similar to that of the words “ Ingenuousness ” and “ Sym- 

pa^thy” in the saying, “The doctrine of our Master to 

Ingenuousness and Sympathy, that is all” 

^ The statement is by Ming Tao, see ^, pt. xiii, p. 23 ; for its 

explanation see below, pp. 437-8. 
2 D.M., p. 285. 3 Yi Ching, p. 213. ^ Analects, IV, xv, 2 (p. 34). 
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Answer. There is but one Ingenuousness and Sym¬ 

pathy : How! can there be two ? Eiven the difference 

betw^een that of the saint and of the ordinary man is not 

very great. 
The Philosopher said further : Complete self-expression 

does not mean a complete expression of the Truth 

as it is in myself: complete self-ex]3ression IS 

Truth. (It is to be feared that there is a lacuna 

here.)i If there is a falling short of the whole, 

there is, to that extent, unreality. For example, I desire 

to be 'filial ; although I am two-thirds filial, and only 

one-third short of the complete thing, I am still to that 

extent not true to my purpose. Even if I am nine-tenths 

filial, and no more than the trifling one-tenth short of the 

whole, I am still untrue to my purpose. 

2. Ingenuousness is subjective. Sympathy is objective. 

Ingenuousness is the absence of even a hair’s-breadth of 

self-deception ; S'ympatliy is, “ in my treatment of myself 

and others, to act equally, according to the nature of the 
?? 9 case. " 

3. In explaining Ingenuousness and Sympathy the 

blaster pointed his two hands towards liiinself to represent 

Ingenuousness, and turned them outwards to represent 

Sympathy. 

4. Ingenuousness is but one, but it produces hundreds 

and thousands of varieties of Synapathy. 

1 A note by the Chinese compiler. 

2 Yi Ching, p. 28G. 
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5. The mind in equilibrium is Ingenuousness ; com¬ 

parison with one’s own mind is Sympathy.i This mode 

of expression is to be seen in the commentary on the 
“ Chou Ritual ”.2 

i 

6. Question. What do you mean when yoii say, “ Com¬ 

parison with one’s own mind is Sympathy ” ? 

Answer. By “ comparison ” I mean to compare the 

mind of another with my own, and so put myself in their 

place. Love is not very different from Sympathy. Love is 

spontaneous, Sympathy springs from cordparison and 

transference of one’s self. 

7. Liu asked for an explanation of Ingenuousness an,d 

Sympathy. 

Ansioer. Ingenuousness is the principle of reality. In¬ 

genuousness is the one principle. Sympathy is its innumer¬ 

able functions. For example, the saying, “ The Decree 

of Heaven, how profound it is and undying; ’’^ represents 

simply this one principle of reality in its all-pervading 

operations producing all things : the ox receives it and 

is an ox, the horse receives it and is a horse, grass and 

trees receive it and are grass and trees. 

^ There is a play on the word here. The word “ ingenuousness ” is 

composed of the two ideographs, r:[:i = “ equilibrium ” and == mind". 

“Sympathy" is composed of = = “mind". See 

next section. 

2 A work, believed to have been composed during the Chou dynasty, 

containing detailed descriptions of the duties of the various officers of 

state. See Wylie’s Notes on Chinese Literature (1867), p. 4. 

^ D.M., p. 285. 

\ 
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(Five Sections from the ‘‘Collected Writings”.) 

1. Chang W,u Kou said, “Sympathy springs from 

Ingenuousnoss. Ingonuousness induces self-reproach, and, 

knowing the difficulty of conquering ourselves, we realize 

that everj'^where those who have not learned the meaning 

of their Nature are not so much to be blamed.” He also 

said, “ Wlien we know the difficulty in our own case of 

conquering self, we realize that all men everywhere ought 

to be treated with Sympathy.” According to my view 

Sympathy springs from Ingenuousness. Ming Tao, Hsieh 

Tzu, Hou Tzu,i have all affirmed that, but their explana¬ 

tion is not the same as this. To say, “ When we know 

in our own case the difficulty of conquering self, we realize 

that all men everywhere ought to be treated with Sym¬ 

pathy,” is to treat men according to our own selfishness, 

whereas the real meaning of Sympathy is not that at all. 

The Cheng Meng says : “To blame ourselves as we blame 

others is to fulfil the Moral Law. To love others as we 

love ourselves is to perfect Love. Measure your expecta¬ 

tions of men by the maiss,^ and j^ou v/ill find them' easily 

led.3 This is the true identity of the external world with 

1 Hsieh Tzu is Hsieh Liang Tso; see p. 322, n. 3. Hou Tzu is 

Hou Chung Liang n H). ntyh Shih Sheng (6® m), a pupil of 

Ch‘eng Ming Tao and highly esteemed by his master. 

2 That is : do not expect every man to be a sage. 

Bk. V. f. 39. In their original setting the three sentences 

quoted are given as the author’s explanation of three sayings of Confucius, 

viz. “In the way of the noble man there are four things, to not one of 

which have I as yet attained ” ; “ What you do not like, when done to 

yourself, do not do to others ” ; “ The noble man governs men according 

to their nature, with what is proper to them, and as soon as they change 
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myself. Let everyone be in accord with principle and 

never disobey, it. The words of the saints and siages have 

their guiding principles, and this is what is expressed as 

‘governing men according to their natureAlthough 

the statement is, “ Measure your expectations of men by 

the mass,” the writer would also say, “ The Moral Law 

is not far from men,” 2 so tliat those who constitute the 

mass ” still possess this Moral Law. To take one’s own 

inability to conquer sellishness, and use it as a reason for 

tolerating others and to assist them to perfect, their wicked¬ 

ness, is for men to lead one another to become like birds 

and beasts ; and what more glaring instance of the very 

reverse of Ingenuousness and Sympathy could there be 

than that ? (Criticism of Chang \Vu Kou’s ” exposition 
of the Doctrim of the Mean’\) 

2. QicesUow. In the statement: “ Sympathy i,s Love’s 

bestowal, affection is the operation of Love,” ^ I do not 

know what is the difference between “ bestowal ” 
and “ operation ”. 

Answer. What Sympathy bestows is affection ; if there 

were no Sympathy, the affection, even if it existed, could 

not reach its object. (Reply to Fan Tzti Shan.) 

3. Question. Cb'eng Tzu considered Ingenuousness as the 

law of Heaven, and Sympathy as the law of Man. Does 

what is wrong, he stops." It will be noted that the golden rule in the 

negative form as enunciated by Confucius assumes the positive form as 
explained by Chang Tsai. 

1 D.M., p. 258. It is probable that the quotation from the Cheng 

Meng extends to this point, though it does not exactly correspond with 

the passage in the ^ . 

2 Ibid., p. 257. 3 gee ^ pt. xiii, f. 23. 
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not this mean that Ingenuousness is the possession of the 

saint, and its operation one with Heaven itself, while Sym¬ 

pathy is tile law of behaviour towards men ? 

‘Ansi0&f. One’s behaviour towards oneself is not different 

in principle from one’s behaviour to others. The distinc¬ 

tion here made between Heaven and man means simply 

the difference between substanoe and its Oj^eration.^ (Reply 

to Yen Shih Heng.) 

4. Your treatise on Sympathy is excellent, but in the 

Gr^eat Learning^ the phrase ‘'measuring square ”2 

always occurs after the phrase “investigation of things 

For principles must first of all be clear, and the heart 

true ; then in what we desire or do not desire we shall 

naturally, attain to wlrat is correct. Afterwards, when we 

extend this to external things, in the treatment of them 

also we shall not fail to be correct, so that there will be 

no separation between the external world and myself. If 

otherwise, and, allowing ourselves to be ruled by selfish¬ 

ness and personal convenience, we seek to extend this to 

others, v/e shall fail even to establish the law of man ; on 

the contrary, we shall drive a whole world into making 

itself a den of selfishness and evil-mongering. (Reply to 

Hwang Shang Po.) 

5. Question. Modern scholars look upon Ingenuousness 

and Sympathy as simply substance and operation. The 

^ That is, the comparison is really between the laiv of Heaven and the 

law of Man, between which there is this relation of substance and operation, 

source and flow- Human desire originates in Divine Law and becomes 

evil in its flow. Cf. p. 395. 
2 G.L., p. 395. 3 Ibid., p. 222. 
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substance is as expressed in the saying*, Perfection also 

is undying” U operation is as expressed in the saying, 

“It fills the universe.” 2 The substance is real and un¬ 

changing, its operation is broad and all-penetrating. Put 

substance and operation are from one source and cannot 

be separated. Therefore Oh eng Tzu said, ” I regard the 

two terms Ingenuousness and Sympathy as reciprocally 

each the operation of the other.” And the Master said, 

“ ^ly doctrine is that of an all-pervading unity. ® 

Answer. This statement is very good. (Reply to Lu 

Tzii Yo.) 

SEDATENESS AND SERIOUSNESS 

(Five Sections from the “Conversations”.) 

1. (Question. AYhy are Love and Seriousness spoken 

or in combination ? 
Answer. From the time of Shang Ts ai ^ the word 

1 D.M., p. 285. ' Mencius, p. 66. 

Analects. ly, xv, 1 (p. 33). 

^ Ching (f|5[/in frequent use is reverence as accorded to others. 

Throughout this section, however, its special reference is, not to persons, 

but to actions—expressing the spirit in which actions are done. Legge, 

in such connexions) clinging to the idea of reverence, translates the word 
by such expressions as “reverent attention”, “reverential carefulness , 

etc. Soothill and Ku Hung Ming for the most part break away from the 

word “ reverence ” and adopt the renderings “ serious ”, “ earnest ”, and 

in a few instances, “ self-respect.” x411 these meanings are to be found 

in the word “ ching ” in different connexions. The prevailing meaning 

hero is an awe-inspired seriousness, the inward attitude which characterizes 

the actions of the noble man, answering to sedateness, the^ external 

demeanour appropriate to this inward attitude ; in one or two instances, 

however, the word “ earnestness ” expresses the meaning better, Cf. 

Suzuki’s Early Chinese Philosophy, pj). 56-7 

® See p. 322, n. 3 
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“ Seriousness ” has been considered small and inadequate ; 

it was therefore felt necessary to add the word “Love'^h 

But as a matter of fact there is no need for the word 

“Love”. If a man has seriousness Love is included 

in it.^ 

2. Sedateness has to do with demeanour, Earnestness 

with action. When anything is to be done, to put one’s 

heart into it, and do it without any wavering of the mind, 

this is Earnestness. Sedateness is objective manifestation, 

Earnestness is subjective. From the point of view of 

making oneself sincere, “ Sedatenessis the more im¬ 

portant word ; from tli© point of view of action, 

“Earnestness” is more appropriate. 

3. In the initial stage of learning, the word 

“ iSeriousness ” is more applicable ; in the final stage, 

when the virtue is acquired, “ Siedateness ” is more natural. 

Seriousness pertains to action. It is true that in the more 

comprehensive sense we speak of “ seriously cultivating 

one’s self”,2 of “maintaining inward correctness by 

seriousness” ; ^ but regarded only in the narrower sons© 

of the word it has to do with action, and Sedateness with 

demeanour. 

4. Apropos of the statement that the two words Sedate- 

ness and Seriousness stand in the same relation to one 

another as Ingenuousness and' Truth, someone said : 

Seriousness is subjective. Sedateness is the objective mani¬ 

festation. 

^ Love is the source of ail virtues. 2 Analects, XIV, xlv (p. 156). 
^ Yi Ching, p. 420. 
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Anstcer. When we speak of objective manifestation we 

are apt to think of it as nobler than the subjective, because 

it must reach to an overflowing fullness before it can be 

objectively manifested ; hov/ tlien can the subjective be 

superior!? It must not be forgotten, however, that the 

subjective is the source. 

5. Question. What is the difference between Sedate¬ 

ness and Seriousness ? 

Answer. Sedateness refers to demeanour (“ The virtue 
•> * 

of the demeanour is called sedateness“The hands 

were respectful in demeanour.”) 2 Seriousness refers to 

action. (“In handling public business be serious.”^ “In 

his duties his care is to be earnest.”)^ 

Question. How does Earnestness refer to action ? 

Answer. If, at this moment, I am doing anything, 

I must put my whole heart into it to be satisfactory—I am 

not, of course, speaking of bad things. If I am studying 

the “Analects” and my mind is on “Mencius”, how can 

I understand Vv^hat I readu? We shall never succeed in 

anything we do if while doing it the Inind is on something 

else. 

The Philosopher said further : Seriousness includes the 

idea of apprehension. 

Again he said : When one is occupied about something, 

the mind is concentrated on that one thing ; when one 

is not occupied with anything, the mind is clear. 

1 Shu Ching, p, 326. 

“ Li Chi, vol. ii, p. 25, “ Respectful ” is the same word as “ sedate ". 

3 Analects, XIII, xix (p. 135) ; cf. Soothill. 

* Ibid., XVI, X (p. 178) ; cf. Soothill. 
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Again he said : Sedateness is cautious. Seriousness is 

apprehensive, Dignity,is majestic. Majesty and awe, how¬ 

ever, are not the qualities with which we serve our parents, 

so that dignity in this connexion would be out of place. 

But in our bearing towards those below us there should be 

dignity, as is said in the passage, “ Let him preside over 

them with dignity and they will revere him.”^ If dignity 

be lacking in the transaction of business the people will 

not revere him. 

(Three Sections from the ‘‘ Collected Writings ”.) 

1. Qiiestio7i. The two words “Sedateness’’ and 

“’Seriousness” occur frequently in the “Analects” and 

“Mencius”; for example, “The noble man is serious 

and free from fault, in intercourse with others he is sedate 

and courtly.”2 “In private life be sedate, in handling 

public business be serious.”^ ‘‘In his conduct of himself 

he was sedate, in serving his superiors he was serious ” ; ^ 

“ To urge one’s sovereign to difficult achievements 

may bo called showing respect for him'. To set before 

him what is good and repress his perversities may be 

caljed showing earnestness in his behalf.”^ The Master 

I Ch‘uan said: “The objecitive manifestation is what is 

termed Sedateness, and the subjective quality is what is 

termed Seriousness,” ® for Sedateness and Seriousness are 

one ]Di^lo.ciplQ in its objective and subjective aspects. 

If we explain the passages in the “ Analects ” and 

^ Analects, II, xx (p. 16). 

3 Ibid., Xllt xix (p. 135). 

® Mencius, p. 168. 

2 Ibid., XII, V, 4 (p. 117). 

4 Ibid., V, XV (p. 42). 

“ it , pt- Vi, f. 10. 
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‘‘]\Iencius ” according to this definition, it does not seem to 

fit. Is it not that they differ in degree ? 

Ansii^er. Sedateness lias to do with demeanour, and 

Seriousness ivith action. For the learner, Seriousness has 

more force than Sedateness, but from the point of view 

of the virtue attained to, Seidateness has more of repose. 

(Reply to Lien Sung Chhng.) 

2. If we compare the statements of the saints and sages 

from early times to the Ch‘eng Bchool, all would put 

neatness in dress and gravity of demeanour first for 

one beginning his study. For this must be first attained 

to, and after that the mind is preserved, and lapse into 

depravity guarded against; as is said in the Yi: 

“ Guarding against depravity, he preserves his sincerity.” ^ 

Ch^eng Tzu’s saying, “ By control of outward conduct he 

nourished his heart,” is just this idea. But we must not go 

off to an extreme and-sink in the slough of externals, such 

as ceremonies and vestments. (Reply to Lli Po Kung.) ^ 

3. Question. I have received your instructivo communica¬ 

tion. To maintain Seriousness involves fatigue, the physical 

element fails, and one cannot overcome one’s languor. 

For example: Sometimes v/^hen I would hold my head 

erect, and be sedate in the use of my hands, I find myself 

unable, and so my hold on Seriousness is imperfect, and 

selfish thoughts spring up in my mind. Thus, though my 

desire is in every detail to act in accordance with the, 

^ Yi Ching, p. 410. 

^ Lii Tsu Ck‘ien (^ ^)» Ctu Hsi’s friend ; see J. P. Bruce, 

Introduction to Chu ILsi and the Sang School, chap. iv. 
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rules of ceremony, I fail from sheer lack of strength. I 

should like to know Vv^hether, if I were to maintain a serious 

mind simply, and allow some indulgence to the bodily 

members, there would be any injury to one’s final success 

or not. 

Amwtr. When there is unfailing Seriousness, the body 

will naturally assume a corresponding self-control, and 

it will not be necessary to wait while one deliberately 

settles oneself. The bodily posture will be easy and 

natural. If one requires consciously and deliberately to 

arrange one’s posture, tlien, indeed, to continue in it long 

will be difficult and fatiguing. (Eeply to Ohu Fei Chfing.) 
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